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c/o Weir, 70 La33\vade Rood, Edinburgh.

Ph.D September, 1969*
Tatian's Diatessaron and the Old Syriac Gospels1 the
Evidence of MS# Cheater Beatty 709#

The Syriac text of Tatian*s Dlatesaaron is lost and has to be recon¬

structed from scat ered evidence, among which the moat valuable single

item is MS# Chester Beotty 709, first published in 1963# This MS.

contains approximately half of the original Syriac of St. Ephraera's
comaentary on the Diatessaron, which was previously known to us only

in an Armenian translation# A detailed comparison of the gospel

quotations in this MS# with the corresponding passages in the Sinaitic

and Curetonian MSS# of the Old Syriac gospels, and in the Pcshitta

Syriac, reveals that the Syriac Diatessaron known to Ephraem was a text

of Old Syriac, rather than of Pe3hitta, type, and that its relationship

to the Sinaitic and Curetonian texts is a conplex one. On the one hand,

it frequently diverges from them, either in translating the same Greek

text differently, or in presupposing a different underlying text

altogether# Further, it is the Old Syriac version which usually appears

to be the more accurate and later of the two. These facts render

untenable the view that the Diatessaron was based on the Sinaitic or

the Curetonian text, and lead us to conclude that these texts are of

later date than the harmony of Tatian# On the other hand, the new

evidence is often in striking agreement with some of the most

distinctive readings and renderings of these Old Syriac MSS| this

parallelism is too constant to be explained simply by the hypothesis

of Diatessaron Influence on the Old Syriac, though such influence is

not to be denied# In addition, there is a significant minority of

passages where the Old Syriac appears to be more primitive than the

Diatessoron text# All the facts are satisfactorily accounted for if



we postulate, as a further conclusion, the existence of a pre-

Tatianic Syriac Tetraevangelion, of "Western" textual complexion,

which was the common ancestor of the Diatessaron and of the

Sinaitic and Curetonian texts.
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PREFACE

I am greatly indebted to my supervisors, Rev. Dr. J. C. L.

Gibson and Rev. Dr. I. A. Moir, for their constant encourage¬

ment and guidance in the preparation of this thesis, as well

as to Mr. L. P. Elwell-Sutton, Senior Lecturer in Persian in

the University of Edinburgh, who helped me to grapple with

the elements of Armenian. Acknowledgement is also due to the

stimulus derived from a seminar on the Syriac fragments of

the Diatessaron conducted by Principal M. Black, St. Mary's

College, St. Andrews, during the spring term, 1967* The

principal contribution was made by Dr. Tj. Baarda of the Free

University, Amsterdam, who circulated about ten pages of

textual notes, a copy of which can be supplied if desired.

I have deliberately refrained from incorporating any of his

material.

It should be recorded that a dissertation substantially,

but not exactly, the same as the present thesis was, with the

previous permission of the Committee on Post-Graduate Studies

of the Faculty of Divinity of the University of Edinburgh,

submitted to the University of Cambridge and awarded the

Kaye Prize, 1967.
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INTRODUCTION

Numerous intractable problems surround the study of the

Diatessaron. The original is lost, and we do not even know
1

what language it was written in - Syriac, Greek, or, less

probably, Latin. That it was the work of Tatian is attested
2

not only by several late Syriac writers but by Greek authors

of the patristic period. Eusebius, HUE., IV, 29^ writes:
c ^

O yUGVTOl y£ "TTyoTgyos otUTooV (i.e. of the
Encratites) o JpCTicCvbs GOVdL&€Col\/ Tl\/o{
\ 'J ? Or c/ r\T > I S

Kelt J'VVUycoy<y\V OOK otd> oirojf Tcov euolyyeAtU)V
* / ' r\ ^ _ r\ ''&DV0€iS? To d(oi TGffetyoJs/ TootO

Trpc6c#Ycyuoc6£V; o (Cou T(6iV <=tyeri vCV jep£To(.(.
Epiphanius, Haer. i XgyeToU cf<£ To cf(4 i
^ocLyyeXcov l>?r> ocwroa U. TtL'fia.n) ysy^Vyys^^-Cp
oirep kclt* 'Efiooifour Tives: kL\o3&c . O

Theodoret, de Fab. Haer.. (P.G.83, 372A) : &v TO£T

(i.e. Tatian) To S(oL T€f&cp*)V
£cr*yye\io)/

The above quotation from Epiphanius suggests what is
3

indicated by other sources also , namely that there was in

the Diatessaron an apocryphal element derived from outside

the four canonical gospels, perhaps from the Gospel according
L

to the Hebrews. Indeed, Victor of Capua, author of the

(1) On this question see VSSbus, Studies. pp.12ffj Versions.
pp*4.f f.

(2) Conveniently collected in Harris, Diatessaron, pp.13ff.
(3) Cf. Black^, pp.267ff.
(4) So Baurastark, "Die syrische Ubersetzung des Titus von
Bostra und das Diatessaron", Biblica XVI, 1935* pp.257-299.
Cf. V58bus, Studies. pp.17ff», who thinks that this may have
been the first gospel known to Syriac-speaking Christians.
It belongs probably to the early second century and may enshrine
some genuine historical traditions. It appears to have been
an expansion of Matthew's gospel, and perhaps a source of the
Gospel of Thomas (see conclusion, p.
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Latin gospel harmony known as the Codex guldensis» which he

based upon an earlier harmony that was probably a Latin trans¬

lation of Tatian's, calls Tatian's work Dlapente. not

Dlatessaron: "Tatianus. unum ex quattuor compaginaverit

evangelium cui titulum diaoente composuit". (quoted by

Black3, p.267).
Victor's expression Dlapente. as well as the description

of the Diatessaron by Epiphanius as OTT€f> KcLTd CppeLiOvf
TiV6t Kdkougt, , seems to suggest that the Gospel according to

the Hebrews played an important role in the Diatessaron*s

composition} in fact, Baumstark (op.cit.) was led to call it

the first, rather than the fifth, source of the harmony. To

decide whether such an evaluation is justified is difficult

in view of the very small number of surviving fragments of

Gosp. Iieb. A new dimension of this problem has, however,

been opened up by G. Quispel in a series of three articles

in Vjgiliae Christianae , where he suggests that Gosp. Heb.

was a source, not only of the Diatessaron, but of the Gospel

of Thomas as well, Quispel points out that the Diatessaron,

the Gospel of Thomas and the Pseudo-Clementines, while often

supporting readings found in the Old Syriac, the Old Latin

and D, occasionally share deviations that are not supported

by any other known text} it is at these latter points that

Quispel detects the presence of non-canonical matter. It will

therefore be one of our concerns in this thesis, using the new

Diatessaron evidence of MS. Chester Beatty 709, which was not

(1) See bibliography, and the evaluation of Quispel*s work
by Klijn in Novum Testamentum. Ill, pp.l66ff.
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yet published when Quispel wrote, to note affinities between

the Diatessaron and the Gospel of Thomas, with a view to

determining whether they do indeed share distinctive readings

that could have come from a non-canonical source, perhaps the

Gospel according to the Hebrews.

Of this Gospel according to the Hebrews Jerome says

(Contra Pelag. col. 570), "Chaldaico quldem Syroque sermone,

sed Hebraicia lltteris scriptum est." This appears to indicate

Jewish Aramaic as its language. If we are to believe this, and

if the Diatessaron did incorporate material from this lost

apocryphal gospel, the natural inference is that the Diatessaron

was a Syriac rather than a Greek work.

Thus the question of the apocryphal element in the

Diatessaron leads on to the question of its original language,

which in turn cannot be separated from the problem of the

place and time of composition. At the end of his " TTpoy
clr- IV .. • . • « ■ •

i3

but he spent the years between 150 and 170 in Rome, where he

became a Christian and was a pupil of Justin Martyr, returning

to the East c.172. We do not know in which place he wrote the

Diatessaron. Nor do we know when, though it must have been

during the third quarter of the century.

In the course of the present thesis we shall note elements

in the Diatessaron which are not derived from the canonical

gospels, and we shall accumulate many small pieces of evidence

pointing towards the conclusion that the Syriac Diatessaron,

whether composed in the East or for a Syriac-speaking community

in Rome (for the existence of such a community cf. Juvenal 3»

62ff), was the original Diatessaron. This is perhaps also the
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conclusion that accords best with the Greek Diatessaron

1 2 3
fragment from Dura-Europos , since Baumstark , Plooij and

Kahle^ convincingly^ demonstrate that it is a translation of a

Semitic original# These hotly disputed questions are not,

however, our main concern here# Rather, our concern is to

compare the Syriac Diatessaron — whether that is the original

Diatessaron or not - with the Old Syriac gospels, with a view

to determining the relationship between them.

Before proceeding further, it will be well to make clear

what precisely the terms "Diatessaron" and "Old Syriac" denote

in this thesis. The latter is known to us in two exemplars

only, the Sinaitic and the Curetonian MSS., dating from the

fourth and fifth centuries, and referred to here as S and C,

respectively# They are representatives of the same translation

of the gospels into Syriac, and it is a safe assumption that at

one time many other representatives of this same translation

were in circulation, though they are now lost. The ancestor

or archetype of S, C and as many other Old Syriac MSS. as may

at one time have existed we shall here refer to as X, and

our main concern will be to determine the date of X, the

original translation of the four canonical gospels into Syriac,

in relation to the date of the Syriac Diatessaron. Was X

already in circulation before Tatian composed his Diatessaron,

or is it to be dated later, e.g. (with Burkltt) about 200 A.D.?

Considering the wide variations in reading between the only two

(1) Ed. C. H. Kraellng, Studies and Documents. 3» London 1935-
(2) 0. C.» 3rd Series, 10, 1935> pp.244ff*
\3) Expository Times. 46, 1934-35* 471 ff.
(4) The Cairo Genlza^ , p.295.
(5) Particularly strong is Baumstark*s argument (p.249f.)
that 'EpiVyUet &olcei j (for Got ) arises from
unvocalized jU/x!bu«\ iS * the third letter being
mistaken for a "nun".
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exemplars of the Old Syriac that survive, it will readily be

granted that to reconstruct the text of X with certainty is

impossible. Like the Old Latin, the Old Syriac text taadition

would appear (from S and C) to have abounded in variant readings.

Which of them go back to X and which are of more recent appear¬

ance within the Old Syriac tradition, due, e.g., to the influence

of some form of the Greek text other than that on which X was

originally based, is no easy matter to decide. It will be our

task to examine each Individual case in turn, to decide what

reading the Old Syriac tradition is offering us at that point,

and to compare it with what the Diatessaron tradition is offer¬

ing us.

It is not necessarily implied here that X was a translation

made by one person in one place and at one time. Indeed, it

may well be that the original translation of the gospels into

Syriac was the work of various hands: see, for example, on

Jn.1125, p. H&G . Rather, the symbol X is intended to stand,

in any given verse or passage, for the original rendering of

that verse or passage into Syriac.

As to the term "Diatessaron", we have likewise to distin¬

guish here between the original form of Tatian's harmony (to
be dated between 150 and 175), referred to by the symbol T,

and the many and varied witnesses to the text of that harmony

(see below) which preserve the original wording with moieor

less fidelity. Since, among these witnesses, it will be our

particular concern to consider the evidence of St. Ephraem*s

commentary, it is appropriate to adopt a special symbol, Te,

for the T fra^nents preserved in that commentary.

Our main goal is, then, by comparing SC with Te (and with

other Diatessaron witnesses) to throw light on the relationship
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of X to T.

The question of the relative priority of T and X has long

been debated. On the one hand, several scholars have held that

the text of S in particular (and therefore we may add, a fortiori.

the text of X) was current among Syriac-speaking Christians
12 ^

before T existed; this was the view of Bewer , Hjelt , Mlngana
j.

and Torrey , following Zahn. On the other hand, the prevalent

view, in Britain at least, has been that of P. C. Burkitt, who

dated the Syriac Diatessaron (T) about 173 and the Old Syriac

gospels (X) about 200, so that "the earliest church in Edessa...

had no New Testament. For the first generation of Syriac-

speaking Christians the Law and the Prophets sufficed."^
The only concrete piece of external evidence which might

point to Syriac canonical gospels being in circulation in the

second century, before the date assigned to them by Burkitt, is

the statement of Eusebius (H.E.. IV, 22 ) that Hegesippus

(died 180) quoted €-K t€ Too Kot0> *£z{tyoC(OOS E°<YV£J((ou
\ o A

KtLl Too 2LUplcLK0o. The difficulty here is the meaning
of Too *Zuj>laiKou , which could refer either to separate
gospels or to the Syriac Diatessaron.^ This being so, this

evidence can hardly be used to decide between the two views

outlined above. We note in passing here the juxtaposition of

(1) The History of the New Testament Canon in the Syrian
Church. Chicago. 1900. pp.28. 59. 61.

(2l Die altsyrische Evangeliemlbersetzung und Tatian's
Diatessaron, Leipzig, 1903» pp.157ff»

(3lLewisian and Curetonian Versions of the Gospels, ET
26, pp.47f» 93f» 235*.

(4) Documents of the Primitive Church, New York and London,
1941* p.277, Others that have regarded at least the S text
as pre-Tatianic are C. Holzhey (Die neuentdeckte Codex Svrus
Sinaltlcus, Mttnchen. 1896, 36ff.) arid H. Gressmann (Studien
zum s.vrischen Tetraevangelium, ZNW, 1905, 135-152).
5l Burkitt. Ev. II. p.212.
6) Black*, p.266, states that it is "most unlikely" to refer
to the Diatessaron, but gives no reason for his statement.
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"the Syriac" and Gosp.Hebr.. on which see above and conclusion,

But when we speak of comparing the Syriac Diatessaron with

the Old Syriac gospels, how do we propose to reconstruct the

lost text of the former? The evidence for any reconstruction

is scattered, and until 1963 consisted principally of the
4

following : (a) of eastern origin, the gospel quotations of

Aphraates, Ephraem, Liber Graduum and other early Syriac

writings, the Arabic Diatessaron, the Persian Diatessaron, and

the commentary of St Ephraem on the Diatessaron, hitherto extant

only in an Armenian translations (b) of western origin, Victor

of Capua's Codex Puldensls, the Tuscan and Venetian Diatessarons,

and the Li&ge and Stuttgart harmonies. All of these witnesses

suffer from certain defects impairing their value as witnesses

to Tatlan's text. With the gospel quotations in early Syriac

literature there is always doubt as to whether they are

2
Diatessaric or from separate gospels of Old Syriac type.

The commentary of Ephraem is free from this uncertainty, but

its Armenian gospel quotations appear to have been frequently

assimilated to the Armenian Vulgate (Zohrab) or to the Old
3

Armenian version. The Arabic Diatessaron has been extensively

accommodated to the Syriac Peshltta text*1", and Codex Puldensis
5

to the text of the Latin Vulgate. The Persian Diatessaron and

the European medieval Diatessarons, although not seldom

preserving readings of value^, cannot be regarded, as they stand,

(1) Cf. Metzger, Chapters, pp.97ff«
(2) Cf. Burkitt, Ev.II, p.185.
(3) Cf. Leloir, Tim., p.236.
(4) G.N.T. p.xxxiv} cf. Lyonnet, p.199.
(5) Peters, p.134.
(6) See especially Plooi^, A Primitive Text of the Dlateasaron,
Leyden, 1923 J A Further Study of the Li£ge Diatessaron.
Leyden, 1925* Messina Diatessaron Persiano, Rome, 1951,
Metzger, Chapters, pp.103-120.
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1
as reliable Tatianic witnesses.

It has long been recognized that, next to the discovery

of an actual Diatessaron text, the original Syriac of Ephraem's

Diatessaron commentary would furnish the most valuable evidence

about the Tatianic "urtext". In 1891» Lagarde reported a rumour
2

that this original Syriac had been found , but this proved to

be false. Meanwhile (1895)» Rendel Harris published a study^
of the Syriac fragments of Ephraem* s commentary to be found

in such later writers as Ishodad of Merv, and Bar-salibi. But

it was not until 1963 that a very substantial fragment, contain-
i. 5

ing approximately half of the total commentary , was edited

by Dom Louis Leloir, O.S.B., and given to the world. Having

been acquired in 1957 by Sir Alfred Chester Beatty, it is known

as MS. Chester Beatty 709,and it constitutes without a doubt
our best witness so far to the Tatianic text, although it must

not be forgotten that between Tatian and Ephraem two centuries

elapsed during which that text was exposed to the ravages of

intentional and unintentional alteration.^ Recently, two other

small Syriac fragments of Ephraera's commentary have been made

known, thus reducing slightly the extent to which we are

dependent on the Armenian alone. But as these have already
7

been discussed by their discoverers , our attention here will

(1) As regards the Persian harmony, there is serious doubt
(despite Messina) as to whether it is directly related to
Tatian's Diatessaron (Metzger, op.clt.. pp.104, 108, 120).
The medieval European versions are seldom free from the
influence of the Latin Vulgate and the separate gospels,
which, however, operated on them in different degrees: see
Lyonnet, pp.201-3.
2) HJelt, op.cit., p.49t note 3.
3) Harris, Fragments.
4) For a description of it see Leloir, L'Original.
5) Leloir, 709.
6) See esp ciRlly Baumstark, Zur Geschichte des Tatian-
textes vor Aohrem. in O.C., series 3» 8, pp.1-12* Leloir,
L'Ascendance DavidiaUei Vogels, Die alts.vrischen Evangelien.p.3.

(7) Baarda (detection of a passage in an already known MS.);
valdevieso (a new papyrus fragment). See bibliography.
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be principally directed to MS. Chester Beatty 709.

Such, in brief outline, are the materials at our disposal

in attempting to reconstruct the Diatesaaron text as it left

Tatian*s hands - for that is surely the ultimate goal of all
1

Diatessaron study. In handling these materials, one of the

first observations to be made is how very little trace the

Diatessaron has left on Greek texts (the position of D and

Vogels' views thereon will be discussed below). Those who,

arguing from the Greek title'Diatessaron", from the language

of Tatian's Tp*? rjVeiS 3 and from other indications,
regarded the Diatessaron as an originally Greek work, at first

thought their opinion confirmed when an apparently Diatessaric

fragment in Greek was found at Dura-Europos in 1933 (ed.

Kraellngj see Bibliography). But, even apart from the fact

that the existence of a fragment of the Passion Narrative in

Greek does not prove the existence of an entire gospel harmony

in that language, Baumstark, Plooi;} and Kahle made a strong

case for this fragment being a translation from Syriac (see

p. XV ).

If the Diatessaron in its entirety existed in Greek,

it does not appear ever to have circulated widely or been

at all influential in the Greek-speaking church (see on Mt.

1727, P. I74- , for the exception that proves the rule).
It Is rather on Latin, and especially on Syriac, terrain that

we have to look for the Diatessaric imprint on gospel MSS.

and quotations. At once a problem arises here, because we

do not have a Syriac Diatessaron, and our copy of the Latin

Diatessaron (Codex Puldensis) preserves essentially the text of

(1) So Peters, p.213.
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the Latin Vulgate, and is therefore of limited value as a

witness to the original Diatessaron text. Nor can the trans¬

lations of the Diatessaron into other languages be too heavily

relied upon since, as we have seen, those derived from the

Syriac Diatessaron (the "eastern" witnesses mentioned above)
and from the Latin Diatessaron (the "western" witnesses above)
date from a period when the Syriac vulgate (Peshitta) and the

Latin vulgate were in standard use in the Syriac- and Latin-

speaking churches. Their texts are therefore heavily tainted

with Vulgate and Peshitta readings: this applies also to the

Lidge and Tuscan harmonies, even although these seem to go

back to an Old Latin base (see below). It is, then, a

cardinal principle that these later translations of the

Diatessaron should be regarded as trustworthy Tatianlc

witnesses only when their texts differ from the Latin Vulgate

(in the case of the "western" group), or from the Peshitta

(in the case of the "eastern" group). This is not to say that

these MSS. are without value: they do in fact quite often

differ from Vulgate and Peshitta, and offer precious testimony.

And they are especially of importance when they confirm

readings which on other, better grounds are to be regarded

as Tatlanic.

What are these other, better grounds? In a nutshell,

the hard core of solid evidence for the Diateosaron text is

to be found in the gospel quotations of early Syriac literature

and above all in Aphraates and Ephraem. It is here that Diat¬

essaron "forschung" finds its proper starting-point. For it is

only in the Syriac-speaking church that the Diatessaron seems

to have established itself as the form of the gospels "par

excellence", and Burkitt showed ("Ephraem's Quotations from the
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Gospel" and "gv." II 186ff.) that these two authors, writing

before the Peshitta was fully formed, habitually (if not ex¬

clusively) quoted from the Diatessaron. Among their writings,

Ephraem*s commentary on the Diatessaron is the one which, for

our purposes, naturally takes pride of place, especially in

Its original Syriac dress, since here, if anywhere, we are

likely to find the Tatianic text accurately quoted.

The Old Syriac gospels as represented by S and C cannot

in themselves be termed "Diatessaron witnesses" because, no

matter how close their relationship to the Syriac Diatessaron,

clearly they do not directly reproduce it. But that they

preserve many genuine traces of it is beyond dispute. One need

point only to the repeated harmonizations in the S and C texts

to demonstrate this. The harmonistic element is even greater

in C than in S, which points to a later date for the C than

for the S text, on the assumption that Diatessaron Influence

became more pervasive as time went on: Vogels however, viewing

as he does the history of the Old Syriac text as a process of

"de-Tatianizing", interprets1 this phenomenon in the opposite

sense, ie. as indicating the priority of C to S. That Vogels

i3 wrong here, and that the C text is in fact the later of the

two, is suggested by another feature of C besides its larger

element of harmonization, namely its more extensive revision

from Greek MSS. than is the case with S. See Ev. II, pp.214ff.

Further, we shall see in the conclusion that the degree of

textual affinity between S and Te is greater than that between

C and Te, even in spite of C's larger harmonistic element

(1) Die alts.vrlschen Evangellen: introduction.
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(conclusion, p. 331 ). This can reasonably be interpreted as

indicating that the S text is chronologically closer to T, i.e.

older, than C is. However this may be, it would surely be

perverse to deny that the widespread harmonization in both S

and C is a proof of Diatessaron influence, even granting the

truth of Lagrange*s dictum that not all harmonizations necessarily
1

come from a harmony.
2

Two examples of harmonistic readings in the Old Syriac

may show what is meanti

Luke

S translates the three different Greek expressions of
r[ \ o16 / *4^° ( fuvov-ros (fe TOO vfAiou ), Mt. 816 ( ojCt*.?

<fe ygVO/A. 6*1}£ ) and Mk. 132 {oftoCS cCe ^vyr,
■y'Atos ) in exactly the same way in all

three places ; ? AJtioX. . :—iJo •

This is really a translation of the Lucan text} in a harmony, a

choice would have had to be made between the three expressions,

and it seems virtually certain that the reason why S gives the

Lucan wording even in Mt. and Mark is that it is under the

influence of a harmony which chose the Lucan expression in

preference to the other two.

C at Mt. 10"^ gives ■/l .-o->o ^o\s
for the Greek text The explanation will be

that the readings of Mt. and of the Lucan parallel (12^:
cfitL/iepc f/tov ) are here combined, as they would doubtless
have been in a harmony.

This means that in certain cases it is justifiable to regard

S and C as Diatessaron witnesses, namely when they have a

harmonistic reading found in no other witness that is not under

|1) Lagrange, p.268 (against Vogels).Following Peters, pp.33-34•
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Diatessaron influence# Or again, they may be so regarded when they

confirm a distinctive reading found somewhere in the Diatessaron

tradition, but in no other witness that is not under Diatessaron

influence. Lk.19"^»p. 27f, is an example of the latter case. There^
SC support an addition to the usual text that is found elsewhere onlj

in Te am: in this instance, the combination of SC and Te arm seems

more likely than Te syr to have preserved the original Tatianic text

Though not a direct witness to the Diatessaron text, the Old

Syriac gospels have, then, more to offer us for its reconstruction

than does any other text that the Diatessaron has influenced: Mt.1^1
p. 167, is a clear example of the Diatessaron*s influence actually

at work on the Old Syriac gospels. But it is also on Latin terrain

that we have to look for traces of the Diatessaron. The Old Latin

tradition is a quarry in which numerous Tatianic fragments are to

be found. With the Old Latin, we are dealing with a "Western" text

in a sense in which the Old Syriac is not, because alongside the

undeniable "Western" element in the Old Syriac stands a strong

"Caesarean" element too: the provenance of these two elements in

the Old Syriac and their interpretation will be discussed in the

conclusion. But if the Old Latin (and the some applies to D, on

which see below) is a "Western" text, and if we accept Burkittfs
1

view that the Diatessaron represents the type of Greek text in use

in Rome in the mid-second century, then this means that the Old

Latin is a text of fundamentally the same character as the

Diatessaron itself, and more important than the question of whether

the Old Latin preserves Diatessaron readings is the question of

whether, through the evidence of the Diatessaron and the Old Latin

taken together, we can get back to that stage of the Greek gospel

text which is the common root of them both - the text which appears tohav

(1) See, e.g., I£v.II, p.254«
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been used by Marcion and Justin, and whose character we know
1 31from D, W (Mark 1-5 ) and some papyri. In other words, the

problem of reconstructing the Diatessaron text is secondary

here to the even more important task of reconstructing a form

of the gospel-text in existence before the Diatessaron.

Obviously, however, the latter objective is dependent on

the accomplishment of the former. Ana so we are obliged to

inquire into the nature of the relationship between the

Diatessaron and the Old Latin, and to ask how the Diatessaron*s

influence worked. Was it through the medium of a Latin

Diatessaron? Did such a Diatessaron exist?

There is good evidence that a Latin Diatessaron was in

circulation at an early date. The Dutch Diatessaron to which
1

Ploolj drew attention is generally admitted to represent an

Old Latin text, though not without Vulgate influence.
2

Baumstark showed that the Latin gospel text current at Rome

and known to Novation was influenced by the Diatessaron. We

can admit, then, that a Latin Diatessaron existed, but its

precise relationship to the Old Latin gospels is unclear.

For Vogels, the Diatessaron, originally in Greek but

translated by Tatian himself into Syriac^, was soon rendered

into Latin also, and "diese Harmonie den ersten Versuch

darstellt das Evangelium in das rSmische Gewand zu kleiden."^

(1) A Primitive Text of the Diatessaron, Leyden, 1923* The
same holds good for the Tuscan Diatessaron according to
Lyonnet, p.201.

(2) Die Evangelienzitate Novatians und das Diatessaron,
(0.C.3, ser.5, pp.1-14).

(3) "Harmonistik", pp.45-6•
(4) "Harmonistik". p.59: my italics.
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Likewise Plooij argues: "Is it thinkable that a Diatessaron

should have been translated either from the Syriac or from

the Greek, when the Latin Gospels, whose apostolic authority

was indisputable, had already been translated separately?"^
The argument is not particularly convincing, and whether the

Latin Diatessaron was the earliest form of the gospels in

Latin seems highly doubtful. No matter how strong may be the

Diatessaric influence on the Old Latin, it does not necessarily

follow that it was there right from the beginning of the Old

Latin tradition. And the same remark holds good in the

parallel question of the relative priority of the Syriac

Diatessaron and the Old Syriac gospels, which is the main

problem to which this thesis addresses itself.

A further theory of Plooij's , upheld also by Baumstark,

is accepted here, however, as a point of departure. This is

the theory that the Latin Diatessaron was translated directly
2

from the Syriac. Plooij bases his case on errors in the

Dutch Diatessaron that can be explained by assuming a Syriac

original for the Latin base that lies behind the Dutch.
3

Baumstark points to Syriaci3ms in the Latin gospel text of

Novation. And this theory accords well with the likelihood^4"
that the Diatessaron was first composed at Rome, in Syriac.

In that milieu, a translation directly into Latin would easily

follow.

Two examples will illustrate two of the main ways in

which the Diatessaron has influenced Old Latin texts. First,

(1) "A Further Study", pp.43-4-*
( 2) "A Further Study". pp.25-69.
(3) Op.cit., pp.8ff.
(4.) See on Mt. 1127, p. )!+5 .
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many harraonistic readings in the Old Latin may reasonably be

attributed to such influence. Baumstark'' adduced Novatian's

combination (ep. Cypr. 36) of Mt. 10"^ ( ejU.71tou
IToLTpoS yUOU ) and Luke 129 ( €Vuj1Tl ov TtoV uyyeXtoV

ToO @&o<J )» "coram Patre meo et coram angelis eius",

which is also to be found in the Dutch Diatessaron and Codex

Puldensis. Second, non-canonical elements seem to have entered

into the Old Latin from the Diatessaron: the addition to the
I g 4

text of Luke 23 found in g ("percutientes pectora sua

revertebantur dicentes, vae nobis, quae facta sunt hodie

propter peccata nostra, appropinquavit enira desolatio

Hierusalem") comes in all probability from the Diatessaron,

as it appears in EC arm and Doctrina Addai, and is alluded to

by Aphraates (Homily 14)» as well as occurring in SC in the

form: *0 yoct JjlSo ^ aO 0J0 .
Many other examples of Diatessaron influence on the Old Latin

could be cited.

We stated above that the Diatessaron had left scarcely any

imprint on Greek texts. According to one theory, however,

this is far from being the case. H. J. Vogels (see biblio¬

graphy) sees Codex Bezae Cantabrigiensis Graecus (D) as

standing in a similar relation to a Greek Diatessaron as

does the Old Latin tradition (including d: "Die altsyrischen

Evangelien", p.VII) to the Latin Diatessaron and the Old

Syriac tradition to the Syriac Diatessaron. Essentially,

Vogels* argument hinges on the 1500 harmonizations that he

finds in D, from which he concludes that a harmony underlies

D. It has generally seemed, however, that Vogels exaggerates

(1) Qp.cit., p.8.
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the harmonistlc influence and, in particular, is wrong in
r \

assuming that all harmonizations are due to Diatessaron
4

influence#

In his third and fourth lists of harmonistic readings in

Harmonistik and Die altsyrischen Evancelien, Vogels establishes

the close textual affinity between D and the Old Syriac. His

interpretation of this fact is as follows: "Die Verwandtschaft

zwischen D und der Vetus Syra beruht nicht etwa darauf, dass
•0

dem Ubersetzer des Evangellon da-Mepharreshe eln sog. Western

Text vorlag, auf Grund dessen er seine Arbeit unternoramen

hatte, sondern erklart sich nur durch die Beelnflussung beider

durch das (griechische und syrische^) Diatessaron."2
The view adopted in this thesis is rather different. It is

rather, that there i3 Insufficient evidence to establish the

existence of a Greek Diatessaron. The kinship between D and

the Old Syriac must therefore be explained in some other way.

There are two possibilities. Either we say that the Syriac

Diatessaron, based ultimately on the same type of Greek "Western

text" as we have in D, strongly influenced the Old Syriac, and

that this is a sufficient explanation of the D - Old Syriac

affinity; or, more simply, and without denying the influence

of the Syriac Diatessaron on the Old Syriac (see above), we

say that a Greek Western text of D type lay behind the Old

Syriac (as it does behind the Diatessaron and the Old Latin;

see above). This latter was the view of Baethgen, which
•5

Vogels refers to only to criticize it: "Baethgen.....glaubte

die Ahnlichkelt zwischen C [Baethgen of course did not know S]
und D durch die Annahme erklaren zu mils sen, dass dem Ubersetzer

(1) See Sanders' criticism of Vogels, quoted at Kli.jn,"Survey"
p.61 •

(2) "Die altsyrischen Evangelien". p.144.
(3) Die altsyrlschen Bvangelien , p.141.
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der Vetus Syra ein Evangelientext vorgelegen habe, der mit dera

Bezatext nahe Verwandtschaft aufwies."

A decision between these two views will not be possible

until we have examined the evidence contained in the body of

the thesis. The fundamental issue at stake is what kind of

Greek text the Old Syriac version presupposes - the type that

we find in D, or some other type?

To support the assumption of the existence of a Greek

"Western" text of the gospels, such as is found in D, previous

to the time of Tatian, reference may be made to M. Black's
1

"Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts". He concludes :

"a definite conclusion is possible on the textual issue. The

Bezan text in all the synoptic gospels, if less so in some

respects in Mark, is more frequently stained with Aramaic con¬

structions and idiom than the BX text. For that reason, it has

a better claim to be regarded, on the whole, and certainly where

such Aramaisms are found, as representative of the more primitive

type of text in earliest circulation." Important here too is the

article of T. F. Glasson, "Did Matthew and Luke use a 'Western'
p

text of Mark?" He shows that in 20 cases Matthew and Luke use

a text of Mark with a "Western" reading, and thus proves the

existence of "Western" readings at the very beginnings of

Christianity.

The kinship between the Diatessaron and D (and the Old

Latin) is basically to be explained by their reflecting the

same ("Western") type of Greek text, which was early in circu¬

lation. It is to be emphasized, however, that this in no way

precludes subsequent Diatessaron influence on Codex Bezae (or

(1) Ed.2, p.212i the third edition was unfortunately not avail¬
able at this point.

(2) Expository Times, 55, 1943-4* pp.180-4.
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on the Old Latin). Such, influence will have worked, not

through a Greek Diatessaron (the existence of which cannot be

regarded as established), but through the Latin Diatessaron,

a direct translation from the Syriac, which influenced the Old

Latin tradition in general, including d, and thus D.

We accept, then, the view of P. C. Burkitt (gv.II, p.254)
as regards the text presupposed by the Diatessaron, D and the

Old Latin (and by the quotations of Justin Martyr); it is the

text that was current in Rome in the mid-second century. But

what of the Greek text lying behind the Old Syriac? Burkitt

thinks this is the early (c.200 A.D.) Antiochian text and, while

admitting the Old Syrlac's textual affinity with "Western"

witnesses, he demonstrates at the same time (gv.II, pp.245ff. -
on fam.1, farn.13» 565, 28, 700) its kinship with a number of

minuscules representing what B. H. Streeter was later to call

the "Caesarean text". And Streeter himself, in one of his four
2

main conclusions on the "Caesarean text", claimed that family

© (Codex , the only continuous uncial authority for

the'Caesarean text", was not generally known until von Soden

called attention to it, after the publication of &£• ) is
nearer to the Old Syriac than is any other surviving Greek text,

though it is by no means identical with it: it is frequently

supported by the Armenian against the Old Syriac, and even more

1 2
frequently by the Old Georgian, Geo (the Adysh MS.) and Geo

(the Opiza and Tbet' MSS). (See on Mt.24"^2, p. 6 ).

Following on this, Lake, Blake and New^ took the further

step of regarding the Caesarean text as the basis of the Old

Armenian, Old Georgian, and Palestinian Syriac versions, through

1) Cf. also Lewis, pp.351~4» on MS. 565*
2) The Four Gospels, pp.84-85.
3/ In "The Caesarean Text of the Gospel of Mark", HTR 21
(1928), pp.207ff.
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the medium of a Syriac Caesarean text, otherwise unknown, but

whose existence they felt justified in postulating.

One further development in investigation into the

Caesarean text should perhaps be noted here. The Spanish

scholar Ayuso^ distinguished (at least for Mark) between a

"pre-Caesarean" text (from the Payyum), represented by p^, W

(Mark 5""^-1620)» fam.1, fam.13» 28 and many Greek lectionaries,

and a "Caesarean" text properly so called, represented by 0 .

565, 700, many citations of Origen and Eusebius, the Old

Georgian, the Old Armenian, and (in part) the Old Syriac, or

at least S.

The question of what kind of Greek text lies behind the Old

Syriac is thu3 not easy to answer, since both "Western" and

"Caesarean" elements are prominent in SC. It will therefore be

incumbent on us in this thesis to note the textual affinities of

S and C, to compare them with those of Te, and to take the

result of this comparison into account in our attempt to

determine the relationship between X and T.

In the following pages, then, all the gospel quotations of

MS. 709 which seem to be of importance are discussed indivi¬

dually, and compared with the 8 and C texts. For this purpose

they are divided into three sections according to whether their

outstanding feature is (i) difference from the Old Syriac in

translation of the same Greek text; (ii) difference from the Old

Syriac in the underlying Greek text that is presupposed; or

(iii) striking similarity to the Old Syriac in either trans¬

lation or text. The purpose of this threefold division is to

illustrate the large extent to which Diatessaron and Old Syriac

are independent of, and yet akin to, each other, and so

(1) In Estudios Biblicos IV (1934)# 268-281, and Biblica XVI
(1935) 369-415* His work is known to me from the account in
Metzger, Chapters, pp.63-64.
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continually to pose the question of how this complex relation¬

ship can best be accounted for. The threefold division is

according to what seems the outstanding feature of each quo¬

tation! this is admittedly a subjective criterion, and some of

the passages could have been classified by some other feature

and placed with only slightly less appropriateness in a different

section. Nevertheless, since the quotations do divide themselves

fairly naturally into these three groups, it has seemed better

to present them in this way rather than not to classify them at

all. In any case, a redistribution of quotations would not

materially affect the final result.

Each section is itself divided into three sub-sections,

according to whether the point of comparison is with (i) the

S text; (ii) the C text? or (iii) both S and C. This third

sub-section also includes the very few quotations where the

comparison is with P alone, both S and C being missing.

All the quotations discussed, together with those of less

importance which are not discussed, and excluding only those

which are referred to so loosely in Ephraem* s conmentary as to

be considered allusions rather than quotations, will be found

completely tabulated for convenient reference in the appendix

at the end of the thesis.

In the case of each quotation discussed within the body of

the thesis, an extremely, perhaps excessively, literal rendering

of it is first given, the aim being to reproduce every nuance

of the Syrlae idiom so far as is consistent with the intelligib¬

ility of the English. As far as possible, a given Syrlac word

is always rendered by the same English word. Sometimes it has

been necessary to choose between two differing forms of the same

verse, both given by Ephraem. This fact has generally been
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recorded, and discussed where appropriate, it usually being

preferable to choose that form which stands further from the

SC or P text as the genuine T form, since there would be a

natural tendency for the Diatessaron and separate gospel texts

to be assimilated to each other* Quite frequently, the

possibility arises that Ephraem knew more than one version of

the Diatessaron text in a given passage, and that his two

differing forms of the same verse are both taken from the

Diatessaron tradition, though not both Tatianic. See e.g.

Jn.11?5 p. 25"? , Lk.136, p. I3G , and conclusion, p.
c

Also quite frequent is the possibility (e.g. Mt.27 > p.2/£),

that the quotation in EC syr has suffered assimilation to the

inchoate Peshltta text of Ephraem*s days that this text was

already in process of formation in the fourth century, as is

well shown by V85bus (Studies. ch.4);is the view adopted here.
The Te arm readings are mentioned only when there is a

reasonable chance that they are to be preferred to Te syr;

there is a sizable minority of such cases. Te syr is often

referred to simply as Te where there is no reason to doubt that

it preserves the Tatianic text known to Ephraem, and 3imply as

T where we can be confident that it preserves the original

Tatianic text.

Underneath Te syr is placed a virtually complete apparatus

of variants in SCP. If either S or C is not mentioned here,

it is to be inferred that it is wanting at that point. The

only variants not recorded are of a very minor nature, such as

inclusion or omission of J recitativum, and orthographical

Te syr are given the corresponding words of the Greek text as

found in Aland*s Synopsis ftuattuor Evangellorum. since a

Be/ow the translation of
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synopsis has obvious advantages when a gospel harmony is being

studied. Underneath the Greek is placed, where appropriate, a

select apparatus of variant readings relevant to the TeSCP text

and illustrative of its textual affinities. These readings are

culled from Aland, Tischendorf and von Soden.

Where the verse under discussion is quoted by Ephraem

elsewhere in his works this is always taken into consideration,

references being given to the complete list of Ephraem*s gospel

quotations assembled by Leloir (LfjSvangile). Ephraem seems

usually to have quoted the Diatessaron rather than separate

gospels: see Burkitt, Quotations; Ev.II, pp.186ffj V55bus,

Studies. p.38fj Leloir, T&n.. pp.71ff. However, it is unsafe to

build on this assumption unless the quotation is plainly harmon-

istic.

In the discussion itself it has not always been felt

necessary to point out features of the TeSCP text which are

obvious from a scrutiny of the evidence assembled above.

Rather, an attempt has been made to reduce those features to an

intelligible pattern, keeping in view always the main object of

this inquiry, namely to BOlve the historical problem of the

relation of the Diatessaron to the Old Syriac by linguistic,

literary and textual means. It is doubtful whether any historical

problem can be fully and finally solved by such means. But we may

discover certain fairly clear indications of the direction which

should be taken by those who seek a final answer.
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CHAPTER 1

DIATESSARON AND OLD SYRIAC: TRANSLATION VARIANTS

i) S a different translation from Te

Mt 2, v.3 (Cf. Mt.21, v.10).
f— i

Jerusalem was troubled

1 Loct Am : was disturbed ( Jr/f- the subject is Herod)S

text ( tu; /if - the subject is Herod)CP

4"TC/^OC^0VJ ... rle^o^o\u^uoi

p
Ephraem is so allusive here (EC 18 where he echoes first

■Z A QMt.2J and then Mt.21 ) that perhaps we ought not to rely on

the details of his testimony. But it should be recorded that

two different verbs render , that of Te being

found also in CP. At Mt.2110, where the Greek is e££/6<Sy ,
the verb of Te syr is again Ass (so also L'Evan&dle,

248), and this is once more followed by CP (AutWf h
S is unfortunately missing. But the most interesting feature

of Mt.2110 is that Te, without support from other witnesses,

has two verbs, "was troubled and feared", for the Greek*s one.

The double verb may well be Tatianic - cf. Mt.13"*2 p. ,

P7
John 4 p. sit. , for instances of an extra verb perhaps

added by Tatian.



Mt*4# v.5.

the horn1 of the temple

Jo uo ! wing ( 1? D ) SP text C

7^> TTTCpuyicV TOO U^OO
9 _In the parallel passage# Luke 1+ # S ha3 Ju i«D ,

P iau, , and the additional evidence of L*^vangile 29#

30# 31 (where however an inaccurate footnote attributes the

reading AJi-© to S in Matthew) and of Te arm

makes it certain that "horn" was the original Diatessaric and

Old Syriac rendering of TTTCfvyioV , later (SP)
corrected to the more accurate rendering "wing". The fact

that C# not S# here retains the more primitive word does not

mean that it is in general an older text than S (though it

may be)# but only that it is so in this particular* With
32

this passage should be compared e.g. Mt*13 > p* #

where again Te and the Old Syriac differ in translation and

it is the Old Syriac that has the more accurate rendering;

i.e. T appears to be the earlier# less literal work, and

we may even say that in SC we have the beginnings of the

tendency towards literalism which led to the Peshitta and

thereafter to the excesses of the Harklean version* See

Burkitt, Ev.IIt P*116.
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Mt • 11+t v* 10

he rcut off1
his head of John

1 UBlcQlJS) : cut It off( CfmmA.GtkmS) )P: "took up" ( )s :

text C

oCTFGk€^•£/!/4€V is translated at
L*avangile 178 by the same Syriac verb as in TeCP. S*s

epu,> , "took up his head", is a Syriac
■j

idiom for "behead". Here the position is the reverse of

that in the preceding passagej here it is S that has a freer,

more idiomatic rendering, of which Te seems to be a revision.

So already we notice that it is sometimes Te and sometimes

the Old Syriac which preserves the more primitive translation.

What this means for the relationship of T to X will be dis¬

cussed in the conclusion.

(1) See for another example Thesaurus Syriacus. col.4286.



Mt.14, v.32 .

1 \
and (when) he went up ( )

2 r 3
into the ship , he and Simon ,

the wind ceased*4"

1they SP : text C

}Ax/sSm: vessel ( )P : text SC

■^om. SCP

)S : text CPAAx : abated ( ZqU
^ f 7 0S" ? I ? \ | r*

kui ttVotDocVirt^V ttu-ruj>/ ets TO TAOIOV

€Kd<rr«i£€V o

1 ejJL^wiTW *Jt£v CLM(w)rATr$ onq -^m./

isf^MTOS ctUTOU syc Sjf^ Scl to J aAcr

The singular "he went up", found in Te, C and the other

authorities cited above (cf. Tem. p.161 for further support)

will doubtless have been the Diateosaron reading, especially

as it is harmonistic ( cf. otveftj y
Mark 6, v.51).

The intrusive phrase"he and Simon" seems more like an

explanatory gloss by Ephraem than an actual quotation from T

Although at Mark 6, v.51» S has left the T translation

of €KOTT«t 6€V alone, it has here attempted to

Improve it with the verb J QpC (literally,
"grow cool", and hence "abate". It means "calm down" e.g.

? /
of a fever : Ev.II, p.273). Te arm renders €KOKb£G€V
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by a participle plus main verb "abating they (the winds)

ceased" ( W 6 ^
Tj.Lony. co phh ). Although this is in all probability
a vestige of Arm 1 (or of the Armenian Diatessaron1), which

seems to have displayed a tendency to use two verbs instead

of one , Leloir may be right in (T|m. p.162) seeing in it a

relic of the Tatianic text, for whose expansion of one verb

into two see e»g» on Mt»2^, p. I

(1) For the existence of this, see Lyonnet, pp.258-263»
(2) So Leloir, L*Original* p.967 (on Mt.1128, q.v.,
P. 2.9 lb )•
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Mt.24, v.32

^from the fig-tree learn the parable ( /1— X I Q )
r 2 r*

because when its branches are growing tender , that it3 buds
7 J

may open out f you are knowing that sunnier has drawn near

1add. but ( ? ) SP

2
* have grown tender( Q )S : text P

and its leaves have3 0(^:9
sprouted ( * O *v :_3 ) S

and its leaves are

sprouting (

4 s Otf/ - "~i *—o s : text P

o(ICo cFe ' T<Y)S fUKmS /44L Q€T6 T*)V TTciCxtfokviV
Tt i / / 2 ^ 7 /-* c /'\

OT&V © KAHoloS piUT^yjX y€W)Toi( *1rei\OS
\ \ / /// ( | ? / <"" ' /J < <./

KoU (pOAAoL £Ky>WVJ 9 ytVt>JfK€T€ C>T(
2jpUS To QepoS.
'
crm. bo arm

2
cc kX^Sqc sysP bo acfk ye©

See on Luke 19» v.41 P» SO , for Te syr*s preference

of t0 3 » against

the Old Syriac.
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Te here on the whole shows more agreement with P than

with S. But the most distinctive feature of Te is its clause

"that its buds may open out", which is far removed from the

Greek. Is it due to Tatian himself or to some primitive

Syrlac text on which he was building? cf. Te arm (T&n.

P.214)» "and the leaf comes forth and it buds".

We note here that among the authorities supporting the

omission of in Te, and supporting the plural i<\otd"oc
in Te and S, are some representatives of the "Caesarean text" -

arm, geo and sy*381. (See introduction, p. XXX •£). In

particular, the Old Georgian is one of the best "Caesarean"

witnesses. Now, the Old Georgian was certainly translated

from the Armenian. (Lyonnet, pp. 149-158). But the Armenian

Vulgate (Z) has a predominantly Byzantine text, and therefore

the Old Georgian bears witness to a previous, "Caesarean"
-j

stage of the Armenian , which is called the Old Armenian
4

(Arm .), and of which no MSS. are extant, though the Old
1 2

Georgian Adysh MS. (Geo. ) seems to have come from an Arm.
•i

MS. that was still very close to Ann. (Lyonnet, pp.158-162).
1

Arm. , in its turn, was probably translated not from the Greek,

but from a "texte vieux syriaque" (Lyonnet, p.257)» This Old

Syriac must, then, have had a Caesarean text too. So it is

not to be identified with our SC, because, as Streeter pointed

out (introduction, p. XXX ), the Armenian and, especially, the

Old Georgian frequently support <9 against SC. Hence,
2

Lake, Blake and New postulated an Old Syriac Caesarean text

as the basis of the Old Armenian, the Old Georgian and the

(1) See Lake, Blake and New, "The Caesarean Text of the
Gospel of Mark", pp.304-7* 309-10.

(2) Op.cit., pp.321, 325.
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Palestinian Syriae. The question of how far SC can be

described as a "Caesarean" text will occupy us, and will be

discussed in the conclusion, since this clearly has a bearing

on their relationship to the Diatessaron, itself a "Western"

text. We note meanwhile that, whatever the precise connection

between SC and the Caesarean witnesses, affinities between

the Diatessaron and the Armenian and Georgian versions can be

more simply explained on the probable hypothesis of the

Diatessaron itself, perhaps in Armenian translation (Lyonnet,

pp.258-263), having played a part in shaping the Old Armenian,

and hence the Old Georgian, version.

Mt.26, v.7»
mm i
rshe poured over his head

1 /La-ataJ : she poured it ( cf* j^\2LX ^ )si>

eirt T<yf K€<j>oc\yjs ocu-rou

>ZLl3Jrf

, 3
Both here and at the parallel passage Mark 14 SP

translate the Greek K'oLl~€r^€€\/ by the Aphel of
whereas Te syr has t^t*aq 1 .

Elsewhere in Ephraem we find one example of Cfd
for this verse (L'Evanglle. 872), and one of A-SuattJ
(plus L.O<sf* , L '.Svangile, 873) • Both of these occur

in quotations that Leloir classes as Diatessarlc because

they harmonize elements from more than one gospel. If, then,

y » was the T word, and the word
of the Old Syriac separate gospels, L'^vanglle, 872 could be
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an instance of the Diatessaron being assimilated to the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe text, or to the inchoate Peshitta

text.

Mt.26, v.24
r 1 r 2 3

if (he was) not born it was expedient for him

he was (explicitly) SP

2 loci XJb : it was profitable ( jocf JUL.tl9 )SP

^add. for that man P text S

> \ o > n -> "> ? , ^/OkAov -jv i utco e<0OKeyevvvjUy
o AQp^iiros eKetvos.

SP and Te arm all invert the unique order in which Te

syr gives protasis and apodosis, so as to make it agree again

with the Greek.

We notice here a phenomenon observable almost every time

that Te syr includes an impersonal verb, namely that that

verb is differently rendered by the Old Syriac and by Te syr.
i \ ^

In this case, KoCAOV 'YjV is given two different
Syriac translations, neither of them as literal as Te arm*s

"it was good" (/yiL k(> ), which may be derived from the
Armenian Vulgate.

Te syr also differs from SP in having simply the

participle "born" ( ... a.Aa J ) against their finite

verb -LZf , "was born". In this too Te arm

returns to the finite verb "was born", in the periphrastic
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form £> *V 6 9 but Te syr will more accurately
represent the original T text here. On the other hand,

6
Te arm's 1/4 (as EC 10 only) "if he was not born at all"

) has a claim to

be considered as a genuine echo of T.

It is worth noting that Epiphanius, Haer.. 38^ quotes

this verse in a form that has resemblances to the TeSP text.

We have occasion elsewhere (e.g. Mt.1, v.21 p. , and

to notice points of similarity between Te

and Epiphanius' gospel text. Here, Eplphanius'
\ ? ^ ■> > y / '

^p £i OOK gyevVbe
compared with TeSP for and with

? r>
TeS for kUT**> alone, without the addition

of o U.VQfui'KOS euetvos .

Mt.27, v.58

he asked forliis corpse1
1 cf> A* : his body ( )SP1

; V 0 I r* */ ^

fjT^^TO TO £oj/Uot Tou '('Yi^oo
1

= Tr-rZyUoi (j/eo' ft f. tttZjUoC Dlcsy*^
CO+^M4 = <£"<^/UcC <Zcoz

The translation of Sp is more accurate, being equivalent

to ©"tO/Uot rather than to ITT^ocoC |
SP seem to have revised T. Is T, through the medium of an

Armenian Diatessaron, responsible for the TTT^yU eC
reading of Geo.1 here? (For a discussion of this possibility,

see on Mt.24"^» p* 6 ). In the parallel passage Mk 15^»
Q

the reading of D, k and sy may also be due to T influence.
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Mt.27, v.60
r 1 2
a atone was placed over the entrance of the tomb

1ana he put ( ) one

large stone S

and they rolled a large stone, put (it) P

SP

T^06KvkCfoCS \(6ov fieyuV ' &cj>»[Z TtPO^uVrj^fCoo
/ s ~usAM*n\ 'T»A4yrUAsry\, ^krwv./
2 £ir) Tfl A fC
€*) y\ji/ Qupuv tbs" [ef. a»i osteurK Ct Avj]

- os&om, sys?^ fa. bo a*H
cf. Mk./S** Kpo6€koki66v k'&ov err) tijv&uj>*\/ too yxv^^eico.

For the same difference between Te and SP in rendering

JULVri/Jtetov cf. John 20, v.1, p. 31 .

(l) Te against SP and Greek omits yU€V*tV ,
which is absent from the text of Mark 15^. (ii) Te with SP

against Greek has a finite verb, which is also a feature of
ii.6

Mark 15 • (iii) Te with SP against Greek reads "over the

entrance" ( ), which answers to rJ TyjV QifptCV
of Mark 1|r # rather than to ~Hvj @up»i of the
present verse. These points make it clear that the T text

here was a thorough harmonization of the Matthaean and Marcan

versions. The existence of this harmonistic text in T has

affected the textual tradition of both of these verses : we

have already noted seme points in which S and P have been

influenced by it. In addition, T*s "was placed" (cf. S*s

"put"), seems to be the origin of S*s quite unsupported

double verb "rolled, put", in Mark, which P also reads in

Matthew : this reading Is a conflation of the Greek text
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("rolled") with the T text. (Why P should have made the verbs

plural in Matthew is hard to explain, unless it is a means of
. •> \

expressing the passive as found in T). Finally, though 6TTi

"PyV' is the text proper to Mark, many authorities,
including the Palestinian Syriac and the Armenian (cf. Origen

and the Georgian version) agree with S which has this reading

in Matthew. We shall frequently notice agreement of the Old

Syriac with "Caesarean" witnesses. Here, however, 8*3 reading

could be explained by Diatessaron influence. In fact, the

variety of witnesses which attest it indicates that the

influence of the Marcan parallel is sufficient explanation

of this reading's presence in Matthew, without bringing the

Diatessaron into the question at all.

Mark 3» v.29
r -i
he will be guilty of eternal sin

1he will be guilty of sin to eternity S

he is liable to eternal judgment P

*€Vo)(oi £6nv ' oilwfou
' XD oJl
Z ZhuotSUS C*Wi> w fa*> IS

(Zz But A f*YK. /
31^8 |0C.

X3ce> pc.
Te syr's "guilty" ( % Q *JJ , from the root "to

owe") literally means "debtor", and is rendered by Te arm

in one place out of six by u^i*j p un ^ Co ,
"debtor", but in the other five places by Vj-tJ U1 uj i*Jp W >
"guilty". Te arm's rendering of "eternal sin" also merits

attention : it is "sins in eternities". Te arm has a

noticeable tendency to make nouns plural, cf. Mt.12, v.38 p*2A6*
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"Eternal sin" in Te syr is literally "sin which (is) to

eternity" ( U-\ > 1). S has the

same, except that it omits the ? , which ha3 the

effect of making yb \-,vA go with the verb: "he
will be guilty of sin to eternity". This is a freer trans¬

lation of the Greek than Te*s. It is possible that T has

deliberately revised a previously existing text of the S type

(i.e. the text which we have called X: see introduction) by

the insertion of f .

Two textual points emerge here. First, TeS side with

XD etc. against P and most witnesses in support-

lng the future gGToLL (Burkitt,

however, Ev.I, p.180 thinks that the present tense

o v> , as in P, and not the future

, as in Te, is the true reading of S :

the palimpsest is hard to decipher at this point).

Second, TeS read "sin" against P*s "judgment"

( Xju > ^ ), It seems probable that
>/ | <T

wrhat Mark wrote was £VoVo$ oiyU tCPTl *LS / or
^^JLoi^T'rj^UeCToS) "guilty of sin", and this TS have
correctly rendered into Syriac. But since ^Vo^OS"
properly means "liable to", the way was open to alter "sin"

into "judgment", and thus the Byzantine text, which P here

follows, reads "liable to judgment". On this point Te S

again have the support of /V and D
among many other MSS.

(1) Following Mrs Lewis* text of S.
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Mark 3, v.30
i

An unclean spirit is in him

s impure ( /Aa-xg) sp
(ori nrvevMoi 0*f>-rov ^)^€l .

% D : y€^€iV OCUTOV Wit : oiuToV €^€l Oae//4
&)<cr&<<pTor is differently translated

in SP and Te, SP's adjective being stronger in meaning

("defiled") : it occurs in Te syr, as well as in SCP, at

Mt.12, v.43» p. 277 , for

Although there is thus a translation difference between

Te and Old Syrlac, we also have here an instance of their

close relationship : the reading "is in him" ( qC2 /Lf)
runs right through TSP although not a literal rendering of

the Greek. It can hardly stern originally from T, since

basically the same variant, making 7

the subject, is found in Codex Ephraemi rescriptus and

the Ethioplc version (in which TTV^uyUti i3
certainly the subject : "an unclean spirit has him") and

s~\

just possibly too in W it (in which

may be the subject : "that an unclean spirit had him" instead

of "that he had an unclean spirit.") It is possible that a

Greek "Western" text with the reading of W (Western" in

this part of Mark) lies behind T here. A dilemma that will

often face us (cf. e.g. Mt.24^ P* & ) is: are we to

attribute a certain reading in the textual tradition to

Diatessaron influence, or are we to say that it existed in

the Greek gospel text underlying the Diatessaron? If the

reading is a harmonistic one, it is generally probable
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(though not certain) that the influence has worked from T

to the separate gospels : otherwise, and especially in

instances like the present where the reading occurs in

witnesses (C aeth) not known to be under Diatessaron influence,

it is not justifiable to refer it always to the Diatessaron

as a sort of "Deus ex raachlna" (cf. Massaux, Le Mus^on, 1955

(63), 3-4, P-431).

Luke I, v.13
1rGod has heard the voice of your prayer

•f
Your prayer has been heard P text S

y foe/

EC quotes this verse three times, twice using

(EC 120'22) for (tenets' , and once //o N
3

11
("petition") (EC 1 )• Since it is found in neither

Old Syrlac nor Peshitta, /Zq_JO may represent

the original T text here. The distinction between the two

words is obliterated in Te arm, which in all three places

gives the plural form 6J^ 9 "prayer" •

The only other gospel passage extant in the Old Syriac where

Greek has d~€y6tS is Luke 2, v.37,
where S (C missing) translates f€y^>€6l
by means of both these Syriac words - /uC V,X>o /Z.QJ|
while P has only ILqAy> • The sole remaining
gospel passage where ^S/V) ft? occurs at all

ll.ifis Luke 5, v.33, and here P employs the Pael of

for cf€*7j6€lS ITOiouVTtLL ^ while in the epistles P uses
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/z Q (e.g. Ho 10, v.1| II Cor.1, v.11) and

IIA, (e.g. II Cor.9» v.14) indifferently for

<f/rj 6(S • We conclude that in P the two words
are used indiscriminately, but that on balance "petition"

( //a-iO ) is more likely to be the correct

T text. In that case the Diatessaron and the Old Syriac

rendered cfetj&s differently. If many such
instances are found, it will render unlikely the hypothesis

held, for example, by Hjelt, that the Syriac Diatessaron was

drawn from the text of S, or C, or both. The author of a

harmony would probably not stop to in$>rove the translation,

but would simply copy what lay before him. The opposite

hypothesis, that the SO text was drawn directly from the

Syriac Diatessaron text, is of course not to be entertained,

if by this is meant that the SC translators took T as the

main basis of their work: you cannot produce a Tetraevangeliura

directly out of a Diatessaron, because it would be impossible

to disentangle from a harmony the individual elements belonging

to each of its component gospels.

The relationship between Te and SC is more complicated

than just being a matter of direct dependence one way or

the other. There are differences in text, and in translation

of the Greek - but there are also striking similarities. We

note here two peculiarities, without foundation in the Greek,

in which Te and S coincide, and in which we may say either

that S is under the influence of T (this i3 Burkitt's usual

line of explanation), or Te under the Influence of S, or both

under the Influence of a common ancestor. One is the prefer¬

ence for the personal construction "God has heard" (cf. Luke 1^
P. 22 % ) over KOUgQyj (cf. Leloir, T£m. p.235}
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L1Original* p.968). The other is the typically Semitic

introduction of the word "voice" - "the voice of your prayer" -
c /

instead of simply nrj &OU.
Luke 1, v»41

the baby leaped (
in rthe midst of the womb

1
her womb SP

(Uo'^=>

€€KtfT'Yj6eVl To fyejoS Tvj Kot\fU oiOTyS*
I OLtltl. €V tiy*.\\i*6€t (c"f. v. It-It) Sa^ bo?* (iiiff) Or.
a jy TVJ Koikt'ct T-yj$ l\tufecT T& fytyos ocuryS V

This is the Te text at EC 18^j at EC 1^°, where the

Syriac is missing, Te arm supports the addition of

e<y*/l\lot&€C (cf. also i/Jvaiigile, 450),
which may therefore have been the T reading, though Aland's

apparatus errs in attributing it here to Old Syriac and

Peshitta. Almost certainly Tatianic is "in the midst of",

supported by Te arm and by L'Evaneile 449 (but not by

L*£vangile 450). This does not necessarily mean that T

presupposes a different Greek text from SP i only that,
? n ^

faced with " <SV Tfj KocAteC T translated
it, or found it already translated in an older Syriac gospel

1 ^5
text, in this typically Semitic way. Cf. e.g. Luke 1 ,

P. 15" , for another Semltism in Te.
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Luke 1, v.69

1 2
he raised for us the horn of salvation

r 3
In the house of David his son

1add. and SP

2 Alu : redemption ( A-L-O ^ q_9 )p • text S
*

13 : his servant ( ck —3LX )SP
V ^ e * >

Kail K€f*S pCoiS T^yULV €V
oYkcj AotUtcT TTailcAs (X U TO U .

Whereas at Mt.1 p. 4-4- it is Te syr that uses the

root :—9 for &u)j"uj against SCP's
, here it is P that employs Up 1,0-9

for fcJTTjf>L< against S and Te syr's JULu
The Diatessaron did not aim at consistency in its renderings

(nor apparently did P). See further on this point in the

conclusion, p. 342 .
/■»

David is here celled God's IToiLS , a word

which can mean either "son" or "servant". It is therefore

tempting to suppose that the divergence between Te and SP

in rendering this word is due to two different translations

of the Greek. One could then argue that, since the meaning
1

"servant" is probably the correct one here (cf. Ps.17(18) »

35
Is. 37 )> the rendering of SP is a revision of an earlier

and inaccurate Diatessaron rendering "son".

(1) P seems in general to be careful in distinguishing
correctly between these two meanings of TTotts .

For example, in another Lucan passage (Acts 425) where
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But it is perhaps unlikely that so good a Greek scholar

as the author of "7£X("7JVUS would have failed
to see that yroiLS here means "servant". This con¬

sideration is strengthened by the fact that the tendency of

the Diatessaron is not to magnify, but to play down, the role
I O

of David (see on Mark 10*^ p. IOI ). And in any case the
26

absence of this quotation from Te arm (EC 1 ) makes it seem

likely to have been a post-Tatianic addition to the T text,

as seems to be the case with other verses which mention David
IO

(see again on Mark 10^, and the views of Leloir discussed

there). We conclude that a post-Tatlanic interpolator of the

Diatessaron, anxious to restore David to the position of .

honour denied him by Tatian, introduced the rendering /lO
("son") on the basis cf his understanding of the Greek TfoLlS .

Luke 16, v.25
1 f" 2

remember , my son , that you received your good things in
3

your life, and Lazarus his bad things

1 ?0P : -3? L$ SP

•
/\ : nevertheless ( : text P

^add. likewise also S text P

TTSKVaVj fA.V'vyfQC OT( 7V U\j<&oL
6oa T-yj *°° J AtfotpOS O/AOt^Of
Tot KoLKoL.

0.0U. fu WA^

David is called God's tr«<?5 , Pagain has ■■ •

On the other hand, at Acts 313, 427, where Jesus is called
God's irot?s , P translates by J_3 •
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S's J) L-O must be a scribal error for
- 3 , which is the reading of Aphraates

(cf. Ev.I. ad loc.) and of L*Evangile 559 (which is

identical with P) as well as of TeP. Besides this translation

of TTZKVoV by a L-ID ^ ^TeSP also^share the
reading "his bad things" for T5X K&Kat
This reading occurs in Aphraates, and in the Persian and

Arabic Diatessarons (T&n. p.191). TeP further omit 0/uo'iZjf)
which S retains.

Despite parallels, Te and S are not the same translation.

They use different verbs for L *

The Diatessaron was not derived from the Text of S.

John 8, v»56
1 2

Abraham was expecting that he might see my day.

Abraham saw my day and rejoiced

•j
add. your father P text S

nftb : longing ( JJ q- OO V> )SP

fvK>A^V c \ c n t *> ( I /
O TTVCT<Yjf OyiiMV s)jy*\AlPc£aLTO

>/r i N , c / > ? s* \ 7r ,

idyj T'YjV -rrjV €jmnrjV; Kai €toeV
K*l X*n
'elfff B*/Y AD^W oA

c \ C n
The omission of o TTeCTO^p OfAajV as a

description of Abraham may be more than an ordinary Tatianic

omission for the sake of brevity. Tatian*s anti-Judaism

(see Rendel Harris : Was the Diatessaron anti-Judaic? HTR 18,

no.1 (1925)* 103ff.) may have shrunk from allowing the Jews

to claim Abraham as their father. At any rate, S has
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Inherited the emission from T, unless perhaps it was already

a feature of some pre-Tatianic ancestor of S, i.e. of X.

It is possible that Te syr's Jotf* /^XxaaJb for

is only a copyist's error for

the )oc+ JJQ flOb of SP and Lf £vanp:lle, 688,
with which Te arm's o^OJL ("desired")
coincides in meaning. But it is more probable that SP

represent a revised translation of \l eLGeLTO
(a difficult word to translate when followed by \\/oL )$

which again indicates that T is a more primitive text than S,

its rendering of the Greek being less accurate than S*s.
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John 9# v.22
/■ -j
they commanded that,

' he who acknowledged him ,

they would r excommunicate
hinr*
1 o ^xlS : the scribes and

Pharisees agreed ( rr ft fift Q ) S

the Jews had agreed ( <z> O cf q. q no3 ) p

p
he who is saying that he is Messiah S

if a man acknowledged him that he is Messiah P

3 Cjf—J o JO-Xj : expel him ( ° -—^-X*.j ) s

send him out O. O 3—I ) from the synagogue P

&U\/€TG &€cVT"0 ot lOOOcLCOi 1TVJ"

Oiorov ouoXoy^6rj ^pi 6toV* i iro6oVxV«r/os
y^vrj-roU .
1 guV£T€&€VTO AM 0L£ fXiMjt. Sy^'loK C€^ ^ ^60V€t(&€Vto <3 f~ «£* Cyr.

Qev-ro oJ f>OMX.. T~hu>{Jylxtt.
2 <rm.. X : Faritiei <t sc*Jo*4, e r'
3 <u// e

Although Te here (EC 17^) omits oi VoodlciOL
(so also MS. X) and Vp(£TOV , these words are implied

6
in Ephraem's allusion to this verse at EC 10 , and so we

cannot claim that they were absent from the Diatessaron text

which he knew. On the other hand, there is no trace in
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Ephraem*s text of the GiVoiC ot De etc., which SP seem

to presuppose.

Three points of translation emerge:

(i) 6"<JV€T€ is better translated by SP*s

"agree" (or perhaps "decree") than by Te syr*s "command".

"they determined", occurs for

at SO 10^, where however

we have more of an allusion to, than quotation of, this

passage. So again we form the impression that T is an earlier,

rougher version of which S (and of course P) is a revision.

The tense of this verb in TeS agrees with the Greek aorist

of Theophylact etc., but in P with the pluperfect of most MBS.

(il) In the case of , however,

it is the translation of S that is less literal, whereas in

TeP we have the precisely correct Aphel of

Conceivably, S preserves the reading of some earlier, pre-

Tatianic Syriac gospels (X), revised by both T and P. We

notice in passing that, as elsewhere (e.g. John 11 p. )

golV T(S = ? in TeS, but in P it
receives the literal translation JZ.J^ ^ .
(iii) vCTTQguVfiiyusyos yiVG6@eLL is turned in TeSP
employing a transitive verb with the Jews as subject and

by

"him" as object. The two verbs of similar meaning used by

Te and S ( )lend themselves

to palaeographical confusion. P attempts to cleave more

closely to the Greek by adding "from the synagogue".

The oldest Syriac gospel text is probably to be found

here partly in Te (i) and partly in S (ii), while it is

notable (iii) how persistent in the Syriac versions was one

particular method of turning the difficult Greek
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oClTO6LtVtfvuJyoS yiV€$@oLl . Whether this
particular method originated with Tatian, or with an Old

Syriac Tetraevangelion that was already known to him, we

cannot say. But we shall have occasion to note much evidence

suggesting the existence of such an early Syriac Tetra¬

evangelion and raising the possibility that some so-called

Tatianic readings are in fact Old Syriac readings.

John 11, v.4
1 2 r ^

this illness is not of death but for the sake of the glory'

of God that his son'may be glorified**"
1 /of-* —»o : sickness ( ) SP

2"to S text P

3 OJZxL .9 V.. S ;

IAjjq^XXL 3\o^P.
**may be glorified in him S

of God may be glorified on account of him P

oiurnn fj ' OOK ^e6rtv irfos
<2/U; orrjp yvjs cfofrjS you &eou} iffot <Tofae&fj
o uc^s ryo0 0€ouZ (ft? xVTrjs .
/ dolot. oiUTOU D pC.
2 o(uTou jZ?^ c sys SO. ; onn.j?**. See be/o*.

The main textual points arise in the last four words

of the Greek. TeS agree with those witnesses which read

pCUToU for "Too 17€ou . As for
r i ? ^

CK oi.L>y>]S , omitted in Te, it appears in S as
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"in him", cH=> (i.e. in Lazarus), which is
presumably also the meaning of Te arm's

has "on account of him", qf. . The Old

Latin MSS. a, e, ff2, quoted at T&m. p.206, also read "in him"

(in illo, in ipso), while "through him" is the reading of b, c,

\ ("per ipsum") f and some Vulgate MSS. ("per eum") (Quoted
in Tischendorf). It is possible that "in him" was al30 the

original T text.

But If the Greek text presupposed by S and Te is the

same, there is variation between them in their rendering

of that text. They use different nouns for
C /different prepositions for U7T€p , different
/vjtforms of the same root for GOyoC. , and in Te we

have a less literal translation of nrpeS @oZvoL~T°V
than in S. On the first three points S agrees with P, while

(* \ \ .

as regards and c7etVot~rov
S's rendering is more accurate than Te's. These facts point

to the conclusion that S, while based on the same distinctive

type of text here as is T, has nevertheless been revised in

the direction of the later Peshltta text. If, then, our

evidence does lead us to conclude that T was drawn from an

Old Syriac separate gospel text, that text will nevertheless

not be identical with S but will rather have been a form of

the Old Syriac text earlier than S or C, i.e. X. If such

an early Syi*iac text did exist, and was used by Tatian, this

would mean that many genuine Old Syriac elements that have

been revised out of SC survive in Te, and in Te alone.

(1) The meaning "in" for p + locative is much the most
frequent .(Meillet ^ qi\ ) 0.^1« n moon « +equent .(Meillet ^93)* Rarely, f) can mean "through",

d so, p -.\ could express dc
or h ' zs per = in Irenaeus see Reynders I,
•58,'130} II, p.232). But this is much less likely.

and so

( for
PP
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Thus some "Tatianisms" could really be "Old Syriacisms".

John 11, v.9

are there not twelve hours in the day?
i» i
He who in the day is walking is not stumbling

( w/U J) ) because he is seeing
rthe light2
1he who in the day-time ( Ijo.fcu ) s

and if a man in the day-time P

2 l^cp ; the light ( cf*J dJ ) of this world SP

(fScFexei rHp*&ftv -rvjs -yytep+s ; e*v
rTiS TrepCTToLTy eV 'rjju. o<3 ^^G6^KO7C~T
ore -re> <f?t*JS -rod Koer^ocs T-oCrrov fleTrGC -

/ c f/K C C / 7-)
'

ujpoLs €\6( 7 Jy
^ c ^ °2 rif €,v -ry y^pepoL rrepL-tr^T^ P

/
Typical features here are the omission of TOu KO£yiou

X"oCtou by Te, and the rendering of g*LV TlS by

? t in TeS, as opposed to its literal translation in

p. \
SP agree against Te in their translation of:

t \ 0
V1) T'yj 'Yj'pLeptt. * where Te has the straightforwardA» . SP's "in the day-time" is to be

compared with Te arm*s j] jnuun , "in the
light". Te syr may not correctly represent the Diatessaron

text here (cf. T&n. p. 207).

(ii) <poos where SP have the commonest
form of the Syriac word for "light".
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JL
John 11, v.39

r(i) draw near and lift up ( O JL± )
9

the stone - EC 17 »

(ii) roll away ( ^ stone ~ EC ^7^°
(iii) carry away ( the stone - EC 1710 1

2 r 3
ray lord , he has stunk for four days

1
carry away this stone SP

2
add. already P text S

3 aJV Ijo/ =-s> .•
because four days are to him S

for four days are to him P

otpd-re -roV \f@ov. ' -ijcfy ofei
T^Tot^Touos T~l v/.

i OfoX . j?
66

2 or*,. D Fp'iph.

7/
For oifoiTe Te syr offers three different

translations, one of them also introducing Q—13 »__o .

Thus, there appear from EC to have existed within the textual

tradition of T Itself variations such as exist between S and

C. The whole Old Syriac text tradition, including the

Dletessaron tradition, must have abounded, like the Old

Latin, in variant readings.
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TeS agree In omitting v°"n t and (with
/ / /.

D and Spiphanius) Y^P (for which 8 reads
"because")• But Te shows no sign of SP's distinctive "this

TCTot07U(Qf t is variously

stone".

rendered in Te, SP and L*Bvangile 722 ( AaXO lA ).

This last, if Diatessaric, is further evidence of variety

within the T tradition itself.

John 11, v.4£

and if we are letting him go1, all men are believing
r ? r ^

in him and the Romans are coining taking away our land-'

and our people

1
add. thus SP

J .• Vfl% SP

» x ,/U s : our city, or, our country (

our place (

. • wur %jjl $ uur uuuij oj.\y \ v *•

\ .. \
">/ rs \ 7 \ C/ ^€UV oi q> bj/U €V \oiUToV OUToJf TTol VT€$ TT!6T€UfOU&V

1 ?/// \ ? I / , > ^ X

oivTois^ Hd( e\e<j£o\/ToU oc c/Zjjul<x?oc /csa
ZpoOfcV 1 r*jjtu>v M.t "Tov TcPrroV2' H'tCi^ 1-& ^@\foS .

oi(poosc v p ' /(sy)
3 4- / Z) cut^ c ffz
l 3 & pc
12, TTakiV W fc

Te and SP presuppose otCpOl/tfCV » the former using
the verb """> rcJ and the latter

As the interpretative variant 7To\lV of W
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suggests, the meaning of T07TOV here in the Greek is

almost certainly Jerusalem (or the Temple), and not

Palestine, the country of the Jews. How then can we

explain the Te syr translation yAb , which certainly
means "our (native) land" "our country"? An explanation lies

to hand in the reading of S, /Auj, • This word was

ambiguous in its West Aramaic formj the normal meaning is

"city", "town", but the absolute in particular carries the

special, local Palestinian meaning "the province", i.e.
•z

Palestine itself (Black , p.12). The same ambiguity carries

over into the Syrlac word which can mean "province",

"country". (See for this the evidence cited in the footnote

,41 ). Behind Te syr's

I/Xju Jd , and, since we \now that

to Lk# 19 , p. of . .)• Behind Te syr s , then,
IA. v

would seem to lie

this reading is present in S, it is a reasonable assumption

that an ancestor of S (x) lay before Tatian. It is much less

likely that T drew on a West Aramaic source at this point,

since the only such source which we may suppose with any

probability to have lain behind the Dlatessaron is the Gospel

according to the Hebrews (see conclusion, p. *74*), which

would not have contained this Johannine pericope. Since we

can account for the T text by the known quantity S, we do not

need to resort to any unknown T source for an explanation.

(1) Modern conmentators (e.g. Bultmann, Lagrange) agree that
this latter meaning is incorrect* see especially Bauer's
"Wfirterbuch", s.v. -ro-nos , for the evidence for the
meaning "Jerusalem" or "the Temple". He does not even
consider any other meaning for thi3 passage.
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It Is worth noting that JL* is a word that

is conspicuous by its absence from Te syr. At Luke

P. So , and again at Luke 24^ (EC 221), the Greek has

IToXlS and Old Syriac and Peshitta

but in both cases Te syr studiously avoids the term. This

fact in itself arouses suspicion and can be seen as confirming

that was ambiguous in Syriac, as it was

in West Aramaic. Ambiguity Tatian seems to have been concerned

to avoid. We have noticed how he strives to make quite

explicit the meaning of the Greek. And so /AjL* Jb
fell under his axe. Another victim was the further West

Aramaism in the sense of "my father" (Black^,
p. 282f•). This ambiguous word Te syr often alters to

^ f , where appropriate : see on John p, 127.
All this is most readily understandable on the hypothesis that

Tatian was working from a Syriac tetraevangelion (X),
ancestor of our MSS. S and C, containing several such West

Aramalsms, which he attested, wherever they were ambiguous,

to remove, though they have in S and C been frequently

preserved. Even on the view that Tatian used a West Aramaic

source, the presence in SC of West Aramaisras which have been

removed from T still tends to Indicate that SC are, at their

source (X), older than T.
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John 20, v.1
p j 2

Mary 'came first to the tomb

: came ( /// ) SP

2 j--ZLO ; Ijn SP
N/7 ^ ?/* \ , / > 2, I ^I UfLot ... £f>V€T6Ll Tr^OJL €75" VO^UViyA€iOV.

1
OTK. W A l> C

2 eir) W

Te*s "came first" is a text unsupported elsewhere.

Did a Greek text exist that read ~rrpM~ry for ~rrp&JC ?
(cf. v»4) L*^vanglle 831 agrees with SP in / / \ •

/
But with Te syr it translates yUWJpU€(OV by /-

1 appear

p. II ).

/ 60
which appears to have been the t rendering (cf• Mt.27

(ii) C a different translation from Te

Mt•151 v *4

1God said : honour your father and your mother.
p P 3 r-
He who reviles his father and his mother, dying let

him die2*"
^
add. for SCP

2
r. : A ^Jo O scp

J o : or ( oj J C, : text sp. . iof) C .
Het him be killed ( ^S^~° ^ C 1 text SP
c n /o \ 'D ^ V ^ x / I I / ^
0 6/w £rrrfi/' to^ 7rdr^poc Kd( ,

KM' O KtCKo\oyoJV ird.T€poL yyA.yT€poi &4Vd.T<d T-^/leOTKTcJ,
1 <uU. too C*KMUWY<S> AtH..I3 syr <J- <i y Sa io Cyr
1 &d$t. eeu /Vv/ ct sy st1t>o CEy
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?/
"And" for "or" ( T] ) seems not to be found in the

i
textual tradition of this verse outside TeSP . The

Curetonian MS. has corrected it. The two words are parti¬

cularly easily confused in Syriac.

The C rendering of ^o(VtLT(J T€-\^OTpLT(^ is
2

closer to the O.T. Peshitta than that of TeSP, in its

preference for "be killed" over "die". But it is farther

removed from it in the sense that it does not employ the
3

well-known Semitic construction of imperfect plus emphasizing

infinitive which is found in TeSP and which appears to be

reflected in the Greek &oiVtLTUJ T&J&OToiTcj . Probably,c

then, the translation embodied in TeSP will be more primitive

than that of C.

(1) It is also read in the Arabic Diatessaron, §20 J,
(2) Exodus 2117, Leviticus 209: VoAj qVsA-b
(3) For Te*s fondness for this construction see0also
Mt.1317, p. 55 .
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Mt.16, v.18

you are Cephas, And the gate-bars1 of Sheol will not

Pprevail over you
2

1 ) CP-ILd oJb : doors ( J L.
2

yj Q I flgMJ : prevail over it ( Of-* O i ar> UJ ) CP
\ ^ IT ^ \ ^ J cyiT *

&U el /l€TpoS KoLt -rruA<*C oL dou ou

*v~rvjs .

For the reading "gate-bars" cf. the references to the

Syrlac Eusebius in Burkitt, Ev.I, p.92 footnote,

Ev.II, p.119# and for this reading in Ephraera cf.

L'Evangile, 208-211 (with footnote). The reading of C

is a more accurate translation than that of Te.

But the reading "you" instead of " UUT^jS " is
found only at L'^vanglle, 210. It is a reading that

indicates a drastically shortened text, with all reference

to the church in this verse omitted. Yet our evidence

leads us to believe that this was in fact the Tatianic

text. So this verse exhibits one major difference in

translation, and one major difference in text, between

Te and C.
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Mt.17, v.9
1

and when they were descending from the mountain he .

rwas commanding^ them: rin the sight of man ( Xjf )

do not tell that which you have seen^ until the son of man

shall rise ( ) fromr the dead

1Jesus CP

2
commanded P text C

^and saying to them (beware) lest to any man you are telling

the vision ( JoLu ) C

and said to them in the sight of man do not tell this

vision P

^add, the house of C text P

\ /p / ^
KM KoCToC poLLVQVToJV ctuiruiv €K ~rou opouS
7 y r C 2/ / j/
€V€T€l AoLTO oLUTOLS o fr)toff A€VMV *

r \ >/ r~ \ cS / 2. c/ / *7) C
U7J 06V( £( 7T>7)T£ -TO OpolU oC 6£0JS OU QJ\ 0 Y SI ^3
ucos too uvbrpt*3~KOu €K VGKpoJV eyspCriy.

1
CTnx. 1am..I (ll1.20l) ,2^.

^ <mv. ~ff 1
s 0IV0C6"Tvj wJLd. ; S D \6~Olj-
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Te and P coincide in their idiomatic translation of

€tTT'V}'T€ ' literally, "in the sight of man"®
do not tell"• P could here be following the type of Old

Syrlac text on which T Itself may have been based.
c >/ ^

Textually, Te omits not only o fyjGooS
(with some minuscules) but also . Its

translation of f® by "that which

you have seen"probably shows that it is here following the

text of the parallel passage, Mark 9» v.9, which reads

e^cfov m Te am has a fuller harmonization

of Mt. and Mark: "your vision which you saw" {^utbujijy^
c^iojx^rip mhu^ ). This in itself, with other reasons
(T6m, p. 179), leads us to prefer Te am in this respect as

witness to the T text.

On agreements between Te and "Caesarean" witnesses

(as MSS. 118 and 209 here) see the conclusion, p. 3

(1) See for another example of this phrase Thesaurus
S.vrlacus. col.2868.
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Mt.22, v.23
r* 1 2
there came Sadducees and they are saying to him that

there is not a rcoming to life of the dead"**
1 oLS : drew near ( Q—^ l—O )SP they
drew near before him C

2."om.SP text C

: resurrection ( )C text SP

irpof'vj\QoV ocut£ HLoLcTcTookoliqlj \eyovre?
j^'Yj elVtLi ocVol£toc ec

TeSCP agree in "and they are saying to him" for \t€yoVr€S.
TeSP further agree (cf. also LfEvangile. 262) in the

■> ^
omission of OCUTW and in their rendering of

oZvoCkTbL&LV • All this may be construed as evidence

for the influence of T on SP in particular. But Te*s

o/f , not shared by SCP or Greek, is a harmonistic
reading : Mark 1218 reads ^QPVos/T'oCL .

3 ? ^
Black , p.281, states that "the word for oLVoC£Toi CL S

in the Old Syriac is the Jewish Palestinian Aramaic term,

*hayath mi the*". This is misleading,since in fact in the

large majority of passages the Old Syriac equivalent of

h.V&ToL6LS is

(Mt.2231} Mark 1218'23; Luke 234, 1414 , 2027,33*35*36;
John 112Jf in S} Mt.2223*28,31} Luke 12*.14, 2027*33*33*36;
John 523 in C).
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For the remainder of the 15 gospel occurrences of
1 ^
%£V*.£T6L6LS t the Old Syriac Is frequently missing,

px 28 XT)
but, where extant, does use "hayath mithe", e»g« Mt.22

in S, and partly in C (and P). There is doubt as to whether

the term Jj&A/ QJ is to be read at John 112^
(S)} see p. , and Burkitt, Ev.II, pp.82, 315.

We may however agree with Black that "hayath mithe"

is a Jewish Palestinian Aramaic terra, and now that we have

MS.709 we know that it was a term used not only in the Old
28

Syriac but also in the Diatessaron both here and at Mt.22 .

Black would no doubt use this fact to strengthen his theory

that an Aramaic extra-canonical source containing Aramaisms

like "hayath mithe" has influenced the Old Syriac gospels ~

and, presumably, the Syriac Diatessaron. This may well be

so. But for our present purpose we note that such Aramaisras

increase the likelihood that Tatian was drawing from primitive

Syriac separate gospels (X)| such gospels, if they existed

before Tatian, would be among our most ancient examples of

Syriac literature, and could be expected to preserve West
1

Aramaisras, especially if, with Kahle , we see Judaism as

the channel through which Christianity was given to Syrlac-

speaking lands.

The possibility of a West Aramaic source from which

Tatian drew directly is of course not to be excluded! see

the conclusion, p. 3"7^f . But the fact that the Diatessaron,

as we know it from Te, tends to have eliminated West Aramaisms

extant in the Old Syriac suggests that the latter is in any
» O

case basically an older text (e.g. Jn 11 , p. 29 ;

Jn 16^2, p. I27 ).

(1) The Cairo Geniza2, p.283.
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Luke 7» v.41
c 1

Two debtors there were to a man lender ,

p» 2
'one of 500 and the other of 50.

J * *^.-1 : to a certain creditor

QJJ 1-JcP CP text S
2
one was in debt to him 50 dinars and one 500 dinars S

one was in debt to him 500 dinars and one 50 dinars C

one was in debt 500 dinars and the other 50 dinars P

VpeofetAemi -r,vi • o
v&eikev S-nvtiPi*

e/ \
€T€^&S lC€VTVJi«>V-roC.

1 cuU. cfvjSfoCfu D a c r' .

The most significant point here is that we have two

alternative renderings of Sot.}/€t6T'Yj TLVL , that
of TeS being found also at L*Evangile 499. Cf. Burkitt,

Ev.II, p.131f«» whose statement (on the basis of Te arm)

that "the reading of S and Ephraem was also that of the

Diatessaron" is now confirmed by 709*

The phrase "one of 500 and the other of 50" is an

abbreviated text due probably to Ephraem rather than to

Tatian, since it has two P features - (i) i
(cf. L*Bvangile, 499# 503# 504) instead of SC's

(ii) The emission of SCfs » "to him". Te arm

expands to "one was owing 500 dinars and the other was
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owing 50". Leloir, L*Original, p.968, remarks:

"il n'y a ici aucune trace de prolixity dans l^rm^nien;

il y a, par contre, vraisemblance d'abr^viation dans le

syriaque".

John 1, v.18
r* 1

God, whom never a man has seen , the only #

begotten '"who is from the bosom2 of the father

lias shown concerning him.^
A

from eternity a man has not seen him C(P)
O

son who (is) from the bosom C

God, he who is in the bosom P

There are differences between Te and C here in both

text and translation.

By introducing a relative clause ("whom never • . .")
Te has rolled into one unit the two separate statements of

the Greek and CP. This stylistic inprovement is typical of

3 ~0 : he has told (
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Tatlan's work. It is carried farther in Te here by the

elimination of €K€LVOS ,

c
Te further differs from CP in reading simply O
/ c / .

y/.oVoy£\/'YJS i followed by neither OCOS (c)
nor 0€OS (P). That "the only-begotten" was

indeed the Diatessaron reading is indicated by its occurrence

in Aphraates, the Arabic Diatessaron etc# But it is C, not

Te, that preserves the true T reading at the end of the
r

verse when it adds 7/"v which is the reading
of the Dutch, Tuscan and Persian Diatessarons also. Whether

Te's "concerning him" is Diatessaric is doubtful. See the

evidence on T&n. p.100.

Regarding yj^oLTO , there is a difference,
not of text, but of translation, between Te and CP. The point

to note is that CP's is a better

equivalent of the Greek than Te's Q—3 . This

indicates that C, as its stands, is a later text than that

represented by Te, since it is more faithful to the Greek.

It could be that ^ was the word of the
•

primitive Old Syriac translation (X), used by Tatian as the

basis for his harmony, but that in subsequent copies of the

separate gospels, such as C, which will have undergone a

process of revision into closer conformity with the Greek,

it was altered to -«±Axf • Burkitt,

although he does not believe that there were Syriac gospels

before Tatian, makes this point, J2v.II, p.21 y. "It is

possible that in any given case the original 'Old Syriac* may

have agreed with the Diatessaron, and that S or C may have

been revised at a later period to agree with a Greek MS."

Cf. his quotation from Hort. p.219» and his collection of

the evidence of C*s revision from the Greek, pp.2l4ff.
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John 5, v.12

rthey are saying1 to him: rwho is it that ( QjJb )commanded2
p» I

you to carry your pallet on the Sabbath?

1
and they asked P text C

2
who is this man that said to CP

3 l V n I « fnlra f WO ^ Qpt take up ( ^a_Q^ )

^and walk CP

'ZpMT'n6cLV oLu-rov • -rts e6Ttv o uvOpoot^oS o
/b > rO \ 2- i'enToOV &OL * <* f>°V K<M 7T€pl~rroi l~e( j

WrA*pc b Sys crmlf *£& .
1 hpov to/ K£*$@oiT°v eoo K«I ire^i-TTprrec (23 S^j.
A D C®) l 1&»X 'I3 -j2!- sycP bo

\ y *
0Cf>cLL Keir TT6f>L-rroLTe(\S /V

There is difficulty here in establishing what the Te

text is. Ephraera reads 2/1+ "conmanded" ( .—Q& ) and

2/1+ "said" ( -_bf ), but the former (cf. T&n. p.174)
is probably to be preferred. Ephraem also reads 2/1+

more likely to be authentic than its

(1/4, cf. CP) or ^ / 9 (1/4) since \vQy
is the verb of TeSCP in verse 8 and there would therefore

be a tendency to alter to

Further, Te arm's (2/1+) addition "to carry upon yourself"

( jjOlfl ) should not be too quickly rejected!
it could be a genuine Tatianic fragment.

CP for the most part represent a text much closer to

the Greek than Te : S unfortunately omits the whole verse

due to homoeoteleuton (cf. v.11).
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C does however present two parallels with Te syr -

"they are saying", and the addition (with P etc#) of

"your pallet". But the unique features of the Te text

are more striking - the verbs — Q.9 (for
. ^ ^

^LTTOJV ) and ^f°r
the infinitive "to carry" for the imperative "carry" (but cf.

X* Uf>oLL ), and the addition "on the Babbath"
(only 1/4 s it must remain doubtful whether this really was

a part of this verse in the text that Ephraem knew : it may

simply have been mistakenly introduced here for verse 10).

Finally, the omission by Te syr of © Jv@puj"KOS*
and of km TrepcTTK-reefy)

are abbreviations of the text such as appear to be character¬

istic not only of Ephraem*s quotations but probably also of

Tatian himself. For other examples of abbreviation see,

e.g., Mt.1239*"40, 1245, 211Lk.739, 7K1, 1128. (For

page references see index).
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(lii) S and C a different translation frcra Te

Mt.1, v.19
j 2 r* 3 h
he was just that he might not expose ( cj *> 'TO • 9 )Mary

1
add. because SC text P

2 jj is i r—^> «S :r*
he did not desire that he might S

he was not desiring that he might C

and did not desire that he might P

Snu P text SC

text CP

/> ->l | ) jq ft y Idikoiiof ojv yunj (ye\ojv olut-yjv
Jei^uoltlfocl

, v C 9 \ ? o
For the Tatianic (encratite) omission of o oi.VYjp oiuTvjS

earlier in this verse (influencing G and jit), cf. T&n.,

pp, 82-83.

The cast of the verse in Te is different from SCP

and Greek. No other witness forms this quotation into

principal clause plus consequence clause, at the same time

omitting

But Te does derive support, from SC, in reading

"Mary" after (fetyjUcLTttoLL .
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Mt • 1 , v» 21

1f 2 3 L
you will call his name Jesus because he will redeem

tr 5 &
his people from sins

1
add. and SCP

2
his name will be called C

text SP

3for SCP

4,hsave SCP i lit
5 Cf ^ \ 1 : the world aAlAJLJ Cj text SP

^add» its SC : their P

\ I 1 ^ /O
k*a€€€ls to ccutou /-yjgeuv

\ _j rj\ ?_ nz' ?_\
y*po / 'c o ? o

r / \
tfotos y<tp fcofec t"ov a*ov ocutou cctto/ > o ? o
t~o^v ok^ulctptlvv ocutojv .
1 koL\ee€L L* <j' /4m />r.
ka&ouei /2^/ ^

2 kof/zov syc

The SP text is in close agreement with the Greek, but

C has two unique readings of which no trace exists even in

Te syr - the passive "his name will be called", perhaps a

6o 1
harmonization with Luke 1 , or perhaps presupposing a

Greek text i koL A € 60Ut>t . as in

12411 and A V.N , "world", for A-Aq.\ .

(1) Where Codex Bezae, the Bohairic (partly) and the first
hand of Codex Ephraemi rescriptus read k.ky\qr\6€t»lc
\ 7/ "> * »/ i /

To OVOJU.0L otVToo 'lujetVVVjS.
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"people". This last la probably an easy palaeographlcal.

error, but could possibly reflect anti-Judaic feeling: X V\ \
means "the Jewish people", and the change to JUJLa
might have been attractive to those offended by the "scandal

of particularity". But this we would expect to find in Te

rather than in C, if Tatian was indeed anti-Judaic. Te

differs from SCP in its rendering of 9

employing .-O LS as opposed to SCP's character¬

istic (Ev.II, p.78) Aphel of } Te

further differs from SCP and the Greek in its rendering of

kotXceCiS* as a feminine second person

singular ( )^. As the angel is addressing

Joseph (v.20) the masculine is certainly called for. But we

must remember that we are dealing with a gospel harmony, and

t
31

that at Luke 1 we have the same Greek as here -

V / /V _ \ 7 ^ 5/ ^
Awr Ket{€66(S To oVo/4oi o{utou */rj6ouv
- but with the difference that the angel is there addressing

Mary, and therefore "you will call" is feminine. This Te
21 31

quotation is, then, a harmonization of Mt.1 with Luke 1 ,

two verses which were also harmonized in the Protevangelium

3 • 5
of James. 11, and Justin's First Apology, 33 » both quoted

by Aland. See on Luke 1^» p. •

Te further differs from SCP and the Greek in "because"

instead of "for", and in omitting any possessive with "3ins",

an omission repeated in Cyprian, Hilary and Eplphanius.

For other affinities between Te and the gospel text of

Epiphanius see e.g. Mt.262^, p. 9 , John 312, p. 82 .

(1) The masculine 2nd person singular would be
Unpointed could be either the feminine
2nd person singular (= ^ ) or the
feminine 2nd person plural (= \ )•
Here, as at Luke 131f iS presumably theAformer, there
being no "seyame".
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Mt.8, v.4
r 1
Do not speak to anyone } go show yourself to the

2 r 3
priests and offer on behalf of your cleansing

according as Moses commanded rfor their attestation^
1 M(beware) lest ( A. QJ j ) to anyone you are speaking,

but SCjsee that you are not speaking to anyone, but P

2 ^ ^ M , L.XZ> ).3 1—O : add. an offering ( JL-JL3 j Q-O ) SCP

3 v-Ao-?Z >!? : om.

4 oC&Loi \ that it may be to them
for attestation SC : text P

eS r \ 9^ ? , | I c/ \
OPoL U/y)cf6Vl €L7T/V}£} U4\eC OtCtiye &&*VTOV
r c\ i- o C *•* / 1 / / ^
cf€i tov Tf cep6t KoLC -TrpofeveyKov ~ro
fVi / f h/1 ' ? /

OOJpoV O Tpotf€ToLj€v / &ISyUalpToptoV
pCUTCUS

1 tois Lepeutc k syscP
c-f. for plural I kk~cf- ka<jtA<yt^f)

syf : tkS"*-bffzs/'r CI .

f n
For TM i€0€i the plural "priests" is

r-

found in the Arabic Diatessaron (§ 22J). This may be due

merely to Peshitta influence, but there is a good case here

for the reading having originated in the Syriac Diatessaron;

(cf. T&n. p.170) - in Syriac, because the difference between

singular and plural in this Syriac word is only two dots

("seyame"), easily added or omitted? and in the Diatessaron,
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because all the authorities which have the plural (see

apparatus above) could owe it to Diatessaron influence :

this applies not only to the Syriac and Latin authorities
<1

but also to Clement of Alexandria, who may (Strom.1 ) have

been Tatian's pupil. Once introduced* the plural would tend
1L '"N

to gain ground under the influence of Luke 17 ( TotS

cr€f>eosiv )•
In other respects also this Te quotation is a combination

of Mt.8^ with Lk.51Zf, as of course we should expect in a

harmony of the gospels, rather than a direct citation of

the former,

(i) "according as", cf. Luke's /Tot&Ss.
(ii) The addition of "on behalf of your cleansing", cf.

. ( r\ /*)
Luke's -roij KoCcycCpi £yUOV .

(iii) The omission of TO oToSpoSf , as in Luke.
It could also be argued that Te's brief "do not speak to

anyone" owes more to Luke's ( &CTT&.V
cs r \ * ?/

than to Mt.'s opt ^WyjG6\/l €(TT'VJ f , were it not
that Tatian is in any case prone to abridge wherever

possible, (but to eapand where this is necessary to

elucidate the meaning, e.g. John 4, v.42 p. 137 ).

Finally, the agreement of Te with P against SC in

Lo ? cf-CQA should not awaken immediate suspicion
that Ephraem is here quoting the embryonic P text rather than T.

If P was founded upon the Old Syriac, and if there were in

circulation many more exemplars of this than our S and C,

differing from each other as much as do S and C, i3 it not

altogether to be expected that occasionally Te will agree

with the Old Syriac as found in P^ rather than as found in

(1) "The Peshitta was one of the numerous MSS. of the
Vetus Syra" (VbBbus, Researches, p.68).
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SC, just as it sometimes agrees with S against CP or with C

against SP? (See also on Mt«15» v«23> p* s-l ).

Mt.12, vv.22-24

22 1 2 r
And they brought near to him a man who was dumb

( X*—u ) and blind and demon-ridden ( Jcla* o(A
and he healed him 'and he saw and he heard^
25 f" 5
"'and the crowds marvelled

22,"but r the scribes and^ the Pharisees^ lire saying® this

raan^by beelzebub the chief of the demons he is driving out
9

demons

1
then SCP

2before C text SP

certain man that a devil

that was blind was upon him and dumb S

a certain man thatj there was upon i .

him a devil ( Jfix a<*qAa lotf f?)
and blind and dumb C

a certain demoniac who was dumb and blind P

Sand that dumb man spoke and saw and heard SC

so that the dumb and blind spoke and saw P

-*they were marvelling S all the crowds were marvelling CP

®om. SCP

^add. when they heard SCP

®said SC text P

9is not driving out devils but by beelzebub thfeir)
chief of the demons SCP
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22 T&T^r"-Tf^O6njV6^0-yj oCUTU* cfdipUo^(J°/* $
TUpio? JiaU KM<±>OS' ' Koif^ £&G00i-rreu&€\/

"> ^ c/ f ^ / ^ JZ \ 1 H J
(X.UTOV j OJfTg ~roV k(*J<£>0V AoiAetV KoU
^/{eTTGtV.
^ kcU* € *£16ToCVTO IToCvTeS of oVAoc / KoLf
,// J ^ <D ^ > Ic cl
€A£yov • /UnrjTC ov~ro$ egriV o d &s
Aoiu(<fj )

\ JT n ? ^ "P
3lf- oi Se ^oipefoUOt OCkOc^O'oCVT€S' GilroV •

<7^ 7 ~> /?/1 I \ r / ?
OOTOS COK GKBtCAAec -Hoc doC(yUoV£<< £(
^JLVj £V T<f> Beefg l?ocsX3 ot'jx^oVTt
TZov cfoct^LcovrfyV. J
/ / 7 ^ jT H /'

irpo6'*jveyKot.\/ o(L>TL£) doct^u.ovt rc^u e\Ao\/
Tcpfoy/ K*c( Kkj^oV pc. s~y ( Or)

2 tov Kcofiov Xou ~rucj>AQV LW® syf* ajf.
"ToV "HU^XoV Kol} KOO^XOV C Bypj /?m •
Cryrv . -&rfr.
fat EX'Dpc sv s<~

3 free\fefoa\ p*' C Eyj. J) V/€> jJtfttJOr.
£j'ee/je bub c (■-f-f'^ Vj Sp
tvxt BXf
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For convenience, /<W/ / has been consistently
translated "demon" and /fAJZ "devil".

These verses present us with a number of the character¬

istics of the Te text including differences between Te and

SC in translating the Greek: see below. As a preliminary,

there arises in v.22 the question of whether Te syr or Te arm

is the more reliable witness to the Tatlanlc text. In this

verse, some Old Latin and Vulgate MSS. mention three infirm¬

ities - blindness, dumbness and deafness, and accordingly at

the end of the verse speak of three effects of the healing -

seeing, speaking and hearing. This is also the case in Te

arm, where they bring to him "a demoniac, deaf and dumb and

blind" 6l bu
and Jesus "gave him to hear, to speak and to see"( *"6 in

"vJoj fuoouu bj^ 6l lfl6uu}$/ bj)« This triple
formula will be due mainly to the fact that ,

like can mean both deaf and dumb. The

Latin and Armenian translators did not want to miss out any

element of the meaning. But it may also be due partly to

their memory of the parallel passage Mark 9» v.25 ( t~o

Zhiov tu) WVeo^uoi) (cf. Tgm. p.142). So Te syr's X'-JJ
probably represents better than Te arm's j-urtL£ bu
the authentic T text (unless Tatian was deliberately com¬

bining this verse with Mark 9, v.25 q.«v., p. 7^- )•
Otherwise, Te arm here agrees with Te^syr except in its
spelling "beelzeboul" ( |2- b )»
where again Te syr, which has the spelling also found in

SCP (and in some Latin witnesses), no doubt correctly

represents T.
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We have clear evidence here of differences between

T and SC in rendering the Greek# Not only does Te here
pA ^

(contrast Lk.10 p. 321 ) consistently use /oA?
for duyUQVloV 9 while SCP alternate between that
and !>.Lx , but also* more important, the whole

cast of the sentence in v.22 is different in Te from that

which appears in SC. c/ei(yU. OVJ
1~U(i\OS KU( is rendered

on a basically similar pattern by S and C, but Te has the

idiomatic phrase : )
Textually, there are several points of interests -

in v.22, the active "they brought" of Te and SCP is found

also in B against the passive of the majority of witnesses.

For agreement of TeS with B, cf. Jn.3"^S p» In the

same verse, the omission of a subject to "saw and heard"is

a peculiarity shared by Te with the Latin MS. tradition.

In v.23# we may have a deliberate omission by Tatian of

the reference to Jesus' Davidic descent (on this see the

evidence of Theodoret, discussed in the comments on Mark 10^
P. IOI ; cf. also T&m., pp.84ff.).

In v.24» a further typical Tatianic feature (in addition

to Te's agreement with the Latin textual tradition, v.22, and

its omission of the reference to Jesus' Davidic descent, v.23)
is the harraonistic reading which introduces "scribes" from

the parallel passage Mark 3» v.22. Te also dispenses here

with sikov . We gain the

impression that the Diatessaron was a gospel text pruned

(1) The combined support of the Old Syriac and the so-called
"neutral" text for a reading creates a fair presumption in
favour of its originality? see Burkitt, Ev.II,p.227? on
Lk. 4*4-4.
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down to the minimum necessary for a proper understanding -

but at the same time a gospel text in elegant Syriac. In

composing it, Tatian must have put forth much Horatian

"labor limi" - and the result was not lacking in the

"curiosa felicitas" for which the same poet is famous#

Finally on this verse, we note that Te is alone in putting

the negative statement of SCP Greek in a positive way -

another instance of Tatian's efforts at stylistic improve¬

ment on the original.

We have, then, in Te syr of these three verses,

evidence that T exhibits translation differences from SCP,

and we find in the Te text a harmonistic trace, a reflection

of Tatian's anti-Judaism, examples of his curtailment of the

text and of his attempts at stylistic improvement, and

affinity with the latin textual tradition.
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Mt.13? v.15

1
the heart of this people has been hardened, to it and
f 2 r 3
its ears it has made dull and its eyes it has stopped ,

lest rit may see with its eyes and hear with its esrs^

1add. for SCP

2
their ears they have made dull

that they should not hear SC

with their ears with difficulty they have heard P

^their eyes they have shut SCP

^they may see with their eyes and hear with their ears SCP

€1T^^V&yj Ja(f> nj ToU \«o u
Tou-roo j i~oTs cao&cV ' £>o(P€ojS
,/ | \ > / n I ' ' I 7 <7

YjKoU^ocV J K*( -roup fcJetAyUOUS' oLOTuJV
£-*0<jutfUS£«LV9 /MTj'7rOT6: ccfljscv TOCP
0<^@o<\yUO?f Keu To?P (ZfLV oLdoiffcofCV.
1 Afihl. ccutooV 1^,(1 pc. bchir

/ / 7 ^ 'V c*rr.
void. oLUTuJV /V p<L

;» ( ih.3- )Against Greek and SCP, Te syr treats "people'

as singular throughout. Te arm predictably reverts to the

plural. One effect of the change to the singular is that

an equally possible translation would be: "its ears Jbe has

made dull, and its eyes Jje has stopped up", the deafness

and blindness being attributed to the direct agency of God.

Did Tatian change to the singular in order to suggest this
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meaning? Certainly, several quotations in Te indicate that

Tatian shunned ambiguity and liked to make quite explicit

what he took to be the meaning of a gospel passage (cf• e.g.

Luke 1, v»T7 P» 23 O). This may have been one of the reasons

for the popularity of the Diatessaron in the Syriac church.

However this may be in this particular case, we can certainly

say that SC*s plural looks like a later correction of T and

an assimilation of it to the Greek.

Secondly, the addition of a possessive pronoun after

supported by TeSCP, but then to express the possessive by

means of a suffix is the Syriac idiom, whereas Greek prefers

simply the definite article with the possessive understood.

SC diverge from Te in their peculiar addition "that

they should not hear" : this we might have suspected to be

Dlatessaric, but we now know that Te syr, like Te arm,

shows no trace of it.

7
both occurrences of 006LV is unanimously

lSCO is rendered in Te by

("stop") as opposed to SCP's ("shut").
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Mt.13» v.17

Luke 10, v. 24

Prophets and kings and righteous men have desired
r 12
that they might see seeing

1
to S(Mt.) text CP (Mt.) SCP (Luke)

: oxait SCP

Mt

jjjxb
TTpOcj>rj-rcL( rKoU SCkuioJ €TT60iywyj6eiV
StTdCtV

LX: "TTpojzvjTui QCGIXGIS yjO^Xyj^oiV iSeHv
OOW. D ' ct j Marcion .

Te is clearly a fusion of these two gospel passages#

Its verb "have desired" ( ) is that

of SCP in Matthew; they have ^ in Luke.

The most significant stylistic feature is Te's addition of

the emphasizing infinitive JXuJo \O kuLJ * : cf.\"
Mt.15*1"* p. 3/ , for Te's fondness for this idiom, whose

presence rather argues for an originally Syriac Diatessaron.

One would not have expected such a characteristic Semitism

in translation from a Greek Distessaron. Its spontaneity

and freshness are much more readily explicable if the Syriac

Diatessaron was the first Diatessaron - the fruit of an

upsurge of creative vigour in the mind of the author. Te

arm does not attempt to reproduce this Semitic construction,

but simply reads "have desired to see" ( U1 b U —

(jJ <4/ 6 / ).-i
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Mt»13» v»^2 y

which1 is smaller than ( r-b * X) Q-^r )
all rsmall herbs^, andJ when it has grown (

L t" 5
it is larger than^" small herbs and the winged creature

f"* 6
is coming and is dwelling in its branches

1and it SCP

L seeds SCP
2

^but P text SC

^add. all SCP

5 As I X<2>uu O
and the winged creature of the heaven C

so that the fowl ( IAu • -9 ) of the heaven P
text S .

/Jao : and 13 perching ( X—© )sc :

is nesting ( Q /_ ) p

c\ ^ \ ^ ^
O yU.\KpOjepov y<l€* €6TLV ITUVT^V TToJV

<V

k*t

/

)

6lf€^oi-rc^V * C>ToL\/ cfe* oLu^i&'Cj ,yU€?fov
T<JV \oLV»C/OJV ^STIV Ktil VOf€Tbt( uivcfpOVj
<V >1/3^ \ ^ 'r~ n o o/^)^T€ £Ab?€C\/ Toi TT€T€(Ve{ TOO Oof>*lVOu
} KcLTtfKYjVouV £V T0LS K\ *G/qi£ oiUToO.

crm. sv5
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The chief peculiarity of Te arm is its rendering of

otoLv (f<& otvfyj 0V by "when it germinates*
grows" (jnpZ^JT p-nL-UOQ jjJ) 9 lAllj^ ). The
occurrence of the idea of germination here in the Persian

Diatessaron also (Tjm. p.155) should prevent us from too

hastily writing off this double verb as merely derived from

the Old Armenian, which seems to have had a tendency towards
1

reduplications • This one could be Tatianic.

Significant features of Te syr here are, first, the

parallel with S against CP and the rest of the textual

tradition in the omission of toD o^olVou* ).
A close T - S relationship is indicated.

Second, there is the surprising disagreement with SCP

(and with L'Evangile 174)» which add "all" before

Toov XoC^tCvoJV • Since this is a harmonistic reading
(cf. Mark 4# v.32) and stands in Te arm ( c*jj *c/
j7.CJ^J^oop ) it must surely have stood in T, which is
therefore more truly represented in this particular by Te

L t 4

arm than by Te syr.

Third, we have the unique reading AJ Q Q L

in the first clause of the quotation. Ephraem has probably

slipped up by introducing this word twice instead of once.

Te arm reverts to the "seeds" of all other witnesses.

Fourth, and most important, there are the varying

translations of Koi.T«<SKl^vou V . This is
fairly conclusive proof that T was not based on the text of

our MSS. S and C. The SC verb ("settle") is a more accurate
n

rendering of Koi'ToLS'KTjVous/ than is Te
syr's rather general term 1.\ ("dwell").

(1) Lelolr, L*Original, p.967, on Mt.112^.
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It is a fair presumption that the more accurate rendering

is the later, revised rendering.

The mere fact of the existence of translation differ¬

ences between Te and the Old 3yriac S and C in itself tends

to show that the SC text is later than the T text: the

author of a harmony would in all probability retain un¬

changed what he found in separate gospels, but the trans¬

lators of separate gospels would not at all be tied, if

indeed they were even influenced, by the wording of a

previously existing harmony.

If, then, Tatian had known the SC reading

he would have kept it, especially as it is a more accurate

rendering. The fact that he does not use it suggests that

it did not gain currency until after his time. T is here,

as often appears to be the case, a more primitive version

than SC. Such a translation variant as this assures us of

one thing: on whatever the Syriac Diateaoaron was based,

be it on Greek separate gospels, on a Greek Diatessaron or,

as is most likely (see conclusion), on Syrinc separate

gospels, it was not based on the SC text.
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Mt,15» v.23
i I- 2

and he did not return to her an answer

1but SP text C

2 cfA ; q ■ i °> p
give to her ( gf \ * > n ) sc

c r I ? ? xv-) ? o \ / t
o d€ ouk oCirGK^i &OJ oCut'vj /\oyoV

On Syriac renderings of o(TTOKLVO/Xoll § 3ee

Burkitt, Ev.II, pp.90ff.: "Syriac equivalents for 'answered

and said*

How do we account for the sizeable minority of

quotations in which Te syr agrees with P against the Old

Syriac?

There is of course a real possibility that Te syr

has suffered assimilation to the Peshitta text, even if
1

VSSbus is wrong and the Peshitta text did not yet exist

in Ephraem's day. The Peshitta certainly did exist before

MS. 709 was copied about the end of the fifth century

(Leloir, 709# p.iii). But we must remember too that there

will at one time have existed many other Old Syriac MSS.

besides our S and C, and they may have contained what we

think of as P readings. Even supposing that T, S and C

were the only three texts that lay before the reviser who

(1) Studies, ch.4.
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was responsible for P, he is likely to have followed each

of them, where they differed from each other, approximately

Te syr with P does not significantly exceed one third of the

total instances where TeSC differ (and it does not), there

is no cause to think that Ephraem is not accurately quoting

T .

Mt.17, v.25

he forestalled ( qf-b ) Simon and said to him1}
2

the kings of the earth from whom are they taking

tribute and poll-tax, from their sons or from foreigners

1
one time out of three • Therefore, so long as agreement of

(

add, what seems to you, Simon? CP

what is acceptable to you, Simon? S

2
: collecting (

text P.

(1) Cf. in this connection the quotation from V^Sbus at
Mt.8^, p. If-6 .
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We seem here to have another Tatianic omissions

Tl' 601 cfok6? ? zytwvj
£vqu6i\/ is differently

translated in TeP on the one hand and in SC on the other.

The alternatives are that P happens here to be following

the type of Old Syriac text preserved in Te in preference

to that of SC (cf. on Mt.15» v.23 P« or that

Ephraem is quoting under the influence of the embryonic

P text of his own day.

Mt.19# v.8
r 1 r 2

Moses because of the hardness of your heart

■z r~ l
-^permitted you : but from the beginning it was not thus

1
according to ( oA )P : text SC

2 ^Q,T?A p\ ? /Z.Q-OZjdS: text CP
*^add. he ( o 4" ) SC j text P

4 \^<4 lo<4 jj :(£ljo4+)ju^4 i04 JiscP
/ ^ojl/fyjs -rrpos ttjv £k\yjyokxpcfiav cytoov
1 ^ / ~ ? t ^ \ o
enerp€(yev u,ucv otnoauecct -rsi? yuvoickots'
c ^ «, > rl r > / 'i c/
cyxtov * kit1 de ou yeyovev ou-rojs.

/ ? ? v ~

ovk €\f€vgto d
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Apart from a number of minor points» such as TeCP's

preference for the construct state and Te*s peculiar

feminine /.O^* 1, we note that Te arm reads:-

fl copoof>0J&ny OJJU £fl\p
"but from the beginning of creatures2 thus it is not having

been"# This is a harmonistic reading, since the partially
6 7 \ r\ } \

parallel passage Mark 10 has o( iro d€ ocpVTjS
KTi^€(^S 3. But there is no evidence apart from Te arm

that was present in the Dlatessaron. The

harmonistic reading in this case has probably been Introduced

by Te arm itself.

(1) For other examples of what appear to be errors of
gender in MS. 709 see on M2u925 , p. 9L. ; Lk.13 »

p. !3€ } Jn./J6, p. 332 .

(2; This could be a palaeographical error for
n j = kxCC€<*i$ • the uncial forms

of the letters q (c3 ) and / (3) being particularly
liable to confusion. J

(3) KxC^€^S is omitted by D,233,3bev,b,ff2Sq,
the Pcshitta and the Persianr (Tischendorf), and S.
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Mt.20, v.10

the first thought^ thatrthey would get2 more: they"*
received^1" a denarius apiece

^were thinking SC text P

2

ya3, oQ.J : he would give to them SC they are
receiving ( ^) P
3add. also SCP >

4 qAqJT : got ( O ~T^ CO—J ) sc text P

Ot 7TpO&TOL €VOyUt 6el\/ OJ~t TTXGIOV
. / \ y/\ 0 \ ^
\<njuL(I'0V-rcLi • J<oLr eAckKoV to * Vol

> r I ? ^ i
SnVoLPlOV Kd( fiiU-TOL .

/ ^
'
(jm. OSS" : f>°st CT>N*£-&£sy F

See T|m. p.192 for further evidence for the past

continuous "were thinking" as in SC and Te arm.

For the two occurrences of /| */< fiotvoJ Te syr
varies its verb. We have already seen that it renders

by O no I at Mt.1725 p. 6"0 .

See the conclusion, p. 34.2 , for the possible significance
of such variation in Te*s rendering of the Greek. At the

second occurrence, SC have a different verb, but at the first

occurrence they are operating from a different text, "he

would give", found elsewhere only in the Ethiopic version.
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This could be the primitive Old Syriac text, retained in SO

but revised out of T.

"They received" ( QlJ2-qbJ ) go is

followed (immediately in C) by an emphatic "they al3o"
V Ko^ eiOTOt^ ). Of Ken olutol^
there is no trace in Te. Although there are no other

Diatessaron witnesses to this omission, its occurrence

also in d and 085* taken together with the uncertainty in

the MS. tradition generally about the position of these

words, raises the question of whether Te, d and 085 perhaps

here preserve the original text.

Mt• 20, v.15

not authorit

k
T JLA «

om# SC text P

i |* 2 f- 3 f
Or have I not authority in my house? If I am good,

your eye why is it evil?

1

2 JJ i is it not

permitted to me (

text SC

3
, JL : that I do with my own

( ) that which I am wishing SCP

^or (add. perhaps C) is your eye evil because I am good? SCP

i ? 9^c /O fi ^ -'
QUK £r€€-riv yUOi o yjreAoj irotrjeetc
ev -rots e/iois : 07 o &<p&otAuo? eou

S r-? ' V ; 1/ ? V,// ✓ 'cr P \ ' ? /O / ?

irovnfjpos €6tcv on eyoj £(/*-<-}

f/. SyfSo. io
z BCQrvtsr ILK. 13 i2ihi jl

2D LZ © pc *y*c
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For the second half of the verse Te syr (2/3) also

offers the reading of SCP, as in footnote 4, but the

evidence of Te arm (cf. TSm. p.192) makes it probable that

the above was the T text. The complete omission of o
_ /1 _ ? ^ i

Q6A<4 TTOi'YjgtCC and tiie rendering of €\S ToiS €/4.oiS°
by the idiomatic (SC have the more

literal —ZD ) doubtless go back to Tatian

himself.

The second half of the quotation consists in Greek and

SCP of main clause plus causal clause. The completely

changed syntax of Te syr (1/3) and Te arm, consisting of

conditional clause plus main clause, is found also in Ambrose,

Jerome etc. (T|m. p.192) and will be Tatianic. Tatian may

have adopted it in the interests of ease of understanding,

the usual text being paradoxical in nature. L*Evangile 237

also presupposes this Tatianic syntax.
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Mt.20, v.16

1the last will be first} 2the firstrwill be^
rto themselves^ last

1add. thus SCP

2add. and SCP

x
•'am. SP text C

^caru SCP

(/ ( '/ {
OUTUiS efOVToll OC €£WtqL 7Tf>^ToL KoU

( >/, ^
01 TTpCjTOC 6tyelT0(

There may be an instance of T 's influence on the

C text in the repetition of the verb in C.

The most striking feature here, however, is the

redundant but idiomatic "to themselves" ( )
of Te. This dative reflexive pronoun following the verb is

a feature of other Te syr quotations, e.g. Mt.24, v.36

p. % , and it occurs more frequently in them than in either

Old Syriac or Peshitta. If anything, it tends to support

the view that the Syriac Diatessaron is the original

Dlatessaron. Such idiomatic style would be less likely

in a translation.
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Ml;.21, v.20
1 2 3 L

his disciples wondered how suddenly itT" dried up

^the SP text C

2 oq^oL I o-b fSC : P
^add. and were saying how C

and are saying how SP

Hhis fig-tree C

that fig-tree S

the fig-tree P

OL yU«L07jTcCl €0ciyUoL£-e(.V A^OVT^S
*rfuj£ -TTcif>A^<yjjU A ^yjf><£v0yj rnj <fUK-^ I

/ •/
O-Uei. cCutou j>c SdP

2 38-At.

£■ @tityA.ai£i£Vis differently rendered in Tef
SC, and P. It is clear, then, that T was not drawn

directly from the text of our MSS. S or C.

The direct speech of the Greek has here (EC 16"*)
5

become indirect, but this is not the case at EC 16

(where Te syr quotes the parallel passage Mark 11, vv.20-21

q.v., p. 106 ).
As regards the text, TeC (not SP) agree with 238 etc.
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9
in adding oLUTou , and Te further agrees

(against SCP) with 238 in the omission of nj

Mt.22, w.36-39
f 1 2

What commandment is great and chief in the law? He
X L

said to him : Love"' the Lord your God. This is the great

commandment. And love"* your companion"* ( /i■ TP U )
as yourself

1
om. SP and first C

2
Jesus SCP

"Vou will love SCP

*add. and chief S and first CP

^neighbour ( '-JD ) SCP

36 7TO(U € V "7"° A *YJ yUdy^Ayj Tuj V<y*uJ J
3*7 J /) fiCUTu) • oiyet7T^6'€(S KoplOV ToV
f) s* ? c/i ° A" \ ? c/7fc/£oV 6oV £V OA'V) t?i Keipdlot. £au Kelt €V oAlA
n / I V \ ^ c// or y l'

T7] (AT) *°° OAyj T-Yj OLoLVOioi.
il°' •' > \ < /; I / 7, i /3? OLUTV) €€Tiv nj jmey^Ar) K*< TTpcvT'yj £V^TOA^J .

r ^ ^ ^ p -> 7 / ^3<? d€U-r€p*i OyiOLaC eiUT-Vj • oLy*L TT'yjd~£(S' ~r°v
irhvjfiQV cos preoLUTcv.

This quotation is found in EC more than once, at
2 23

10 and 16 . Te syr and Te arm are essentially in agreement
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At 102 they both read the imperative "love" (

ujf) pboJ ) for Mt.22, v.37, and they both repeat this
2^

for Mt.22, v.39» at 16 . However, on citing Mt.22, v.37»
23

another time at 16 , Te syr and Te arm give us "you will

love", Syriac imperfect , Armenian

subjunctive °tr6u36, U , in agreement with SCP
and with the Greek o^^roi7T/yj^'^lS of both v.37 and
v»39« This is also the reading of the Armenian vulgate here

and in the Pentateuch. But the imperative is doubtless the

true Diatessaron text here, as it occurs in the Persian and

Venetian Diatessarons also. It appears to stem from the

Syriac O.T., which reads hjj£ at Deuteronomy 6^and
Leviticus 19^*

23
On one occasion out of two at 16 , Te syr reads

"companion" ( . r ..IT? i) ) Instead of

"neighbour" ( > ^ '—O ), which is the term of SCP

and an accurate rendering of the Greek. (For /,
in this verse in Ephraem, cf. L'Evangile. 265-6). Te arm

at 162^ also uses two different terms for Trk'VjtfloV ,

^uJLnp (companion) and ^
(neighbour). Leloir (T&n. p.201) thinks that, while

"neighbour" is the term of the Armenian Vulgate here and

in Leviticus, "companion" was the term of the Old Armenian

Version, having been derived from the Diatessaron. The

occurrence of / '■ O JJ in Tfi syr against 3CP

(cf. Mt.12^5 p. 157 ) certainly indicates that it is

Tatianic and again we note that the Te reading may stem from

the Syriac O.T., where we find j*. It) at Leviticus
A Q

19 . It looks as if the rather free translation of the
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closely to the Greek. (Cf. Luke 10, v.29» where Te

Sbpp 88 . ll-DJJ
to be preferred to Te syr's JQ ^ * O ,

Diatessaron has been made by the Old Syriac to conform more

closely to the Greek. (Cf. Luke 10, v.29» where Te arm's

Is

as is

indicated by L'Evangile 524* Cf. also Luke 10, v.36 p. list).
At this point we note the saying in the Gospel of

Thomas, §25* "Love your brother as your soul"

which shares the Diatessaric iterative "love", and where

the reading "brother" (Matthew has trAljfioV ) may be
compared with MS. 709's "companion", the Persian Diatessaron's

"corapagno" and the Venetian Diatessaron's "amigo". Further,
/ C ^ v

the expression "as your soul" (Matthew: OJS S€*luto\/ ) is

to be con$>ared with the Persian Diatessaron's "come l'anima
■J

tua" , and seems certainly to reflect the Semitic manner of

expressing the reflexive pronoun ( yX3LJ y-*/
is the reading of Te syr). There seems to be a good case

here for positing some sort of textual link between the

Gospel of Thomas and the Diatessaron, that link taking the

form of some kind of Semitic influence on Thomas. (See

conclusion, p. 3"72 -ff ).
In v.36, no Greek MS. adds a second adjective after

, but Te ( ) and G

( —o ) both do so - an instance of T's influence*
t w

on C? Again in v.38 it is a question of how many adjectives

we have, and, though Te stands alone against Greek and SCP,

S may betray T 's influence with its adjective /-or,-
which is the same word as Te used in v.36. CP, on the other

(1) For the readings of the Persian and Venetian Diatessaron3
I am indebted to Qulspel's article, "The Gospel of Thomas
and the Diatessaron" (see bibliography).
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Of considerable interest are the Syriac equivalents for

I VOALOS o In P we have the usual Syriac word,

a-jao qjq_j really the Greek word Syriacized. But

TeSC read Q) which, as Black"^, p.282,

points out, is a borrowing from Jewish Palestinian Aramaic.

(We note in passing that in the only other EC syr quotation
S

In which the word "law" occurs, namely I Tim 1, v.9, VO/UOS
- AjQOQjC-J ). This is the kind of linguistic peculiar¬

ity of the Old Syriac that Burkitt (Ev.Il) explained as

archaism. Black, however, prefers the hypothesis that

such "anomalous forms come from a West Aramaic source or

tradition of the Gospels, in particular of the Words of

Jesus, which has directly influenced the language of the

Old Syriac" (p.286). On either view, It i3 interesting

that we have found such a form in the remains of the Syriac

Diatessaron as well as in the Old Syriac gospels.

For other West Aramaisms in Te syr see on Mt.22, v.23,

p. 36 , Mt.15# v.13, p. 212, , Luke 2, v.35* P» HO ♦

On them, J. N. Birdsall writes in "Evangelical Quarterly"

37» 1965, p.135* "It is a subtle question to decide

whether these instances bear upon the question of the

relative priority of the Diatessaron and the Separated

Gospels. It would seem, however, to be the more viable

option to suggest that these forms at least came into the

Separated Gospels, like so many of their harmonistic

features, from the Diatessaron. And perhaps the West

Aramaic forms provide us with a trace of that non-canonical

source which clearly was known and used by Tatian."
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We can perhaps go further than this. Is it merely

coincidence that here in the same passage we find not only
1 2

a Semitisra in the Gospel of Thomas and a West Aramaism
3

in the Diatessaron, but also more than one indication-^

of textual kinship between the Diatessaron and the Gospel

of Thomas, §25? The fact of these features occurring
13

together (cf. also Mt.15 » P«2I2) strongly supports

Qulspel's theory^, put forward before the publication of

MS. 709, that the textual affinity between the Diatessaron

and the Gospel of Thomas is to be explained by their common

dependance on the non-canonical West Aramaic Gospel

according to the Hebrews, described by Jerome as "Chaldaico

Syroque sermone, sed Hebraicis litteris, scrlptum" (a

description which appears to indicate West Aramaic).

Birdsall's suggestion about Tatian's non-canonical source

is of course to be distinguished from Black's postulated

West Aramaic source of the canonical gospels themselves,

unless we are to regard the Gospel according to the Hebrews

as such a source, which is unlikely

(1) "as your soul".
2) /A-
3) The imperative "love", and perhaps the word "brother"
(cf. Te's "companion", as against mrr\'v\ftoV of the
Greek).

(4) Qulspel, op.cit.} esp. p.116.
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Luke 1, v.38
r* 1 2

Mary said : Behold I am the maidservant of God ;

may it be to me ras you have said^
1me P

2the Lord P

x ,

"according to your word P

T€V cfe MufioyA • lefou tj c/ou^\rj/ /
_ V. \ C~ !/

ICVpLOU • y€VOLTO yAOl KeLTeL TO pITj^oL
£oU .

Por "the Lord" of Greek and P (cf. L'Evanglle 448)
Te has "God". At Luke 1, v.32, p. 3/5" , we find an

opposite tendency in Te - "the Lord" for Greek and P's

"Lord God". No consistent pattern emerges from Te's
use of divine titles.

The "I am" of Te, as distinct from P's "rae" (for

which cf. again L'Evanglle 448) is achieved by a repetition

of the pronoun - Jjf cfAbf Jjf -

which may be observed elsewhere (e.g. John 1, vv.3-4? p.2^1)
as characteristic of Te oyr.

Finally, we note the typical personalizing in Te of

the inpersonal "according to your word" of Greek and P.

(cf. T<*m. p.235; Luke 1, v.13» p« '5~ ). On this person¬

alizing and, in this case, its bearing on the question of

the apocryphal source or sources of the Diatessaron, see

V55bus, Versions, pp.20-21, where it is pointed out that

this particular Instance of personalization occurs also
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in the Sthiopic Versions, the Dutch Diatessaron, and the

Syriac Protevangelium of James (for the connection of
21

which with the Diatessaron cf. on Mt.1 , p. H- , and
also the Diatessaron text of Mt.1, v.24» which is not in

Te).

Luke 9# v.29
r 1^2
was transfigured his face

1 0.

AgVUWU "J." * CiS^Vy »

: s0Auu/r P t text SC

(, /< SCP

2 o^-3 Oj i_9
the appearance of his face ( a ofc Q_3 /oXu )

?/ r \ r t ^ /
gyeveTo TO €LOOS TOU 7rpe<s"£07rou
/? ^ c/ a
o(OTOU GTe^oV.

1

nj \&€oi D Or
^ 7]^[on^G^ De s^sc

Te differs in two respects from SCP:-
n ^ r

First, it omits 1 ~~T~O €lOOS i the

same Syriac word, jojju , is avoided by Te syr at

Mt.17» v.9» p. ,

Second, it renders TTO O 6 aJ7TaV by the Greek

word transliterated into Syriac rather than by the true

Syriac r used by SCP# In the parallel

passage Mt.17* v.2, SC again have the true Syriac word,

P the loanword. See on Mt.1810, p. Si • It would be

hazardous to draw conclusions about the relative priority

of T and X on the basis of the frequency of loanwords,
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since we are dealing here with literature translated from

the Greek.

As support for OLOjQyj we ought to add
P, since the verb of TeSCP is a rendering of this reading

? / e/
of Codex Bezae rather than of the eyeveTo... er&pov
of most Greek MSS.

Luke 13# v.1

they came rand declared to him"' ( Qs>QJJO) concerning
r 2
men who (were) from Galilee whose blood Pilate mixed

with their sacrifices

•i

men* they said to him SP

men* and they said to him C

2j"those Galileans SCP

~> ^/ | ? ^

7rtfvjtocv de rives' o( ir*yyeaaov-res- <*utcu
1t€^( ~rojv foc \l\oh.cajv cov to olcyuoc
ttcxsros yuer) tZv *ZtQv,

The Greek participle zirdyyexx ovres is
dealt with in TeSCP by parataxis - "they came, they said

(declared)". But the actual translation of

in Te and in SCP ( o Jo/ ) is different) SCP*s
is much the more pedestrian effort, and loses the colour

of the Te rendering.
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Luke 13, v.8
1 f 2

and the husbandman returned answer to him :

7 I

leave it, lord, a year

Hhat SC * text P

2replied and said S said CP

^add. my SCP

4also this SCP

c r I sy ^ \ f '
o oLwoKfn&eis Aesjei ocut^J • fcupte^
">/ I 7 \ \ I ^ \ '/oi&es eiUT-YjV K«( TOUTO TTo €1^5

'
TL ^ OrfyrL .

7 ^ \Te has the most idiomatic rendering of oiXokjpiCr^t5"
A/y<s=t —• -x_L3. SCP are more pedestrian,
even if S is more accurate. (See Burkitt, Ev.II, 90ff.)

SCP all follow T (or TeSCP all follow a common

ancestor) in introducing "husbandman", unwarranted by

the Greek. But Te does not share SCP*s introduction of

"my" with "lord". j l ^
In the simple J), without

, \ /->
any equivalent for Kel( 7~outq , we note the kind of

abbreviated text that characterizes Tatlan.
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Luke 13» v.33
r 1
it is not fitting that a prophet should perish

outside Jerusalem

1 L JJ it is not possible

v otiroXe^0oLL
f)SCP

The SCP translation of ouk ev €"r*t is

correct, while that of Te is wide of the mark. The T

rendering looks more primitive than that of 8C, which have

revised it. Can it be attributed to one who knew enough

Greek to write in that language, or did Tatian find it in

already existing Syriac gospels?
32

We notice elsewhere (e.g. Lk.15 , p. "79 )» "the

variety of rendering as between Te and SC when it comes to

impersonal verbs. Te shows a particular fondness for the

verb #

Luke 13, v.13

and when his young son scattered ( • —3 )

1
a o eft,"} I (= personal estate)

Cf-L^ i Q ( = real estate) SCP
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Te represents a greatly abridged text, a mere summary

of the Greek and of SCP. The abridgement is most naturally

attributed to Ephraem, quoting only what is necessary in

the context of his commentary, but could also go back to T

itself. The fact that the whole is couched as a temporal

clause makes it possible that Ephraem intends this summary

to cover also the opening of verse 14 ~ in Greek a temporal
r\ 9 r* /

„ UTToiV'Yj6cLVT~oS d€ eLUToo ttuVToL..} .
We are perhaps justified in correlating D*s pCoV

I ? / I
with Te*s . , and ooGluv

with SCP's A_jL*a_L_0 .

That the former really was the word of the Diatessaron

is Indicated by its occurrence at L'Evangile 547 (for

this verse) and in Liber Graduum quoted thereto by Lelolr.

However, these two witnesses both render cf(ot£Icopirffi+J6tC&p 7rLJ^Uby 'S rather than TeSCPfs J .

and that fact casts a little doubt on the trustworthiness

of Te syr. But taking into account the evidence of Luke 16,

V.1 p ^ ) JJ--3 </>v p, ™SC.

TW UTToC^oVToL^ Aflp wC\e, f»v scp] we can be
reasonably sure that T used J for (fioL€KopiCiJoJ
but avoided .*■ /. * L.O f which SCP favour.
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Luke 15, v.32
r 12
it was right to rejoice

a

o )s

/
because your brother was dead and has lived ( A_-ou
1 loc[ -£>>.S i it was fitting ( Joe/' 1
it was fitting for you C it was fitting for us P

2
add, be merry and to SCP

3add. this SCP

eojpoCV(psyj\/oLI cfe Kcu ^p-yjVoLl €<f<=L ,
otc oc <x<fe\ct°s &ou outor VeKpos
9 I >/J
yjv Kai ej-yjfev.

Here we have the common variation (cf, e.g. Lk.13"^
P. 77 ) between Te and SCP in translating impersonal

verbs.

Footnotes 2 and 3 indicate two typical Te syr omissions,

probably in this case attributable to Ephraem. Footnote 1

Indicates a reading not found outside the Syriac tradition,

and not even universal there.
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Luke 19, v.41
r 1 r 2

and when he drew near to Jerusalem and saw it

he wept over it

1 AjJo ; —3 L-D SCP
O IJi2and saw the city ( /) sc

and saw it the city ( " ) P

, \ * >/ >r\ I //koi(
j idoJ\/ T'yjv TTOAL

7/ | y 9 \ / i
€KAoi Uf€V eir oLUTnyy/.

v

Te arm at EC 18,1, reads "he began to weep over it"

( O L^U <*■> I— jl ), and there
is reason to consider this the correct T text# It is an

example of the introduction of the verb "to begin", of

which Tatian was fond, cf. Mt.14, v.33» p« IG2, , and

Leloir, T£m., p.211j L*Orient Syrien I, pp.319-20}

L*Original Syriaoue. p.968

Te*s "Jerusalem" for "the city" may simply be due to

the exigencies of the context in Ephraem's commentary.

But if had the same ambiguity ("city"

or "province") in the early Syriac of the Diatessaron as it
3 1

had in West Aramaic (Black , p.12) Tatian may have avoided

the word in order to make his meaning clear. See further
1 O

on John 11 , p. 2S . He certainly does seem to have

regrouped the words of this sentence in a more pleasing

literary fashion than SCP and the Greek.

(1) The Syriac 72C jo— does, rarely, carry the
meaning "province", "country". So Payne Smith, Compendious
Dictionary, s.v. Thesaurus S.vriacus. col.844, cites the
Syriac O.T., Daniel 8df for 72C3 - mi b
= "province". ~r •
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z /r
Te and SCP translate /f1J^ differently#

In the parts of the gospels extant in the Old Syriac, this

Greek verb occurs 28 times. The Old Syriac, without varia¬

tion between S and C, uses O » » 23 times

and ' times, while the proportion in

P is 22 to 6# Since only two of these passages exist in

Te syr (the other is Luke 15, v.1, where TeSCP all have

^III> LjO ) there is hardly sufficient

evidence to decide whether perhaps T had a preference for

V°, . . (But cf. Mt.24, v.32, p. 6 ,
where for €yjoS syr uses
whereas S and P have ' o ).
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John 3? v.12

If reoncerning the things which (are) in earth1
r 2

I spoke and you did not believe me , how if I am

speaking to you rconcerning the things which (are) in heaven"^
will you believe me? . ,

; l\jKDt P .• SC
, , /.v( IIJJ i you are not

believing (om.me) (
3

vxng v, r-*

pjj.i^hso? AJ\ X-Joxzj? \ P s te:

SCP

text SC

"> \ 7 / 9 C n I f >
€( TV €"trcy€loC €"C 77"o 1/ UjU(\f KoL( OU

^ ! n ?\ v c ^
TT(&T€t>€T€ , 7T&JS £o(.V &L7Tt*J OyAtV
\

Toi GTroupoivioL ~rri6T"€-u<rgT-£j
/

OUK 'ewt6T&uJpLT€ E"H 22 322 J/J+-0 <d.
bo E~yiy/i Auj

7 7 / Q—7
OUK €rrt6T&U T€ 7/

The above form of the quotation represents a com-
11

promise between the form found at EC 16 ("I have said
13

to you...believe me.• •.believe me") and that of EC 16

(which omits all three pronouns); the compromise form is
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most likely to be that of T since the first "to you" would

easily be introduced, and both the "me"s easily omitted,

under the influence of the Greek text.

Te syr varies the translation of 7T(6t£UoJ 9

preferring in the protasis the Ethpaal of

and in the opodosis ^ (the verb of SCP). For

"variatio" in T see also John 2, w.19-20, p. 236 ,

( £0 ) and Matthew 20, v.10, p. 63
( /I), and the conclusion p.34*2 • Another

stylistic feature is T's expansive translation of
V 5 ^—

€iriy€(o(. » followed by SC but severely pruned
by P.

Textually, T has probably introduced "me" twice, being

followed in the apodosis only by SCP. T has probably also
c

omitted the first <J/*lV , while its "you did not

believe" is a reading found also in, e.g., Epiphanius

(cf. Mt.121, p. 4-V" » for affinity between T and

Epiphanius) and the "Caesarean" 22, a member of "family 1".
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John 4, v.27

for1 rthey were amazed2 that with a woman he was rstanding and"^
talking^
1om. SCP

2 O

^om. CP text S

qLbZ ! they were marvelling(tf0^ )SCP

add. L C text SP

I ^ '/ 1 1
/fo*/ € CToUyAaLroV &TC yd € "Tod yUVoitKoS
2\C\ei.'

' \eiXe? (V0

£QtUyUU*s differently rendered
by Te and SCP - more accurately by the latter, at least as

regards the Greek Imperfect tense. SC have apparently

corrected the T rendering, which will also have been the

rendering of X, if this primitive Old Syriac text did indeed

lie before Tatian.

The textual addition "was standing" was inherited by S

from T , but excised by CP. cf. John 7» v.26, where SC read

"he is standing and speaking" although the Greek text has only

Aocke?
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John 6, v.12
12 3

gather them the fragments

that nothingrat all^ may perish

: collect ( ) SCP

2om. SCP

x
-'add. which have remained SP

whatever have remained C

^"om. SP text C

/ \ x

\ZoLy<*.yeT€ TU TrepL fg'eofoivir^
te\cCS/UP<.Toi , CLVcC ~rC (XTToArj-rcLC

Te arm reads: "gather the fragments of the meal

( C^L>^ fu cu pu u6yju) <L>nj rj. £6] n[A]),
that nothing at all may perish thence ( OJ t-n ji )",
Leloir (T&n. p.161) shows that "thence" is probably the

original T text, with support in Old Latin MSS. etc.

The omission of "which have remained" is a typical

example of the curtailed nature of the Te text. We cannot

say whether this particular abridgement goes back to the T

text itself. But the addition of "at all" ( ^ ).
which is supported by C, is probably Tatianic.

Footnote 2 illustrates the elimination by SCP of one of

the redundant pronouns of which T is fond, while footnote 1
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is an example of emendation by SCP of a less accurate T

rendering ( \^rA = "pick up").
John 6, v.17 I j
^
they sat in the ship ( /ZL-Ca. ^ CfL.~3> )
r 2 r 3
that they might go to Capernaum

1
add. and SCP

2
and were going to the other side SCP

3
"'of the lake of Capernaum C text SP

Kci} }yuj?oLVT€Z els- Tr/[o?oI/ y^0 v~r a
TT^jPoLV T"jS 0ot\oC ff'YjS' &S

Te differs from SCP in omitting Kol( and in dealing

with the Greek participle not by parataxis but by hypotaxis ,

namely the introduction of a final clause. We can perhaps see

Tatian's hand at work here, improving the style of the Greek :

if Tatian was drawing from primitive Old Syriac gospels, it is

not of course precluded that he had one eye also on the Greek

text. This neat construction was not followed by SCP, who

sought greater literalness. But S and P have been influenced

by T*s omission of T^v)S
/

LSince TeSCP's "they sat" ( CL3 ZU ) is normal

Syriac for "they embarked" (which is also the meaning of Te

arm*s k L^) we cannot claim it
as a significant parallel between Te ana SCP.
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John 6, v*kk-

No man ris coming1 towards me *"1101638 there is drawing him
2

the father who sent me

•f
is being able that he may come SCP

Unless he whom the father is drawing SC

text P

oucffis cfuvtLTtci irposyue yUy
r \ / c / I « J / y / 2
o o trejuy'otse/[Ku^ oojtov.

/ a.olol. yUOU p ^ 7 ypc
/

^ (xdoi. Tposyue W
The omission of cTa V0LT0LL in Te syr (reintroduced

by Te am) again illustrates the abridged nature of Te syr,

while footnote 2 is an example of Te syr standing closer to

P than to the Old Syrlac in its rendering of the Greek#

Perhaps Te syr has been assimilated here to the literal

Peshitta translation.

Both the possible addenda to the Greek text,p/.ou an</
yrpOS' yU.€ » are found in Te arm - "my father" )
and "to me" ( t*j TL j)u - Te arm B) or "to myself"
( CaJVL- «. <re arm A)# There is a possibility

that they belong to the original Diatessaron (T|m. p#163).
The variation in the MS. tradition between "my father" and

"the father" may be traced back to the ambiguity of the West

Aramaic * abba, which can mean either; likewise, in the Oldc •aopa

Syriac, AJD) can mean "my father" (Black"*, p.282f.). So
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here* Te ayr's "the father" ( ) could really

mean "my father"* which would agree with Te arm.
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CHAPTER 2

DIATESSARON AND OLD SYRIAC: TEXTUAL VARIANTS

(i) S a different text from Te

I"* 1 2 p"
their angels in heaven are seeing the face-'

lit.18, v.10

£

of ray father**"
1
om. S text CP

2add. continuously ( i.\n ) SCP

J
! A cf aSf S:^ ^ text CP

**add. who (is) in heaven SCP

r ">/ I T" ? r\ / \ I -2-
OL ivyeXol oiUTcuV &V oupdVotS did TTdV-ros

ou
Y/6 y

^\eltOU€ C TO TTpOSoJTroV ~roo -TTdTpoSy*,
- ? 7 /%

Too €V OOpdVoiS

1
<?m. N 1 cJL e aj^f //' syf Saff CI Or Cyr
•fajt X D VJ <8) f*n.

2 <mv- rz

"7 ~>
S, with many other authorities, omits &V OUOdVOLS *

? 7 ~

while Te's omission of T"aU €V OUpdVoiS » which is
also wanting in Aphraates and many other witnesses (T|m.

p.185), will be Tatianic. So also, in all probability, is

Te's omission of Olo4 TfoiV'ToS' » in which
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Te agrees (see also on Mt.172^ p. I74) with the Old Latin
Irx .

As at Lk.92^ p* 74 » and Mt.17"* (Mark $r) p.

but not at Luke 8^ p. ItSi, Te chooses to transliterate,

rather than translate (withS), irpofojic oV
S has in all these passages, and is supported

29 5
by CP at Lk.9 and Mt.17 • In general, we should expect

Greek loan-words to be fewer in the earliest strata of Qyriae

literature, but since we are dealing here with translation

literature from the Greek, no such criterion can be safely

used in determining the relative dates of the T and X texts.

Mt.19» v.20

...rl have doneS rwhat yet ( ^112 o ) am I lacking2
( u *ai xj )?

L N : I have observed ( /I. L1 L -.7) \ : 1 have observed ( )SCP

2om. S : what am I lacking? P : text C

5 / /* / /" / f o

€<f>uA*Y<< * Tt e-rt j

' .p) ex veer'*} -ros'P
■> / / yc^ r~ R W
€K VeOT<vj-rcS //Uou

13 US ZoS-fJ 'st svs*. b*
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"I have done", witnessed to also by Aphraates
20

(Burkitt, Ev*I» Mt.19 * footnote) and therefore probably

Diatessaric, may be an early and inaccurate translation, not

present in SCP here, but found in S in the parallel passage

Mark 1020 (Greek : W ), where it is

also read by fam.1, 565 » the Armenian

Vulgate and the Georgian version. Alternatively, it may be

a perfectly accurate translation of a variant € TTOfyj td
20

already existing in the Greek text of Mark 10 prior to

Tatian. In that case we note that the authorities which,
20

apart from S and T, support this variant at Mark 10 are

all witnesses to the "Caesarean text". See conclusion,

p. 34.6ft.
Whether "I have done" was, as suggested above,

derived by S in Mark from T, or by T from an ancestor of

S, may be unclear* but at lea3t it is clear that the short
^ 7/ c ^

text of S, omitting T"t €"ri UCt€,

cannot as it stands have fathered the full text of T.

See also on Mark 1020, p. 22.1 .
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Mt.24» v.36

1 ^ 2 \
that hour no-one knows to himself ( £JHJ )

add. concerning the day and concerning S

concerning that day and concerning P

2om. SP

\ r\ c f ?

TGfi &e -r-yf -yjjtt 6peLS €.K*
Kja ojfteLS oucfeis ocofev

Te arm's "a man does not know" ( h
lacks, with SP and the Greek, Te*s unique and idiomatic

addition "to himself", for which cf. on Mt.20, v.16, p. 66 .

Te*s omission of "concerning" ( )

(it simply has "that hour", j/zfyy > cH+JlT)
i3 likewise without support in the evidence for the text of

this verse. But the omission of all reference to "the day"

in Te, an omission that we might otherwise have attributed

to Ephraem's loose quoting, occurs also in the Persian

Dlatessaron (Tem., pp. 215* 240) and is probably Tatianic,

since it appears in two witnesses to the Diatessaron text.

T, then, had a shorter text than the Old Syriac here.
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Mt.27# v. 66

they rsealed his tomb^
1
guarded his (the p) tomb

and sealed that stone SP

CfoL VTO TCV ToujiOV
6-^poLyffoLV-res -rov Xi^Qov

The reduction of the two actions, guarding and sealing,

into one in Te syr may well be genuinely Tatianic.

Against the Greek, TeS read "his tomb", and SP make

the participle ffcCVTCS into a main verb

(so also to Aeth Geo), as it is in Te. Of. Tem. p.230.

Mark 6, v.5
r 1 r
he was not being able in the house of Israel

2 r 3
mighty works to manifest

1
S is wanting : text P

2
there one from the mighty works S ; there even one

mighty work P

J Qa Q-Ji_vA s S is wanting : that he should work P

1\ ? ?
KaU OUK eouVoLTQ €K€1 -rroLyjfecc
OuSeJUL UCV (Pin/eLjU i V
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Since a leaf of S is missing, its witness here is only

fragmentary. So we do not know whether it too had the

unique Te reading "to manifest". But it did know the Te
/ 58

plural "works" (a harmonlstic reading, cf. Mt.13 » and

T|ra. p.160), and the expression of S could be interpreted

as an attest to bring this T reading more into conformity

with the Greek singular while yet not completely sacrificing

the pluralI

The phrase "in the house of Israel" seems to have been

favoured by Tatian (cf. Luke 42^*2^, pp.234-, 235"), and its

introduction, as a kind of (inaccurate) Targum on €K€L ,

is consistent with the known anti-Jewish tendency of the

Diatessaron.

Mark 9, v.25b
■1 ' JAjX-l.to you I am commanding, spirit deaf ( /;—u )t

V 2
come out from him and again do not enter into him

1add. that is not speaking ( iWi, ji, ) SP

Q-9 : . n SP

\?//l | / \ ? I
TO <*/U/tOV K*i KojdQV TTV€UyUcLj 6 V00
'e 7rcTcCggoj soc; feA &€- e9 ocutou

\ / ? /{„ > P /kdU yWrjK€TC Gtg€/\ S/VjS' &S UUTO\/#
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The Syriac word for "spirit" ( Ijj ) is usually

feminine, unless used of the Holy Spirit. So Te syr's
masculine imperative Q-^ is to be compared with

8 6
other errors of gender in MB. 709* Mt.19 , p. 61 \ Lk.13 t

p. | Jn.4*^, p. 332 .

As at il#u » p. l7o , Te syr offers us one epithet, the

Greek, Old Syriac and Peshitta two, and Te arm threes

ujju u^bn^S funi-j^ bu
spirit unclean, deaf and dumb.

There is here a likelihood that Te arm preserves the

Tatianic text. Since "dumb" i3 read by both Te arm and

the Old Syriac, its omission in Te syr is probably due singly

to Ephraem*s abbreviated quoting. As for "unclean",

Leloir (T£m. p. 180) points out that at Mark 91^ the

Venetian Diatessaron has "on unclean dumb spirit" where

Greek has only 7TV€yuoC of $ so it is
not improbable that here, later in the same narrative, T

again described the spirit as unclean, as well as deaf and

dumb. Note in this connection that S and a few other

witnesses omit oiKA from the

earlier part of verse 25* It is not impossible that, at

some stage in the transmission of the Old Syriac text, the

word "unclean" ?/as transferred, under Diateasoron influence,

from the earlier part -to this, the later part of the verse,

whence it has dropped out in 3, but where it survives in

Te arm.
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Mark 10, v.17

good teacher, what shall I do that I may 11ve^?
: Inherit eternal life SP

SccfoLfKol/U > ~rc^7roiyj 6u) c^/oL
JvyV oLioSVLOV KXvjpQVoyWVj j

For "good" Te arm reads "beneficent" ( ^2 ^ y? ),
which Leloir gives reason to think authentic. He notes

that the African Latin in particular tends to render

dtyoc with emphasis - "optime" (T&n.
pp.186-7). "Optime" is not, however, the same as

"beneficiens", and perhaps Leloir, here and elsewhere,

tends slightly to overrate the value of Te arm*s witness.

Or, more probably, he only gives the appearance of doing

so, since his book, already in the press, had to be recalled

upon the discovery of EC syr, and had been originally written

to discuss the witness of the Armenian version only.

Te*s "that I may live" seems due to Tatlanic compression.

It could also be translated "that I may be saved"; since the

Aphel of J^jU 9 -aJUf , is regularly
used in the Old Syriac for "to save" (Burkitt, Ev.II, p.78),

1 6
the Peal could mean "to be saved". See also on Mt.16 ,

P* I32

(1) Leloir, L*Evangile. Avant-propos.
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Mark 10, v.18
-J

why rdo you call ma good? There is not good except one,
r p

God the Father who (I3) in heaven /
1

: are you calllng( A** ' /)SP
2ora. SP

/\eyf(s uvolQov } ooofe/s oty<>L0oc
7 I r 91 c' >0 / 2
^a-7; 0 &eor.

'yiiovos eTs T> Ct
ZaML. J- m.-nff Or d Mt

Owing to the number of times that Ephraem quotes this

verse in differing forms it is particularly hard to decide

what text he is offering us. But his quotations and
2

commentary at EC 15 in particular support the above version.

Certainly he Includes the words "the Father who (is) in

heaven" ( A.Jaxo>? ), a striking addition
40

to the text of this verse. The MS. tradition of Mark 10

bears only one trace of such a reading - the addition "the

Father" found in the Armenian and Origen. But in the
17

parallel passage Mt.19 Justin and others make a similar

expansion of the text| here and elsewhere, the affinity of

Tatian*s gospel text with that of his teacher Justin is to

be noted. See on Mt.191 p. '"76 ,
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Mark 10, v«35

1 2 r 3
for we are wishing that whatever we are asking you

you will do for ue

1 -

ray great one ( I ) s
teacher P

2
everything that SP

■$
■'we shall ask you S

we shall ask P

Sl<JoC*KoC ? 0€k<yA.€v C(-^ ^
7 ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^
^ Tnj ftoyu €v -rroi'vj enjs ijfic v

/ oil'T-yj^ayc €V X*A
^

0n>* .

; 'yr^s~^

cfl ofoC 6Kct/l^ is omitted by 238# Was

it also left out by T, or is Ephraem quoting inaccurately?

SP presuppose a Greek text in which it was present, and

further differ from Te in translating

rather than oJyL^V.
But TeS agree against P and most later witnesses in

retaining &€ ♦
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€

Mark 10, v.36
1

he Is saying to them, I shall do for you

add. what are you desiring that S

what are you desiring P , /

6 <ft €?*TT€V 1 cCUT^S • r~l~L 0*^€T€ U
Z * ~

TToi'Yj&fiJ U^tV J
'X tyet J> <S>
2 T? &€\€Tt TCet-yj&cj CZ& 7&»n./ ?£**• 13 $~65~pc
Ti ironj&c+s a b 1 : rroiyj20 : ZflVf" S2^Cmrtt(4^

The surprising reply of Jesus to the request of the

sons of Zebedee that we find in Te syr is given also by

Te arm ( ^ p cO rts ^bcl ) and by Godex
Bezae ( TTol'Vj6*cO UJuLLV ' )• For a discussion of
the relationship between D and the Diatessaron see the

introduction, p. xxviiff. Although the Te text is very difficult,
18

the tenor of Ephraem's commentary (EC 15 ) leaves no doubt

that this was what he read. The reading will have arisen

out of the dropping of , m

accordance with Tatian's habit of dispensing with auxiliary

verbs (cf. Leloir, Doctrines. p.18f.). With Tt9^/U€
would of course disappear, and there would thus be left

^ / c o
Tt TCOLyjgu) u^lklv , which is the reading

of (quid faciam vobis?) the Old Latin MSS. a, b. i. The

crucial question is whether this was also the original T

reading, T"C^ later dropping out

through accident, or whether Tatian himself deliberately

excised as well, thus radically

altering the sense. One hesitates to resort to accident

as an explanation. Since it fits in with Tatian's known
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tendencies to suppose that he excised eh€T€ , It may be

that he excised Tt also. There is surely a strong case

here for Tatianlc influence on D and d (and on a, b, 1,

which however retain ), given that dropping auxiliaries

was a Tatianlc habit.

Mark 10, v.38 (cf. Mt.20, v.22)
are you being able that you may drink the cup which I am

drinking, ras I1 (

1om. SP

cfuVtLsQe Trieiv ~ro itot^>LOV O
> \ ^

gycj TTLVoOj

Leloir (709) seems to be wrong in assigning this

quotation to Matthew, which has yU€/l^0O "TTlVGiV ,
and in translating the present tense ( !->{ /Ax ) as

if it were the Matthaean future.

TeSP agreed in using Z plus imperfect

( .o ) rather than the simple infinitive

• Cf. Mt.1317, p. 5*5" .
On both occasions (EC 10^, 151^) on which this

quotation is given in EC syr it is accompanied by the un-

parallelled addition, "as I", which must be considered as

part of the Te text of this verse since it is followed each

time by \ , which means that the preceding

word is a quotation. EC arm retains "as I" ( flp-ptlL-
Cj^ jl U ) on only one occurrence out of three. It is
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probably a genuine Tatianism, arising out of his evident

desire to make the meaning of the gospels as explicit as

possible, cf. e.g. on Lk.7^, p. 113 .

Mark 10, v.4.8

Preventing they were ..

preventing ( oocf* this blind man lest he

might come to Jesus and because of that ( oc£ V )
he increased ( v5Lco o f ) his shouting1
1
and many rebuked ( o JL> ) him

that he should be silent and again he increased( ^ CO O

his crying out, "son of David have mercy on me" S

and many were rebuking ( 00 c(* jL^ ) him that he

should be silent. But he increasingly was crying out and said

"son of David, have mercy on me" P

f)

/.I 7 ^ 7 ^ I J \J<oL( eW€TyUL0OV UUT^J TToAKOL is/^

fltOTCY^S'Vj * 0Q <T^ 7TO/lip
€K^<<Jev * uce AeLVLoTj e/le y&o\/e .
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€. TTlT" ( LL OLV ( IL ) and Kv\u€The Syriac words for €Tfri"T"(yU.
( JU ) are very similar, and would be easily confused

by a scribe. This may be the origin of Tefs "they were

preventing", which then has to continue "lest he might come"

rather than "that he should be silent". The occurrence of

Ko^>\o^€LV in close conjunction with

eniTi/Ao(.v in the similar passage Mt.19> vv.13-14,
Mark 10, vv.13-14# Luke 18, vv.13-14# may have aided the

confusion ( So Leloir, Idm., pp.194-5)* Te arm

conflates Te syr and the Greek, and gives both verbs :

"they were rebuking and they were preventing". (uujouibji
fjL tip tp 6yn(-ft )

Vie are left in fact with only one point of contact

between Te syr and the Old Syriac text here, namely the use

of the verb n2_co or (he added, he

increased), which is dropped from P.

A major question that confronts us here is whether

"Son of David, have mercy on me" was omitted from T at

this point, as the evidence of Te indicates. If so, this
,20would accord with the statement of Theodoret, Haer. Fab.1

(Migne, P.G. 83# 372A) that Tatian cut out the genealogies,
rp

and the passages which call Jesus David's son:- OfToj
7 /

(Tatian)to Jloi T€G6<c>(JV eU'CV^XioV.
\ . ^ I V\ \ \ I e/ // >

Tol.s re yeveoLAopcls 7r€piKo<j>4.s K«li r« oiAAot ofoc €fc
g'Trif'/uoL-ros A<*$}d K*LT« yeyewtjj/evov TOV KoptoVSeikwm.
This testimony of Theodoret is apparently contradicted by

oc

Ephraem in his commentary where he says (EC 1 ): "The

reason why scripture was silent (concerning Mary's descent)
is that it numbers and reckons the generations of males
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( ' -3.^ jjjg natural inference from this is
that in his copy of the Diatessaron, on which he is here

commenting, Ephraem did find a genealogy of Joseph# Further,

the Arabic Diatessaron (cf. T€m., pp.84ff.) has the

Matthaean genealogy in MS. A, and the Matthaean and Lucan

genealogies in an appendix to MS. Bj Codex Fuldensls, the

Persian Diatessaron and the Tuscan Diatessaron have both

genealogies, while the Dutch and Venetian Diatessarons have

only that of Matthew.
^

So the position regarding TUS y€V€ti\oy(d.S in
the original Diatessaron is by no means clear. (See also on

Luke 15, p. (07 , 2S p.233 ). What of T<* £AX<
to which Theodoret refers, namely the references to Jesus'

Davidic descent, which are our immediate concern in the

present passage? Here again the evidence is indecisive.

Te syr at Luke 132'69, pp. 3/5", IS - 2^, p. 233 } 1838
1 "7

and Mark 10 explicitly mentions Jesus* Davidic descent}
22 2-5

on the other hand, besides the present passage, Mt.15

pp. Ife* ? 5*«? , (EC 1213), Mt.120 (EC arm 23'5) and Luke 211
13

(EC arm 2 ) witness to the excision of Davidic references,

and thus to the truth of Theodoret*s statement.

Leloir's solution of the difficulty (T<§m.. pp.84-88)

is that Theodoret is right - regarding the original

Diatessaron. He points out that Bar-ali's Glossary (A.D.885)

(quoted in Payne Smith, Thesaurus S.yrlacus I, p.869) also

says that the Diatessaron lacked the genealogies of Christ.

But in the two centuries between Tatian and Ephraem a

constant process of revision of the T text into greater
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1
conformity with the Greek was going on , and it is probable

that during this period the genealogies and Davidic refer¬

ences were at least to some extent introduced into the

Diatessaron. Ephraem*s commentary shows that this process

was as yet incomplete, and even in MS. B of the Arabic

Diatessaron the genealogies are introduced only in an

appendix.

This view of Leloir's, though not entirely convincing,

is perhaps the best that can be done with the rather un¬

satisfactory evidence at our disposal. See further Leloir,

L'Ascendance Davldloue. and his article in L'Orlent Syrien I,

especially pp.215ff»

The important point here for our investigation of the

relationship between T and X is that there is conflicting

evidence in EC on whether Jesus' Davidic descent was referred

to or not in the Diatessaron} the contradictory evidence

suggests that, at least in the passages in question, Ephraem

knew more than one version of the Diatessaron text - the

original T text, lacking the Davidic references, and a

revised text which included them. See on Luke 1 p. /£ ,

for a possible example of the process of revision in progress.

Cf. conclusion, p. 3

(1) Cf. Burkitt, Ev.II, pp.213-219* for a parallel process
of revision in the Old Syriac.
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Mark 10, v.50
1 2

and he left his cloak and came

1 U■X) s arose, put on ( ) Ss

cast off ( I ) p

: clothes ( a ) Si

clothing ( cpoi ) and arose P

/ \ < S ? n
O 06 oCrrojfecAtoV t6 CJUoLTlOV oCUTou

uVdLTcrjcfrj^oLS * yA&ev
1 £7T(SiTS~ sys
Z UVoLCToCS a AW /£m. / 13 j>m. J <rm.

Te (with MS P ) omits SP*s "arose", which
/ ? r/

represents oL^oL^TeLS rather than tiVeLTTTjatJ 6^S •
This apart, Te and P presuppose the Greek text as above,

though each translates it differently. S, however, pre¬

supposes a different text, "he put on his clothes". The

verb here is equivalent in meaning to 565*3 €'V'^oc\u}V
("putting on"). This S text may be a very ancient one. It

would accord well with the practice of oriental beggars

(Lohmeyer, ap. Cranfield).
> /

The agreement of S with 565* an<i ( olVoL 6ToCS )
with "family 1" and "family 13% i.e. with representatives

OA

of the "Caesarean text", is to be noted; cf. e.g. Mt.19 »

P» Here, however, the agreement between S and the

Caesarean witnesses is agreement against T (and it also has
X

Latin support). The question whether the Greek text behind

i so AlixnJi, ul.l, p.SST ) hot-t-kls affe+rs fob* an •rror.
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the Old Syriac was of "Caesarean" type, and what this would

mean for the Old Syriac's relationship to the Diatessaron,

will be discussed in the conclusion, p.

Mark 11, vv.20-21

1 2 . 3
when they returned they are saying to him , behold

that fig-tree which you cursed how suddenly it has dried up

^were crossing ( oo</ .^ ) S : are crossing P
A '

add. my great one ( * ) SP

■55Jom. S : text P

/ - \ P/" ^ /"
20 TrcCP</LTrop€UOUevai (-TTPuJC etdov TnrjV 6UKVJ

S ? f /o ^ '

21 \ey€C ctd"r<*> ' *9 L°^ dTl/Kyj
<yjy KAT^foCsvJ kJyjpctV~r*CL .

1 o>w. 13 l+Z
a a»v. sys

Te syr embodies several touches that are probably

authentic Tatianisms. "When they returned". not an

accurate rendering of iToi-rop€odyu€Vat » is
read also by the Dutch Diatessaron (cf. T|m. p.195). "That

fig-tree", a reading peculiar to TeSP, may be owed to

Tatian*s striving after vividness. The omission of pu
which occurs also in 1342, may go back to a pre-Tatianie

Greek text.

Further, Te*s "they are saying" and "how suddenly" are

harraonistic readings stemming from the parallel passage

Mt,2120 ( AfjoVrCS , 7TWS ).
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The T text seems to have combined the Marcan and Matthaean

versions of the incident.

That Te here is not the full text of these verses known

g
to Ephraem is suggested by his commentary at EC 16 , which

betrays knov/ledge of the €K p( f*c3v of Mark 1120.
j Q

Either Ephraem is here quoting loosely, or (see on Mark 104" ,

P. lO|) he knew more than one Diatessaron text of this verse.

Luke 1, v.5

1 2
but there was in the days of Herod king of Judah

"Z J

a certain priest} his name was Zachariah
5

and his wife Elizabeth

1om. SP

2 his SP

^ whose SP

add. from the division ( //- ) of the house of

Ablm S / A

from the roster ( /Z.n-OQ-X' ) of the house of Abia P

^
was from the daughters of Aaron - her name was S

from the daughters of Aaron - her name was P

7 ^ ^ c / <// /r
€y€V€TO €V nr«k<S rj^ujoou
tfoCt Tyjs 7(oo<feL(*S Up€us TlS
O\ZO^UOLTL ~Zoc)^*pu<s e^ ejtrjfLepcxs

">A 0^ ^ ^ ^ ^
K*U jUVVj oCUTUJ -TiOV'

Qujc<T€foJV PAoCpU)V P fa} TO ^OVcyjLoL
eiUTrjs 'EkltoffteT .
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We note here what appears to be an attempt on

Tatian's part to improve the structure of the verse. In

SP and the Greek, "(and) her name was Elizabeth" is tacked

on loosely almost as an afterthought. Te avoids this by

putting a major stop after "priest" and thus breaking the

verse into two sentences. Syntactical improvement is a

feature of the Te quotations. Another minor characteristic

of them is their preference for the construct statej here,

for example, "days of" is whereas SP

have the emphatic plus possessive suffix plus £

Te*s omission of and

€K TCOV /4c(f>Wrosy be due to Tatian rather than
to Ephraem, and may be compared with Tatian's alleged

omission from the Diatessaron of the genealogies of Jesus

and all reference to his Davldic descent, for which see
i \ ^

on Luke 2 , p. 233 , (omission of Kotl 7ToL~r/>(. *t-S )
I O

and especially on Mark 10 , p. (Ol • This in turn is but one

aspect of the wider question of Tatian's anti-Judaism (see

R. Harris, Introduction. p.5» quoting Zahnj and his,

Was the Diatessaron anti-Judaic? which returns an incon¬

clusive answer to the question).
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Luke 2, v.34

1 2
for falling and rising

1add. in Israel S text P

2
add. of many in Israel P

of many S

€CS IT T(Z SiV Kelt «.Vc<6~roC£tV

TToWZv ev ~tc*J

16
This verse is quoted again at EC arm 2 (EC syr

^
missing), where also TToX\cO\/ EV is

omitted. This is not likely to be chance, but to be due

(cf. Tgm. pp.90f.) to Tatian's "solicitous care to free

the Gospel from the grip of Jewish Influence" (VBBbus,

Versions, p.18)^.
The peculiar position of the words "in Israel" in S

raises the possibility that they have been restored: under

Diatessaron influence, the Old Syriac may earlier have lacked

these words, and we might even conjecture that Tatian*s

emission of them was due to their absence from pre-Tatlanic

Syriac gospels. Could the dropping of Jewish and Old

16
(1) The context at EC arm 2 leaves it highly doubtful
whether Ephraem knew of the existence of the phrase
irokktjv kv f<p 9Ifiin this verse, because he
hesitates between two interpretations - "the falling and
rising of the people and of the nations", or "the falling
of iniquity and the rising of justice."
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Testament references in fact be a case of Tatian carrying

further a tendency already there in the Old Syriac? This

is perhaps to go beyond our evidence, but we have already

(see on John 1l\ p. been led to suggest that some

"Tatianlsms" may in fact be "Old Syriacisras".

Luke 2, v.35

rand your soul itself1 ( cf QJLP )
v 2
you shall cause a spear to pass through
. \
and your own ( -*-2—Xa ? ) soul S

but your own soul P

2
a spear will pass through P text S

KoLl &OU cfe oLUT'vjs ~T~'YJV jtU^yjV
cfceieiur^Toti

3
Black p.284f* proposes to translate the causative

17
form of S (known also from EC arm 2 , and now from Te syr

27
here at EC 21 ) as follows: "and thine own soul also will

a spear pass through", i.e. Cf-L*.' ~"3 \Z is
not in fact a causative Aphel form at all but a West

Aramaism, a third singular imperfect Peal, plus "nun

energicum", plus third singular feminine suffix : "it will

pass through it". Thus Black brings the TeS text into

accordance with the Greek.

The suggestion is very interesting, though not
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17
necessarily to be accepted. EC arm 2 shows that at lea3t

the Armenian translator understood the form as a true

17
causative. (EC arm 21 does not, but this is simply under

pressure of assimilation to the prevailing text, as is also

the case with P). Cf. Tjm., pp.92-93» Birdsall, p.135*

An interesting textual point is that whereas SP

read "your soul of yourself" ( > ), a

translation of oiUTnjS 7~yv y/oVyV » Je syr
gives us "your soul itself" ( qpo Q_i-o , with
the third person possessive suffix)• This presupposes a

Greek text " &ou cfe^ oiUTyv TyV j/oVyV * which is
otherwise unknown. '

Luke 3» v.38

r / 1
Adam who (was; from God

1son of God S text P

"TOO Ac/oi/U TOO 0€OU

ie normaj

ye
The normal Syriac for Tou &€oo would be

, which is the reading of S. The

curious feature of P is that it uses :—ID for

everyone in the genealogy until it comes to Adam, with

whom it changes to "who (was) from God". Why the change?

We know that Tatian held the non-salvability of Adam

(irenaeus, ap. Eusebius, H.E. IV, 29 )» and it would

therefore be surprising if in the Diatessaron he was

willing to call Adam the son of God. It looks as if we
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might have here a case where T has influenced P, but

not S, which has a more accurate rendering of the Greek

than either of them.

This example will not bear too much emphasis, since

it is uncertain whether Ephraem here, in a mere allusion,

truly reflects the T text, or just a fourth century type

of gospel text evolving towards the Peshitta. (On the

fourth century origin of the Peshitta, cf. V88bU3, Studies,

ch.4, against Burkltt) cf. on Luke 1, v.69, p. •
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Luke 4» v. 29
1 r 2 3

(i) and they led him and went out to the side of a hill

(ii) Hhey arose , took him , threw him down

(and he did not fall - v.30)
1 a O —ZD * ; pUt him out ( a ^ GLQ_3 /" ) SP

2 Q~Xl3.—' : brought him ( ac/ <LazLr ) SP

I v ^^ : brow ( cQO '—3 ) s : brow
( ) p

^om. S: text P

^ Q_\-OX : put him out ( a ckQ—f )

6 ac/o/jt : so that they might hang him

(CpoJAie y-X)

SP

s

that they might throw him down P

\ 7 ^ / P A / ? (
Kcll oCVoL 6T0IVTSS £¥€p<>LAQ\/ otuyo\'
>/c ^ /I I */ ? I
€ roo TyjS iroAecjS^ Kect TiyoiyoV ocuyo

p / ^ ^ P / _ O c
COS o <pp(jos' you opous
/\ 1, ^

yjS ttoA€COSj Kou nnyoLyoV oiU7~ou
71* / ■>/ P / O c€60S o<bpuos you opous ep* ou nj

/\ > r ^ ? ^ c/C7foA/S cy>Kodouwto eCUTcov j

koltotkpvjycvfgpcc z olutou .

1
am. s7s

2
kp^/cJu'^L sys
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Te syr gives us two quite different versions of this

verse, both of them paraphrases rather than translations.

The striking feature is that the Diatessaron says that

Jesus actually was thrown over the cliff, but (v.30) did

not fall. Cf. T&n. p.160. This is documented for T at

L*Evani:ile V73-4> 865, also. But there is no trace of this

in S, which in turn has its own two textual peculiarities,

the omission of ciVoL €ToLV~T€S and what

appears to be a misreading of KeLTcl kp'rjyivI Soli as
• These apart, S closely resembles P and

the Greek. Unlike Te, it transliterates the Greek

oSfUOS ; cf. Luke 8"^, p. , and
Burkitt jSv.I, p.266, Ev.II, p.79»

Luke 7, v.28

there ris not1 who is greater among those born of
2

women than John

■i
has not arisen a prophet S

is not a prophet P

2add. the baptizer P (?s)

yjLefJoJV ev yevvrjTois yuv<?uKu)v 1
7I(aJoLWOUZ oucfsis ££-rt \f.

1 clqIoL. trpo</>Yj-ryjS 8fl. A® IB ojl
I r' *3 ^

( cf. Marci'an} v. '2.6)

<xoloL. Tot? j&tTrri €t°G g^. A &-fix*. '3 °£-
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S*s "has not arisen" ( ^ ) is a harmon-
4 4 ^ /

istic reading from the parallel passage Mt.11 a (^yrj sjefToiO*
The usual explanation of harmonistic readings in the Old

Syriae is that they come from the Diatessaron, and this

is indeed a reasonable supposition. But the absence of this

particular reading from Te syr reminds us that not all

harmonizations are necessarily due to the influence of a

harmony.

The absence from Te of ir^O S and of
Too ^tTTTttfToo , which are present in S (following
Burkitt*s restoration of "the baptizer" to the text of S),

sets the Diatessaron over against the combined witness of

the Old Syriac and representatives ( © » fam. 13) of the

"Caesarean text". Compare, e.g., Mark 10^°, p. /Of" ,

and see conclusion, p. 31+6 jff
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John 5, v.8 \\

arise take up ( u Q. ) your pallet and rgo
1

to your houoe

1walk SP

walk, go to your house C

3 I \ / 0 /
y oL^oV TOV KpcipvCToV Sou

\ / Z
KoLl 1X€pC 7TotT€t.
' ouflol. Kdf A D Ct
% add. U7T*j€ scs 7~ov ockov sou 33 pc syc

MGo to your house" is the sort of Targumic addition

which Tatian seems to have favoured (cf., e.g., Mt.15^»
p. ioo. It has later been combined by C and some minu¬

scules with the standard text. In so far as shorter readings

are likely to be more original, this interpretation of the

evidence is preferable to regarding the longer text of C as

that of the primitive Syriac gospels lying before Tatian,

from which T excised one verb ("walk") for the sake of

brevity, and S the other ("go") for the sake of conformity

to the standard Greek text.
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John 8, v.39 , *

rwe are ( ,—UUJJ ,JUUJ) ) sons of1 Abraham.
V \ >

If sons of Abraham you were ( ZX.*0 )
his works of Abraham you would be doing^ ( Ko/Lo<t r;

2add. his SP

^are S text P

\ )
^our very own father ( Z \ ) ia sp

4do. S text P

0~ TToLTWP 'fOSpeLoiM- efTLV €? TeKVcL
z

C \ C ^ ,/\p X 7
? TCCLT^ 'Tj/U.oJV fA^oLoijUL €
Tou A^oLoljjjL ^6T€t9Toi Too A^oit^u. iroi^-r^

1

yjTG. (2 W® "&ak. SyfS<*. bo 2fipk Gj*
a eKoielxe ^>7*/\2*DW<S)f>v*. isx E^k.
1-liV Xc" CKL'L,.HL..I3r. syf s«. L Cvr.

fevt B loo -f-fz Vj Sys
Te's "v/e are sons of Abraham" is a text not found

elsewhere. Cf. John 8^, p.2l^S", where Te reads "you are

sons of the devil" for the Greek's "you are of the father

the devil". Do we here see Tatian simplifying and making

quite explicit the meaning of the gospel words? Was the

Diatessaron a sort of "Gospels in Basic Syriac" (idiomatic

Syriac too i e.g. i n i C ^_JJUU f )# and was this
part of the reason for its popularity?

We note also that Te prefers the construct

for "sons of", against SP, and that "if" is qA f in

TeP, in S. The basic textual problem of

this verse is whether the conditional sentence is of the
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"unfulfilled" type (TeP) or not (S). Particularly in view

of Ephraemfs quotation of this verse another time in the same

26
paragraph (EC 16 ) in a form virtually identical with S,

it is difficult not to suspect that there has been accommo¬

dation here by Ephraem to the embryonic Peshitta text, or by

a fifth century scribe (MS. 709 is dated by Leloir c.490 :

see p.iii of his edition) to the fully developed Peshitta

text. That is to say that, in T, the conditional sentence

was most likely as it is in S.

John 9» v.6
A

and when he said these things he spat upon the ground

and formed mud ( ) from his spittle^and
made ( ; ^ ) eyes from his mud2
1om. S s text P

2and took (it) up smeared (it) upon his eyes of that

blind man S

and smeared (it) upon his eyes of that blind man P
^ 7\ ?/ . \ \ ? /

TfiioTd enrcov excru^ev kh exronj6eV
TPMAoi/ 6k TOO irro^/ULoCToS , KcU

. 9 ^ \ I I ? \ \ 1/3 I /I -2PCUTOU TOV tvyjAov £Trc TOOT ocb&oLA/jLouS .

'

eireYpc S Cr,c* /o?s
2 oM. To u TUpXad ACW@A V ttS" £~Vf $u*.
bef to ilo*-(Ca&ci IJ2&M4 ,• y'P . Lie Caa2r: ^ofAcc)
atbl. 4UToo fct%t.?ZsrJ J> $<12 I!7o 121+1

5a. a c £ -ff2 r r2 Vj .
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With the majority of witnesses, the Syriac tradition

supports € V rather than eiT€&yjKev $
this includes the quotation at EC 162^ which, since other¬

wise it follows the Greek exactly, is not to be preferred
23

to the form given above (EC 16 ).
The striking features of Te are:

(i) "his spittle" ( found also in SP and

the Arabic and Dutch Diatessarons etc. (cf. T<§m. p.202), and

therefore doubtless Tatianic.

(ii) "made eyes from his mud". This strange reading

illustrates Tatian*s boldness in declaring forthrlghtly

what he took to be the meaning of a difficult gospel passage

(cf. on Lk.7^» p* m). It has a parallel in Cyprian,

de Bono Pat. 7 (CSEL 31* p. 402, 11), quoted at Tjm. p.202:

"(qui) sputo suo caeci oculos paulo ante formasset". This

could be an Old Latin reading, stemming from a Greek text

that was the common matrix of the Diatessaron and the Old

Latin version.

Te, S and P all presuppose different Greek texts in

this last part of the quotation:-

TE

^TToiyj6£V

2 ^

TCAKOU:v\t■>] o
doTOO

> u V
(4V

Z v x^irt r°us

GKGiVou
Tod TuS\oO

P
? 'l€n€Voi6€V

> \ V
em tousn 1 / tous em TC

O'JS

€K6iVOU
Tod TuSkou

the Greek

erreypi^ev
S* 'A* \

&yjK£v)
?

^oiUTOu ^
ToV

? \
C7n

V
TOUS

O^GdXjxooS
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It can be seen that Te's distinctiveness consists not only

in its verb but# as a consequence, in its making

0<j>Qoi\^ooS the direct object , for which ef. the Old
Latin (et superuncxit eum et inlinuit el oculos), e (et

superunxit oculos caeci) and a (et linult oculos eius),

parallels which are, however, more apparent than real. The

only real parallel is the quotation in Cyprian above.

S (and P) have some features such as are normally

associated with the Diatessaronj it may be that much that

we think of as Tatianic is in fact characteristic of Old

Syriac texts in general. Here we have (!) the omission

of cCOtou ~Tc>\/ TF'yjXoV j (ii) the explanatory
addition €k€(VoU Too tu<^>\ou (although many authorities,
cited above, add tbo tu^Xoo or ocutoo , sy^81 b
"caeci lllius", with which cf. the gothic, is the only

close parallel here);

(iii) (in S only) the almost Targumic expansionu
"took up", a perfect tense, but equivalent to a Greek

participle .
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John 10, v.38
4

if (in) me you are not believing

(in) them the deeds believe

1 f : even if ( . f (3 f ) SP

o\ P \ I ^ ^
KolV £/*0l jHyj TTl£T6U1J-r€ ? TotS
'e^yois iri6T€ve~r€.

1
TrifreoecV D -&tt

Two features of the Te arm text should be noted.

(i) Te arm B supports SP's "even if" ( = bpb bu ),
but this is perhaps only to be regarded a3 assimilation to

the Greek, (ii) On the other hand, Te arm*3 "at least

( ) may you believe the works" finds a

parallel inb, c, f, m*s "vel1 operibus" and similar

readings in the Latin Fathers (T^m. p.205), and, even

although the addition of adverbs is characteristic of the
11

Old Armenian, could be the true T text; cf. John 14. ,

It is acknowledged that between T and the Old

Latin a very close connection exists. One need only quote

by way of illustration the famous example of the bright
1 s

light at Jesus' baptism in Mt. 3 of the Old Latin codices
1

a and g , which is expressly attested for the Diatessaron by

Ishodadh of Merv (Black"^, p.267ff.» Peters, p.151f.). See

introduction, p.xx/V^,

(1) For "vel" meaning "at least" in Christian Latin authors
see the dictionary of Blaise (cited in the bibliography),
s.v. "vel", §6, where Instances are given from Salvlan,
Cassian, Augustine and others.
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John 10, v.42
1 2

for many believed in him there

1
and SP

2om. SP

\ (.I; ^ \ "> o t
k*t KoA\oi €iri6Tec/£oLV eiS cCUToy €K€t

fa7n.p^vJ 16 118 (°13 ut sysP i>o?f Chrys.
There is no parallel for Te*s "for" (but a harmony can

hardly be made to give evidence on conjunctions : cf. Mt.41^,
p. Z9I ).

We note here the agreement of S (and P) with some

representatives of the "Caesarean text" (p^» and 118 and 209,
x 9 n

members of fam. 1) against the Diatessaron in omitting €KS( }

the omission of €K€L ln the Arabic Diatessaron, §37^, is
no doubt simply due to Peshitta influence. For the Old

Syriac with "Caesarean" witnesses against the Diatessaron

see e.g. Luke 72^, p* "4- , and the conclusion, p. 3Stiff-

John 11, v.8
1

they are saying to him, the Jews were seeking to kill

you, and again are you going thither?
1
stone SP

I / 7 n > C^
\€youecV cCUTU)
\( OeCtoLi 1 ac yloocfoLLOL , TrJlAiV

t

yU7CoLy€LS €k€c

<yaoccLirK. r1
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"To kill" ( Q—QJQJ ) rather than "to stone"

) appears to be the true text} see the evidence

of Liber Graduum, Codex r1 etc# at T€m«« p.207*

John 12, v#31

now is its judgment of the^ world and^ Ihe ruler^ of the^"
world is being cast out^ (

1this P text S

2
'now SP

3

text P

Hhis SP

/LqJ^ ! its sovereign ( qU OJ5)s :

^down ( jLS-^JJAvA ) S : text P

V J V KfifiS €€>TIV To U 1<O£JU.O{J TOOTOu •
. .O C ~>( \s s-\ ^Vov o OipYlAJV Too K&6/A.OU TOUTOU

€KToLL €^OJZ.
I 66 * « -

<mv. p> D W pc ~&Jr
Z fiXrj&yjfeToic Kot-rco ®iisysS<L

IOH3 Chrys^)
Te finds support for only the first of its three minor

deviations from the Greek (footnotes 1,2 and 4)} that
r

support suggests that the omission of the first TOUTOU

goes back to a Greek text in circulation before the

Diatessaron was composed.
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favj@'vj
S agrees with the "Caesarean" against Te in reading

'W.u • cf*| c•g• i On. 10 | p. |2<2 • But
it is possible that this reading of S, the Old Latin,

Epiphanius etc. stood originally in T also, and that the

Te syr text has been made to conform with P and with the

majority of Greek witnesses. And Te syr's JjAjUO j

too, could be an unreliable guide to the T text, in view of

the fact that L'Evangile 733 ( a JAjrf ) and
Te arm {^lfb5bu,L ) both read a past tense,
"has been thrown out". Prom what source could these

witnesses have Independently derived this reading if not

from the Diatessaron?

Leaving textual questions aside, we note that the

testimony of Te syr (EC 18">) is divided on the translation

of o<.p]/Ui\/ , Jj ' *""> —b being given as

cwell as A I a -z •) . But the way in which the latter

is specifically singled out for comment makes it certain

that this was what Ephraem read in his copy of the
#

Diatessaron: it stands also at L'Evangile 733, 734*
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John 13, v.23

\LIs 1 lying'on his breast2 a\oqp )

1was SP

2in his bosom ( Ofd> ClO ) SP

Q ? < -> r> /I
TjV otVoit(6(yU€^OS &V TuJ KoATToJ
r' o 7/ o /
7-oc (YJgou

1
otorou sysf

The verb "lying" (the present tense is due to the

loose quoting of Ephraem, who omits jcf* ),
and the reading "his" for "Jesus'" (cf. SP) sufficiently

establish the quotation as being from John 13* v.23* and

not v.25» where the Greek is not *lVcLK€i/tA,&V°S
but ivotire6ujv C re fuj*/ p66Af* E^.
AVWTAG) t£k../ 7im.13 pm). And yet "on his breast"

!? \ \ ^ /) o
is what Greek ( fT/ T© e-r-vj &°S Too

) and SP have in v.25« Te syr is apparently

a fusion of verses 23 and 25 unless we are to take Xv—X/
here as, exceptionally1, the equivalent of Ko\tCoS •

The question is whether the fusion is due merely to Ephraem

or is Tatianic. Elsewhere, Ephraem shows much greater

familiarity with "on his breast" than "in his bosom".

(L'Evangile, 751-5)• If* then, it be true that "Ephraem

(1) for Ko\tco$ translated by /v3q,\/ Cf., e.g., Svf
Jn.118; for fTyjOos translated by jU-Ju cf., '
e.g., Lk.1813, The evidence cited in Thesaurus Syriacus.
cols. 1200, 2823, suggests that the equivalence of /o
and koA-noS , and of JU JJ and fTnOo? »
is universally established. ' /

oi
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habitually quoted from the Diatessaron" (Burkitt, Ev.II.

p. 186), it may well be that the Diatessaron excised

altogether "in his bosom", i.e. fused the two expressions

of John 13, vv.23 and 23, into one.

17
As might be expected, Te arm here (EC 9 ) shows signs

of returning to the standard Greek text with "on his bosom"

( fi {bpuj / <unp(*J ), whlle at
EC 91j (not extant in Syriac) the process has gone the

whole way, and we have the Armenian Vulgate's "in his bosom"

( ).

John 15» v.18

for1 know that me rthey hated2'before you"^
1om. SP

2lt hated SP

3 Q -> ^ b—O Jb ; xq.-3 ,^Q —D P j text S
\ \ V\ f e( ? \ ^ C ° '

\ji\lu6K€T€ on ejJce irf^-rov
yU€fci 6-yjKev
'<m.X*D 579 -<t bo CyP

iixcAccording to Mrs Lewis, S reads the singular

but Burkitt declares the word illegible. Te syr's

plural Q I rx> may be a genuine T

reading! it would also be a natural slip if Ephraem is

quoting from memory, the subject being the collective

, "the world". Ephraem possibly knew
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the Mates saron by heart, or almost so, and he may be quoting

from memory much of the time.
C

TeSP agree in retaining UyUtAjV . This is
read also by Te arm, even although the Armenian Vulgate

omits it. Another possibly Tatianic trace in Te arm is

fcu CLhU = V* , but this is un¬
supported elsewhere. Te arm is perhaps again faithful to

T in dropping Te syr*s "for", which looks like an addition

by Ephraem to suit the context in his commentary.

John 16, v.32 1

I am not on my own ( \ JU V~3 ) because my1
father ( ^ "~"3_C* ) with me is
1
the SP5 or

/ %
7 y \ X c/ c^w^/

COK €tjvu> MOVOS . 0~r~L O KYcLTyjy
U€T7 £y<oo efTCV.

'aJUyU.00 OSif *924-7
11

At John 14 , TePC (twice) and S (once) have "my
c

father", against O 7ToCTyy 0f an other
11 * c

witnesses. At John 17 » TeS and L'Evangile 766 have

against P and all other witnesses. (These two EC quotations

are not separately discussed in this thesis). Here, Te

reads "my father" against SP and the Greek, but with a

3
Black , pp.282-3 points to the opposite phenomenon in

certain number of other witnesses.

th

the Old Syriac - the use of where the Greek

has O 7ToCTtjp yxou . Prom this he deduces that
in the Old Syriac can mean
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"my father". It follows that S*s Jb>$ here, though

probably just the reflection of a Greek text that lacked

JULOU | would nevertheless be ambiguous in early Syriac.
For this, see on Mt.15^» p.2|2.»

How then do we explain passages like the present,

where Te has "my father" against the Syriac tradition?

We have seen how Tatian strives to be explicit (Lute 7^
p. /^3 , etc.). Faced with the ambiguous in X,

the ancestor of S, Tatian may have altered it, wherever he

-/thought it appropriate, to JJ , to make the

meaning plain. Whether or not a Greek text of this verse

reading "my father" was in circulation before Tatian and

known to him, that Tatian's "my father" is due, not to the

influence of such a text, but to a deliberate alteration
11

by Tatian himself, is suggested by the evidence of John 14 ,

11
17 » where "my father" is not found except in the

Diatessaron and texts influenced by it.
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John 20, v.17
i- 1 p

do not draw near to rnej for not yet I have ascended

/o\toY/ards ( jL Q-A ) my father : for go say to my

3 r u
brothers , X am going towards my father and your father

5
and my God and your God.

- ~ ' ' - - 1 ' ~ ' s : text P

?
om. S : text P

LL :

^but ( Ms P) go towards my brothers and

say to them SP

Hbehold S) I am ascending SP
r
add. towards S : text P

/ c/ ?/
yUVj y*-oU oCKTOU OU7COJ

\ \ / / ' r
os -rov nrjL-reotC • Tropeoou de

ydp olVd ftejfvj
r 1-2 \

ITpOS TOV ITdTepd. • 7CqD6O0U d6 TTpop
\ 9 r* I / 3 I 7 ^ ? o

(doeKjoor yitov Kd( €ITT£ du-roiS''
dVd&<d&u) irpos- -rov Troc-repd mou Kok

C- c A \ si / x 1 si \ c ~
XdT€pd (J/IojV kdi creoV^AioiS Kdt trdov upi^V.
' Aetol. yUOU P^ &U*. A @ 1&»\. / 7^»n . /J*~

F ^
sysP so, ko

*■ odv X^ J> L OS-o f>c. J <y*. A.
X*DWe. j Or)&>r\

In three minor points (footnotes 1# 2, 5) Te syr

agrees with P and the Greek against S. It is quite likely

that Ephraem or some later scribe has, quite understandably,

assimilated Te syr in these details to a text of Peshitta
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1
type . It is highly doubtful whether in small matters like

these Te syr will have in all* or even most, cases faithfully

transmitted the authentic T text#

In two ways TeSP agree against the Greek - the
c/

inaccurate "draw near" for " oCTVTOU perhaps an

unrevi3ed rendering from the earliest Syriac gospel trans¬

lation; and "my father", with many other authorities, for

"the father". Compare John 1632, p# 12^7 , and see on

Mt.1513# p# £212. - (The Aramaic ipsissimum verbura "abba",

could Itself bear either meaning).
More important are two touches which appear to be

Tatianic:- (i) "go say to my brothers" which is stylistically

more pleasing than SP and the Greek's "ko to my brothers and

apart from the difficulty of explaining how the former got

there at all unless it is Tatianic, its occurrence both in

Dutch and in the Venetian Diatessaron i3 a positive reason

for considering it a genuine fragment of the T text# Cf.

T£m. p#230.

say to them", (ii) "I am going " (
and the Greek's "I arn ascending" (

gives us the former at EC 212^, the latter at EC 212^, but

(1) That an inchoate Peshitta text was already in
existence in Ephraem's time is convincingly maintained
by VSSbus, Studies. ch#4.
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(li) C a different text from Te

Mt. 15, v.27
1 2

yes, my lord : even the dogs are eating from ....

of their masters

1add. for C : text SP

2
odd. the tables S

the fragments that fall from the tables CP

VoCKvplG * KeL< ' T* KOVcLpLoL €60L€C
otiTc> toov (fUlV^OV tcov ~Trc-tr-ro\/-r(*jV ^.iro

r» /> ^ ? ^

TyS TpKirey yjS tc-jv kupiajv otu7-«JV'
^

arm,, p) & sv SF so.

Not even the occurrence of the words "of their masters"

in MS. 709 in agreement with the Greek, SCP, L'Evanglle

199, and Te arm A ( LT) 6 UJTLJif , "of their

master") disproves Burkitt*s view (Sv.II pp.126-7) that

"of the sons" (so Te arm B, L'Evangile 399, and S and the
28

Armenian Vulgate in the parallel passage Mark 7 ) was the

Diatessaron reading here. Te syr has probably been

assimilated to the prevalent text.

Ephraem quotes the last part of the verse in a highly

compressed form, , which makes it

probable that T agreed with the short text of S against

CP and the Greek. Te arm supplies "the table", singular

as in the Greek ( U U Yj OO ^ 1 / ). TeS*s short text^28, ^
may have been partly due to Mark 7 , which omits

TTlTTTOVT .
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L
Mt.16, v.16
p 1 2 i
but Simon spoke , you are the son ( i / - ^ )

Messiah, the son of the living ( A-a-U ) God

•i
Simon Cephas answered and said CP

2
om. CP

o?7roKpl &6(S cfe ^yxcJV TTeTp
\ O C I ^ ^ f ^ ^- - x'~'6tOS o UCOS too cr^eou

os ecnev '

&V O VoiSt
r* ^ £~—> \ i
X«U rtON/TO^".

1
Too ScoJqVtoSD*: scdhrtdz+l* ol* ; cn*v.
On the rendering of ol-iroKpiQees <fe zr« u)\/

~TT^ O
J\€TpoS €itf€\/ see Burkitt's two sections on Syriac
equivalents for "answer" and "Peter" (Ev.II, pp.90ff.,

92ff.).

The reading /' is peculiar to Te. There/
is no hint of it at L'Evangile 202-4*

The reading of Codex Bezae54 looks as if it had a Syriac

origin: it could be explained as a confusion of the Peal

participle , "living", as in TeCP, with

the Aphel participle AJXjo of the same verb,

the Aphel regularly meaning "cause to live" in the sense

of "save". So this D* reading may reflect a mistranslation
, 1

from the Syriac Diatessaron, perhaps translated into Latin ,

and so affecting d*, and thence D*.

(1) so Plooij, A Further Study of the Lldge
Diatessaron, pp.25-69. For evidence of the existence of
a Latin Diatessaron see also the article of Baumstark
cited in the introduction, p. XX^ .
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The alternative explanation, namely that a Greek

Diatessaron, with the reading 6&^oVtoS arising directly
from an erroneous translation of the Syriac Diatessaron,

influenced D* and thence d*, is less likely : despite the

work of Vogels, the evidence for the existence of a Greek

Diatessaron is less than that for the existence of a Latin

Diatessaron, and is not safe enough to build upon. (See

introduction, p

Mt.18, v.4
r* 1

he who will humble himself

4
is humbling CP text S

OSTLS OV V -roLTC€lVCa^£> &L &AUTOV

TeS agree in using the Aphel imperfect of y)o9 y\l.l^
while C has the Aphel participle and P the

Pael participle V> V*> . There is no other support

for CP*s present tense.
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Mt.21, v.19 (cf. Mark 11, v.21, p. IO€ )
1

he came towards the fig-tree and because he did not find
2 r 3 II

on it he cursed the fig-tree and it^" dried up

1
om. CP

2
add. anything save leaves only CP

x
"and he said to it. No more fruit will be on you for ever CP

^that fig-tree immediately ( /Axo 4=>C: /_u_b P) CP
O | n 9 ? \ -> r I "P 5r\A&€V eic <*uT^yjv^ KoLt ovdev eupev ev
' ? 9 ~> \ / ^ I \ ^ \ / ? <9

oLUT'TJ €(yuAAoL yllo\/ov^ A€y€l oiUToy'
&U ' yUVjK6TL 6K &<90 K*f>7roS y^V^jTcLC^
-ToV U Lc3\/oL . KolJ &>J 7Tc<f>c^Yjy(dl, 7J £Oky.

^
am.

2

yevoi-ro /V© j Or.
Te greatly condenses the verse, and substitutes hypo-

taxis for parataxis in its introduction of "because".
#

L'Evanglle 251 shows that Ephraem knew a text of this verse

containing TcLpoL^f? oC ( ^Jd),
but we cannot definitely say whether that text was

Diatessaric. The fact that "cursed" ( ^

is quoted several times over in EC Indicates that it stood

in the T text* the evidence of the Dutch Diatessaron supports

this. The reading is doubtless taken from the parallel
21 ^

passage Mark 11 ( KoLTYj), and is a fiirther
example of the compression that characterizes T.
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Luke 10, v.18

1 2
I was seeing him , Satan, who fell like lightning

from heaven

1om. S text CP .

2add. which is falling ( I % ) C text SP

7 rs \ n C ? \
GUGuJpOUV ToV €<<ToiV^V oJS oC6Tf?oCTT/yjV
? n ~> r> X
£K TOO OufXXVOU TregoVTol .

The fact that this quotation is in complete agreement

with the Peshitta against the Old Syriac causes us to ask

whether there has been assimilation here to the Peshitta

1
text. But the possibility is also open that Te here

accurately represents the T text, and that the Old Syriac

represents a text basically older, more primitive and even

freer than that of T. "Which is falling" might be a relic

of such a text, preserved in C from X, the most primitive

form of the Old Syriac gospels.

(1) In existence in some form as early as Ephraem,
according to VB5bus, Studies, ch.4*
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Luke 13» v.6
r 1 g x
a certain man there was planted to him

( (jji /o</ -/-3a ) a fig-tree^1" in his vineyard

1to a P text SC

2om. SCP

^om. P text SC

^add. that was planted SP text C

^Vk^v el^ev Tts ire j>o-retymev-vjv 1
7 ) i ^ "> ✓->
^ v/ TW o^UTre/WVC CLUTOU .

' past" oCUTou ArAATT oio j>m

„u
Since the quotation of this verse at EC 16 is

identical with C (apart from an inexplicably masculine

verb with a feminine

subject ILL )\ one is inclined to regard the
26

version given above (EC 11+ ) as the true T text, and the

version at EC 16^ as really a citation from the separate
7C

gospels. But we note elsewhere (e.g. on John 11 , p,2.S"<f )
that Ephraem seems to have known more than one version of

the Diatessaron text, at least in certain passages. This

A S

(1) for errors of gender in MS. 709 cf. Mt.19»p. 0/ j
Mark 925b, p. 94. ; Jn.l^*3* P» 332. •
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is perhaps the most likely explanation here. The version

at EC 16\ in which, as in C, ~TT€ <j>UTeu^U.€VrjV is
omitted altogether, will be the more primitive form, and

possibly the form that stood in X, the common ancestor
26

of T and C. The version at EC 14 will have been revised

and the omission remedied, as it has been in SP also.

John 4, v.42
r 1 2 3
they said to her , not on account of your word we are

p
believing in him, but, because we heard his teaching and

saw his works, that they are of God, we have known that

he himself is ( O * o d* ) Messiah^"
A
and they were saying CP

: to that woman ( ac^ I/in ) CP

^add. henceforth CP

^for we have heard from him and have known that truly he

himself is the saviour ( CjCi^oJo)of the world C
for we have heard and have known that this one truly (is)

Messiah the saviour ( Cf- L.*JjOo ) of the world P

^ \ >/j c/ 7 ^ r | ^
Ty) ~r€ VuVailKi €A€\/ov OTL OUK€TL O(oi TY)V'l\ j f> ? \ 7 \ '
gnv AetAleiV TTt&TeoayOteiS 0 oCUTol Vo(p
? ^ z \ ^>o~ c/ /kKVjKOoCjU Kou' o\cf*U£V OTL CLS'TOS*
? 7 J ^ c V L
€6TLV oCAyj&c^j? * O &CJTVJP TaO JCOf/iOC/.
i ocOtou JJ dL

2 odd. 7ToLf>y CLUTOU X t£*»i ./ 7^»1.13 aX.
3 ornx. WTT f>c -f~fz r' Orf*
**■ tuU, oc^ceros- A I)
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In the latter half of the quotation Te has a more

elaborate syntactical structure and a longer text than CP

and the Greek# It seems again to be a filling out of the
6

usual text by Tatian for the sake of clarity. Cf. Mt.15 »

P. , John 51if, p. 206.
Te shares with CP the otherwise unattested reading "in

him". It lacks C's distinctive "from him", with which cf.

oiLfTOU of D and one 01<i MS. and TTotp*
^yrou of etc., but the reading "his

teaching" suggests the presence of otirrou or 7To(py e<uTOU
in a Greek text lying behind the Diatessaron. The omission

of o<Ain some Old Latin MSS.

is shared by Te against CP, and is doubtless the true

reading of the Diatessaron, though not necessarily having

originated there.

The most important textual point is Te*s "Messiah"

for the "saviour" of C and the Greekt in f AD®

e-rt etc., this reading is combined with the usual
reading "saviour". Tatian would seem to have known a Greek

text in which the two words were combined, and to have

retained only one of them, perhaps for the sake of brevity.

Thus, in this verse the Diatessaron text as we have

it in Ephraem stands further from the (Aland) Greek text

than do CP : the latter have been influenced by the

Diatessaron in their reading "in him", and possibly (C)

in "from him", but on the whole have undergone assimilation

to the prevalent Greek text. The type of text to which T

goes back in this verse shows affinities with, among others,

Codex Bezae and several Old Latin witnesses. On the textual

affinities of T, see the conclusion, p. 3 Ififf.
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John 5, v.34

But I am not from son of man (

taking testimony ( J/_ O Z )
> \ ^ 7,0 ^ 1 \
gvoo OG OL> ~Tr*poL C<V t7f>04~KOU T-vp/
yUeCpTVp toLV A*/* ffcZVoJ.
'
oc vQpp^irc^v S\^* 126<l& vgC(Mf') bo <ifm

TeCP are in agreement (S is missing). Te arm,

however, reads "from men" ( j) j this,
the usual plural of uFujpry flS really a collective form
Meillet §85)* "From men", although it may be due simply

to the Armenian Vulgate, is found also in the Dutch

Diatessaron, and may therefore be the true Diatessaron

reading.
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(iil) S and C a different text from Te

Ht .11, v.11b

1 r 2
the least of these last who proclaim the kingdom of

heaven is greater than he

1
add. but SCP

2in SCP

o <fe iKforep os / T^j /ftClkeUf TZJV-
OVpcLVVV yU€lJ^CJV oCUTOU G6TIV .

c

Note again (cf. e.g. Luke 1 , p.'07) Te syr's prefer¬

ence for the construct state ( - here

shared with the Peshitta) as against SC*s IL <3-7 IJo
J f . But in so small a detail assimilation

of Te syr to the P text could easily have taken place.

The remarkable feature here is the unique reading

"of these last ( ) who proclaim", known
1 5

hitherto from Te arm here at EC 9 (though not in Te arm

8 9
at EC 9 or 9 > which are missing from the Syriac), and now

confirmed by Te syr. So we can no longer simply ascribe

it to the vagaries of the Old Armenian version. It is in

all probability a Tatianie reading, and may betray the known

preoccupation of the historical Tatian with evangelism.

Tatian "was a devoted missionary, and seems to have been

mainly active in Syria, Cilicia and Pisidla". (P.L.Cross,

The Earl.v Christian Fathers, p.53)* For Tatian's habit of

adding glosses cf. e.g. Luke 1*, p. .
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Mt.11, v.25

Te s.vr:-

I am giving thanks to you, father w/lO (are) in heaven

(For SCP, see below)

"the Greek" ( L> Oa ):-
1 - . 2

God father , lord of heaven and of earth, because you

have concealed"^ from the wise^ and have revealed"'

to children^
1
ora. SCP

2
: my father ( -of ) P : text SC

x
add. these things SCP

^add. and the intelligent P : text SC

"'add. them SCPam our i ,

l\~ " \***—kJ : infants ( / £ Q—X/t ) P : text SC

B$<r/uo\oyoujuL$LL 6oi . rTolt€p ^ kupi€ Too
J ? ' _ \ /A C/ /^OUOoiVou Koti -rn^jS y^jS ; OTL €kpUU/<kS

? £ i ^ejojuio\

PoiVOU Ke11 -rnrjS y^) .

^ ? \ jJ r'V ^ \
TctUToC UTTo fOCPQOV kcit 6"OV€toOV, ktll

Z.TCexJtXl/y'eiS o(UTi} V-YJTrCoiS.
' Kctt cfuVolTUJV 1 : OTrx. SyS<~
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Since Te arm*s two additions ( u -

"these things", and 6l. j^) jl LH <U n cj = "and from the
learned") are in accordance with the Armenian Vulgate

(Zohrab) and the standard Greek text, we may take Te syr

as the better text. But, having said this, we have still

to reckon with two alternative Syriac texts with which

Ephraem confronts us, the second and longer of which he

describes as "the Greek". This is the only one of the

four EC arm passages in which "the Greek" is explicitly

cited (the others are EC arm 2^, Luke 2^j EC arm 52,
John 2^~"^j EC arm 191^# John 171) that falls within the

portion of EC syr preserved in MS. 709• There is a fifth
1 fi

passage preserved in the Syriac alone, namely Mt.28 ,

q.v.» p. I$S~ , at EC syr 15^» (See Leloir, Doctrines,

pp.21-22). The appearance of this citation from "the Greek"

in EC syr is enough to upset the position of Schafers,

followed by Leloir before the discovery of 709 (see Leloir's

footnote 2 to EC syr 10^), that the quotations from "the

Greek" were glosses incorporated into the EC arm text. The

most probable explanation of "the Greek" is that it refers

to the separate gospels in Syriac, so called because the

custom of using separate gospels was mainly associated

with the Greek church, and the Syriac separate gospels

were translations of the ones used in the Greek church

(so Leloir, ibid.t V55bus, Studies. pp.38f»> following

Burkitt, Ev.II, p.190). If this is right, we should

expect the text of "the Greek" here to be of Old Syriac

separate gospel type (or even of Peshitta type, if V5obus

is right in arguing that P goes back into the fourth
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century* Studies. ch.4). And. in fact this quotation from

"the Greek" conforms, with variations (though no greater

than those commonly existing between S and. C themselves)
to the Old Syrlac text of this verse. First, it adds to

SCP and the Greek the unique "God"1 (
before "Father", although we note that since "God" is the

last word on the recto of folio 13 of MS. 709* and "Father"

the first word on the verso, the word "God" could easily

be an interpolation made in error by a scribe who was

trying to anticipate the next word. Second, "the Greek"
"> /

altogether omits TotUToL and o(UTo<. ,

against P in , )

Z% a- h-A, ,

again against SCP and the Greek. But it agrees with SC

against P in , "for * in

and, most significantly, in the

omission of koii , which

omission is the primary characteristic of the Old Syriac

text in this passage. This Justifies cur describing "the

Greek", as far as known to us from this citation, as a

text of Old Syriac type. L'Evangile. 152 and 153* presents

us with two other texts for this verse, the first of which

at least seems to be moving towards the Peshitta type,

since it includes the words LAX o """> roc

— Kcil 6~UY€Tcas in P.
It is not absolutely clear whether the quotation from

"the Greek" continues beyond "lord of heaven and of earth",

but it is most natural to take it as so doing, and this is

how the Armenian translator has understood it, because he

runs together these and the following words, "because you

have concealed "without a break : in the Syriac,

Ephraem has separated them with an "and". We follow

(1) ^Clement of Alexandria (see Tischendorf) reads "TTctT^p
o Qgos in the Lucan parallel passage, 10)21; a

text with this reading may have lain behind the Old Syriac
text which Ephraem calls "the Greek".
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Leloir, then* (EC syr 101\ footnote 2; EC arm 101if,
footnote 3) in assuming that "the Greek" is being quoted

up to the end of the verse. Prom this it perhaps follows

that what stood in T corresponding to the whole verse
25

Mt.11 was only "I am giving thanks to you, father who

(are) in heaven". This may seem, and indeed is, a highly
25

abbreviated text, but that it was the full T text of Mt.11 ^

seems likely, since Ephraem quotes the full text of "the

Greek" for that verse specifically in order to contrast it

with the T text} presumably therefore he also quotes the

full T text of the verse. Can we discover any possible

reason for so drastic a shortening of the text in T, apart

from the fact that Tatian seems to have habitually

abbreviated? The omitted portion of the verse extols

ignorance and belittles wisdom and understanding. For

Tatian, influenced by the gnostics, for whom knowledge was

the key to all, this may well have been too much to stomach,

and he may have preferred to believe that Jesus could not

really have spoken such words * they must be excised. In

fact, there is evidence not only for gnosticizing but for

specific Marcionite influence in the T text of this verse;

see below. If Tatian did indeed cut these words out, we

can well understand why Theodoret regarded the Diatessaron

as so pernicious and tendentious a document that he

destroyed 400 copies of it, and why Rabbula campaigned so
~7(1

vigorously for its suppression. See on Lk.1 ~ , p,ZSOt
for another possible alteration of the gospel text by

Tatian in the interests of a gnosticising emphasis on

knowledge.

However this may be, we do have evidence of at least
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some abbreviation in the T text here. Since Ephraem is

explicitly contrasting T with "the Greek", we can expect

that which he does quote from T to be accurately quoted.

And what he does quote is simply "father who (are) in
s* / cs

heaven", as opposed to " TToiT€pj KOPi€ T"Ou

OUfoiVOU KoLi -ryjs yyjS *. He omits
KUpL€ and lKoL( TyjS this omission

any motivation that we can discover?

Plooij ("Further Study", pp.82-83) called attention

to the similarity here between T and the Marcionite text

in their common omission of ~T"hS ! "Tertullian,
25 21

Adv. Marc. 4 9 gives as the Marcionite version of Luke 10

(the parallel passage to Mt.112"^): 'Gratias* inquit *ago
et confiteor, domine coeli*• Epiphanius gives the passage

7x ^ rs "> rs
in Greek:€l 6toj &01, KuptG Too ocyou «
Harnack prints as the Greek Marcionite text: 6rco{6oiJ

€tojlloQpiA/JfcyvfT*u oifUVtv.The close relation between the
Syriac Diatessaron and the Marcionite text in this verse

\ <-> r\
is..... demonstrated by the omission of Kdi T^jS" rr
an omission which has certainly a dualistic tendency.

Tatian, who is said to have accepted Marcion*s views with

regard to the belief in a Demiurge, has avoided calling

God the Creator of the earth, though he had no objection

to calling him "Heavenly Father", whilst Marcion says

"Lord of Heaven"." We note then the affinity of T with

Marcion,s gospel text, and a clear instance of an omission

by Tatian for doctrinal reasons. The similarity of T to

the gospel text of Epiphanius also strikes us, but of

course Epiphanius is simply here quoting the text of
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2l 1
Marcion. (See Tischendorf*s note on Luke 10 ) •

Unfortunately, we cannot follow Plooij in his

further observation on this verse. Starting from the

fact that the root meaning of the Aphel of I'—-A
is "I confess", though it comes

to mean "I give thanks", Ploolj noted that most MSS. of the

Latin version have "confiteor", but that both the trans¬

lator of the Li&ge Diatessaron and Zachary of Chrysopolis

(who wrote a commentary on a gospel harmony) had before

them a Latin text which read "gratias ago"; eager to

prove that an Old Latin Diatessaron was translated direct

from the Syriac Diatessaron, he seized on this "confiteor" -

"gratias ago" divergence as evidence that the ambiguous

must have lain behind them. Plooij may well

be right in his theory of the relationship of the Syriac

to a Latin Diatessaron, but there is no evidence for it

here, as he seems to have overlooked the fact that the

Greek %^Oyu.o\o jotyxeL L has
exactly the same ambiguity as the Syriac Aphel of

We have noted many passages in which Ephraem quotes

the same verse of the gospels twice in differing forms,
4 C

one form being akin to the Old Syriac, e.g. Mt.20 , p. *<*-•
In such cases Ephraem sometimes seems to have known more

than Diatessaron text of the same verse; but at other times,

in quoting the form akin to the Old Syriac, it may be that

I

(1 That Eplphanius himself was acquainted with the words
Kdi Tiff y^f elf LklOzl and here is shown by his quoting
them twice over in his Panarion, 34; 18° and 65; 611,
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Ephraem is quoting what he occasionally calls "the Greek",

but he is not specifically naming it as such. It may never¬

theless be essentially the same text. "The Greek" is simply

the Old Syriac form of the separate gospel text. In his

commentary on the Diatessaron, Ephraem rarely names it,

but he possibly quite often quotes it.

One final observation: would Ephraem have been likely

to refer to the Old Syriac separate gospel text as "the

Greek", in order to distinguish it from the Diatessaron,

if he knew that the Diatessaron also went back to a Greek

original?
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Mt.11, v.27
r 12

No man is knowing the father but the son nor

r 3
the son but the father

the son except the father SCP

2
and also not C also not P text S

■^the father except the son C

is anyone knowing the father except the son SP
? r\ ? ^ /r V fl p I C /

ouogis €7tl\jlv<0 £k€c tov ul ov &t m*) o ttcltrifr
y r\ V v-" 9 ?' '\ C r/'4

oud€ tov tclt€tTts gttl^lvuJ6tC6l €l fvrj o ulos.
<?yv(o Ju ^ /r F* CI Or.

I c c \ ~>r c I
uios ouoe -rev utov €t^ 7~ov ttoltgpol tfvymj & uios ouo€ tov ulov gt

yUyj o TToCryj^P \Jo KJ E"us EpkrJ.
(131^ syc cu&or &yru£ Tts iirtyiVcUSK&lj anxfil

^ cvnetfof/ajLi T/S GyVuJ^.
Te agrees with Justin etc. against SCP and the Greek

in the inverted order, ToV 7TdCTGOoL £?M">n O
f | 7 /-I \ c I ? ^ \ ^

uc os 0uog ToV Ulov yUoj a tt^r-yjp.
cf. also L'Evangile. 154. This order is found also in the

Venetian Diatessaron (Tjm. p.146). C*s omission of

"TiS €7T( ^iVtO^K€C may be due to Diatessaron
influence.

?/
€\/VUJ is found in Justin for both occurrences of

j ^

€ttiytV0o6K€i » an<i perhaps in Marcion for the second
occurrence (Aland): for affinities between the Diatessaron

and Justin's text see on Mt.191p. I76 , and for a

Marcionite reading in T see on Mt.112^, p. Here,
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22
the reading of the Lucan parallel passage 10 ( \jiVoo€K^C)
may suffice to explain why the simple verb replaces the

compound. But how do we explain the switch from present

tense to aorist? One possibility is that Justin*s Greek

text has been influenced by a Syriac text with the ambiguous

unpointed \ , which could be either the

participle (= jLVoo€ K€i ) or the perfect (= CjVtJ ).
Further colour is lent to this suggestion by Justin*s text

C V <-» /
earlier in this same verse, Ulto Too TTeLT0OS" ,

r\
where almost all other witnesses read O 7To too

ToLTpQS^ yOLOU • This could have
arisen from the ambiguous , common

Z

in the Old Syriac gospels (Black , p.282f.), which can mean

either "the father" or "my father".

If, as is quite likely, Syriac gospels existed before

the Diatessaron, they may well have circulated, indeed

have originated, in Rome, and so have been in a position

to influence the Greek gospel text of Justin. There was a

large Syrian and Syriac - speaking community in Rome as

early as the time of Juvenal (c.120):-

iam pridem Syrus in Tiberim defluxit Orontes
et linguam (secum vexit) (3o2ff.)

It must have included many Christians, since Anicetus, a

Syrian from Emesa on the Orontes, was bishop of Rome

(154-165) during Tatian*s sojourn there. ("Liber
pontiflcalis". quoted in VB'dbus, Studies, p.13). See on

this whole subject the article by La Plana cited in the

bibliography.

There is therefore nothing improbable in the notion

that Tatian composed the Diatessaron in Syriac while he
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was in Rome, using Syriac gospels already in circulation

there, and perhaps for the benefit of the Syrlac-speaking

Christians in the capital city. In fact, it would be

strange if Syriac gospels were not in circulation in Rome

by 154 at least, when a member of the Syrian Christian

comnunity there was prominent enough to become bishop of

the Roman church.

We have to account in this passage both for affinities

between the Diatessaron text and Justin's text, and ft>r what

look like Syriasms in the latter. Assuming that the

Diatessaron itself was not composed until after Justin's

death, the most likely explanation is that an early Syriac

translation (X) of the four canonical gospels circulated

in the Eastern community at Rome, to which both Justin

and Tatian belonged, and thus influenced Justin's Greek

text as well as providing the basis for Tatian*s Syriac

Diatessaron.



Mt.12, v.32

1
everyone who speaks a word against the son of man,

2 3
it will be forgiven to him; but he who against the^

spirit*1", it will not be forgiven to him? not in this age
5 r 6

and not in that it will be forgiven to him

^add# and SOP

2everyone SCP (also Te arm - Dp.-- )
-^add. holy SCP (also Te arm - rrj )
^add. blasphemes SC speaks P

-''the age that is coming SCP

^ora, SCP (also Te arm). The Te syr verb - Q LL
is feminine.

\ , A ? I V I / I o
Kdi OS €oLV eiirTj A><*y°V KcLT*i TOU
OCOU "TOU rou

? c£<J>€6€ Tali
, ^ 01 cl r ^ \ ^
oCUTW • OS a)> civ €C7TJf KdTToL ~roU
Trve^uA-ros -rod Jy£„0JK

? ° v ■> ^ 0 /
•CUTOJ OUT€ <£V TOUTCO -rcP UiSvc
^ ">/ y o /1 1
OUT€ ev "TOO yU&AAoVTC

1
<y>K . syffl MS\)

5
Te syr is here quoted as found at EC 10 . But

Ephraem alludes to this verse, with some variations of
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text, at EC 1cA and 10^ (twice) as well, and has further
5

allusions to it within EC 10 • He varies between "it will

be forgiven" ( ), "she (i.e.

, the word) will be forgiven" (//_ v v l j | Tine worci/ wxxjl dg xoi?gxv6ii v A

) and "it is being forgiven" ( v-QJ^ ^LxJo
He once adds "will be forgiven to thera" (

and instead of "not in this age and not in that" he also

offers "neither beyond ( \A ) nor here

( y )», "neither beyond nor in this place

( ^L )". These rough allusions (they cannot
all be accurate citations of T, and, even if Ephraem knew

more than one Diatessaron text of this verse, it seems

most likely that he is here just quoting loosely), are

faithfully reproduced in Te arm, except the variation

between "she will be forgiven" and "it will be forgiven";

Armenian, like Greek, does not express difference of

gender in its verbs.

Dealing, then, with the Te syr text as given above
c

(EC 10 ), we notice that it is an abbreviated text, cf.

footnotes 1, 3$ 5* This is a constant feature of Te

syr, and the question that faces us is whether the curtail¬

ment is to be attributed to Ephraem or to Tatian. In

general, there is a high probability that both of them

were prone to abbreviate - Ephraem because he would need

to quote fully only that part of the text that was relevant

to the argument of his conmentary; latian because the

motivation behind composing a gospel harmony was in any

case to produce as compressed a text as possible, for the

purposes of missionary work, and perhaps even, in the case
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of an encratite, for cheapness* sake. In this instance,

we can only say that the abbreviations of footnotes 3 and 4

are perhaps due to Ephraem, while those of 1 and 5 are more

likely to go back to Tatian. (The composition of a gospel

harmony would necessitate widespread changes above all in

conjunctions).

The Te syr addition indicated by footnote 6 is due to
c\

the fact that the Greek sentence beginning OS"
c\ r >/

~

O » oLV---

has been split into two, a stop being inserted after
■) ? I ? o

ooK oLa>€\y"y)6'€TUL o(.OToj » and another verb thus
? C ^ // I

being required after €.V Top JU€AAQVtl . Cf. e.g.
Luke 1, v»5» p» I07 > for Tatian*s splitting of one sentence

into two.

The agreement of Te arm with the Greek and SCP at

footnotes 2, 3 and 6 is probably to be interpreted as due

to the influence of the Armenian Vulgate. A minor feature

of Te arm is its translation of "against" ( )

by , which more often means "concerning", but which is

also used in the Armenian Vulgate on occasion with a
1 /

hostile nuance , the meaning thus approaching that of fc«LTat

plus the genitive.

Thus we probably have here in Te syr the following

genuine features of T - (1) "he who" for "whoever"}

(2) the splitting of one sentence into two, necessitating

(3) the repetition of the verb "will be forgiven"}

(4) this verb is feminine, MS* being understood

(1) Cf. M'k.lS1*' and Luke 16^, quoted by Meillet, §94*
pp.82-83} and for meaning "against" in Irenaeus,
cf. Reynders I, p.133} II* p.16.
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as subject; (5) "not in this age and not in that" for

"neither in this age nor in the coming age".

SCP and Greek in this verse are in close agreement

with each other and with Te arm where it diverges from

Te syr, The colourful SC verb *3 "blaspheme"
29 10

(from Mk.3 » Lk.12 ), which we might have been tempted

to attribute to Diatessaron influence since it has no

justification in the bare of the Greek, is

conspicuous by its absence from Te syr, which in fact in

several ways stands on its own over against all other

witnesses to the text of this verse. The absence of

this harmonistic reading from the Diatessaron (if T is

faithfully preserved by Te in this particular) and its

presence in the Old Syrlac, illustrate the truth that you

do not need to postulate the influence of a harmony to

account for all harmonizations.
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Mt.12, w.39-40

"59 1 2
^this wicked generation a sign is seeking and

a sign will not be given to it except the sign of Jonah

the prophetj

^because"* as Jonah^" was three days'* in '"the middle of
6 7

the sea so will be the son of man in the heart of the earth

om. SP text C

2onu S text CP

•''and S for CP

^add. the prophet S text CP

"*add» and three nights SCP

6the belly ( C( CO i-D ) of the fish SCP

^add. also C text SP

\ \ I | | v3*1 y€V€U TToVnyp* KdU yUoc^A(S 6rjfL€iaV
eTtifvjTec; Kcu g-nugLOv OU cfo&nj'ireTote

7 J J. P I I ' O ~>1 J
c<OTfj ei yuy To &yjjU€tov ycO\Soi Too
irpofTjTO U ,

LO c/* V ^ / 5/ ^ z ? o I ^*

c067T€p y<*p yjV JOJVoLS €V Ty KolAloC
tou k-yjtoos ~rp€?s yyiepocs Jcdi Tpe?s
VUKToLS^ OcrroJS €6ToL ( S CC Ucos Tou
i'S$pcSttou Jv Tyj' Kotp<fi< TyS*
Tp€iS yue'pois Kou Tpe?s Vuktczs .

/
gyevero & pc . 0>y\ . D

2 cdA. o Trpoj jTnj? STjf>c sys
3 <kM. kui^ 2) W ajt ot j Cyr -
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This is Te syr at EC 11at EC 11^ it reads "in the

fish" for the unique "in the middle of the sea", which is

possibly only an inaccurate quotation from memory on

Ephraem's part.

Te syr's abridged text omits Koll yUoi^/oi\fS
(so too D it at Mt.164), K*} Tp6?S VuKToLS

C / \ <■» ^and the final T"p€i^ nj^epoiS KaLi Tf>€iS VUKTWS.
These omissions are made good by Te arm, which also has

some peculiar features of its own in v.^j it reads

"because as Jonah was three days and three nights into

the abdomen of the fish......." ( jl U^n pin
The peculiar "into" ( jl plus accusative) for
"in" makes one suspect that behind Te arm there lurks a

verb "entered" rather than "was". This is given colour

by Te arm's further reading in this verse? "the son of

man must enter into the heart of the earth". Here,
V *

,
instead of the Greek €€l~oLl

we have "it is necessary to enter into" ( UJpW1
L_/tj~7 qj<t/ (j^ j) plus the accusative

uf,puj ). On all this 3ee Lyonnet, pp.20-22, and
Leloir, T&n.. pp.150-1, who thinks that, while "enter into"

for "be in" goes back only to the Old Armenian version,

"it is necessary" and "abdomen" ( p LTJ instead
of l-jl n p- JL 13= KotXiCc ) are genuine Tatlanisms. The
latter is supported by Ambrose (in utero) etc., and by

L'Evanglle 1 69's Jj QJ } Q_XJQlD ( "in the

bowels of the fish"). L'Evangile 169 further emits, like
\ r\ s

Te syr, K*f Tp6lS VOKT*S .
We conclude that some at least of the omissions in
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Te syr go back to Tatian himself, and that in v.40 Te am

has preserved some features of T which Te syr has lost.

Mt.12, v.45
1 r

the spirit is going, is bringing seven companions and

has come2;rand the end"^ of that^ man is worse than his first.
5

So it will be to this generation.

1add. with himself CP text S

p
other (om.s) spirits worse than he, and they are entering

and they are dwelling in him SCP

3 l-JJO : and the last ( A*-.of. ) SC

text P

kthe S : text CP

-*add. wicked SCP

Tore Ifop €U€t«L c KsU TTtLpoi\oLyA^6iV€l
C /-» C \ c/ /
€dLUTou €TTTU e-repoL Trveo/UoCTcC Trovvjpo-repoC
€oLUTOu j KoU eleekGoVToL KoLTOlK€? •
Kou yCve-rui t<* ee^LToc r~rov £v Gp^i^ou
£K£(-VOU WipOVoL TeZW TTp^n-AJV.' OUT-oJS
>/ ' o ^ r / o o
€£Toil koLl TTj yeve<£ ToiUT'Vj TV) TCOVrjO* ,

I ? r\ ") S*\ / 9 \o
oLOToO TOO oLV&peO'KOJ 6K61VOU )(€ipoV
ToiV TTpuJ-ruOV 3*
J&jjA •^sJUarc^ *$orr>w>uA Jl£wu6
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Te syr is once more an abridged text} Te aria fills

much of the gap with a reading similar to SCP'ss-

np £*op £lc> fob'v C}U<v f] <ofu>
"who worse still are than he, and they come, they live in

him", where Te syr has only "and has come". Leloir (Tern..

pp.151-2) thinks it probable that at least "they come,

they live" does really belong to the Diatessaron.

The most interesting feature of Te syr is "his

companions" ( ^ L on ) for the Greek's
"other spirits more wicked than he". Te arm conflates this

distinctive Tatianic reading with the Greek text.

J'—ZXJU , which renders o 7r)[7J^(0\/
in Te syr Mt.22^~-^, p. 6% , appears to have been a

favourite word with Tatian.

Finally, we note here a possible Syriasm in the readings
V ?/ / y n ? S) s' 7 —

Of D ( 7oi €£J/cLToL 0LUTOV TOU oCVCrpcJ7ToU GKElVOU )
and d (novissima eius hominis illius). The redundant

possessive pronouns are a common Syrlac idiom} TeP here

have "his end ( L. -—U ) of that man" and SC "his

last ( -—of ) of that (the) man". It may
16

be that we should see here (cf. Mt.16 , p. '32. ), the

influence of the Syriac Diatessaron at work, through a Latin

Diatessaron, on d and thence on D.
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v.14

'it has been fulfilled upon them1
1 .ocf~Jh AbJbc
that it may be fulfilled upon them S

and it will be fulfilled C

and it has been fulfilled in them P

i Jo( X ■■!*) Wo ).
^

A'(*} oiVdCn\njj)OUTdL ' dUTO(fZ^ y 7Tf>C^rjT&oL fyoCtOU^
*Tr\rjf>oJ@y6€ToC( D <*£. £

-f*vvff
2 €7ryoiuTo?S DM^pm kfcM***) ScL ^° ^us 'r ***)

/At *IA r.Of.W r L -C ££t i n ' A ./or p CLIAST■eit (meU) r l, -f fty/> 4-tr e au/r
oTn. a. c jz $yc

f ( Trpoy rj-rei < ) being the

The resemblance between Te and P is not so close as

the English suggests, since Te has with SC a feminine verb,

dl
subject.

Textually, TeSCP deviate from Aland's Greek, and differ
? J n

amongst themselves, on two main points - for otYoLTrAvjPQUToCC
they hove a past tense (TeP), a future tense (C), or a

7 o
purpose clause (S), while for oCUTOl$ they have "upon

them" (TeS), or "in them" (P), or they simply omit it (C).

As the textual apparatus shows, TeSCP are not without support

in any of these variants. Noteworthy is the Old Latin

support for S's purpose clause, C's omission of oCUTOtS 9

and P's "in them", as well as the combined support of Codex

Bezae and the African Latin 1< for TeS's "upon them" and
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for C*s future tense. It seems that a common textual

tradition lies behind the Diatessaron, Codex Bezae, the

Old Latin and the Old Syriac. For this, as well as for the

textual relationship of these witnesses to the gospel

quotations of Irenaeus and Eusebius, who also are prominent

here, see the conclusion, p. 3tfff.
Thus the Te text here seems to stand somewhere between

the Old Syriac and the Peshitta. We are assuming that the

liefsection (EC 1111a) in which this quotation stands is

authentic. See on Mt.13 # p»

it is similar to a1 net ( . . jI- —-a )

Vf3l_J ' **
and from every kind ( ) it gathered

Mt.13# v.47

ir to & net ( . . , .

which was thrown ( /y I ) into the sea,

1add. great SC text P

CfiotcL etriV foLyvjVV] etr
TVJV @oT<\e(. SSeL 1/ K<U Tfei V"TOS y€VOU£
6uv«yu.yoosvj .
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The SC epithet "great" does not appear to have been

present in T or in any other witness to the text of this

verse# And T may differ from SC in a further point. For

"which was thrown" Te arm reads "which someone threw"

I ^ CJ^VCaJ), whose active verb
recalls that of the Gospel of Thomas (§8) in this passage

(so T&n., p.156). Especially in view of Tatian*s prefer-
J *2

ence (e.g. Luke 1 p. 15" ) for active, personal verbs,

this has a fair claim to be considered as the authentic

Diatessaron text. On the Diatessaron and the Gospel of

Thomas see the conclusion, p. 372

Mt..14, v.8

rorder that they bring1
his head of John the Baptizer

1give to me here in a dish SCP

o r r > \ ^ / \
60S JULQl OOO€ €"7Tl TTtVoCKl TyV

y!ojoCvVOU TOO j?oL7TT(6TOU.
<rm
'

-

. D

Te's "order that they bring" finds parallels in John

Chrysostom (Armenian version), Ambrose and the Persian

Diatessaron (T£m. p.160). The influence of an Armenian
32 s

Diatessaron (see on Mt.24 * P* 6 ) on the Armenian

Chrysostom, and of the Latin Diatessaron (see introduction,

p. Xxv^.) on Ambrose, seems the most likely explanation of this.
It will doubtless be the true T text, but it has left no trace

> /
on S or C. D resembles it only in so far as it omits €TTl

TTlWkl
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Both here and in v.11 SCP read "in a dish" ( ^ f ),

but the Greek is "upon a dish", €"TTl , TTtVcLKLj n i v ex. t

JzlL-aJZand Te syr v.11 accordingly has

supported by L'Evangile 177, 179. With SCP cf. the

ev ttCvolkl of & , 1, (33), 700,892
in verse 11> i.e. the Old Syriac there supports a "Caesarean"

(0 , 1, 700) reading against the Diatessaron. See con¬

clusion, p.

Mt.14» v.33
r 1 r 2
they came , they worshipped him, and they are saying

7 » I

rto him ! truly you (are) the son of God.

1they approached, they who (were) in the ship SC

they came, they who (were) in the vessel P

2said P text SC

3
om. SCP

/(j r ^ ^ JLj fs i text CP

c S n ^ \ ^ iOl 0€ €V Too TTAOluj TV^>0&€.KU V'Yj £oiV

I

\

oiUTU Aeyovres- • QeoG
otos el •

*

Jd- 'eXQoVres C*S^.T)LWATT<P 33.ttpn. £.6/

?/

—

j 1 - — • - — » i ~r pn\
*M- T(06e\QoVT€s €) ° -fo^. 13 cJl

?/add.. oVres 2.S. US. 2<?<?.

add- TX
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It is probable (T&n. p. 162) that Te arm's "they began

to adore him and to say" ( u ^ u oJ ------- )
is the primitive T formula. On this formula in the

Diatessaron, see Leloir in L'Orient Syrien, I, p.319£.

Te's omission of OL Too v\oitJ is another
c > ^ \ y

•to irAotts
c t

example of its abbreviated nature. We note that TeSCP

all agree with those witnesses which insert another verb

before 7Tpo4'€K<j^'tyftLV> though it is not a participle
but another finite verb that they add, as is natural in

Syriac. feP agree with the read by a large

group of authorities, including the "Western" D j/t and the

"Caesarean" 565. But the distinctively "Caesarean" reading

here is 7Tf?C6€/{ of <£> and family 13* and it
is this that seems to lie behind SC. We thus have a further

example (see, e.g., on the preceding quotation) of the Old

Syriac agreeing with the "Caesarean text" against the

Diatessaron. (See conclusion, p.35"4-j^)»
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v.6

and^ this2 son3 not his father, '"also not his mother*1",
r 5' is being eager that he may honour

^ora. C text SP

2om. P text SC

3om. SCP

^om. C and not his mother S or his mother P

5 ^CUJ? : is honouring ( :—Q--do )

has honoured ( ~.Qa ) C

will honour ( ) P

/ 9 \ s \ ^ r>\ \ ,
Ou pwvj TifL-rjfeL ToV TToLT-epoC ij Tnyv
/ ? r> Z

jwrj^repoL ocutou .

'aUol. Keif 2U. WLA oio6aJ.yr
2

crrK. dXT) pc. CL e. Sp so. ■ Or

Te joins the ranks of those authorities including SP

which add KoLl • The inclusion or omission of

/Co{C^ depends very much on how one understands the

difficult preceding verse 5« The insertion of "this", found

in SC too, will also be the true T text.

More important are two additions unattested for this
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verse outside Te, namely "son" and "is being eager that.*#"

These words seem to have been added by Tatian to make clear

what he understood to be the meaning of this and the preced¬

ing verse, which would no doubt be as obscure in the second

century as they are to modern commentators# And, what is

more, these additions to the text (|g make plain its meaning.

Here, then, we have occasion again to compare the Diatessaron
Q

to the O.T. Targums (cf., e.g., Jn.5 , p. 116 )f although

here it is hard to say whether Tatian or Ephraem has made

these additions.

It is noteworthy that Te does not join the authorities
A \ ^ 7 o

which omit yj UUTOU• This exemplifies
Te*3 closer kinship with S than with C (cf. conclusion,

p. 33<? ). In fact, Ephraem quotes this verse again (EC 12^2)
in complete agreement with S. The fact of that agreement

makes it likely that the text discussed above is the truer

representative of T, since the natural tendency in the two

centuries between Tatian and Ephraera would have been to

assimilate the Old Syriac and Diatessaron texts to each

other.



Mt.15# v.22

rshe was calling and'coming behind him2, 'have pity^ on me

1 Lo + i calling ( ) P

she shouted ( / V O \ S ) S i text C

^•vas

fcui: fc-u; S : text CP

"was saying SCP

3

^add. my lord his son of David SCP

d /- I \ /. ">.\ /
CK^^ev ' Xeyoutoi • <zk€7]gov yue ,
KUfi € UtOS AoLULif
1
add. Oirifco uutou Jd

odd. CLUT<£> A fm ■ C d!k>tj

Te*s behind him" finds support in D (though "and

coming" is without parallel and disturbs the logical word-

order). T probably goes back ultimately to a Greek text

similar to that of D. y
S differs from TeCP in its translation of €Kf>dj~ev

( ZLq.\£ cf. Luke 42*1 S ) and of
7 \ /
€A€V]60V • It is usual to say in such cases

that C has fallen under the Influence of T more than has S

The truth may be that the archetype of TSC is here more

faithfully followed by C than by S; it is not impossible

that C is In parts an earlier text than S, even though in

general (see conclusion, p. 33<? ) S is more akin than C to
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the Te text.

Te here appears to lack the reference to Jesus'

Davidic descent, ef. T£m. pp.88, 165} see on Mark 10*,
p. lO/ .

Mt.15» v.26
r 1 r~ 2
they are not taking the bread of the son3 and throwing

(it) to the dogs

1it is not fitting ( L ) to take SC

it is not good ( -~^3y Jl ) to take P

2
^ — V> • O : and to throw CP : V5"'

? T?/\ «\ | j p ^ \ o/ r*OVK €6riv KfiLAOV AcijteiV TOY ocpro* TUJV
T€KVt*JV /Coif ffotA 6lV 7~0?S~ KOVoipfoiS*.
' eZeertv D it (Clem^on^pers. Or Bas Hil Amb AmLrft

Hier (sysc ?)
7€6tiv I2<\3 Eus lerf
The impersonal C6TLV KoiXoV , as often,

gives rise to a variety of Syriac translations (cf. Mt.262^,
p. 9 ), P's being literal, while Te omits the impersonal

verb altogether. As to SC, they (with ijt) appear here to
? c ^

follow here a Greek text of D type, with the reading €f€6TLvj
their jjo is perhaps closer to that than to ££tlV KoiXoV ,

although it is not an accurate translation of either.

€^€€TIV may well be the original reading here,
?€6tIV Ka\^V having been Introduced from the parallel passage

Mark 727.
The most significant point here, however, is the
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reading of S» which involves an anacoluthon: "it is not

fitting to take the bread of the sons and (they are)

throwing (it) to the dogs". The evidence of Te syr enables

us to venture an explanation of how this reading arose.

If the scribe of S was copying an Old Syriac text such as

C, but was led astray by familiarity with the T text into

text as we have it. Here is a concrete exanple of the

influence of the Diatessaron actually at work on the Old

Syriac gospels.

transcribing the participle than the

infinitive , the result would be the S
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Mt.16, v.1if
r 1 2
they are saying to him, some are saying
" lie (is)"^ Elijah" and some21" "^Jeremiah"'and sorne^
" one from the prophets"
4
his disciples are saying C

but they said P t text S

P
add. he (is) John the Baptist, others are saying SC(P)

Jom. P : text SC

^others are saying SC(p)

^add. he is SC text P

^and others are saying SC : or P

c C ^ ^ r ( \ / */ S I
Ol 0€ ^ITTCLV ' OL ^U€V 'IwLWrjV ToV
ficLncrttT'yjv j ecJXoi <fJ ?HXt£v, ^T€f)oi
Jt^ 7Uf>€yULfiLV -}j e^VdL. ~r<OV TTpo^-yjTKJV,

<7>n. JD W

Te is very compressed, but how far this is due to

Tatian and how far to Ephraem cannot be said. The signi¬

ficant point is Te's complete omission of "John the Baptist",
* 77

for T's aversion to whom see on Luke 1 , p. Z30; also
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John 1"^, p.W£ . The excision of >luieiV\^yjv' Toy ^L7TTi6Tyjv
from the Greek text would involve the omission of Ot JUL€V
also} D etc., although perhaps preserving the original text

here, could therefore bear witness to a stage of the Greek

text at which the former words had been reinstated, but not

yet the latter. So somewhere behind T, and behind DWlat,

could lie a Greek text with all five words omitted. Such a

text might have been aimed at combatting a tendency among

baptismal sects to over-emphasize the significance of John

the Baptist. See on Luke p.23O , for further

evidence of this tendency in Tatian himself.

(V/li/Wb

Mt.17, V.17
1 r* 2

0 generation perverted , until when shall I be with you?

^
* twisted

^ and without faith SC
without faith and perverted ( /Za..\Q V l*> ) P

2
i

^> -> V> \ P : text SC
\ r?/ \ r <— / c/oj jevea otnrtfTos k*i ? eu?

ITore fL6&y Ufioov egOyUocc j

I V \ r- / —r ji

7TOVrjjfA Kon OL€ 6 TPoLMJUl£ V*v) -kl CP
/- ^ V /
0L€6~rptLfA.jX€Vv\ KcU klTlSTOg Sy *C
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Te and P against SC translate cfl€6T0<<M/LL€VV)
by JA1P V rather than .

But SC in the parallel passage Luke 9, v.42. from which T

could be drawing here, also have J/\ vO\..V> j

it is therefore not certain that Te is a different trans-

lation from SC in this particular.

Thiscpart, the main feature is Te syr's single

adjective "perverted" for SCP and the Greek's two
,/ \ r /

adjectives, oCTf/treS 0(€6TptLjUjUL£V'y . Te arm
offers "wicked, perverted and unbelieving" ( Pt"-p s
fcL Odcu^jUiL.UJUl), the first adjective recalling
of HZ, , and the order of the second two recalling

the order of SC both here and in Luke.

"Wicked" of Z<£ and Te arm may (von Soden)
be due to the TToVTjpd kou /xok^clXiS of Mt.12^,
cf. 16^. "Perverted and unbelieving", in that order is

probably the true Diatessaron reading, Influencing SC both

here and in Luke. Te syr, then, "est sans doute un texte

abr<§g£" (T&n. p.180). With this abbreviated text may be

compared that of a e Marcion and Tertullian in the Lucan
41

parallel passage, 9 ; they read simply oltt16t"os *

omitting KoU (flGGrpdJUJAGVyj » probably under the in¬
fluence of the parallel passage Mark 9^*
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Mt.17» v.20

and to them he said: because rof your small faith1;
r" 2

if there will be in you faith like a seed of mustard you

'"will say^ to this mountain, 'be removed^, and it will
f 5

remove from before you

*
there is not to you faith S

of your unfaith P text C

2had been S text CP

^would have said S text CP

4 LA,rf : that it should remove ( JjLX.J? )

LlAoLiX)
from hence C

remove hence ( A3lJO AXK ) p text S

"*and nothing will prevail over you ( J < Q-jcqJUU ) SCP

c r\ i / i r \ \ ? j , ^
o de Aeyec oCutols * glol -rrjV oAiyoTrigTiAV
c o ~> \ \ I c '^ > V

OyU-MV * UyadjV AeycJ e^v
k V'T] ~r€ "TrC&TlV £*JS KoKKOV 6^CVoL7T€UJSj

r\ ?! /
£f>€lT€ TVO opet TOUTuJ . ^ue~Tc<poi
?evQeV eK€?) @ytreT*IC ^

V ? ? r f € ^ „

KdLl OudeV oid(JVe<Ty6'^C Cf/tcV.
'
eiirev C W

2 h.iri 6tiuv CA S^, 2) pm. 2ait~ svsP
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>{ A ? * ^
As regards the text, Te and S omit €Vt/€V €.tC£l

and CP omit €K€i • This will be a typical

shortening by Tatian himself (not merely by Ephraem),

influencing S and to some extent CP. We have of course

the alternative explanation - that the (presumed) Syriac
text that lay before Tatian itself had suffered from such

excisions. But they are more appropriate to a harmony*

a large part of whose "raison d'etre" must have been to

produce as compact a text as possible.
7 \ ,— 9

Te and C support o/uv«*tr( 6Ti*(V , SP >LV .

The former will no doubt be the true Diatessaron reading, even

though the latter is supported by many authorities that

commonly range themselves with the Diatessaron.

More important than either of these points is Te's

"from before you", a reading which was known also to

Aphraates (see T£m. p.181). It will almost certainly be

Tatianlc, and will have replaced OUcf^V
•? r ^ ^

(J/JLtV (which SCP translate

inaccurately) in the Diatessaron.

Our faith in the reliability of Te syr is, however,

somewhat shaken here by S's "had been" and "would have

said", which translate more nearly the Greek of the parallel
9 f ft

passage Luke 17, verse 6 - Jrere
) I ^ f\y/^

(so DEG al lat). . . . €A€y€T€ OCV - than of
the present verse. S's reading, being harmonlstic, is, not

indeed necessarily, but quite possibly Dlatessaric. In

fact, the considerable number of harmonistic readings in SC

is commonly alleged as a main reason why the Old Syriac text

must be later than the Diatessaron. We ought therefore to

take warning not to trust Te syr too implicitly as a witness

to the Diatessaron text.
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Mt.17> v.27
r 12 3

but that you may not annoy them, go throw a net
i c

'"into the sea : give to them ras a foreigner

1 icf L % we may not offend ( w, ) SCP
2
add. to the sea CP text S

J —A : hook ( > '—J ^ ) SC :
(fish-)hook ( OV"^ ) p

**"om, CP : text 8

5
^end give it C and give P text S

6 v^-aT s for me and for you SCP

CLVoi Je ^>yj citrous^
7Cop€0 €iS OOL\OL*6OLV foC^e Z!yKl6T(?oV
/ r S ' 7 *1

(^O0^6€(S froL-ryjpcL) do? oCutolS
■> \ > ^ /r\ ^ ocCVTL £/*°u *<oLl &ou '

' CLolcl. £K6?D -&Jr sysc~

The most interesting feature in Te*s "as a foreigner"

or "as a stranger" (cf. uTTO T6JV 3.^JoyoCodV in v.25).
This was hailed by Rendel Harris (Expositor# 8ttl series,

23, pp.120-129) as "the first Tatian reading in the Greek

N.T.", since it occurs in 713, the Codex Algerinae Peckover,
A T) , V. _ ^ c

in the form COS OUV KeLl &U^
% | / *)
•<AAOTPioS o(UT<OV • is therefore a slender piece of
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evidence for the existence of a Greek Diatessaron, as is the
1

Dura fragment. Note that 713 also coincides with D lat SC
? c

in adding €K€l after ^O^yj £€lS
(apparently confused by Leloir, Tgm., p.182 with Te arm's
"there" after "throw").

Other significant points include

(i) "you may not annoy" ( ), which is 2nd

person singular as opposed to SCP and the Greek's first
-j

person plural} cf. the 2nd plural "scandalizetis" of Gee ,

the Adysh MS. The change may have been caused by Tatian's

reverent reluctance to involve Jesus in annoying anyone.

SCP use a different verb , which

means "to offend". So again we see that, where SC differ

in translation from T, theirs is a more accurate, that is,

a later, revised translation.

(ii) "Hook" of SCP and the Greek as against T's "net" is

another instance of a revised rendering in the Old Syriac.

The T reading is in all probability an echo of the similar

passage Mt.13^, p. I6& , where we read of a net being cast

into the sea. But it is also to be noted that in the Gospel

of Thomas, §8, the wise fisherman casts his net into the sea.

There is therefore a possibility here of a link between the

Diatessaron and the Gospel of Thomas} see conclusion,

p. 372 f.
We note, finally, the agreement of TeS (and the Old

2,
Latin I* ) against CP and the Greek in positioning

eiS after IcyKlGTpoV
(1) But these items of evidence, and other arguments, have
not succeeded in establishing the Greek Diatessaron s
existence. See introduction, p. xx »
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This i3 arguably better style, and may be due to Tatian's

aesthetic sense. The literary smoothness of the Syriac

Diatessaron was probably one reason for its popularity.

Mt.19» v.17

1 rone he is good2 'the father who (is) in heavenJ}
ryou wish to enter into life'1", keep the CQnman&nients.

^add. for SC text P

2
there is not good except one P

(cf. Mk.10, v.18) text SC

^om. S God CP

♦ « \ 1 . you that youJ

may go ( jZ.JZ.9 ) Into life S
but if you are wishing that you may enter into life CP

r€ls eercv a oiy*Gos*{ el OeXets
? \ /" ^ P I /*) ^. z /

£IS T<rjv Jcoyjv ecgeAUecV , -r-yjpet
T<*s evro\ots.
/ p) oucfecs iyocQos e?yiy els- oc &eos

I ~&s>n..l3 II iT<6S~f>m. syf Set bo^ A*
txt SXVL& f.7oo f>c sys f

cu "ttsjtj kut~ odel■ o Qeor sy c bo'
atW; {ndr octet, cfTrdLTrjp CL CZj
eu ifct, -dotr'cLctet. O TTeCrrfp UCU o~ 7OUP°iVOL!T'

Ju C!ft Clk°~
* D 'dr
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Te arm's "Into life of eternities to enter"

( ft 0J<L>u Lnb^ji^ Jlnuivbi) may perhaps
be the T text (cf. T|m. p. 188).

? r\ ■? I 7 I ^ c /
The ooo&s oty*C&OS €l& ° creos

of the parallel passages Mark 10# v»18, Luke 18, v.19, has

Influenced the text of this verse as early as Irenaeus and,

among the Syriac witnesses, is found in P. SC however agree
^ ' c

with Te in keeping to the Matthaean GtS €6tiV o

Zy* Oos 9 to which C with latin and other witnesses
adds o Qeos , an addition no doubt due to

the Marcan and Lucan parallels with their final o «

But the addition of Tes "the (or "my"? - for Jo^=-
"my father" in the Old Syriac gospels, cf. Black^, p.282f.)
father who (is) in heaven" is still more interesting, as it

agrees (exactly, if /=>! = "my father")
with the text of this verse known to Justin (Tatian's teacher)

and to Clement of Alexandria (Tatian's pupil?) as well as to

the Clementine Homilies.1 The addition of £ and cr
is a shortened form of that found in Te.

Any coincidence between the gospel-text of Justin and

the Diatessaron is interesting in view of the fact that the

two men were well known to each other (cf. Tatian's

7tpoS C^^XyjVoLS §§18-195 Irenaeus, ap. Eusebius,
H.E. IV, 292). A. J. Bellinzoni concludes (pp.141-2)

his recent (1967) investigation, "The Savings of Jesus in

the Writings of Justin Martyr", with the following

observations:-

(1) Clement (Strom. 11) says one of his teachers was
an Assyrian.
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"There is absolutely no evidence that Justin ever

composed a complete harmony of the synoptic gospels; his

harmonies were of a limited scope and were apparently composed

for didactic purposes" (p.141).
"It has long been known that Tatian was a pupil of

Justin and that after Justin's death Tatian composed a

harmony of the four canonical gospels, the Diatessaron.

It is now apparent that the concept of a gospel harmony

did not originate with Tatianj indeed he was a pupil in

a school in which gospel harmonies were apparently common¬

place. What is new in Tatian's Diatessaron and what is

not found in Justin's writings is a full gospel harmony

rather than one of limited scope and the Incorporation

into the gospel harmony of the gospel of John", (p.142).
In view of this, we can tell from what source Tatian

took the idea of composing a gospel harmony. At the same

time, it appears that he did not simply translate into

Syriac a gospel harmony already existing in Greek, because

no such full harmony existed, at least in the school of

Justin. But we cannot doubt that, in composing the

Diatessaron, he would from time to time be irresistibly

drawn to echo some of the phrases familiar to him from

these partial harmonies of the school of Justin. It is a
r / c

reasonable supposition that o TToLT'yjp yUOU o
7 ">
£\/ -rotS oopotVotS is one such phrase. This reading,

however, need not necessarily have originated with Justin;

he probably inherited it from a source which may also have

furnished the Old Latin 6- with its addition "the father",

and the Clementine Homilies with their reading. (On the

Diatessaron and the Clementines, see conclusion, p. 374.).
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S*s verb "that you may go" as opposed to TeCP's "to

enter", reflects a text such as D it's, reading

kk , while 3*8 "you wish" ( A-^>J ),
for "jye you wish" of CP and Greek, has a parallel In Te.

We conclude that S here approximately represents the

kind of Old Syriac text that Tatian had before him when

composing his harmony. To it, under the influence of a
c / c ?

text like Justin's, he added o ir6L-rv\p o £\/
rs ? n

TOIS e>Uf>e<. VOl S 9 and he may have changed its
/// to \ , unless /zr is

the true T text, as in S, D and it. In that case, we can

only say that between Tatian and Ephraem the true T text

has been corrupted by assimilation to other texts. That this

has happened, and that Te syr cannot be accepted without

further ado as a pure Tatianic text - this cannot be doubted.

But it is the best single witness that we have. "The

quotations of Ephraem (are) the only safe guide to the text
1

of the Dlatessaron". See the introduction for a dis¬

cussion of the place of MS. 709 among the Diatessaron

witnesses.

(1) Lake, "The Text of the New Testament", sixth
edition, p.83.
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Mt.21, v.21
r *J

he said to them, you also,

if there will be in you faith and you will not doubt,

2you will say to this hill, be thrown ( \s>
r 3

into the sea and it will remove

1
amen I am saying to you SCP

2add. but if SC : even if P

i-oo : it will be (so) SCP

7 ✓"->

olvtqls
? \ i ^ e ^ i /
oiuljv aeycj yu-tvy

^)('yl~r€ "tftftcv keu yu->j a'clkpl0vjt
kdv t*<*•> opei toutuj ectr-yte
fixvfqvjtl &s -ryv &*c\cl£6oiv, yevyterbu

The three peculiarities of Te are indicated by the

three footnotes, (i) demands no special comment. But for

the opposite phenomenon, the insertion of this phrase in
pi

Te syr, see on John 4 , p. (ii) indicates that the

syntactical structure of the verse in Te is different from

that in any other known text. In Te, the apodosis begins

at "you will say", so that an extra "and" has to be Inserted

before yevyfee-rcll . ct. Mt.1720, p. 172,
I a

Luke 19 . p. ©0 etc. for similar structural alterations

in Te. (iii) may be a typical Tatianic elucidation. He

spells out the full meaning to ensure that his readers will

understand.
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Mt.21, v.22 (cf. Mark 1122f)
^ 1

and all that you will ask from God in prayer

r* 2
and will believe, it will be given to you

1
am. SCP

2you will receive SCP

I / c/ / "> n
KU< TTAVToi 0£oL oiV «LT'T]6'y)T€ £\/ Ty
Kyosev^'vj 7Cc .

1 li.
Since this quotation at EC 16 ^ more closely resembles

the Old Syriac (SC) of Mt.2122 than that (s) of Mark 1124,
it is more convenient (pace Leloir) to compare it with the

former.

Both of the divergences from scp and the Greek text

have the effect of making the meaning cf the verse quite

explicit namely that God is the One to Whom prayer is

addressed, and Who supplies the answer to it. We have

already seen (see e.g. on Mt.21 21, P. ISO , and on Luke 7^,
p. H3) that Tatian liked to do this, almost as if he were

writing a Targum on the Greek. This would be a reason for

the Diatessaron's popularity.

Aphraates* quotation of this verse (cited by Burkitt,

Ev.I, ad loc.) is no doubt from the Diatessaron, and also

contains these divergences from the Greek - "you will ask

God" ... "he will give to .vou". The active verb "give"

makes the point even plainer. The Arabic Diatessaron and

Geo ("comraodabitur vobls") also bring in the verb "give"
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here, and compare too perhaps the "a patre meo" added after

av/u-&& 6 by one MS. of the Vulgate. (See T&n.
2

p. 196). Geo 's "erit vobis" is due rather to the gfTolL

y(A?V of Mark 1122\
Mt.21, v.38

rthe husbandmen knew ( Q-^ .—-\ )

the heir of the vineyard1
1but the (those C) hsubandmen when they saw the son said

(are saying S) among themselves (om. S), this is the heir SCP

c f \ \ ? r/ i v /• i 2, ^
oc g)€ y€t*)£>y°i cdovxe? -rov ulqv gtfcov
? c o 9> ^ ? c \ ^ ^3
6v &ecuto(s # outqs &£t~c\/ o kar)f>ovoyuos.
f ^cfores 9&3
z clou. durou dfz sysc gzo
3 adol. ocutou syc

L'Evangile 252 reads "this is the heir".

It is doubtful whether Tefs highly abbreviated text can

be described as a quotation of this verse; it is probably

rather a reference to it. But it is worth taking note of

because of the possibility, however remote, that "knew"

could have arisen from a Greek text which, like 983> read

cfo'r€$ for L cToVT€<r . Further,

"the heir of the vineyard" is a reading parallelled at

Gospel of Thomas §65; cf. conclusion, p. 372f.
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Mt.22, v.21

give (what la) Caesar's to Caesars but to God

that which you are owing ( . -*■ "*} • i* Z. ZUd ) repay

( q_^o -S f ^
1
add. therefore P : text SC

2and God's to God SCP

o£TCe^cfoT€ OUV TX fcc<l£o<.poS keitfrtpC
K*l To) Tou <9e ou Too

~ L

'
crrn. D /6v pc it Sj/SC bo aeih CL

TeSC's agreement in the omission of OUV makes it

improbable that the word stood in T here. And the variety

of authorities supporting the omission indicates a high

antiquity for it.

Te's rendering of Tb) too OU T<»J C*J is
C <»

parallelled in the Persian Diatessaron (cf. T6m. p.200).

Again it appears as if Tatlan were writing a Targum on the

Greek text (cf. e.g. Mt.21 21"22, P. iSof.). In particular,

the Persian and Tuscan Diatessarons and the Gospel of Thomas

§98 agree with Te against the Greek in having two verbs

("give....repay", or in the Gospel of Thomas, "give....

give") for the V7COcfoT€ - - - Koiof the Greek.

See conclusion, p. 37a-f.
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Mt.28, v.13

1 2
his disciples stole him while we were sleeping
•i
add. came P

2add. by night P

S and G are both wanting.

c /i V \ * [ s) ^, 1
O( Uot U'VjTcLt oCUTOU VUKTOS €A&OYT&S~
?/ \ 7 \ C ^ ^
^KA€iPeLV otUTOV fi uJV KQ(ft oJ/U € YoJV.

I
am.
' Or.

Te's omission of e\ 0oVt€? derives a little

support from Origen, while I/Evangile 377 reads only "his

disciples stole", omitting not only VUK~roS €\QoYt€S'
? \ C ^ ^

with Te, but also ctUTOV VjJU.0OV KotftOJf*- € V COY .
Clearly Ephraem knew «(UTQY I^juloOV KoiyUofLg VoUV
since he includes these words here? equally, he may have known

VOKTOS 1z\QoVt£S and ^ay have had the words in his
copy of the Dlatessaron without finding it necessary to

bring them in on this occasion.
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Mt.28» v.18

there has been given to me rfrom ray father 1all authority

ora. P

/ \2 3
which vis) in heaven and in earth

"om. P

\dd. and as ray father sent rae I am sending you P

"the Greek"s-

there has been given to rae from my father all authority

as in heaven also in earth

G<f<fd'y) uci 7Tol €cL >€i*- OOp*vu) 1
\ ? \ r tZ ^ <"*3

eiri J /7 '
1 oupivots' D
2 BT> 121S~ : <»n.

^ ^
3 O.M. : k*0cjS cC7r€£T€i\ev
CJrrttTotkKev l6otf~) yue o ttoltojp
KcL^oo ot'Kog-reX uj (^o?7Vo6 cu /£Ol)) up* oi S

<g) (j604- Syf) Myyv ^jZar'
SC and Te arm are all missing here, but L^vangile

378 agrees exactly with Te syr. This is one of the two

passages (the other is Mt.112^, q.v. p. Ilfl ) which EC syr

expressly quotes in two forms, the second being named as

"the Greek".

The first outstanding feature here is the addition
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by P and other authorities from John 2021, KoL@UJ£ U.T6^T€i\,€V
c v . ^ A ?

O TTtLT'TJf> Kci>yTO pC7To 6T£Ai*J U/ActS , with minor
variations (see above). On this, Burkitt (Ev>I» pp.1?2f.)

argued: "As no Greek MS. has this addition it was probably

taken over by P from the Old Syriac version. The Diatessaron

had a different arrangement". This statement by Burkitt

requires modification. As regards his first sentence, we

now know that the Greek MS. <3 (cf. 1604) does con¬

tain this addition; since , to which attention was

drawn by von Soden, was not published by Beermann and Gregory
1

till 1913 > Burkitt, writing in 1904» could not have known

this. Nevertheless, Burkitt may still be right in his con¬

clusion that the addition comes from the Old Syriac, even

though his premiss is invalid. Want of evidence prevents us

from making a judgment on this point. As regards Burkitt's

second sentence, he gives no evidence for believing that

"the Diatessaron had a different arrangement". Certainly
I C

the Arabic Diatessaron, 55 (ed. Ciasca) has precisely the

same arrangement as P : "All authority hath been given unto

me in heaven and on earth : for even as my Father sent me,
2 18 21

so I also send you" (Mt.28 and John 20 )• Of course it

is well known that the Arabic Diatessaron has been widely

assimilated to the Peshitta, and this does seem the best

e^splanation of what has happened here, in view of the fact
21

that the Arabic Diatessaron has already given us John 20
1L

elsewhere (54 )• It is presumably to this fact that

(1) An earlier (1907) Moscow edition is scarcely
obtainable.

(2) Translation by J. Hamlyn Hill, The Earliest Life of
Christ, p.262f.
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Burkitt Is referring when he speaks of the "different

arrangement" of the Biatessaron. But that this harmonistie
•j

readings found also in the Armenian and Geo la Dlatessarie
-]

is still a bare possibility. That it comes from the

"Caesarean" text, represented by <9 and to which

Arm. and Geo. also bear witness, is likewise possible. That,

as Burkitt said, it is probably Old Syriac in origin is the

likeliest hypothesis! it is incapable of proof or disproof.

The second outstanding feature here is the agreement

of Te syr, "the Greek" and L'lSvangile 378, none of which

betray any knowledge of the P addition, in the otherwise

unsupported reading "from my father". The basic agreement

of "the Greek" with Te syr and L'Bvanglle 378 supports the

view (see on Mt#11^» p. that by "the Greek" Ephraem

means separate gospels of an Old Syriac type* no Greek MS.

supports its distinctive addition, "from my father". The

only difference between Te syr and "the Greek" is the

letter's "as in heaven al30 in earth"! whether this was an

Old Syriac reading we have no means of knowing; its only

parallel in extant witnesses is in Origen, de Oratione. 26S
lf/n o ?c ^ C ~> y ^ \ ? \
6QQVVI JLLOilrd-SoC 6jOO£i*C cos oupocV*) €7Tt YvS .
But we can say that "from my father" is the type of addition

to the text that is characteristic of Tatian. It has a

Targumic flavour (cf. Luke 19^, p.323, John 16^J9 EC IS"),
spelling out quite explicitly what Tatian understood to be

the true meaning of the text.

(1) For the relationship between the Diatessaron and the
Armenian and Georgian versions, see on Mt.24^2, P* 6 «
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We conclude that If either S or C were extant here it

would include both the addition of Te, "from my father", and

that found in P : "and as my father sent me I am sending you"

Luke 1, v • 31

behold in your virginity you will receive conception

and you will bear a son and you will call his name Jesus

1
add. for P

2 L— Q—i 0/S : ora. P.

V 7 r \ _ J I ^ I /

ZoJol
JKou Icfou &u/\\ ev yoLZTfC

KoU -ref'Y] ufoV; koi) KoiAeGeis
7 ^ ^ o .

To OVOyU/fi oCVTOU /nyfou i/-
pc

This section of Ephraem*s commentary (part of EC 1 )
31

is missing from EC arm and was hitherto unknown. Luke 1

is also unfortunately missing in S and C. It would be of

special interest to know whether they shared the unique

reading of Te syr, "in your virginity". This has every

appearance of being a gloss of Tatianic origin (cf. e.g.

Mt.1111b, p. II+.0 ) intended to emphasize the virginity of

Mary and the virtue of chastity, so central for an Encratite
33

like Tatian. Justin, Apology 1 » quotes this verse as:

fuAhrijUif'V) ev y*6rfi €k ttv€U/uq(.ras~ olycou,
this last phrase being akin to "in your virginity", in the

sense that both of these readings emphasize the miraculous

nature of the conception; they are both readings that would

appeal to ascetic or encratite circles. Justin was the

teacher of Tatian at Rome (cf. §19> and Irenaeus ap.

' TcpoS ^EWrjVoiS
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Eusebius, H.E#. IV, 29 )» and there are other affinities
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between his gospel text and Tatian's. See on Mt#1 917 p. 176
and the quotation there from A. J. Bellinzoni, "The Savings

of Jesus in the 'Writings of Justin Martyr"* where it is

maintained that partial harmonies of the gospels circulated

in Justin's school. This contention would derive support
31 ^

in the case of Inxke 1 from the fact that after ITJ&OOV
Justin's quotation adds, "for he will save his people from

21
their sins" - a harraonlstic addition from Mt.1 , q#v#, p. k-k-
or perhaps from the "Protevangellum of James" 11 # since

21 31
Mt#1 and Lk#1 are harmonized there. These harmonies of

Justin's school may have suggested to Tatian the idea of a

Diatessaron, and specific phrases from these harmonies#
? c

such as €K TTV€U^U*<>ToS oCytOU, nay have found in the
Diatessaron distant echoes, such as

_*o Zo_\oAnn here. We have seen, however (on

Mt.112^ p. 11+-% ), that sometimes the explanation of

affinities between the gospel texts of Justin and of Tatian

is perhaps more reasonably to be traced to the influence on

them both of the Syriac separate gospel text that may have

been current at Rome in the first half of the second century#
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Luke 1, v#34
1 c 2

how will this be, because behold a man is not knowing me?

^
om. P

2
known to me P

_ ?/ ^ ^ \ ■>/ J
TV COS £fT<M TOO ~TO ^ €TC€L otVOf><<
OU JIVoo6KCOj

The insertion of "behold" in Te could be an original

Tatianic trait, suggesting a free handling of the gospel

text into which words were inserted for emphasis where it

seemed desirable (cf. Luke 1, v.30 in Aphraates, codex A,

quoted by Burkitt, JSv.I, pp. 248-9* for a similar insertion

of "behold"). . a
The Te "i3 not knowing me" ( «*—J jQJD-XJ AJ )

and the P "is not known to me"

differ in Syrlac only by the insertion or omission of "one

;}ot" • If, then, we assume a very easily made palaeographical

slip in MS. 709 > we can bring it into agreement with P.

This view gains in probability from the fact that Ephraem

elsewhere (L'Evanglle. 438-44-0) has for this verse the text

that we find in P.

Yet one should not postulate palaeographical error

except "in extremis". For the authenticity of the Te syr

reading there is this to be saidi- if genuine, it explains

why P resorted to such a contorted manner of rendering the

Greek - "is not known to me" for CO yiVoJ 6~KcJ
P may have been attesting to preserve the familiar cadence
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of the Dlatessaron as far as possible . while conforming

more exactly to the meaning of the Greek. For although

the researches of VSBbus into the history of the Old Syriac

text have disproved the contention of Burkitt (|Jv.II, p.164)
that "the Diatessaron was the only serious rival that the

Peshltta had to face at the time of its publication", we

need not go so far as to deny all Diatessaron Influence

on the formation of the Peshitta text.

In the absence of the evidence of Te arm and SG (all

of which are missing at this point) it is difficult to

decide what the text of T was for this verse. But we

perhaps ought to trust the evidence of Te syr, in which

case the T text differs from P> Greek and all other known

texts.
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Luke 7» v.44

(he said to Simon the Pharisee)

into your house I entered; water for my feet you did not give

add. to me C text SP

TW2 efy €?ifrjk Oov &S 7-nyv
oIkcuv / • uJ<Of> MOL €tt) -TTocf** OCJk ecfajKocs.
1 <M. 2> 'S"7 e 9 \
2 uou £-rr} touz -rrocfoCS P A ( ^ F™'
yU OL ~€7r} TOUS' iroc/ks \b3 : ~t£xt 2B DJpC.

"He said to Simon the Pharisee", were it in fact a

quotation by Ephraem, would differ from all other witnesses

except L*Evangile 509 in introducing the word "Pharisee".

But it is rather, both here and at L*Evangile 509# a

setting of the scene for the quotation proper, which begins

"into your house...." TeSCP are then in agreement apart

from C's final , which may reflect B D X

33's.

Te arm links the two statements together by inserting

6l ("and"), corresponding to De 157's KoLL .

This improvement of the style would have appealed to Tatian,

and would bring T into the company of its familiar friends

Codex Bezae and the Old Latin - in this case the African

Latin, of which 6 is a representative. A reading in

which the Diatessaron and the African Latin agree can

probably lay claim to very high antiquity, the presumption

being that it stems from the common parent of these two

texts. Other such readings in MS. 709 may be found atj

Mt.539, I3S 155» 1917; Lk.24, 7^7, 195} Jn.220, 442# 651,
f>T) LJ 2 3

6 , 8^", 9 » 9 • (See index for page references).
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Luke 7, v»47

1 2
and because of this there are forgiven to her her many

3 L. 3 r 6 7
sins ; for he to whom little^ is forgiven little' is

loving.

1om. SCP

2
add. I am saying S

I am saying to yoxi C

I am saying to you that P
x
^add. because she loved much SCP

Srnt P text SC

VL : so also SCP .

% 1 is being forgiven ( » £.Lx}o ) SP

has been forgiven ( vO.*94*r>.
Uo SCP (add. he C)

<7* / t \ / ? J S c
00 Aeyoo 60Lj &j>eojVToic oil
otM<*PT otUTV}S° <<L ItoXXoLC^ r 07~l

y 1 / 2. r<?) \ s

^yj ye<7Ty^^\/ TCoAU - O& OA 1yo\S
2((£L€ToLL j oXcyoV iyoLTCoi f

' CLclcl. (f& D

2- tfmv. -Z^ &-

3 iwn.,
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The omissions at footnotes 2 and 3 make it clear that

once again we have to do with an abridged Te text. Codex

Bezae and the African Latin Q also omit 3. Leloir,

"L*Original" p.968, writes8 "1*omission du quia vehementer

dilexlt null, dans le syriaque, A la clart£ de la phrase".
c/ "> / \ S

But is he right? OTi ^ycCTCrjCev Troko is in fact a
notoriously difficult clause for modem exegetes to inter¬

pret. It seems, at least at first sight, to say precisely

the opposite of what the story is saying: it seems to make

love the precondition rather than the result of forgiveness.

Is it not likely that here, as often, Tatlan is smoothing

out a difficult gospel passage and attempting to make its

meaning quite explicit for his readers? This is why he will

have deliberately dropped this awkward clause. For this

reason also he will have altered the following Si
to "for" (which has influenced SC). He thus makes plain that

what he understands to be the meaning of the whole verse is

that the woman has been forgiven in order that she may

continue to love. Far from obscuring it, Tatian's omission

makes quite plain the meaning of the sentence as he at least,

if not the evangelist, understood it. Given this habit of

Tatian*s, there seems a good case here for Diatessaron

influence on D and e. Te arm A predictably restores
f/ -— I ,— »
orc 'Yjyoc-tr'Yj iroA <-> as do LfEvangile

511 and 512.

There are a number of small translation variants,

besides these textual variants, between Te and SCP:-

(i) ty Se is in Te ? ock > in SC
is
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in Te once U, and once jcns
(compare Te's tendency towards variation* at, e.g. John 2^'20
p. 23 6 ) 3^2 p. S.2 )f but ll<* \o in SCP both times*

(iii) &<f>r€ToLL is in Te the Peal participle
passive (so L*Evanglle» 508, 511)# in SP the Ethpeel

participle, and in C the Ethpeel perfect. In this last

point, SP are most faithful to the Greek present tense.

(1) For the possible significance of this, see
conclusion, p. 34.2.



1<K"a

Luke 8, vv«2-3
,,

2women who rwere healed^ from '"diseases ( LL
2

) and

injure spirits

Idary^ Magdalene, from whom seven devils rhe had caused to
- i 5 (S-'go out , and Johanna* wife of the steward of Herod,

and Susanna

1
-ajQD rzr : had been healed (ao<& ^xd(Li, SC : text P

*wicked spirits and from sicknesses ( ljc(* j <Lo ) SCP

^add« called SCP

^"had gone out SP text C

-*add» Cusa SCP

g/^Lo; •' 1sol^(qc sV
2 ktl) yvvtu Kef rives f! fsoiv r€<SkpoLweuuevcii\ ^ r>' / i>/-5 Oocrro ir veu/AoiTOOv novripcov ' Ken ocstvev^c^jw^
Molpuk yj K^kot^uf/rj /V7oiycTdA<YjV'yj~ «<£' oyScfotiyu ovcoi err7* yX^3 Kou ?Uvv« jovyj Xoujf emrpfO 7TOCS

CHpuxfoo Keif 21OuefvtK .

oCKcL dfproov f@ ct



Te differs from SCP in text in reading "impure"

( <3. -LJ ~ oLKol QotpToSj c~f. s\?(@ c£"), and in omitting
C | & S V

Tj KetAoojU^VTj an<l A\oujriK • It further
differs from SCP in i bS translation of et4*0€V£L <</V ,

7 ^
and from SC in its rendering of £TTL~Tf>oTTOS • SC
simply transliterate this last, while Te uses a true Syriac

word, In which, however, it may have suffered assimilation

to the Peshitta. See on Mt.18^°, p.

There is but one parallel of importance with the Old

Syriac, and that is the causative form which Te shares

with C in rendering € $G • Compare
1 3

Luke 1 , p. 15 , for Tefs tendency to adopt an active,

personal form where Greek has a passive or its equivalent.

Luke 10, v.36
1 o

who is seeming to you that he was neighbour

of3 rthat wounded manH
1
add. from these three SC therefore from these three P

2
IjO CP 5 text S

3to P : text SC ^him that fell into the hands of robbers SCP

TlS ToOTpOV -TUJV Tfiujv 7rA^|6(oV
<fok£L 1 yeyovevdLi to? Igj^iceeov-ros

> \ I
e(S TOOf AVjGTeLSJ

I TIVoL OUV JoK€?f ickvjffov • D
/ / I ^' r o

=: TlS TOUToOV TTATj^LOV OOKGl j a
Cd-.TX TUJV TptoJV irAyjCLOY SoK€? &>Lj w)
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^
Te and D, against SOP, omit Too tirtv tuiv tpl^v ,

r» ^
and TuiV T^tOJV is also omitted in a and Te arm. Cf.
T&n. p.201. The kinship of the T and D texts (e.g. Mt.222^,
p. 3/2 ) and of T and the Old Latin (e.g. Lk.7^* P» 1^2. )

is a recurrent phenomenon, to be explained in principle by

assuming a Greek text of D type to have stood at the source both

of the Diatessaron and of the Old Latin tradition, though

sometimes (e.g. Lk.7^» p. /*?3 ) T, D and the Old Latin share

a reading originating with T. Whether SC are to be included

within the T, D and Old Latin textual nexus will be discussed

in the conclusion, p.

"That wounded man" may simply be Ephraem*s shorthand

for Too ejatrggg^ToS €as toos A qgtocs.
Both here and at Luke 10Te arm* s iffajQ&UJLnj}

= /- ""*> li 3s "conpanion" for the Greek 7TA'V^^'toV
suggests that /l^LJU and not was

the Tatianic word, as it certainly is at Mt.22"^ p. 6Zf.
(cf. T$m. p.201). In that case, Te syr here and at Luke

29
10 has been assimilated to the SC or P text. For

additional evidence pointing to I-SZU as the

Tatianic word see L^vanglle. 524*
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Luke 14, vv*26, 28
O f. Ml 4
he who is not hating himself is not ra disciple to me

2^for who is there '"that is building2
3

a tower and is not first reckoning the cost of it?

1able that he may be a disciple to me CP

able that he may be my disciple S

2
from you that is desiring that he may build SCP

^add. sitting down SCP

■2 s 7/ 1 ^ ~>
€l TiS £py6T^i 7rpo5" *<*■<■ Ou
U( 6€? -TY)V dsu\/<y\\f €^UTOU) 00y
rs T\ U 1 w n /
duVoC-ToLt GlVcLL yUOU JJioL T~^S .

2S T\S y*p € f U/uUV &Cl OJV "TTUpyoV
; V J ?| » ^ f/A.

oc^o doyuy eoLc ou/^L Tpw ~r°\/ KoL &l 6°LS
ifec -ry\s cPo^ TruvyjV}j^rjfCji

This abbreviated Te syr text simply cuts out the

auxiliary verbs CPuVoCToLL Voland

(OLKQcfoju.y^"oC(J as well as the participle
KA@L*cLS . For further examples

of this in Te of* L'Original, p.968 §2. The missing verbs

are present in SCP and in Te arm which lest, however, may in
1L.

another respect preserve the original T texts at EC arm 8 ^

(EC syr missing) it reads:

f]p r>£
he who not loves me more than soul his own
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This version is probably Tatlanic (cf. Tdrn. p»148),since

it is typical of Tatian to soften the harshness of some of

our Lord's sayings (Leloir, in L'Orient S.vrien I, p.320).

Minor similarities between Te and the Syriac versions

include "the cost of it" (SCP) and "to me" (CP), with which

last compare the Gospel of Thomas» §55* "He who does not

hate his father and his mother will not be able to be a

disciple to me". See conclusion, p. 372/.
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Luke 15, v.7

i ,there is^ joy in heaven over ( ) sinners2
who repent"^ rraore than over^" righteous ones"' 'who have

not sinned

1
will be SCP

2
one sinner SCP

^repents SCP

^than over ( L .( ) SP : text C ( oA? )o IaZL )

^ninety-nine righteous ones SCP

^who have no need of repentance S

for whom is not required repentance CP

1/ 1 c * r/ \ ^ ^ ^
\6\j04 uitiV otc oor^s yxp* eV i-ou
J o {/ 2 , \ c V 7 1 j' ^

eiTL €Vi PCUoipTt^AOUpoLVfJ €6ToLL €1TL €Vi ocUxpTeJA (yj
rs y\ > V y v" ' ? '

U£ToLVOOUVTL V) €1ri €.VeV-y)KOVToL ^WeroC
r ^ c/ '>\/ ^ .✓

OLKoLlOlS OLTL \ZdZS~ 00 VpeioiV gyoUGcV
UGToCVOlZs •

1 (XGU. (f6 &
2 A^dvj&

19
This quotation at EC 14 is characteristically

20
abbreviated. At EC 14 the verse is quoted a second

time, in the form: "he who is being converted ( ?

Ju&Ab ), there is joy on account of him in heaven".
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Since at L^vangile 542-3 Ephraem brings in the idea of
7

conversion in close connection with Luke 15 » it may be

that "being converted" was the translation of

M€TotVOOUVTL in the original Syriac Diatessaron,
19

the quotation of EC 14 being a later revised version.

Thus the question of whether Ephraem knew more than one text

of the Diatessaron in certain passages arises again. See

conclusion, p.

sc

Luke 18, v.14
p 1

Justified (more) than he

1 flL-i-b s more than he ( Jd ia/Ia)
more than that Pharisee (Jxa'S oc( ^9 2^u) P
JeJi KeLctyue^/os £K€?VOV!
' yj 6K€?VoS W© 6/*- 61

yUA/l/lo*/ €K€(VOV TOV <fio(p/4eUOV D'drsyf
Ifat X/Pc CUof Va srCL bo
7ntf>> hx-GtVov or €k6Pyos Of the Greek

text is itself a Semitism, cf. Black^, p.117» "Especially
^ >/

and idiomatically Semitic is the use of or rj -
"min" in an exclusive sense, e.g. Acts 4» v.19 Luke 18,

v.14 (with which) Jeremias compares LXX Gen.38, v.26 -

S6<TIK°LC7>7~oll .

(M.T. Uj[ & & ) The natural Syriac equivalent is

therefore 4-xb , which is the Te text. But P
is clearly based on a Greek text such as that of Codex Bezae,

and SC also (pace Aland) seem to presuppose a Greek text

with yU2A\0V ( = 4-A/tA ). T is better Syriac than
SC, and is probably an earlier version.
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Luke 23f v.30

to the mountains, rcover us^
4
fall upon us, and to the heights, cover us SCP

(oLO fo VTol L \ej€l\t) TOIS Of)€€LV * ir^Sa<JT€
? / • C ^ \ ^ (P i I /̂ f o

£<p'rj^oLS) Koit rots pourois ' tfotAoMre yyioLS.
Ephraem (EC 18 ) makes it plain that he is not quoting

to the end of the verse. So Te against SCP and the Greek

connects the injunction "cover" with the mountains. This
8

is the case also in Hosea 10 , the original of this passage,

in both MT and LXX: TO?S 1/ /&A(Jj/soCT€ yUAS,
KoU TQ?S @OU\SO?S //eSc?LT£ ^ yfyUUS

(though MS. A+ transposes the verbs). So also Cyril of

Alexandria in his commentary on Hosea, and, more important,
*0 0

Luke 23 at L'Evangile. 598. The order of Hosea seems, then,

to have been that found in the Diatessaron. Cf. Lk.1^,
p. 230 , for the Diatessaron with the O.T. text against the

true Lucan text.

We may note that SCP and Cyril's commentary (but not

L'Evanglle 598) also read in the earlier part of this verse

"you will begin to say", where the Greek has oi^OVTolL A^^lV-
There is no trace of the second person in Hosea, but at Te

of the preceding verse 29 (q«v. p. 324 ) we find "you will

say" for the Greek €f>OUSLV • The reading with
the second person would seem to have come into the

Diatessaron and the Syriac tradition from a source which

has influenced Cyril also.
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John 1, v•29 U

behold his lamb of God 'and he1 is taking away ( vLqJXO )
its sin of the world

^nehold him who SC

he who P

?tSe O oij^vos TOO O oLi^ooV
■j-yjV Uptl^TLoCV To O KO^LOU.

L'^vangUe 631» 632 agree with P except that they read

"this is" ( Q-Jcf ) instead of "behold" ( J).
SC are remarkable for repeating "behold". These witnesses

are to be compared withe Te arms-

ojtju) 0JLU>ujil^ uu) ^ oouLnniS'nj >
behold see this is the lamb of God,

uio b np j^wnJTjbj^ cplbypj ojpjuujp^Jiu
this is (he) who comes to take away the sins of the world.

Just as SC repeat "behold", so Te arm repeats "this is";

this feature and the distinctive "comes to take away" are

found in a variety of Diatessaron witnesses (T£m. pp»103f.),
and are probably Tatianic.
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John 1, v.33

r 1 r" 2
that one who sent us he said to me

1 ocf } but he SCP

J -X : sent me ( y -X ) to baptize S
sent me to baptize with water G

sent me that I might baptize with water P

0C TT^C juS jfoLTTTiyifiV
c /J~ * o 'P
udoCTC^ €K£C\SoS yUOt gc -7T^V .

Te's unparallelled "sent us" could easily be a palaeo-

graphical error i there is only one "jot" of difference

between -a-J ^ and -Z? . But we
notice elsewhere (Luke 1^, p.230 , cf. Mt.l61if, p. 16^? )

that Tatian plays down the role of John the Baptist. Did he

here make the singular plural in order to merge John into a

group and take away his distinctiveness?

The omission of "to baptize with water"is partially
27

parallelled in S. This is also the position at Mt.15 ,

p. '31 - a large omission in Te 3yr is partially supplied,

or rather perhaps partially reproduced, in S.
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John 3» v.8

r" 1 f~ 2
the spirit 'you do not know , not from where it is coining

3
and not to where it is going

1

B
/U ^Jj ( "you" plural)

("you" singular) SCP

*it has come SC text P

'ora. P text SC

\

9/ .

€DV€T<UL
\

KoLC

TO OUK OL<foLS woOev
c

I A pc ct sy

7rou uiToLyet .

pa/. pAi/oxl*]-) a/?vn.

Te arm reads "or" ( CO lJ ) for "and", but in

view of this reading's appearance in the Armenian Vulgate we

cannot be sure that Te arm derived it from the Diatessaron.

A unique reading in Te is the plural "you". This could

be taken as an anti-Judaic reading: what could be under¬

stood as a criticism of spiritual dullness is made by Tatian

to apply not only to Nicodemus but to the Jews as a whole.

But more likely it is an anticipation of the plural that

widens the application in verse 12.
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John 3, v.13

and no-one ha3 ascended to heaven except him who
1

descended from heaven, the son of man

add* who Is from heaven S

who was in heaven C

who is in heaven P .

p \ \
k*} ou<fe)s eis t°v oupotvev €t
\ C 9 rt f? c c' ^

yUn>j o €K too ooppcvou KciTdpoL^ o C/c oS Too
r\

eLVoj
it?

ctV&pcJTTou. '
/ y /J?\ e 'I SC\ ^ c) ^ ylaUU. Set. /'y O cos/ /OS -rjv syc/ £vtu> oop^

0 / A ~£ait/sycP bo
o iov too oop*L\/cu Oii^i pc sys: "tiutZt p^^'7*~BAfW33 pc..

13
Though quoting John 3 four times, Te shows no trace

of the additional reference to heaven found in SCP and most

MSS. This united witness of the Diatessaron, two early (2nd

or 3rd century) papyri and the BX text suggests

that the phrase is a later addition to the New Testament

text. Its presence in the Old Syriac witnesses shows that

in this respect they are a later text than the Diatessaron.
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John 3, v.14

and as Moses 1 lifted up ( -}S
the snake in the desert,
f

the son of man will he

lifted up (

1
hUL

add, had S : text CP

so it is fitting (

for the son of man S

so it is fitting (
for the son of man C

so it will he (

lifted up P

J/,O ) for him to he lifted up

i.j
A

to he lifted up

) that the son of man is

KcU KcC&b Muut-yjs d*V ~rov ojtV
Z-I, —v/^2 OIJTCOS UtifOj&'fiVctllv T-yj epy/fj ,
r ^
Q€l TOV ucov

r\

TOO ivOp
Cjd/ui OnjUL
oJTToU.

*

L'Eyangile 637 agrees with P,

Here is a further example (cf, Mt.152^ p. \S1 , etc.) of

variation between Te, SC and P in handling impersonal verbs.

Te again simply excises the impersonal verb, in this case
c/

together with the adverb ouTUiS > while SC

employ their favourite expression Jjo
( = Koikav eSTiV atMt.1526).
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John 4, v.11

she1 is saying to him2, not even^ a bucket ( L,
p I

there is to you and the veil is deep^"
1
that woman CP : text S

2add. my lord CP i text S

3
am. P i text SC /

4 la-JaA . AjQ^. h \ p j text SC

\ / 7 I ^2 3 , I

A€J€t otui-uj 0 OUTS* ^V-rAyj^aL
, keU TO €STLV ^oc6(f7

1 *U. yj yuvyj p66 t*M. : €K£iV'vjY : tz*ty*B sj
z 07K ' 7
3 ouSe D sjsc \>o*

L'Evangile 646 adds "behold" before "the well",
C ^

For Te's omission of Oj yUVVJ and ku^l €
cf# John 41^ P* 2.0S , where it is not, however, supported

by 3. A further trace of Diatessaron influence on S in

this verse is perhaps "not even".

It is doubtful however whether Te syr here fully

preserves the T text. Te arm's TpL nu^o
("you because a bucket not you have"), repeated in the

Armenian Vulgate, finds one slight, but perhaps significant,

parallel in the Dutch Diatessaron from Lidge: "for thou hast

nothing here wherewith thou mightest draw". (Tim, xj.158).
The important point here is that both Te arm and the Lidge
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Dlatessaron have a causal clause, Introduced by "because"

or "for", of which there is no trace in the Greek# The

evidence i3, however, just sufficient to make it possible

that this causal construction stood in the original

Diatessaron. Cf« T&iu p.168#

John 4, v.15

. 1 2 3
she is saying to him , give to me*' from this water, that I

r* u. 5
may not be thirsting and drawing from hence

1that woman SCP

2add» my lord SCP

-^add. that I may drink (

thirsting and coming drawing SC

again thirst and may not be coming drawing P

5

I ^ \ ? \ c / , /Atvec -trpos oiu-tov # kupie^
\ ? \

'

s/S
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Te omits JJ yuVVj , (ftep^tJyUoiL;
all of which are present in SCP; but TeSCP share the reading

11
"from this water". See also on John 4 , p. 2o2.

Te arm A reads : "(that I may not thirst) and not come

again to this well to draw water from it": 6i-
ojjl dnLP b •
This resembles the Persian Diateasaron in its reference

to "this well", which is thus likely to be a Tatianic trace.

(Cf. Tern, p.168).

John 4, v.21
c 1

he said to her, amen I am saying to you that not in this
2 r* 3

hill and not in Jerusalem it will be worshipped

1woman, believe me (me, oin.S) that the hour is coming SCP
o

also C s and also P : text S

A-oOJ : you will worship the father SCP

Aevec oLUTv) o *ly)£ous 0 irtg-reue uoc;
V cf >fK cf cf V

\JuVdLL ? OTL €oYeToLi U>Pci. OT € OUT€:
'•> ~ 2/ X X V '

TW O^€L TOUTUJ OUTG <£V

C\e^O*o\oJAOiS "Ky0 6KUVy^6€Te Too TToLT^.
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"Amen I am saying to you" has the appearance of an

erroneous quotation from memory by Ephraem. Being a

familiar phrase from the teaching of Jesus, it could easily

be prefixed to this particular saying by mistake. See on

Mt.2121, p. I SO.
/ <~ /

Tatian has contracted TTpoeKUVijfeT € tui
into the impersonal passive (Te syr

1/3)• It is true that Te syr 2/3 reads "you will worship"

( ^L- ) but since this is the reading of
SCP and the Greek,

as the T text. Te arm incorrectly unravels r""^"

SCP and the Greek, —1i CO f is to be preferred'

\s A
correctly unravels CQJ

into " the.v will worship" ( tx^oo C£. ^ ),
and the attempt to interpret Tatian*s highly compressed

expression may also be responsible for "they will worship"

in the Persian Diatessaron etc. (T&n. p.l69)» (Note here

that Burkitt's apparent mistranslation of SC*s

as "they will worship" seems to have misled Leloir into

quoting SCfs support for that reading).
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John 5, v.14

1 r 2
after H| time 'he saw him and said to him, behold you (are)
well ( paA Lj .)» do not sin again, lestra man may
be necessary ( ) to you^
1
these things SC text P

2
our Lord found him in the temple S

Jesus had found him that had been healed in the temple C

Jesus found him in the temple P

there happen ( /OO^-J ) to you worse than that 3

there occur ( ) to you worse than before C

there happen to you something worse than before P

\
__. o c „ ? \ /

/' •>

\ o C ^ ? \ / C >/
€Tol TtLVToi €Opt pCUTOV O /vi&quS

o c o , I 'P ? o ,'/r
TCO (ep? Kelt eiTrev occjtuj • LOG

e \ L y / C ^ c''S

(jyivjs yeyovoi? •ytyKCTc ^yUoip-rocv^J cVol
yCty sye?pov -re yev^TeLC.

/ \ / 1/ s~
TOV T€ (yep ocTreiyuevov / ^ sy

"After a time" may be a case of assimilation of Te syr

to P, or at least to the general movement, originating

before Ephraem (so V55bus), which culminated in the Peshitta

text.
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c ,/ /-> > r o
Te's omission of o €V Tw does not

surprise us. Its unique "he saw him" may be due to a

failure of memory on Ephraem's part. But "lest a man may

be necessary to you" is striking in its departure from the

Greek text. It is in all probability Tatianic, because it

is a characteristic attempt to make quite explicit what

Tatian understood the YGl^oV Tt to be,
namely loss of independence and the need to be helped by

someone else. (Cf. v.7)» Tatian understands the passage

thus:

"if you sin again, you may become lame again, and then you

will be back where you started, dependent on others' help".

In communicating this understanding to his readers, Tatian

indulges in a Targum on the Greek, rather than a translation

of it. See on Luke 7^» p. and cf. also John 4^2>
p. 137 , p»2?4"

John 6, v. 14
1 r 2
this is the prophet of whom it Is said that he

is coming into the world

1
add. truly SCP

^
who SCP2 AcfaLv :

O$tos €6TIS/ <*Ay\Q£s 1 oc 7rf>o<j)ryr^S'
c 7 , / ? ^ ^
c e^VouiGs/oS €LS TOV K0 6yUOV.

'
(mv. D f>c
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Though "truly" ( z?2 J*t1 IT! )ls read by Te arm
as well as by SOP and the Greek* its absence from Te syr

suggests that it is not part of the Dlatessaron. It would

only too easily be introduced into Te arm, since it is almost

universally attested for the text of this verse#

If Acf be indeed Tatianic, it
may be an expansion by Tatian to make plain to his readers

15
that there is here a reference to O.T. prophecy (Deut.18

etc.). But it is doubtful if Tatian, with his anti-Jewish

tendencies, would have wanted to emphasize this.

John 6, v.16

1 f 2
and when it was evening his disciples arose

1but C text SP

2
his disciples went down to the sea SP

he went down, he and his disciples, to the sea C

us Se eyeve-ro}
oc -Toil oCutou gtti -ryV 0^\^6-ocV.

The reading "arose" in Te syr ( qJclo ) and Te

arm ( J CO p (j 00 ) involves the omission of "to the
sea", and may have been a deliberate shortening of the

text by Tatian.
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John 6, v. 60

Difficult is this word, and1 who is being able to hear it?

1om. SCP
i ^ C \ ^ ^ ✓

fKAyjpoS €6T(V o Aoyo& OUTOS • T(S
OuVoCTolL oiUTOU otKouetV }

1 Koll Tis a. awr cL e 2 v<] A/onnus 6'*^
Te syr derives support for "and" from Te arm B

(bu n ) and from the Latin tradition. This is
sufficient to show that the combination of the two sentences

into one was probably Tatianic.

John 7, v.5 a

rBecause up till now1 ( -A )
not even his disciples were certain ( o

2C - ..Ax f
of him3

1for till then (r^r*-A\ AJO_A) SC : for P

2brothers SCP

( ^ r-* )

^had believed in him SC

had believed in him in Jesus P

oufe^ y\f> ct JJe\cj>oL 1 OCUTO<J
^ 2 > 3

€irc6T€uoV &LS ocotov .

/ yUoi Oyj Toii^ II$$ (^cf. Jn-ZJ
X ^TTC^TeOSoiV J) L-W
3 oM. To'-re J)
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a C pQ
Te syr stands as above at EC 14 } at EC 14 it is

much closer to the Old Syriac. Its distinctive rendering

of \irr6T^UO\/ by °JJ t the

Ethpaal of ■-J? , literally means "they

were firmly set", "they were established". So is Leloir

(T£m. p.186; Introduction to EC arm, p.VII) necessarily

right in regarding Te arm's COUUICaJUI fa OJj
("strengthened", "made firm") as an erroneous translation

of it?

More important are Te's "up till now" (cf. SC, and

D it ) and "disciples". The latter reading makes arguably

better sense in the Johannlne context (cf. Jn.7 )» and is

probably an instance of Tatian attempting to make quite plain

the meaning of a gospel passage. But this reading would

also necessitate the introduction of "up till now" to

qualify it, and so it seems likely that the texts which

reflect this addition (SC D it) have derived it from a

text which also read "disciples", i.e. from the Diatessaron,

which thus again is shown to be earlier than SC.
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CHAPTER 3

DIATESSARON AND OLD SYRIAC: NOTEWORTHY PARALLELS

(i) S with Te

Mt.4> v.16
1 r 23

The people that sits in darkness have seen the light

1was sitting C text SP

O Jjj : has seen (
x
add. great CP text S

lixj ) SP text C

3 Ad9S ° KcL&Yj^-£ VoS GV 6K°TI oL
A&s etdev■

The omission of "great", hitherto known only from S,

is now parallelled in Te syr. Te arm had been revised in

accordance with the prevailing text and had added "great"

< ste >•
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Mt.15, v.13 / /
/A^>every plant ( /Z.LZ? )

which the father1 ( JdD ) ) wil° (is) 1° heaven

did not plant will be uprooted ( - <->\ ZZ )
1 s £ C1P t text S

77i£Vc* <j>U-T€CK <jv OUK O TTcLT-yf>
yUOU / OUf><£vI Of GKf>cJcU@1j£'€TotC.

'<rm. -ff' sys yzo' Cle hor*3rz
m

Te joins those authorities which read "the father" for

"my father"# But "it is . not unlikely that Jd{ was

once used for 'my father' in Edessene, as in most forms of

Palestinian Aramaic, and (is) the last trace of a vanishing

idiom". So Burkitt, Jjlv.II, p»47t who quotes several SC

passages where ./of bears this meaning;
3

his examples from the Peshitta are invalid, cf. Black ,

p.282f.» who, however, prefers a different explanation of the

phenomenon (a "West Aramaic source or tradition of the Gospels,

in particular of the Words of Jesus, which has directly

influenced the language of the Old Syriac", op.cit.. p.286).
As these words Indicate, the ambiguity of Xof
is more than just an inner Syriac affair; it goes back even

behind the Greek gospels to the West Aramaic ipsissima verba

of Jesus. See further on Mt.222^, p. 36 .

The appearance of Jot here in Te syr as well as

in S strengthens the evidence for this meaning of the word,

though the confirmation would have been more valuable (so
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Birdsall, p. 135) had it been in a passage where there was no

Greek MS. authority for the omission of yCtou : yet it is
possible here that all the authorities reading "the father"

1 1
derive it ultimately from a Semitic source. Geo and ff may

1 2
owe it to the Armenian and Latin Diatessarons respectively,

and so ultimately to the Syriac Diatessaron. As for the
3

Clementine Homilies, Quispel has pointed out their textual

affinities with the Diatessaron and the Gospel of Thomas,

perhaps to be explained by a common non-canonical Semitic

source lying behind them all. See on Mt.19^» p* l"76 ,

for another parallel between the Diatessaron and the Clementines.

If all these authorities do derive this reading from a Semitic

source, then "the father" is not a true textual variant here,

but simply a misunderstanding of the West Aramaic or Syriac

"abba" in its meaning "my father".

It is probable (T&n. pp.164-5) that Te armfs "will be

plucked out from the roots" jl )
is the true T text. It is to be compared with the reading of the

Dutch Diatessaron, "selnen metter wortlen ucgheworfen werden"

and of the Gospel of Thomas, §40, "on l*arrachera avec sa raclne"

(Quispel). See on 11*22^ ^, p. £8 « and conclusion, p. 112f.

(1) For the relationship of this to the Old Georgian, see on
Mt«24"^» p. 6 •

2) For#the existence of this, see introduction, p.VXV,
3) "L'Evangile selon Thomas et les Clementines", VC 12,
1958, 181-196. See conclusion, p. 3"72
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Mt.17» V.19

ron account of what did we not^'heal him2?

why were we not able to 8CP

2 *qU-f : cast it out ( cjf* /—<X efti) ) c :

text ( cf* j ) SP

<fU Tf -yj'jui 6i S ouk -yjcToVvj'&yj/lev
£K^\e7v oLU-ro;

SCP and Te am agree with the Greek against Te syr in

reading "we were not able". The omission of the auxiliary

verb is typical of Te syr# cf. Leloir, Doctrines, pp.18-19#

for other examples.

The reading "heal him" for "cast it out." is shared with

Te by SP and the Arabic and Tuscan Diatessarons (T£m. p.181).
It will be the original T reading. It is possible that this

readme could have originated through rereading the
'
Q e> °) \n r>-p a Syriac MS. as Jf LQ-* OO X-Jp . But it is

more likely that "heal him" is one of Tatian*s attempts to make

perfectly explicit the meaning of the sentence.
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Mt.19» v.21

j p 2 p 7 mm I
if perfect you wish to become go sell all that you have

1 '—•' : tl , SO : text P

A ^ ^ / r /LLa—? : you are wishing ( LXJ J aJDi ) CI> :
2

text S

3

3

that you may become SC : text P

^all that which you have S : your property ( i/. I-a. I O ) CP

7 /n /i /1 'P
€i &eAets -reAgios* GLVOLL^ uir<*ye

-n<K>\<j6ov 60u 7 -UU7Tcif>)̂°V-rU. .

Some assimilation of Te syr to the Peshitta may have taken

place in details. But the only significant feature is that
\ c ^ I

while CP translates o ITnLp » TeS offer
us a translation of the COSoL €LS* of the

21 22
parallel passages Mark 10 , Luke 18 • The natural explanation

of this harmonlstic reading in S is that it is derived from T.

The 3 text must therefore be later than the T text.
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Mt.27, v.5

""he strangled himself1 ( O^X.^J —£>Jjj )

1he hanged himself and was strangled {S>UQ JM i..
text F#

ZlX^sj^cLTo

otTTeiyJ^v means "to throttle" (transitive),
and the middle UTCAV^cyU.41 (cf• L3J a#v#) "hang oneself".
To convey this full meaning of the Greek oiTTtLy^OyUeLL 9
"I am hanged by the neck until dead", it seems to have been

almost necessary, in Syria©, Armenian and Latin alike, to

expand a little, either by introducing a second verb, as In
18

S and Te arm at EC 20 , "he hanged himself and died"} or by

Introducing a noun, as in most Old Latin MSS.r the vulgnte,

Codex Puldensis ("lanueo se suspendlt") and at L'ltvanftile 346

("he hanged, himself XV M, <4 31
or by both together, as in Te arm

at EC 1713:-
IJL jiLpnt-iJ1 6L
and he threw a noose on himself and suffocated (cf. Geo2,s
suspendio [patibulo-Opisa MS#] se constrixit et raortuuo est)#

Since, however, Te and P here agree in an unadorned

rendering, of-xa-j expressing the Greek middle, it looks
as though Te syr has suffered assimilation to the inchoate P

text of Ephraem'a day, the original T having been more like S

or Te arm#
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Mark 1, v.24

ryou (are)1 the holy one of God

1
om. P text S

C c/
O ~roo fc/eou

r>

A phrase in the Greek has become a sentence in both Te

and S. P returns to the phrase, as in the Greek; i.e. it

drops the personal pronoun of Te and S.

Te and S, while thus basically similar, differ a little

in their word for "the holy one" : Te has the Pael participle

qLT .-ota , S (with P) the adjective OjL^\-_0 #

The evidence of a quotation like this points towards the con¬

clusion that S occupies a place in the development of the text

Intermediate between T and P.
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Mark 8, v.27 (cf. Mt.16, v.13)
1 2

what are they saying concerning me men ?

1 IjJo : whom ( clxJo ) P (MS.18 JuOO) :

2add. that I am ( M, ) SP

text S

cf. Mt.1613!
■j
whom P : text SC

2
add. Who is this son of man? S

M that I am. Who is this son of man? C

M that I am, the son of man? P
/ r >/

Mar/c T(Vci'\eyoueivoic 'uv^pwivoi
1 -rO K sys syf4'
c'f. cj£o': yiet Meant propter (z ok) mSL hoHxinef ^uoniem

(pLLLS font (^ts SirvCj €<^o
^eoZ: ^ol oLc*nt homines propter me esse *

;f. nt 1613 -rtv* ' \eyou£<v Oi *v9f>*jTC0L et\
LieOV T~O3 oiV 9pcOTCoef^

'
A16 % VL-rA®JJ ctsy("cw)lr-U'

Or AoL Cjr fcf»plv s '
•fozt pc- c v*

/
^ oryrv, Or. Dbo C7v*v. ToV.

cf. d€.o' : <jtno( dxcuiit mc komines ^ c^ifon ia.
Sunw(^Siv»v^ -Cj^ ?m/u>s fiomtn.iV?*

f,s

okcuvt" pro jffer ole^ mc. /iom.in.e5^
Fi'Uanx hominom, eS5*e. ?
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Fop "men" Te syr has 1/2 "the sons of ( ^ i **"^ ) men",

which may be the true T text.

The distinctive feature of Te is that it reads "what" for

"whom", supported in Mark by S, the Old Georgian, ay*5 , K

(Codex Cyprius) and one MS. of P, and in Matthew by SC and

the Old Georgian. (Cf. Mark 82^, where S again reads "what").
This reading made the introduction of "concerning me" natural

and easy, especially if (as in Mark and in most witnesses to

Matthew) was present in the Greek text. And so

"concerning me" appears in the Old Syriac and Peshitta in both

Mark and Matthew, though P (cf. Te arm and other witnesses quoted

at T&n. pp.177-8) illogically combines with this the correction

of "what" to "whom". Logically, there are only two possible

forms of the question - "whom are men saying that I am?" or

"what are men saying concerning me?" The first form is what we

find in the Greek, and the second in Te. But what we have in

the Old Syriac and the Peshitta, in both Mark and Matthew, as

well as in sypal and K in Mark, are different types of conflate

text. In all of these witnesses except K it is reasonable to

postulate conflation arising from interaction of the Diatessaron

text and the Greek text. The additional witness of K to the

reading "what" for "whom" suggests, however, that this reading,

though mainly current in the Diatessaron tradition and in

texts influenced by the Diatessaron, was nevertheless already

present in a pre-Tatianic Greek text.^

(1) The reading of the Sahidic, according to Legg, is "whom
are men saying concerning me that I am?", as in P. This
reading, like Kfs, shows that conflation of the two types
of text arose independently of the Diatessaron.
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Mark 9* v.23

p. -J r p "21 to him who is believing everything is possible to be to hinr

1
if you are believing S

if you are being able that you may believe P

2 Jc>cpcA t that it may be P : text S

x

■"you S him who is believing P

TO 1 el Ju^ vj TTAVT*. &UVeC-rl Tc+J -rri6T€OOVTL
1 aryy\ . P^D(97T4> -&db sy'r

% oJJi. 7ri6T€U6oLL ADr@7T<py -f^AK.lS
33 ptn. -fisrir sy& P

1 5
Te arm here at EC 14 is basically similar to Te syr,

reading, "he who believes* everything is possible to him"

(n p j oj J16*0 tsjj'Lt ^'uojp cj.nj 1>Jlo )
But at EC 6^, where Te syr is missing, Te arm reads "jif you

believe" ( b (3 6 ^LWtnoJu ).
We have to do with three distinct stages of the text:-

(i) (^T°) Ga S~(JVnrj , which is probably
original}

(ii) the addition of iri€T€u6tLi after dlfv'Vj , a reading
of wide attestation, including D €) lat and fam»13. This

reading introduces the idea of believing into the protasis,

while retaining it in the apodosis;

(iii) Tatien's typical curtailment and smoothing out of this

clumsy text, which introduces the verb "believe" twice in

close succession, by excising the idea of believing from the

apodosis altogether (thus moving farther away from the original
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Greek; cf. Jn.3^s p. 231? ; Lk.l^2* p.^"7£ ), and by altering

"if you are able to believe" to "to him who believes" (Te at

EC 14^) or "if you believe" (Te arm at EC cf« S)»
This explanation presupposes that the Greek text to which

the Diatessaron ultimately goes back contained the addition

ITt6T€u 60LL • See conclusion, p. 3ktjf: for a discussion of
the type of text lying behind the Diatessaron, and whether or

not this was the same text-type as lay behind the Old Syriac.

Mark 10, v.20

1
these things I have done2 them behold"^ rfrom youth^"

1
add. all P : text S

2 /Z_ : observed (

^om» P text S

L ) P : text S

Jj $ 9 j ^ ^Jb p t

7T<ZvToL 1 € <^u\oL^c<juLyy/'Z €K
sjeo-cvycos yuou.

text S

cm, sr
€7Coty}6t>L fam. / S~£S~ 3 O/Tm. v37

read add

/
As opposed to the Greek and P, TeS omit 7TeiVTeL j

%L7CoCn<jteL for and
"behold" (cf. Luke 85 p. 31$ for this last). They also have a

less literal means than P of rendering V€^Ty\T&S fLOO
namely, "from when I was a child". (Burkitt*s translation).
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Te arm has suffered assimilation to the standard text,

though preserving "I have done" ( <Jj^ oj t) ^ ).
The exact agreement of Te and S in four distinctive

features in this short quotation makes it impossible to deny

that they are very closely linked in origin. This link can be

explained by Diatessaric influence on S, but it is marginally

more plausible in a case of such close agreement to argue that

S is descended from the type of Syriac text on which T is based,

since the closeness of the agreement suggests direct dependence,

and a harmony can (indeed must) depend directly on a tetra-

evangelion, but a tetraevangellon cannot depend directly on a

harmony, in the sense that it cannot have a harmony as its

principal source. See conclusion, p. 33
The reading €1Totygoi is shared by Te and S with

"Caesarean" witnesses. On the Diatessaron, the Old Syriac

and the "Caesarean text", see the conclusion, p.35^^ For
32 x-

the Armenian and the Georgian, see on Mt.24 » P» ® •
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Mark 10, v.46

"1 r*1 O
a certain blind man was sitting by the side of ( «—\ )
the W(§T# rand his name^" Timaeus son of ( i..T> ) Timaeus

1om. SP

2om. S text P

^add. and begging ( ) .—U o ) SP

^om. SP

^ ULOS TIJXCLCOU* BotpTl^UetToSj -rujy \oS
rirp0 6'<<c:TyjS ) €KofQyjTO TTol^oi ~Trjv O cTo\S ?

~Tijul ol?os s"y sf
~ 7 /a \ \ c
*

€KeiUyjTO -TCoLfoC Tljv O 6OV
~k 7ToLL~ruJV D© 5T65~ ^cCt".
id. TTpO SoLl-roOV . /4 V/ ^a-^7-

Te's postponement of the beggar's name to the end of the

verse, entailing the addition, "and his name", is not supported

by SP. Te further differs from them and from all other wit¬

nesses in omitting the reference to begging altogether, and

in the addition, "a certain.....".

But more important is the parallel between Te and SP

in the form of the beggar's name which they give}

! so also the Persian and Arabic

Diatessarons (f£m. p.194)* This reading will be the true T

text. v
? \ \

Note that SP presuppose €KoL l7Y)TO Ifo^poL "TTlV
c r\ ? o r ^ \ / r
COOV €7ToClT0JV ilCf>06oLL~ruj\/J rather than the Greek
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text of Alandj that is, we find the Old Syriac in agreement

Y/ith "Caesarean" witnesses ( ® # 565# and also W in this part

of Mark) against the Diatessaron. For the significance of this,

and for other examples, see conclusion, p. 3Mff.

Mark 15# w«30 and 32
1

descend from the cross that we may see and believe

^add. in him ( 4-3 ) P s text S

SO KoiTei 6olS ' 4 7TO TOO STclUpOU
3* ^VoL '(JcofLev KoU -iri6Teueruytey/.z

1 PKJ) KoLTdS^CBitf. Arfcum.!3 33. €~6S~.7oof>M1 y r ™ [col -ff*asUajM.
{Kol}) f>) KcLT*{?yj0L P 7Cn./ Eos ^c.

^aJcl, OCUT(K> <CST>@ut syf S"a. eotm. oeiJL
In verse 30# TeSP agree with the large number of

"Caesarean" and other authorities reading imperative KoLTeL

for participle KoLTufi<<S . (cf. /fUTtif?yj@C of Mt«27^°)#
Verse 32 finds its parallel at Mt.27^2# where all authorities

, 3 % ? / > y /
agree in adding "in him" after "believe" ( eir'eiOTOS/j (~ts olUTov,
? ? 7 r* 32
€7TAVTuJ or olUTcO), but at Mark 15 Itself the witnesses are

divided# S and P being ranged on opposite sides. To the Te

text Te arm adds b *F-btL » "in you"| this is

probably not Tatianic, but due to the Armenian Vulgate# one of

the authorities that adds a pronoun after 7TL 6~T€<j6ujyu. €V.
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Luke 1, v • 6

1 f— 1
were without blame in all their way of life

om. P text S

fnropevouevoL ev irJTfcLis tolls eVToXons
i r ^ '— \

kdLi GtlKoLlCOjUoLSLV Too KUj>LOuJ oy/.^WTTTOI .

The words "were" and " in all their way of life" are not

found in Greek or P| they were either added to S under the

influence of T or they were derived by both T and S from X.
16

This verse should be compared and contracted with Mt.4 p«2ll .

In the Greek there, as here, we have an adjective ( jUgyeCj
oyiP/lTTOL ) loosely attached at the end of a sentence, as
can be done easily and without confusion in a highly inflected

language like Greek, but not so easily in Syrlac. In Matthew,

TeS solved the problem by omitting yU^yoL altogether.
Here, TeS expand tLejbLTCTOl into a clause, "were
without blame". .

"In all their way of life" ( sOcyf Jd OA Of\? )
may be shortened paraphrase of the Greek Top ev&C
ev 7VoLftLlf Tpus evrokous K*u (ftKoLluJjULoLSC^/ Too KupioU.
Whether this is so or not, the particular choice of word

invites comment. /L.Jo OA is translated

in Te arm by (O (^J\ L. p jl t- ("dwelling") or
("nature"), the latter

being perhaps a copyist's slip for the former, as

can mean "dwelling". But I JoQ3-
in later Syrlac (see Brockelmann, s.v.) comes to mean one

particular way of life, namely the monastic life. It is
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possible that even in Tatian's day the word had this kind of

association, and if so we may here have an encratite gloss,

probably due to Tatian himself, o*" 7Tpo~r€p oS
e(UTAJV (i*e. of the Encratites)

(as he is described by Eusebius, H«>.. IV,

29^), but just possibly stemming from some earlier translation

of the gospels into Syriac. The intention may have been to

convey the impression that the marriage of Zachariah and

Elizabeth was a spiritual one. Colour is lent to this

suggestion by the use of the same word l'JS&Q±
37

by the Old Syriac (s) at Luke 2 , though the Greek does not

warrant it. (The passage is not quoted in EC). Now Luke 2^»
where the Diatessaron1 said that Anna lived only seven days

(not years) with her husband (so also S) is a stock passage

to illustrate T*s encratite tendencies. So there is justifl-
36

cation for thinking that in Luke 2 S, "the rest of her way

of life ( OOJSf jL> ) in widowhood was ei: ;hty-four

years", the word /:-JoqA has an encratite

colour. In all probability the word stood also in the

Diatessaron text of v.37» and its Introduction both there and

in the present verse will have been designed to convey overtones

of the way of life, namely celibacy. For Tatian's negative
2

views on marriage, cf. Irenaeus ap. Eusebius, H.E. IV, 29 •

We should not automatically assume that all encratite

readings in T and SC must derive originally from the former.

(1) According to L*Evangile. 468$ the verse is not quoted
in EC.
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There may have been pre-Tatianic Syriac gospels from which

Diatessaron and Old Syriac alike took such readings.

Luke 1, v.39

1 c 2
therefore Mary went up to Elizabeth

1and S but P

co x went P : text S

cTe

i itopeu '&<»
T^yjV PEXl6oi@€T .

TeS agree in "went up" against the simple "went" of all

other authorities, including Te arm ( *0 uJ )#
o_\ ro "is Palestinian usage, known from

Jewish sources, where this term is used in connection with a

journey to Jerusalem and Judaea". (V55bus, Versions, p.79).
Te's "therefore" ( ) could be a genuine

relic of Tatian's attempts to bind together his composite

narrative (cf. ^-A\ of Luke f** p. "22.$ ).
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Luke 1, v.43

1 r 2
for who has done this to me, that the mother of my lord

should come to me?

1om. SP

\ cuJb ! how is P : text S

Koii Tro&ev yUot TOOTO e\
^fC'yj~r'y}f? 7~°V KupiouyUoU TTpOS j

The first word of the quotation in Te syr is defective,

only . jJq being legible. Leloir

reads / a It to , meaning "what has done?" or

"why has he done?"} but it is more reasonable to read

[4xi> , "who has done", 3ince that is the reading
of S. (We can still however, with Burkitt, translate

o_Lb by "what has done" if we understand it to be

QJJD rather than Q I H )♦
More important is that TeS agree in introducing r ""*) V
"has done", translating the Greek idiom into good Syriac.

P as usual adheres more closely to the Greek.

If "who has done?" is the correct translation of TeS,

we note that they agree in preferring a personal construction,

as e.g. at Luke 1 J p. IS" .
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Luke 1, v.48

1 f 2
Henceforth all generations will be giving me blessings
4
for from now S for behold from now P

2give P text S
, r \ \ 9 \ r> <~o /
IOOO y<*p ot7fo ~r°° VbV JUdKoLpiOU6lV
jj.e oil yeveoit .

TeS agree in the periphrastliphrastlc future __3cC* ^OOU
\ A \ \—>Z»VJ and also in the omissloras opposed to P*s and also in the omission

of "behold" (cf. T&n« p.80).
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Luke 1, w.76-77

^and you, child, the prophet of the highest you will be
1 2

called, and you will go before the face of the Lord ,

77 r 3
''that he may give knowledge of perfect salvation.

1om. S : for P

2
add. to make ready his ways S

that you may make ready his way P

^of salvation to his people SP

16 Koti Su 1 iroLi<$Cov, TrpojyjT<rjS ujjC^Tou
kXvjOvjfv) ' nr^onropeoey evc^rrncv2
kU^LOU eTOlyHAtoLL & SouS oCUTOO j

11 Too SoOVoLL yvujgis/ eo^T'Yj^LUS ~T<p \oit*S
oiUTOU-

' <yvn,,

^ ttjoo irpo6^)TTou (O A J) ® -fk^vA
Lt.13 \1. -&J£ sysp

\
TeSP agree with those witnesses which prefer irpo

ICpo ~KO(j to £Vu> "7TlOV • The former reading
will have been introduced into the Lucan text under the

«
, \ ^

influence of Malachi 3 ( TTpO TTp cfuMTOu , LXX).
Compare Luke 23"^° p. , where Te, supported by a few

other witnesses, follows the text of the original Old
g

Testament passage (Hosea 10") rather than the true Lucan

text.

A further highly significant agreement between Te,

S and P not only seems to be overlooked by Leloir but
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appears also to pass unmentloned in every apparatus criticus

to the Greek New Testament, though it changes the meaning of

"so as to give", which refer in the Greek to the subject of

the preceding main verb, namely the Baptist. All the English

versions take the Baptist to be the one who is giving} Luke 3

shows that Luke did think of the Baptist as performing this

function} and if a change of subject were intended, that

would require to be expressed in Greek by the introduction

involves a change of subject from the preceding verb "you

will go", and can only mean that in the Diatessaron and in

the Syriac tradition, but nowhere else, it is the Lord who

is giving the knowledge of salvation. The probability is

that this reading originated with the Diatessaron, found

its way into the Old Syriac, and, surprisingly, has remained

unaltered even in the Peshitta. It has the appearance of a

deliberate alteration in meaning* Why was it made? Two

suggestions may be put forward - (1) the early church was

troubled by baptist sects who traced their origin back to

John the Baptist (cf. Acts IS^-IS^), and this alteration

would have served to play down his r6le and magnify that

of Christ} cf. Te at Mt.l61if p. \6<{ , and John l" p, 1*?$?,
for other possible instances of Tatianlc disparagement of

(1) Whether these have any connection with the later
Mandaeans is doubtful, but not disproved. See C. H.
Dodd, "The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel", pp.115-130
Dodd points out (p.126) that the Mandaeans, as distinct
from the Marcionites, repudiated celibacy and accepted
certain elements from the Old Testament. So if they did
exist in the second century, some at least of the reasons
for encratite and Tatianic opposition to them would not be
far to seek.

v.77 radically. It concerns the words Tdo cfouVoLl
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John the Baptist. (34) "knowledge ( yVt+i 6 IS ) of
(perfect) salvation" is a phrase that for gnostics would

have been charged with meaning. But they would have wanted

Christ alone* not to the Baptist. We have, then, to a3k

whether this alteration is to be attributed to the gnosticizing

Tatian or to pre-Tatianic Syriac gospels, in view of the fact

that early Syriac-speaking Christianity as a whole bears a

gnostic tinge (as is probably evidenced by such literary

remains as the Odes of Solomon, the Hymn of the Soul, etc.).

The question is perhaps here to be decided in favour of

Tatian, since Mt.11^ (q.v., p. <4-1 ) provides evidence of

a similarly motivated tampering with the gospel text by the

Dlatessaron, the Old Syriac (represented by S, C and "the

Greek") being in that case entirely unaffected. This brings

us to the final noteworthy feature here, in which the Te text

differs from SP and the Greek. This is the reading "knowledge

of perfect salvation". "Perfect" is not found in the MS.

tradition of this verse outside the Diatessaron and a few

texts influenced by it (Tim, p.81). But the idea of

perfection preoccupied Tatian, who wrote a tract on

"Perfection according to the Saviour". The probability is

gnostic touch in the text of verse 77, quite conceivably

due to Tatian himself.

to attribute the giving of to

that this, like is an arguably
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Luke 2, v.4

r 12
Both of them were from the houae of Devia

^he was P text 3

2
add. and from his stock

( of ^3 '-3Z Jbo ) P text S
r \ \ ^ \ ? \ / 7 c
OloL To €LVOLL oCUTOV OLKOU
\ ^ A SC J

k6LL TTMTpLcLS LJoLUi d
' oCutoOS 31+-2 • 12(6 €!

= J.^icf>CTe^ous &ys
The TeS text is also found in Aphraates (quoted Ev.I.

. V ^
p.252)# Its omission of /Cell TToLT^i ocS may not
be due simply to Tatlan's evident desire to produce a

contact text. Bearing in mind Theodoret's statement (PG

83$ 372A) that Tatlan cut out the genealogies and everything

indicative of the Lord's fleshly descent from David, we

could suggest that Tatlan was willing to admit that Christ

was from the Ot-KOS of David

(i.e. the same tribe), but not from David's 'TToCrptoC
(i.e. not actually directly descended from him).

Why, on the other hand, does the TeS Aphraates text

go out of its way to emphasize that both Joseph and Mary

were of David's tribe? This reading is widely attested (Old

Syriac, Old Latin, Aphraates, Ambrose, Augustine some

minuscules etc. - see T|m., pp.S^ff.) and is likely to be

the genuine T text. It is hard to explain, unless it is a

rather easy and natural lapsus calami, arising from the

displacement, to which S and D bear witness, of this part
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of verse 4 until after the end of verse 5» which is

principally concerned with Mary rather than with Joseph.

But the important point is that, combined with the

omission of WoiTc 9 it does not affirm the direct
descent of Jesus from David, and therefore does not con-

5
tradlct the testimony of Theodoret. See also on Luke 1

p. 107 , Mark 1cA®, p. IO| ,

Luke 4, w.25, 27

25 1 2 r 3
"Tor there were many widows in the house of Israel

( A^3)
.. lepers ... in the house of Israel ( ILi {ljZBla

1om. SP

2

3om. P text S

SP

7<" i i \ \ Q ? ^
ITOX XoLl pest L Tj SoLV €V TtO
?l 6

ito\\oL \eirpoL -k&oLV
? ^ ,1 /\
cv /6p *yv .
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We note here that for the Greek*s "in Israel" TeSP

read in v.27 "in the house of Israel", which TeS also read

in v.25. This seems to have been a phrase favoured by Tatian,

cf. Mark 6^, p. ^3 .

Luke 11, v.28
1 2rblessing to them who have heard*" his word of God and are

keeping it.

^their blessing to those SCP

2
are bearing C text SP

/ c 7 , * I /
OL cCKouO\fT€S TOV A OJOV

TOU Qeov KoLc <f>ukcLfsov-res J
'

adot. otUToV E*jm 7£m./ ?£m. /Jpm.

Te*s conpressed translation of yiA.*K*f)lOL
( Q \VltA ) doubtless goes back to

Tatian and fits in with our impression that T was as far as

possible an abbreviated text. SCP have the more normal

\ <r)X>)oJUaX> >oqC^)Q^ .
\c has reverted from TSF*s distinctive "have heard" to

the present tense of the Greek} so has Te arm B (
while Te arm A actually has the future, "will hear"''Luhb<J
(Te arm's future "will keep" - U/CO *7 Cf (j -

could be explained as a misreading of the participle

as a third plural imperfect Peal i.

<l>uA
But TeSP are joined by C in presupposing the reading

*&tOVT€S otUTGV.
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John 2» v. 20

1 . 2
they are saying to him, in forty and six years it

was built and you in three days rdo you build"* it?
4
the Jews P : text S

2this temple SP

: are you building? ( If Ls»,
are you raising up? ( Aj / ycu^Qjb) p
ePiruv ouv 1 ol 'IoucCcTol - -r ee<s€{*ko\s-roi.
KeLl <?f enr&fLV OLKOcTc>/U.'yj^0^1 0C VoCOS-

J \ ^ p z \ C f " 3 ? /
OUTOs, KcLl &U €\/ TptfLV yjfiepoCtS' olUToVj

,cJJr. oCutco <$) M IZ..33 sy ast»\
2 <mi. '&£■
3 gyetpetsW of3. 33her' s^P pc

1 Q
Te arm (so too, Te arm A John 2 ) reads "on the third

day" ( J t> p^l p CJL-KlL-p ) which is possibly \
the authentic T text both here and at verse 19.

c •>! r *y / c ^ ^
Te omits Ot loodotlOL Curia. O Va<.OS OUTOS '

that the former omission at least goes back to Tatian is

suggested by its occurrence in S also. TeS further agree

in adding "to him" ( ), along with M 12 33

s/ syP arm, of which the first and the last two are

"Caesarean" witnesses.

A third concurrence of Te with S is in translating

€yGf€iS by a present tense (so also P). This makes
it likely that the Greek text lying behind TS read

'eyelets , with the Greek uncial 083 and a
few other authorities, including the Old Latin b, e and r1.
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TeP also have the present in verse 19» though all Greek MSS.

have the future » given also in S.

TeS agree here, however, not only in their present tense,

but also in using the verb "build" instead of "raise", though

both read "raise" in verse 19* This is perhaps an instance

of that variation which Tatian may have inherited from X

(see on Jn.112^, p. , and conclusion, p. 3itZ )• Whether

or not this is so, this quotation is certainly evidence of the

close relationship between T and S. We have to ask whether

this is more plausibly accounted for simply by recollections

of T in the mind of the translator of S, or by direct

dependence of T on an S-type Syrlac text (X).
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John 3, v.ij.

1 2
and Is it possible for an old man , into the womb of his

mother"^ rthat he should enterH androver again^ rto be bornS
1
really ( h&>. ) SP

Hdd. again SP

x
•'add. for a second time P text S

Ho enter SP

^om. P text S

6
that he should be born P text S

itV $f?od 7Tos
&(S Tyv KoikCrtV -rnySTjo^ojt
oiV TOU cfeuTgpOV ec&eX &eiv KaLt

J6wyj0 y^VoLL j
1

oc b e. I

Just as in Luke 19^2, q.»v. p.27$ (cf. also Mark 92^,
p,220), the word "peace" occurs in the protasis in the

Greek, but in the apodosis in Te syr, and this could be

accounted for by its occurrence in both places in the text

that lies behind Te syr, i.e. in the original T text itself,

so here the adverb cfeoTg^oV occurs with
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in the Greek, but with "to be born"

in Te syr, and the explanation may well lie in the fact that

in S and in those Old Latin MSS. which read 'frenasci"

(= JeUTGpoV y€Wrj@'rjVoCi) it occurs with both verbs.
Te syr, in excising one occurrence of cfea ~T~€^o\/ , has
chosen the wrong one, and so moved further from the Greek.

See Tdm. p.19&. This agreement of 3 with many Old Latin

witnesses indicates the existence of an early Greek text

reading cfeurgpov yeVy/vj(9-ijVeu , and therefore it
cannot be argued here that Tatian was drawing on a previously

existing X text. In any case, such a word as <J~€ut-€0OV
would no doubt appear and disappear with comparative ease, and

without requiring justification for so doing, especially

during the very fluid state of the gospel text in the second

century. Cf. the textual evidence for and against

poV at Jn.21^.
We note two literary features of Te 3yr: (i) the

combining of the two separate questions, of which this verse

consists in the Greek text, into one, by including the word

y OJV in the second question, (ii) the
variation of the construction after "is it possible?" -

a) "that" ( ? )} b) "to" ( ^ )• P also employs this

variation, reversing the order of Z flUMft
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3 1 b )

John 4* v»25

1 2 r 3
behold the Messiah is coming and everything to us

he rwill give^
knew that CP text S

2add. when he comes ( plus Oef CP )SCP
^om. S : text CP

Hs showing ( —O ZT) b ) C : is teaching (
P S text S

ocdu o-tl /^eesczcs e^ei-plcj nc>~
\eyyu &sqs vpi£~ros '• or* v 'ja&y
7 r\ 7 i — -p r <-» c/
exetvosj oi v<<yyea ec yyuc v oc7roi v-ra_

'
<m. syscr ^

2 av^jyexxec jd*

TeS and L'Evangile 655 agree in the otherwise unattested

readings "behold" and "he will give" ( 1A. >.
The former may simply be Tatian's way of abbreviating OccfoC
'1 e/OTL . Te further abbreviates by dropping OTaLS/

^
'g\ 0y] exelvos and O Xeyoy^evos yyiGTOS S

this last is naturally also omitted by SCP, since JD

in a Semitic tongue would need no gloss. (The very literal

Philoxenian version and the Palestinian Syriac retain the

phrase however).
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John 5, v.13

p 1r or 3
he said, I do not know , because our lord had departed

'from there21"
■j
and that man did not know who it was S

and he that was healed did not know who it was C

but he that was healed did not know who it was P

2for Jesus CP text S

3
: had withdrawn

text SC

^from the place elsewhere from the throng S

from the place elsewhere because of the crowd of people C

among the large crowd that was in that place P

V . \ * ?//~
o je itc0€(s ook yo€t
? c ^ ■>/ ^ 'v
€6tiv " ° lyjtoos'
_ / ,/ J ?/
eveo&ev ovxou ov-tost

p o /
7~0j irorru)
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It ia doubtful how far this verse can be regarded as a

direct quotation by Ephraem, and how far it is only a

loose reminiscence. There is nothing in it to correspond

to the Greek © Lot (cf. S for this
1 i ?/, "> o /

lack), TiS €6tlV , oV\ou oVtoS ev TjO TOTCrt.
But Te arm does bring in a mention of the crowd, which there

is reason (T&m. p.174) to regard as going back to the

original Diatessaron. Even so, the T text here would

appear to have been rather a curtailed one. Its direct

speech, "I do not know", is without parallel in the textual

attestation of this verse, but may be Tatlanlc, since Tatian
A C

elsewhere (e.g. John 5 ) shows a preference for direct

speech.

Points of contact between Te and the Old Syriac are:-

(i) the corranon translation of loct^jx
P alters this.

(il) Te's "from there", which is akin to SC's "from the

place"j both phrases are a paraphrase rather than a

translation of the Greek. P is more literal.

(ili) "our lord" ( ^" )0 ) for the Greek's
,/ /a \
ly\6oug » shared by TeS against CP. S has a

16
decided preference for this nomenclaturej cf. John 4

p. 332 , p. 206 , and Burkitt, Ev.II, pp.90ff.
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John 6, v»31
1

our fathers ate manna s as it is written, bread from
2

heaven he gave to them,

1add. in the desert SCP

2add. to eat CP text S

( ^ c \ /
oc ir*rr6f?es VjyLoJV ~ro yU^-VVoC €j><<yov
kv Ty epr)juL(J ? KOLQ^S ^6~~rtv

^ ■>/ ? ^

y€VOV • pi^TOV €K T~OU
? sy r ? ~\ / s\

OUfoiVOU €.doJK€\/ oiVTOlS' (DoCyeLV.

Te arm supplies the two omissions of Te syr, and reads

"bread of heaven" < f^3 bpfafo ). Preferring
Te syr, we conclude that at least its omission of

/ ^
d>*CV£CV » supported by 3, is true to the T text.
' I />

Compare the agreement of Te and S in omitting ~rt €py*j">1
at the end of v«30* lb these instances, S is either echoing

the shortened Diatessaron text or else that shortened fext

was Itself a feature of the common ancestor of T and S, the

earliest Syriac gospel text X. But Te syr's omission of
? C) p ^
tfV ~ryj may simply be

due to Ephraem.
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John 6, v.51 (cf. v.33)

r* 1 r 2
everyone who eats from my bread will live to eternity

1 ! : >_tosc ! -X/.T . fp
a ». \N ^V> ai \ : this bread CP 1 text S

? / I S 7 f ^ ✓->
-r<5" SfiCyrj € K ~rc>u to U TO U

?/ 1 p ^ ^
,

otp~ro u ; j yj 6~&c €is TOV ou <*JVC>C .
^
~T~ov €/UOu ocpTou ,Yaer'sys Eus Hij

Note the increasing literalnes3 of the rendering of

from T through SC to P.

Te syr*s "my bread" (Te am A predictably reverts

to "this bread", UJULTJ, while

Te am B has neither "my" nor "this") appears to be the

true T text, influencing S and perhaps some Old Latin MSS

(aer', cf. Cyprian).
The second half of what Leloir (709» p«83) regards as

Ephraem's quotation of John 6^ ("for the bread of God is

descending from heaven and to all the world is being given"),

is rather Jn.6"^, where we note that C resembles Te in

reading "and it is alive and is given to the world" as

\ . r ^ ?/
against the Greek (cf. S) which has ( © <^>T
@€00 £6T\V o KtLTti ^eCLVfjV €K Tou OJ(>oLVOU)

cfcefous 7~<p KOffCtJ ,

TOS Too

KcU
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John 8, v.44

1 r 2 r
yon are the sons of the evil one , he who from the

beginning3 a killer of men ( Jjui is4

1add. but S text P

2of the evil one S

from the father the adversary ( ) ) P

3

4was S text P

Ij-Aif
Jo : JZU; S: A^X p

i text P

e ^ ^ V ^ \ | ^ S \
(jjX4HS €K ToU -TToiTpOS' TOU OLoipOAOU
5 / 7 /
£6T€ &K€iVos oiV&nteicOK-coy/os
O y > ? i '*"*

oCpY^S .

'
Qryy^, K 44 svs ^3

P and the Greek agree apart from the former's final

"is" (with Te). L'Evanglle 682, 683 offer a text identical

with P.

There is no support for Te's introduction of the word

"sons" here. Which Greek text does it presuppose - with or

without ~T~o o TTATpoS ? On the one hand, it can be
argued that "you are the devil's sons" is a justifiable

rendering of the Greek "you are from your father the devil".
1

In that case, S and Te presuppose different Greek texts.

(1) S having the support of the text of Origen, which was,
in the latter part of his career, of "Caesarean" type.
See conclusion, p. 346 .
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Support for the contention that Te goes back to a Greek text

with too 7vclt^os is to be derived from John p. (17 .
where Te syr renders the Greek "our father is Abraham" by

"we are sons of Abraham".

On the other hand, the short text, lacking to'u ttoltposi
would, in its Syriae form as found in S (

^o f ? )* be very easily and
naturally expanded into Te*s "you are the sons of the evil

one" ( .o/cf a^cLo
especially as the Syriac-J^ln the S text could mean either

"from" (which is what the S translator presumably intended,

equivalent to &K ) or "of" (which is how, on this view,

T has understood it, "of" being equivalent to "sons of").

Thus, to suppose that a Syriac gospel text resembling S,

i.e. X, lay before Tatian when he composed the Diatessaron

explains the origin of an unparallelled Diatessaron reading.

The choice between the two alternative explanations of

the Te text is difficult. But the possibility that T was

here based on S*s ancestor X is not to be lightly dismissed.

(1) Burkitt, Ev.I. p.475, seems wrong to take the ? of
S to be a relative pronoun, and to translate "but ye that
are evil...", which leaves him with an anacoluthon. The
translation of S offered above leaves no anacoluthon, and
yields better sense.
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John 9» Vo2

and1 they asked2 him his disciples'^, who^ sinned,

this (man) orrhis parents"*?

1om. S text P

2
are asking S text P

■^add. and are saying our great one ( ; ) P text S

A^oqfO^P:
Sirhat man S text P

text S

» \ O ^ c ^koLl IJptOTVJ&oCV cCUTOV OL yUoL
OLutou 1 Aeyos/T^s^^ • ou.fSiT9 "visr

71 Ac o ? ^

Vjf*iipT€V j OUTOS' 7J OL yovecs oCUTGU
1

cm*.. D
D ■&£ sys

TeS agree in omitting the words AcyoVTGS 'pot£$i t
/ . Poi ^ ' r 'i
(De's omission of eCUTOU A€ VOVT€Sis probably un¬

connected). This curtailed S text encourages the belief

that in some cases at least the abbreviation that character¬

izes Te syr may go back, not only further than Ephraem, but

even further than Tatian, to the earliest form of the Old

Syriac text.
c

TeS further agree against P in their rendering of ol

yove?S o(3TOO ioy ac^qX// . This
Burkitt (Ev.I, p.479) translates "kinsfolk", but the word
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is also commonly used in the narrower sense of "parents"•

("parentes eius", Leloir).

John 9, v»3

1 r* 2 3
He said to them, not that man and also not hi3 parents

but that rGod might be glorified^
Vesus P text S

2
sinned also not S

sinned and not P

3 WoXjf ; Acfoqlo f, : text S

^there might be glorified in him the works of God SP

r p , / ✓-» / ?/ ^7) _

'jtOUS ' OUT€ OV-roS
tip-rev of yoVGLS oiUTOUj

£ AA' C^VoL favepcoO-V) T-w epyoL
_ _ ^ 7 ? '

Too V OlOT^J .

, ? f/~) ?/ ^ \ 'TP ?' oC7C6Kpl &'yj lyjfov? eiTcev tcoiTOLS
/, S~6"5~ ^ pajuic . /£> leMU cbo*.Ct -Cv&

Ci HA^KOC^ l.££U> 1-e^uA
& I&vua j&fc otuxCt

cf.J t<&{snb>ol^sn4 £> ^olux'dt JUA}
pQ

This is Te syr as found at EC 16 , the form of it at

EC 17^ being the same as S. But even here there are a

number of parallels with S. TeSP all have "said to them"

for the Greek otTCCtCpL- @*j i cf. the
text of 1,565 and the Old Latin and see conclusion, p.

for the relationship of the Diatessaron and the Old Syriac

to the "Caesarean" and "Western" texts respectively.
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TeS also agree in omitting "Jesus", in "also not" ( Ji3 J )
and (cf. John 92 p- ^4-"7 ) in aoairx translating

c ^ 7 ^ v. , ^ „ f
OI yoV€iS oCUTOU by A<=f QJZJ)

All this is sufficient indication of the close kinship of T

and S. Any theory of Diatessaron origins must take this into

account and explain it. The resemblance is too constant and

too close to be accounted for, as it was by Burkitt, simply

by the influence of the Diatessaron on 8 (and C). No doubt

there was strong Diatessaron influence on S and C, but the

influence of a harmony on separate gospels would be unlikely

to extend to such resemblances of detail as we have noted,

particularly in this third section of the thesis. One may

venture to think that if Burkitt had had available the

evidence of MS. 709» he would have given serious consideration

to the hypothesis that T was itself composed, not indeed

direct from S and C, but from an older text of the same

family. For the alternatives with which we are faced

are that the SC translators knew the Diatessaron so accurately

that they reproduced its slightest nuances, against the Greek

which they had before their eyes, and without actually copying

the Syriac Diatessaron (since one can hardly copy separate

gospels from a harmony in which the four gospels are woven

together), or that the Syriac Diatessaron was drawn from

Syriac separate gospels. Is not this latter the simpler,

more likely alternative?

Te is at the end of this verse typically abbreviated,

perhaps by Ephraem .
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John 9# v.39
f* A mm P

that the blind ones may see and that the seeing ones

may become blind

-j
those who are blind they may see S

those who do not see may see P

2
those who see SP

€LtfcL OL JAlj \ 6~iroVT €S ^X €~TTW)^ cV Kotl
/ ,,v
£~rco\f~res y€vo4\f~r*LL .

7a
The quotation is given as at EC syr 10' , a section

not extant in Te arm# But the section is perhaps more

likely to have been excised by Te arm than interpolated

by Te syr. And the fact that this same verse is quoted at
32

EC 16 in exact accordance with SP makes it more likely
7a

that we have at 10 an authentic fragment of T.

Just as in S oi' /A'1^ oV~c€.s is
rendered "those who are blind" so in Te syr we have "the

blind ones". But there is also a slight difference between

Te syr and SP, apart from those recorded above, in

"may become blind" is in the former the Ethpaal of

>^qJd » , but in the latter the Peal form
vO \o CQ I
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John 10, v.8

1f* 2
all the ones who came are thieves and robbers

1
add. and SP

2 V) ; p S text S

TTdVT€S ' 06&l -vjA &ov ejULOL?^ Joi^Tr-r^t
A 3 \ V / ^ r r

€i6lV KoU Ay&TeLL .
1

<r»v. I)
2l p^5"^-75"^ S<^. -&tr sy SF so,

ti*tVf?«$\'CADW (~»® CI.
3 -Tj^oiV & -mv>vUAe*Ui<J J currn. Dt'oLyrrutf
L*Evangile 700 quotes this verse as in Te, though reading

. Q_Jc^ .<?Qj\.") for AJ v>.
N \ V ? n \

TeSP omit "7Tp<v GjJLoo • and further agree
in the ambiguous , which would

normally mean "they are thieves", but which here, under the

influence of the preceding verb in the past tense, could

equally well mean "they were thieves". Te arm here

(EC 16^) has "they were" ( fc> ji ), but this
6

could be due to the Armenian Vulgate, and at EC 18 (not
extant in Syriac) it has "they are". As the material

collected at Tern, p.203 shows, the various witnesses to the

Diatessaron text are evenly divided between past and present

tenses. The point to note is that this confusion of tense

could most easily have arisen in translating from Syriac,

since the pronoun ^ (used here as a

copula) cannot of course indicate tense. So the presence

of this confusion in the Diatessaron witnesses points to

an originally Syriac Diatessaron .
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John 10, v.11
1 r 2

the good shepherd is giving his life on behalf of

his flock

1

text S

2

qjU : laying down ( Jp ) p •

^3^ : v2_\uu P : text S

C \ c ^ ^
a 'vroiyU'jjv o KecAos -ryv

? ^ - f ^ <—»

oCUTOU Tl Cr yjftv W7r€f> -r-AJ v
7T^><? (?eC-r(<JV.

/¥ D £*£ Sys bo

TeS presuppose the reading cTt^<d~6<J &CV ;

so also Aphraates {Tim, p.204) and the Acts of Judas Thomas

(Burkitt, Ev.I, p.482f.). P on the other hand translates

T~C'&fj tV and does so with y£> LsX>
( jf>Lo also renders 7ro^)eL-rt^^£yUoLt
Luke t3r # in SCP, but for reason to believe that the

Diatessaron in that passage used K see
the articles of Baarda, NTS 8, 287ffJ Abramowski and

Goodman, NTS 13» 292f; as well as T&a.. p.227f. and Lyonnet,

pp.24-27).

TeSP agree in "his flock" ( Oi-L\ ) for the
Greek* s Ttov TTf>Opof-rV , Leloir, Tdm.
p•204s citing from Aphraates also for this

verse, maintains that the reading is Tatianic, and compares

Mt. 106 in S \
( jU Ar Toi TC^o ).
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John 11, v.1

1 f 2
and it was that Lazarus was ill

1but (
^ ^ p s text S

2a certain (man) ( ~-U ) was ill, Lazarus ... P

text S

f ^ T/5* 1 oi 19£\/t*JV j AoL^ei^OS
9

/ auolU- etcein r

TeS omit TlS , and share the construction ...? locfc
, "It was that • ••" (cf. P's.. • •• Z Joef A*f)

Te arm reads:

tJL. oj<vyy ^jlL£s)<vrj- Sjl, /]cj 'J'uniSj £p *"»pto
and there there was an invalid certain, Lazarus the name was

of him.

Te arm supplies the TlS which Te syr omits, and

adds the adverb "there", probably (T&n. p.206) from the Old

Armenian version. But note that this latter reading has also

been found in a papyrus. "There" could possibly be

Diatessaric. But even more likely to be so is Te arm's
1

introduction of the word "name" , even though this could

not easily be fitted into Te syr as it stands. "Lazarus

was his name" is a reading that finds support in the Arabic

and Persian Diatessarons, in several Old Latin MSS., and in

Arnobius (T£m. p.206).

( 1) Prom Luke 1620?
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John 11, v»3

12 r be 4
and his sisters are sending to our lord^j

e 5
behold our lord he whom you are loving is ill

1but S : Text P

2add. two SP

3
y \ J? s sent ( —U^jLJT ) s i

^ 5 p
^to him to Jesus S to Jesus and are saying P

5 > ocf ? O^SP
, / ( ^ c ? r | / ^ ^
9t7T£fT€(Xol V €>UV oCt <X.O€A a>oCi irpQST

7 \ y I x"""' */r
ocotov Aeyovfoit • kupce^ cde ov
<^>cXe?s ocf&eve'c •

' (XjLoL. Oi-L>~ro0 D 7&n. I cl£ ct

2 Tov ^I'yj&oov D sy sf

TeS agree in their translation of -ax-xjc and

in omitting Xg'vou6oLt i TeSP agree with D and the'
? n

Old Latin in the addition of otCPTOU and the

rejection of oCUTOs/ (for Te*s preference

of "our lord" to "Jesus" cf. John 11"^ p.

But Te lacks the distinctive addition of "two" found in

SP; so the reading "two"cannot on our present evidence be

traced to the Diatessaron.
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John 11, v.7

12 3
he Is saying therefore to his disciples, come let us go

to Judaea

1
add* and S

and afterwards P

2om. SP

3add* again P text S

^ ~ A —gireiToC u^Tai too to Aeyet -rots
n o / ?/ > \

yUoc&yj-roLis • &is ~ryv
>!o U (ToCloCV TToL XLV.

1 Add. ocZtoO Avr-A -{L*.l3yP«.

"Therefore", occurring at EC 171 in the middle of an

apparently continuous quotation from T, could be a genuine

Tatianic fragment. «

•p/ p
TeS share the omission of €.lT€LToL JlL€ToI touto and

of TTpcXiV , which is perhaps an indication of

the abbreviated nature not only of T but of the whole Old
2

Syrlac text tradition. Cf. John 9 p. 24.7 • TeSP all pre-
p

suppose the addition of otUTOu » and agree

in "come let us go" for the Greek oiyUjyL&\/ •
(So also John 11"0 in TeS, where Greek has only

tl\j ojjjlgv ! cf. T&a., p.207f•)« "Come let us go" is
read also by the Armenian Vulgate, the Georgian Version,

the Arabic and Persian Diatessarons, etc. (T&n. p.207), and
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16 ^
Is probably Tatianic in origin, both here and at John 11 .

John 11, v«25
1 r 2

I am the resurrection ; everyone who is believing in me,

even if ( 0.T ) he ris dying^ he ris living*1"
1 /A±LUJ j .
the resurrection and the life ( o JjQJJ QJ ) P

text S (so Lewis : Z^-LJquvO Burkitt)*
2
and he who S he who P

^will die P text S

Sad.il live SP

J / 9 c ? ^ r, \ ^ <r / 1
6lyUC yj oiVoL6ToL6LS KcLi yj JojVj •

C / ? * \ >}
O TC16T€V04V eis ^yU€ KttV
oiirO QpLV'Yj ^y^6T€ToLL.

'
<yyyv.

*-*" svf Cyf> Or?

This quotation from MS* 709 enables us to revise on

two points the views held by Burkitt:-

(i) Burkitt, JjV.II, p.237 quoted the short text of S, "I am

the resurrection" to contrast it with Te arm, "I am the

(1) On the Diatessaron and the Armenian and Georgian
versions, see on Mt*22f32, p. £ •
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resurrection and the life". He said: "In this striking

variant S agrees with Cyprian against the Diatessaron and

practically all other texts". Now that we have EC syr we

know, as Burkitt could not have known, that this verse is

not an example of "the Diatessaron ... definitely ranged

on the opposite side to S", but just the opposite, a striking

agreement of T with S in reading a shortened text,

(ii) Burkitt (Ev.I, p.555I Hv.II, P»315) was fairly sure

that the reading of S here was /A^-■-UO , rather

than JA&JUU for oiVoi~<6TtL6lS* This solution

to the difficulty of decipherment was supported by the fact

that jz> is the predominant Old Syrlac

equivalent for otVoi €Tot6LS • (Burkitt, Ev.II.

p.82} see on Mt.2223 p. 36). But now that we know that

JAasuuj is what stood here in the Diatessaron,

Mrs Lewis* view that is the true reading

of S in this verse is, if anything, confirmed) if this be

right, it is the only occurrence of that word in the Old

Syriac.

Thus, in the four gospel passages containing oiVol6ToL6(&

which are extant in Te syr, three different Syriac equivalents

are found - IAjqjuj at John 1123;
MUD ( the usual Old Syriac word) at Luke

234 p. fO<? (of. L'^vanglle 466-7))
•Z

(a West Aramaism consnon in the Old Syriac, cf. Black , p.281)

at Mt.2223 p. 36 UMk.1218), Mt.2228 (cf. L*Evangile 252).

Tatian and the Old Syriac translators do not seem to have

aimed at consistency in rendering the Greek. See further on

Mt.2223, p. 36 .
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Tatian*s inconsistency should, however, raise some

questions in our minds. If the Syriac Diatessaron was com¬

posed on the basis of a Greek text, be it a Greek Diatessaron

or Greek separate gospels (and these are the alternatives to

dating X earlier than Tatian), is it likely that Tatian

would have used three different Syriac words for the one Greek

word sCVoLfTelftS? On the other hand, there is nothing

surprising in these different translations existing side by

side in the Old Syriac gospels, whose "composite character

is well-knownj they contain different attempts at trans-

lation of the Greek" (Black , p.265). Without going as far

along this line as Hjelt (esp. pp.96ff.) and claiming to

deduce from translation variants the order in which the four

gospels were first translated into Syriac, we can at least

admit that the translation seems to have been done by

different hands at different times, using different Syriac

equivalents for the same Greek word. In the present Instance,

it is perhaps no coincidence that Te syr, in the four passages

noted above where the Greek €Ttl6lf occurs, has on

each occasion the same rendering as S - in the Matthaean

passages in the Lucan passage

i in the Johannine passage XJJ

Is there not a strong case here for thinking the Syriac

Diatessaron to be dependent on a Syriac Tetraevanglion which

contained these variations, and which was the ancestor of

S? See further in the conclusion, p. 34-2 .

Of less importance here at John 112^ is that Te*s two

inaccurate present tenses, "he is dying, he is living" are

partially corrected by S and then completely revised by P.
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S represents an intermediate stage between the freedom of T

and the exactitude of P. Finally, we note that Te*s

"everyone who" ( ) ia exactly
parallelled at L*l*vang-ile. 714*

John 11, v«35 I

r(i) he wept ( A^O )1 (EC 173*4)
r(ii) Our Lord wept ( WJD I )1 (EC 176)
and the tears of Jesus were coming SP

/ C
U 6 €V o 7hj6ous' U/kf

^ CLoU. Kcil X * -2)© Mf>c

of EC I7^,if is repeated five times by

Ephraem, and occurs also 3/4 at L'Kvamrile 718-720, the

fourth occurrence having the same verb in the past continuous

( jo<4 xsiz> ). \jjo ? . occurs

but once (EC 17^)» and it is probable that JiouD
was the verb of the Diatessaron. Probably the subject in T

was "our Lord" rather than "Jesus", in view of the evidence

of EC 17^» although the substitution of gJO for
A >

that we find in S could have been a feature of

the Diatessaron tradition also.

But the most significant point is that the very

distinctive rendering of ifcfoCO 6€\/ at EC 17^
( yto 9 Aocf fo ) is also that
which we find in SP. (Could it reflect docetlc reluctance

(1) "At o later period, »i-JO v.uo generally sub¬
stituted for in^ one of the immediate ancestors
of S, without regard for the Greek" (Burkitt, Kv.II, p.99).
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&ears or Jesus were coming"?

Lo for £ c/oC /ep U i

to refer to the bodily functions of our Lord?)

Which of these is the true T reading - "our Lord wept"

or "the tears of Jesus were coming"? The occurrence of

in this verse

whenever it is quoted in the other works of Ephraera

(L'IbVanglle, 718-720), quite apart from its support in EC,

seems to establish the former as the reading of the Diatessaron

as known to Ephraem. In that case, the quotation of this verse

7
at EC 17 may really be from the separate gospels, and not

from the Diatessaron at all. For our purposes, the signifi¬

cance of this would be that the Old Syriac (S) rendering is

clearly of a freer, more primitive kind than the Diatessaric.

This fact could reasonably be interpreted as evidence for the

existence of a Syriac separate gospel text, ancestor of S,

more primitive, i.e. earlier, than T, and which Tatian has

on occasion revised into somewhat more literal accord wita

the Greek text. In general, we find that it is Te which has

a freer rendering than S and C, indicating that the T text

is an older one than the SC text. But SC may well be

descended from an ancestor (X) of greater antiquity than T

itself, and traces of this ancient text, revised out of T,

may still be preserved in them. In this case it is remarkable

that the primitive text, if such it be, persists even till the

time of the Peshitta.

7
On the other hand, the quotation at EC 17 is introduced

by JcA , the equivalent of modern quotation marks,
which suggests that it is a genuine citation from the

Diatessaron. The way out of the dilerrma may be to postulate

that Ephraem knew more than one Diatessaron text. If so,

EC 17^ would appear to give us the more primitive form of
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the Tatianic text, "our Lord wept" being a later, revised

version. See further on Mark 10^®, p. IOI , and John 11^,
P. 27 , for the possibility that Ephraera knew more than

one Diatessaron text, at least in certain passages. The

existence of this possibility means that^here and elsewhere
(e.g. Luke 13 , p. \3€ )9 Old Syriac readings which appear

to be older than Tatian may in reality only be older than

Ephraem. But in passages for which there is no evidence

that more than one Diatessaron text was in circulation,

we may still claim the Old Syriac text as older if on other

grounds it appears to be such. cf. p.Slf.S'.
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John 11, v.37
f" 12
to the blind man he opened. Was he not indeed

r 3
being able that he might make for him that he might not die?

this is he that opened his eyes of him that was blind from

the womb of his mother S

this man who opened his eyes of that blind man P

2
om. P text S

x
-'this man that he S

that this man also P

> r^ <v C / .

OOK €d u VoL~\~O CUTC5 O oCVOLCcLS

TouS oi 9* OU5" TOO TUS\OG
' cf \ 7* ^

TTof^j GoLi LVoi. l<oLi OUTOS yU'Vj
CxfTTO &oL V

/
r) ;

The syntactical structure of the Greek is retained in P,

the adjectival participle becoming a relative clause. But Te

and 3 simplify the structure by splitting the sentence into

two. (Cf. T&n. p.209). The first sentence (which there

seems no need to take as a question, with Leloir, 709. p.195)
comes from EC 17^"> the second from EC 17^. That the first

at least is an accurate quotation is indicated by its
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accompanying h\ , and there is no need to

attribute the division into two sentences to Ephraem, since

it occurs in the Old Syriac also.

The first sentence in Te is considerably abbreviated,

and in the second sentence both Te and S omit Woe<

But the striking feature of S is just the opposite, namely

its expanded text of the first sentence, which could be only

partially explained by supposing the influence of John 9^.
We note similar expansions elsewhere in Te (e.g. John 1'6*
Mt.2818 p. /f?S" ) and in bhe Old Syriac (e.g. John 36).2
Such additions to the text suggest that the oldest trans¬

lation of the gospels into Syriac, whether a Tetraevangelion

or a harmony, had something of a Targumic character. To

some extent it was an interpretation rather than a literal

rendering of the Greek.
r\ c/

The Greek construction TTOfi^^eLL tVot. is followed

literally in P ( > ), but TeS both

make outos the object, direct in S, indirect in Te,

of "KOi'yjfot.L • Another trace of Syriac idiom is the ?oV
1 1wVHiotff equivalent in the Greek. For this word see Luke 16 in the

Old Syriac and Burkitt ad loc. At Luke 16^, 20^, 22^°,
233, ? , not required by the Greek,

stands in S, and in each place it has been washed out from

the Curetonian MS. Our faith in the Te syr text is increased

(1) "All that my father has is mine, and/what is mine is my
father's" (EC 15'9)? for 7r*V-rot *664. VV*t O trur^jp
£uu" esriv
(2) "That which is born of the spirit is spirit, because God
is a living spirit" (S, cf. C, which further adds "and
from God it has been born". Compare^the Old Latin here).
The Greek is simply -ro toO TT*€U/itlTOS

€6TlV.
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by the fact that this expression, which it was apparently

felt desirable to revise out of the Old Syrlac gospels,

survives in It8# 709*

John 16, w.27-28

071-
'and I from the father have come forth

28*
Î have come

1from God I 3

1 from God P

2
add. I have come forth from the father and P : text S

27 ' \ i \ r~ <—\ % P ^ ** i /->

€jco 7rotpoi tou € F yjX&ov.
re^yj\QoV TOO iroL-rpoS'8 KoU U OoC ,

' am,. p^"
z Too nurpos B ^fcCar*yC*DL. OI/+.lpc Sa. too
3

cmv. DW bff2 sys

The Te text here agrees with that of Codex Bezae in

i

/
two points, the reading TOO tc oL"rPOS in

p
OV iverse 27, and the omission of €^yj\QoV TOU TT*CTf>0&

(cf. W8 and some Old Latin witnesses) in verse 28. The

reading Tou ToLlpo$ , which is well attested,
having early gained a foothold in verse 27 (if indeed it is

not the original text), the omission of the first four words

of v.28 would easily follow, since they are a repetition of

the last four in verse 27• They could have dropped out

either by parablepsia, or by design. If by design, this
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curtailment of the text might well have been due to the

Dlatessaron, as the evidence of Te syr points to Tatian's

constant striving to prune down the gospel text as far as

is consistent with intelligibility. Alternatively, a Greek

text such as D» with the omission in v.28 already there, may

have been the text from which the gospels were first trans¬

lated into Syrlac, and hence the source of this reading in

Te and 8•

Diatessaron influence is perhaps seen at work in the
2

conflate reading of ff in verse 27: "a deo patre"• That

"from the father" really was the T reading cannot be doubted

in view of its occurrence in the Arabic, Tuscan and Venetian

Diatesearons also (GNT).

John 21, v.21
-i

he said to him , and this one, my lord, what?

1
Jesus P : text S

> ^
o( v rw

~>
0CL> "TO

J
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As unpointed is ambiguous, we
i ^

cannot say whether TeS presuppose a€\/€l or- ^i.TZ€V ,

> f/n 'but P?s LmJO) is certainly perfect
tense, and so supports the latter.

TeS agree against P and the Greek in "him" for "Jesus",

and TeSP coincide in the otherwise unsupported O f

"my lord". For Tatian's apparent leaning towards adding "my"

with "father", see on John 16"*^, p. 127 • Tatian may

likewise have been responsible for introducing "my" here.
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(ii) C with Te

Mt.6, v.21

^where ryour treasure2, there will be ryour heart"**
^
add. for CP

2
i your (plural) treasure (VQ^>yL.Z_\JQy<jx> t your vplural; treasure

will be C

your (plural) treasure is P

\ : your (plural) heart ( -^Q ~> )3

also CP

c/ /
Oltou r? <
exei 66toLI

' # L

z
. B

J

/ ? ^
Te omits y<^p and KoU .
"Your (plural) is a harmonistic reading due to the

C ^ XJ,
double ufLt*>V at Luke 12"• It is read by Te arm
at EC (EC syr missing), though not here at EC 15"^. Since

CP, Aphraates and the Arabic and Persian Biatessarons support
17

the plural reading here, it is probable that EC am 6

preserves the authentic T text. Cf. Tern, p.127-
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Mt.15# V.5

and^ you rhave said2 each"* rto his father2*"
my offering-* you will gain profit from

1but SCP

2are saying SCP

x

•^that he who says S

everyone who says P text C

Ho his father and to his mother SC

to father or to mother P

5an offering if S text CP
c

add. whatever P text SC

me

C pt I / dp} W
Ufi6lS oe A€J€T€ ' OS oLV eciry
tZ IfolTfU ' yj Z Tvj ^JTpL 3
r /> cl ^ / i if.
oM^oV o €ocv €jllou u> <d £Ayj

' doioi. otUTOU ■ff $jsc a//rK
2 KoLi^ boCcmti.

3 Ud. Ctu-ro0 r -ff' Vcj. so- bo
4- ol<mMsnx -yrveuASYYv Q
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The parallelism between Te and C here is unmistakable.
?(

They share "each", omit T*YJ § road
"to his father", "m.v offering", and emit "whatever". The

reading of the Old Latin G , "donura meum proficiet tibi",

is close to TeC, and possibly reflects Diatessaric influence

(cf. Burkitt, jgv.I, p.85).

P, as usual, clings closely to the Greek. The text

of S is interesting. While agreeing for the most part with

Te, it joins CP in correcting "and you have said" to "but

you are saying", reintroduces gilT'in omitted

by TeC, and apparently misreads cftSpoV o €oCV as (ToSfoV
JetV s or refers here to a Greek MS. from which c?

has per/iaps accidentally been omitted.

Mt.16, v.20
f* 4 p 9
Do not say that I (am) the Messiah

that no one should say concerning him C

that no one should say P

2he was CP

</ r \ ?/ c/ ?/
iv<< ^Lvjoevc etTTOJ&CV OTC oiUTOS'

r
O

'
Ouras D (£> om. €

2 O ^IrjCouS ID C
?lrj^oos O \^6tos X^Carr'C US.20<I a£-(kt.
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Here again Te makes direct speech out of indirect,

cf. John Textually, C's addition of "concerning
. \ 9 n

him" is a harmonistic reading ( olU ~TOU ,

Mark 8 ); that it came from the Diatessaron is made highly

probable by the fact that Te arm here adds "concerning me"

( i|^ou<0 )
Mt.17, v.5 and Mark 9» v.7
f 1' this is he my son

2' and my beloved

him hear

1

2

LQJ cj* • ocf SC } text P
s who (is) beloved S

the beloved P : text C

O f * c ( <-
ootos eenv o ulos uou o

7 / r i S .> ^ i
oC^irrjTOS} oLxooexe <<u~roo.
1 ^ (W. \~is) s/cp

2 W AN 13

II? p»w. kf/f2; ^ 5Y T
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c •> /
TeC*s "and my beloved" for O oCyoLTPlj TOS is

repeated at L'Uvangile. 219• (for "my" cf. sa bo *s
"Dilectus meus" at Mark 9^ 1). It is probably a Diatessaron

reading imported into C# but resisted by S, though TC could

have derived it from pre-Tatianic Syriac gospels.

Mt.20, vv.26-27

1 2 r 3
he who desires that he should be to you great will be to

you a slave^4"
^add. but CP (v.26)
2
add. among you CP

5om. CP

^servant CP (v.26)
if 1 1 ? | /1 y r ^ f

56 Z\\> OS €oLv t^eAyj ev uy4.1v yue^ocs
yeveg&oK. £6TcLC ' uyucov cfceucovos.

\ ff yl /->/1 c ^*7 ^ &eA-Y1 £v tyucv £(Voi(
, 1 L c ^ r ^ I

TTfoOTOSj €6ToLt UyUt*>\s dooAOS .

' eeruX^'H LS

^ €6~rt-J 3 &f1. X "X■

Te is an amalgam of v.26 ( yU,€ydLS ) and v.27
( c/ouXoS )» which again (cf. Mt.24# v.36 p. *?2 ,

and on Luke 2, v.4 p. 2.33 » John 13» v.23 p* 156" ) is
evidence that the Diatessaron was an abridgement of the

gospel narrative. In Te arm, however, the word corresponding

(1) Where S (C missing) follows the Greek.
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to Te syr's "great" ( ~> J ) Is ju
literally "head"} this seems perhaps a closer equivalent of

TrpoJTOS than of yU^^oCS # in which case
the Te arm text would not be an amalgam* but a direct

quotation of v.27*

A trait eonmon to TeCP here is "to you" in the
c

principal clause (Greek ). Te syr has "to

you" also in the relative clause, and its omission there in C

suggests that the latter has deliberately excised it in

favour of the gv UyUCV of the Greek text,
i.e. the indications are that C's text, though under the

influence of T* has begun to move away from the extreme

freedom that characterizes the T translation (or away from

the type of gospel text that lies behind T) back towards

a closer conformity with the prevailing Greek text.1

(1) For evidence of this movement in C, cf. Fv.II, pp.213-
219.
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Mt.21, v.16
r* 1

and they are saying to him ,

p
are you not hearing what these are saying?

^ora. C text P

2om. P text C

\ T ? ^ y. *—-
Koil gtTToLV oiu-roo • ** ecKouecr
/ J?

tc ootoc o u6 lvj
'

<rm,. vq. (3mss.) , sy*
2 cLoiot. OOK FN 23. /of.!Sy. Z3S.

sy< boPT Chr.
TeC agree in inserting jj ouk

Note here the agreement of some "Caesarean" witnesses,

namely 28, 346 and one witness to the Georgian version,

that which Molitor' designates Chanraeti-Palimpsest-

Mravalthavi, and whose reading here he renders "non

audisne?" For the Diatessaron, the Old Syriac and the
32

Georgian version, see on Mt.24 » P* o , and on the

"Caesarean text" see the conclusion, p.

(1) Molitor, Synopsis. pp.IV, 203
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Luke 8, v.8

1 2
and some on good ground

1

5VVVk 51 I

, Af : other ( AJ ■—JJ ^ ) SCP
2add. and fertile ( Jjb 0^0) c
and fine ( /L--^LXo )p
text S

V c/ >/ p \ n
koli e-r&poV e~rre&€V &S -r-rjV y-vjv

TfJ V ot-Vd V'TJW.
'
<UU. kJtcAyv fc-f. Mt Mk.4-sJ
J> (*<9) pc. ct syP ct syc■

Te arm reads:

bi_ £p np uj<UJ^pV^P fbu)
and there was which fell on land fertile (and) good.

The double epithet of CPD <9 it may, since it is supported

by Te arm, have been present in the original Dlatessaron

(cf. T<§m. p. 154)J hut the presence of this (9 reading in

Te arm could also be accounted for by assuming it to be a

relic of that "Caesarean" stage of the Armenian text that

seems to have preceded the Armenian Vulgate. (See Lake,

Blake and New, "The Caesarean Text of the Gospel of Mark",
32

pp.304-7* 309-10. See also on Mt.24 , p. 6 ).
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Luke 19# v.39
1 2 3

they are saying to him restrain them

■i
add. fine teacher S

our great one C

my great one P

2

P .

A, : rebuke ( a A3 ) 8CP

x
"'them that they may not cry out C

your disciples that they may not cry out S

your disciples P

elltoLV TTpOS" UUTOV * (£l cfdL6
2TTL TL^uy eo rTOLS yUoc &y ToUS d~OU !

ocutoIS £ syc

Te arm adds (cf. SC) "that they may be quiet"

( ^ /.« b (j q b tij ), and this, taken with the
evidence of SC, makes it extremely probable that some such

addition to the text originally stood in T, Te syr having

dropped it under P influence, (cf. Tjm. p.210).
It also seems from Te syr's evidence that the reading

oiOTois stood in the Diatessaron, and its presence
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in C it may be due to Diatessaric influence. At any rate*

C has the text which we may suppose the Diatessaron to have

had, while S deviates from it in that its reading "your

disciples" shows assimilation to the Greek. As for Te's

"restrain" for "rebuke" of SCP Greek, we may have here an

Instance of Tatian's desire to tone down the harshness of

certain gospel passages (for this see Leloir, L*Orient

Syrien I, p.320). Leloir, T&n. p.194f., suggests this for
ID

Mark 10^, where exactly the same substitution of

Te syr).

In dealing with parallels between Diatessaron and

Old Syriac, such as "them that they may not cry out", we

are generally faced with two alternative explanations -

either that we have assimilations of the Old Syriac to the

Diatessaron, by which SC were strongly influenced (so
Burkitt generally), or that they are features of a pre-

Tatdanlc X text which underlies T» S and C alike. MS. 709

helps us to escape from this dilemma. The text of Te is so

constantly and, sometimes, strikingly similar to S, C or

both that the hypothesis of Diatessaron influence on the

Old Syriac, though doubtless true, is not by itself

sufficient to account for the very close kinship between

T and SC. On the other hand, the assumption that T, S and

C all go back to a common base, the Syriac separate gospels

as Tatian knew them in the mid-second century, explains the

facts admirably. It is generally admitted that this was the

time when the various texts of the N.T. were at their point

of maximum divergence} thereafter, T, S and C will have

for has taken place in
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undergone a process of assimilation^ to a Greek text that

was becoming increasingly standardized, and the culmination

of the process was the Peshitta. In our present example, if

C preserves the primitive base text, Te syr has been

assimilated to the Greek in the dropping of "that they may

not cry out", S in reading "your disciples" for "them",

and P in both of these ways.

Luke 19» v.40

r 12 3
he said to them ,if these will be silent the

stones will cry out

^he answered and said S text CP

2
add. truly I am saying to you SC

I am saying to you P

3*U „ OTl

£ <S> y&

(1) For this process in SC see Ev.II, pp.213-219«0 For
one aspect of this process in I, see on Mark tUw*# P»
and, more generally, T|m. pp.84ff.
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\ ? \
TeCP abbreviate KoLt WKQK^L&r£(S GcTTGV s

note that most Old Latin MSS. (d e f are exceptions) and

the vulgate omit uicotc^i . It is S
that here preserves the full Greek text.

C*s "these stones" (not found in S, pace Tim, p.210)
is read also in Te arm ( ^2_wp/, ^ >
and therefore probably stood in the original T text. That it

is not an exclusively Tatianic addition, but one that could

rather easily slip in at this point, is shown by its

occurrence in sa bo also.
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Luke 19, v.42 / .

and he said rto her1 rif you had known ( -a )

at least ( ) in this your day2,
rbut peace was hidden to itself^ ( ^s.rtt. IX) from

your eyes

1om» SCP

even if ( <2) ) in this day

you had then known ( f ^1-a, )
your peace SC .

if now you had known ( a --a )

the things which are of your peace,

at least ( ^9 /" ) in this your day P
-H>ut now they are hidden to themselves P

but it was hidden to itself S text C

1 S e/ ? >/ _ r > n
\e \JOJV OTL ec syvoos ~r^j
/ ^ \ V , \ N

njyi€f>oL TUOT-yj Su Toi Tryos
? s* a r i ^ i^r-A

gip'TjV'YjV* VoV de GKpup'YJ <XTro
oj>0oc\yLcJ\/ SOU.

1 \ ^ ^ 7 n C ^ ^ r* /
Koil SO KoLL ye SV ~r-YJ nyyUepet. Sou ToCUTyy
Byq. (AD y&An. / *&) W T^AH. (3 pm. •&£
tvt dXL sv<? ?c

m.
2 UJi. 6ou Bfl.r -6~.i f

oM~ 60L D "/a**. 13 (57

"6yt XBC ®&S-pc
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1
Te arm B at EC 18 (A is only slightly variant) reads:-

uyucoLp cju)Lpu cjujju juuiyjioyjnLpljij^
at least today day this of peace your,

UJ[_ cju jiJL.LJV jtp/juuj
but has been hidden peace from face your.

Te arm*s "from your face", instead of "from your eyes",

has support from the Persian Diatessaron (T&n. p.211), and

may therefore be the authentic T text. Te arm also (previous
to the words quoted) supports the distinctive "to her" of

Te syr, which occurs again in the Pepysian Gospel Harmony

(T|m. p.211). More interesting is the fact that the word

"peace" occurs in Te arm in both protasis and apodosis} this

is the case in C also} the probability therefore is that this

double occurrence of "peace" was in the original Diatessaron,

from which C will have derived it. This would explain why,

although SP and the Greek have "peace" only in the "if"

clause, Te syr has it only in the latter half of the verse:

descended from a Diatessaron text where the word occurred

in both parts of the verse, Te syr has dropped one occurrence,

but Instead of returning to the Greek has thus strayed even

further from it. A similar explanation fits the facts at

John 3^9 q.v. p. 238 } cf. Mark 9^» p»220 .

The value of Te arm remains considerable even after the

discovery of MS. 709«

On the whole, TeSCP here incline towards the

"Byzantine" text which, however, largely coincides with the

"Western" text of D lat in this verse. Its characteristics

are: KoCLJ€ (- £ "yw cUy,"(lzP) ; fu*cAU(ScP),^ "■from your eyes" is} aiscO CL p*ffl,'bie 'fonv.Wian.
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In this and the previous two quotations (i.e. Luke 19^»40,42^
the evidence of Te arm has suggested that the true T text

survives in the Old Syriac rather than in Te syr. The

explanation may be that the Peshitta text of this particular

passage of Luke has influenced the scribe of MS# 709#

Luke 23, v.34

•f
father forgive them for they are not

knowing what they are doing

1
s my father ( .a ZT> f ) C : text P

r V i ? "■» y ^ j/r
p ) oL(p€S oCU~TOLS ' OU yecp OLO0L6LV

TL^ TCOIOUGLV.'
'
<rwv. P7S~B\' e0/24..S•71.aw^>c«<^^y,

£ So. be ft
The interesting thing is that this "Western non-

interpolation" occurs at all in the Diatessaron, since it

is not present in S and in other authorities with which T

often keeps con^any. But C, P and L *Evangile 599 also have

it# See Rendel Harris, The Diatessaron of Tatian :

A Preliminary Study. pp#50-59# and MX* II, pp.228-232,
for discussions of the "Western non-interpolations"in the

Diatessaron and the Old Syriac respectively.

Since in the Old Syriac

gospels can mean "my father", there is a slight possibility

that it carries that meaning here in Te syr, which would
■Z

bring T here into line with C. (cf. Black , p.282f.).
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John 1, vv.3-4

and that which came into being in him even thatJ
L 5

is*" life, and that^ life is the light of the sons of man

1but that which C

whatever P

punctuates here with full stop

text C

■*
Jom« CP

4 ^^was P

text C

5the CP

r /
o
/ I "> n C ^

yejovev , *cuTt*j juy-rj
k^i -rj ^u>yj -3jv to <j>£s- T"^»v dvOp totrw.

^c* (d)aL.W®-At so. Ir ci
Hif>p Or Eos Epipk !e.ft ijaJLz -t£<uuL
6o*rdd <+*W.

Z '&GTLV XD it Svc 1 CI?
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The main textual question is whether to punctuate

before or after ^ y €y oV€V • Te agrees
with C against P and the Greek in adopting the former alterna¬

tive, and we note that Tatian, ^E^XX'TjVoLS 9
19agrees. See further T&n. pp.73-74 and references there.

Te further agrees with C in reading <£6~7~LV
o

for njv • Te syr however also contains two
distinctive idioms not supported by the Old Syriac - "even

that is life" ( O (f XjJJ Oc^O ), and " that

life" ( A^ju \Q-Jct ) for "the life". In the latter

case the Syriac demonstrative pronoun is used anaphorically
•i

as equivalent to the Greek article: cf. John 1 , where TeCP

all read for the second
c , x .

and third occurrences of o AOyos • also on
John 114, p. 2,S3 ).
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John 1, v.14

1 2
that word became body and sojourned among us

a C^ : the CP

S flesh ( h
\ C I / ^ C ?

Koli o Aoyos g'oCpF e.V€V&To
\ 7. ^ ' C /"»

koi( £6"tcyj VfJ*€V yytt-L v .

02_D ) P i text C

For the Syriac demonstrative pronoun used in Te as

equivalent to the Greek article, perhaps anaphorically,

see also John 1^"*\ p. 29\f..
This apart, TeC agree, and differ from P in two ways;

first, the translation of by A
(cf. L'Evangile, 624-5) as opposed to /i
(cf. L'Evangile 626). Te arm's fulfil, can mean
either "flesh" or "body". See Burkltt, Ev.II, pp.140-1.

Second, JAXjo in TeC is feminine,

but masculine in P. This is apparent from the verbs

/.Oct and AkXv in TeC» and
loot aiu^ in P. The word 7Ju\IP is properly

feminine, but in the Peshitta and later Syriac it is treated

as masculine when it refers to the Word as a theological

technical term. The fact that it is feminine in Te syr

as well as in C means that for the Diatessaron as well as

1
the Curetonian we must translate John 1 , where the verbs
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are masculine (EC 142^); "In the beginning He was the

Wordj and He, the Word, was with God; and He, the Word, was

God". See for this Burkitt, Quotations, pp.62-63* and

Ev.I, ad loc. JJv.II, p.138.

John 5» v*7

rhe is saying to hirn^, there Is not to me a man who

when the waters have been troubled ( Q V.
r 23
wall bring rne down , but while I am coming another before

me is going down

4
he is saying to him, my lord SC

that man replied and said, yes my lord, but P

2 Ajuu : will bring me down to the pool(

will throw me to the pool S

will throw me in the pool P

■^and C text S

? />, , ?<-> c ? /") /*> 2 /
otTT&kpc ^yj uv-rcO O ot£ * KuC<-£ ,
7/ /•) I 7 ?/1 */ 1 /i o (
oCSC7fi*>7tc>V ouk. , ft- orpLV -ruptt^&yj
t/cfoJo ^oikyj 6is 7~-yv

■? "p /*\ 9/1 2 / 7/1 I \ *
(j) 06 ef>yoa*tc uAAos Trpo € ill

TO

oCV

n
otf

' \eYec
z add. C2Z(&} 33 syP

old. Gy'v de d&QevQv *7ropeoo/Ltii 61
3
.
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ii. ui oun

^6

It is possible that Te arm is to be preferred in two

particulars - (i) for "a man", Te arm reads "a guardian"

( U£c), which is also found in the Armenian
version,of John Chrysostom and in Jacob of Sarug (

b "caretakers"), and which belongs probably

to the Old Armenian version and possibly to the Diatessaron.

See on this T&a. p.172. (ii) for "I am coming" Te arm

has "I delay there that I may be got ready" ( Ito
Z"ph*H3 ). The verb "delay"

is supported again by the Armenian Chrysostom, and also by

the Old Georgian Adysh MS (durn ego cunctabar), which may be
1

a Diatessaron witness here. We should perhaps compare the

Lldge Diatessaron's "when I am doing my best" ("alse ics

mi pine"). If Te arm does have the true T text, its Targumic

character would accord well with other instances where Tatian

expands on the Greek, e.g. John P* '^7 • See Mt.14^*
p. I€J f for another parallel between Te and the Armenian
Chrysostom, and for full details of the evidence here see

T€m. pp.172-3.

TeSC support the reading \ €y€C for i
and TeC agree in "will bring me down" for the Greek's

• Both of these readings are made by

P to confirm to the prevailing Greek text. In the case

of the second, S also alters what is presumably the earlier

Syriac version to the more accurate

(1) See on Mt.2432j p. € .
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Te shows its usual propensity for abbreviation by

omitting o oC (with SC), and Ku^pt€ •
See further Leloir, L*Orient Syrien I, pp.321f.
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John 5, v»18

But1 the Jews because of this2 were"* 'persecuting the saviour^"
5 r* 6 7 r

not because he healed on the sabbath but because he was

8 r Q
calling God "my father" and was comparing himself

( J lo&f ) with God

1and P text SC

2add. word SC text P

-^add. increasingly P text SC

^"seeking to kill him SCP

5add* only SCP

g
was breaking SCP

^add. also P text SC

ft
he was calling God his father S

he was saying concerning God that He was his father P text C

**was making himself equal ( CfX2J /otf /oXJb) SP text C

cfioL too TO o uv ' € fyyr&uv
>\ C yi r ^ ^ c/

oCUTOV Ot louOoLLOL OtTCOK-reLVoCL , C570~rL OU

yULOVOV e\u£\/ ~T~e ^ cZJAct Koi}
nr^-rep* icfcov gheyev Tov* 16"ov
c \ ^ ^ si ^
€CLL>TOV 7COCCOV -Too (5?&ou .

/

L I

arm.. X) pc

tfm. U -f Sysc Cyr .
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Te arm A supplies one correction to Te syr> its

n t ^ ... _ _ ("not
only because..,") is the original T reading (cf. T&n. p.175)*

shared with SCP and the Greek. But note how the Tatianic "not

only because..." could be considered a stylistic improvement

on the Greek's "because not only..." Te further agrees with

the Old Syriac in the omission of OUV UoL \\oV.
But there are two places where the Te text differs from

SCP Greek:- (i) "were persecuting ( oo ^-9 £ )
the Saviour", where SCP and the Greek read "were seeking to

kill him". The Tatianic text characteristically softens the

harshness of the usual text. (See further Leloir, L'Orient

S.yrlen I, p.320). (ii) "he healed ( ^ J* )
on the Sabbath", instead of SCP and the Greek*s "he was

breaking the Sabbath". Tatian puts the action of Jesus in

its positive rather than its negative light. Was he as an

Encratite unwilling to portray Jesus as the breaker of any

kind of religious law?

But i-je also have here two parallels between Te and C -

probably cases of Diatessaron influence on the latter:-

(i) "he was calling God 'ray father'". S reads "his father",

i.e. it lacks the sudden transition of TeC into direct speech,

for which cf. Te John 5^ p.24', 5^ • This seems to

have been a device favoured by Tatian for literary reasons.

(ii) "was comparing himself", altered by SP to the more

literal "was making himself equal". The reading of S is

here in doubt: we have followed Burkitt's

Ioxb , but Lewis reads the TeC verb focfo)*
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John 6, v.fjjO

this is the bread that came down from heaven that a man may eat

of it and1 die

1add. not SP text C

<7\ ^ p Q C ? ^
OOTOS CGTIV o oipTOS O €K ToU
O UOoLVO U KoLTal V^OV . L\/aL TLS (E: jp/ o I ^ \ \ 7
oLOTOU *CoU <k.TCOCrocvyj .

The C text, translated by Burkitt as above, does not

make sense. Until the discovery of MS. 709» one could

have explained It as due to the accidental omission of

i) = ' But Te syr now presents us with the
same text, and it is unlikely that the same accident has

taken place in two different MSS. The resemblance between

C and Te is no accident.

11
The context in EC 12 shows that this quotation is

to be taken as a question, since Ephraem follows it with

J = "£ « "certainly not I" Te arm A
Indeed punctuates as a question, = "will

he die?" Thus far Leloir is right in his translation (709»

p.85} EC arm, p.119). But there seems no justification in

either the Syriac or the Armenian for the particular kind

of question that Leloir employs: "surely not (it is) that

a man may eat of it and die?" There is no word in Te syr

or arm that means "surely not"; in both, this is a

straightforward purpose clause introduced by ? = it -
ivM. .

The solution is to make the whole verse a question:
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"is this the bread that came down from heaven that a man may

eat of it and die?" Tatian will have introduced the rhetorical

question to heighten the literary effect of the passage, and

the Tatianism has found its way into C.

John 14, v. 10

4 2
ray father who in me is is working these works

1add. but P text C

2
is remaining P text C

This verse is omitted in S but preserved by chance on a

stray half-leaf of C, whose text agrees with Te syr. P also

<

1 oLclti. 0C AA . A D vs&
2 otUTOS- /J-/. / BA'D f>C.

agrees with TeC in (i) "ray father" (so also Luke162^
TeSP), perhaps arising from the ambiguous

(Black^, p.282f.)j (ii) "these works" (cf. T|m. p.217fO»
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(iii) S and C with Te

Mt.Zf, v.15

1 2
for the land of Zebulun and of Naphtali, the way of the sea,

and"^ the lands beyond the Jordan river% Galilee of the

peoples

1
om. SCP

2add. the land SCP

-"*om. CP text S

^ora. P text SC

1

n ~Z.<< ^>OU A ujv Kou yyj QoiAyu j
o dov @c*\oL6'67js ; irepoLv
^/opcfoiVOU J -7-cov e£Pv2\s.

~ro a

The particle "for" ( ) does not occur

in any other witness to the text of this verse. But since

there is no reason for its introduction in the context of

Ephraem1s commentary or in Isaiah 82^, from which the

evangelist is quoting, it may be a genuine relic of the

Diatessaron text, which must have introduced many particles

into the gospel text to aid the process of harmonization.
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o
Te typically omits the second occurrence of YV '

on the other hand, the expanded phrase "Jordan river",

common to Te and CC (the Greek has simply Toy 'lopcfoO/ou)
may be classed with other expansions (e.g. "land of the

1 6
Egyptians" for "Egypt" at Te arm Mt.2 ) as equally a feature

of Tatian's style. See on this Leloir, T£m.. pp.95-6, 111,

and L*Original, p.969. V58bus, Versions, p.148, points out

that such expansions are also features of the Old Armenian
1

Version: for this particular one in Arm. see Lyonnet,

PP*34» 53.

Mt.5, v.39
1 2 3

he who is striking you present to him the other

add. on your cheek SC

on your right cheek P

: offer ( O t—o )SC : turn

( A_J3f ) p

^add. also P text SC

c /<r ? V r. c ^ '
O^TiS G€ poCTTLi&L GtS T'^jV OG P LoLV
/ / I -> ^

(fioLyoVoL GOO 9 G-rpGU/ov oiu-ru)
\ \ V\ \

kon -pvjv oc AA yjv.

I p) 3 k sysc
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Te syr as it stands is abbreviated in such a fashion

that it does not make sense. So Te arm probably preserves

the T text when it reads "your cheek" ( I^ co l_ i_n
^g h ) for "you"| we note here that the omission
of "right" with SCDk, being a harmonistic reading (Luke 6,

v.29), will perhaps have originated with T. See Burkitt,

Ev.II, p.117.

Leloir (T<3m. p. 127) presents a strong array of evidence

for thinking vID 1X> to have been the verb

of Tf finding its way thence into SC. But much of his

evidence shows only that the Diatessaron presupposes 1Tela€^€
of Luke 629 (Marcion: ITu^oC &€S ) rather than

G j/ov of Mt.539* that TToij? was
represented in the Syriac Diatessaron by +ZZ2 i-O cannot

be considered certain in view of the evidence of Te syr as

well as of L'Evangile 58-60, which quote this verse once with

L-O , once with r-^ // , and once with

a third verb ("stretch out"). What is

clear is that these are attempts to translate the Lucan,

and not the Matthaean, text.
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Mt.11, v.28

1 2
come to me weary and carrying burdens and I shall rest you

1
add. all you CP text S

2add. heavy C text SP

cTeo-re ~rrpos ue -rracv-res oc Koirtcoy-res'
\ / / \ ? \ ? / c s\

Koll ire <pop-rt eyx-evoL j KolVuj yuots.

(ft Koiriuvres <oii ire<j>opTi ^levot eere -D Qm -Gait ?)
The peculiar text of Te arm claims our attention

(cf. Leloir, T6m.. p.146f.j L*Original. p.969): (EC 1015)
ton. Iiu tjojuLriuj

come to me weary and having toiled

ti- nj^, pl/rLjniju bubu ^oiitj.nLjoj'bbf
and who have burdens heavy, and I am causing you to rest.

-J
This was certainly the Arm. text (Lyonnet^ pp.17-20).

"Weary and having toiled" seems a typical instance of

the Armenian tendency to use two verbs instead of one%
"aucun habitu£ de la langue arm£nienne ne s'y trompe",

says Leloir, LfOriginal. p.967» But in this particular

case there is Syriac evidence for the threefold description

that we find in Te arm: 1'Evangile 155 reeds "you who

toil and (are) with heavy burdens and are weary". This makes

it probable that the reading of Te arm Is closer than that of

Te syr to the T text.

(1) Cf. Mt.1432, p. k- •
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Lelolr thinks that the relative clause of Te arm, "who

have heavy burdens", may be Tatianicj the relative clause at

L'Gvanglle 155 also, as well perhaps as that of Codex Bezae -

©6t Koirtco\/"r€f KWt mK€<£opT(6/(€V'OL - could
echo some such construction in the Diatessaron, the Bezae

reading possibly stemming from a Latin Diatessaron (see
introduction, p. XXV ). At least the word "heavy"^occurring
only in C, Te arm, and L'Evangile 155,is to be traced back to
T. This, then, provides a parallel with C, and, in common with

S, Te (1/2 at EC 1015) omits "all".

The Diatessaron text here is therefore better preserved

in Te arm and L'Evangile than in Te syr, and was probably:-

"Come to me weary and having toiled and who carry

heavy burdens, and I shall rest you".

Cf. Mt.1V^, p. 162, 171^, p. HO , for the possible

addition of verbs or adjectives to the text by Tatian.
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Mt.12, v.38

we are wishing that we may see from you ra sign^
1some sign ( iJ& ) sc text P
OeXcyxev pcTCo 60u Icfecv.

Te arm reads: "we wish that we may see certain signs

( ^U^CO^UU ) £rora you" (cf. T<§m. p.l49)«
For the indefinite adjective cf. SC, the Armenian Vulgate

(Z) ( ) and the 01d Latin /)
(Allquod signum). This evidence points to the possibility

that "some sign" was the original T reading.

But Te arm's plural "signs" can be disregarded, as It is

unsupported elsewhere, and Te arm is prone to make nouns

plural (e.g. Mark 32^ p* 12 )•
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Mt.12, v.43
r 1
but the impure spirit when it has gone out from a man,

), has gone aroundrhas departed (

)** in places in which there is

no water rthat it may find for itself restj but it has
3

not found itX UUUU X U A J

?

^9 Jjjo;
but the spirit of impurity when S

but whenever the impure spirit P text C

2
is going, is going around SC

is going around P

-'that it may find for itself rest and when it has not

found S

the same, but add. for itself C

and seeking rest and not finding P

OToiV Se TO oCKdL&oif>TO\/ 7TVeu^U

flC7to Too <*V Qj?
<Sl€f)(eToLL Sl' oiV(j<fpu>v -ronrcAs/ Jvj-cou\s
~> ^ r ' \, c / i
otVoilCoLOfLV } KoU OuV eopc6K€L.

<

J,

p) jay eupLftcov' 5~4-4-,~7oo; -ff^ gySc
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Elsewhere (L'Evanglle 170) Ephraera quotes the C text.
30 i *

At Mark 3 p. Jif. > Te syr uses a different equivalent

for &KTOS
, ■ ^ , the Te word here

(as at Luke p. /95a, 11**) is found in the Old Syriac

in both places, while Te arm has in both

places. But Te syr does not preserve word-for-word equivalence

in its rendering of the Greek: for the importance of this
pC

fact, see on Jn.11 , p. and conclusion, p. 34-2.
Te and the Old Syriac have much in common here. They

both have two verbs for T-oit , with

asyndeton, though as to what exactly these two verbs were in

T the witness of Te is confused.^ Secondly, they share the

perfect /Vr\ ^ I "has gone out", altered to a

present tense in Te arm ( (j / UJ SL/ ). Thirdly,^— ? .—r
they agree in a circumlocutory translation of o£VU&pOS »
for which Te arm simply has the direct equivalent

Fourthly, they both introduce a purpose clause, "that it may

find for itself rest". Taken together, these similarities

indicate a close relationship between the Old Syriac and the

T text. See conclusion, p. 337 ft-
Textually, we note that SG end the verse with a

temporal clause, "and when it has not found....", so linking

this verse to the next. This is a harmonistic feature

(Luke 112if: K«il ••••), found also in

ff^, 544, 700. It i3 a case of agreement between the Old

Syriac and "Caesarean" witnesses (544» 700) against the

Diatessaron (see conclusion, p. 3«*■#). unless, as is not
unlikely in the case of a harmonization, it did stand, despite

Te, in the original T text.

(l)i EC syr gives "is going", as an alternative to
, and JLj . -s AK > "is going around" as an

alternative to SL S ■
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Mt.13» v.13

In parables I am speaking with them, that that which

they are seeing they may not see and what they are hearing

they may not hear

\
that that which they are seeing they may not see

and that which they are hearing they may not hear

and may not understand SC

because they are seeing and not seeing, and hearing

and not hearing, and not understanding P

LI TOO TO Jv TTetfPot^oXeClS oiOTOLS ,
r d_ Q\£—^ erroufcv Koi}OTI S\£-rroV-res oo

•> X" 7 ~> s * M
oiKooo^TeS OOK (XKOUOCJtftV OU0€

/
&UVLCU6LV.

1 ecVd ^Xeiro^Tes yUy Koli
"> ^ ^ ^ \
UKou o\f~r€S yUy oC xov SoJ&cV feat

yUy fuVojfcV D loJ. ltSyScS*CL J/r Eos CyrJ

1 1 9.
This quotation occurs at EC 11 , a paragraph missing

from EC arm. Since our text turns out to be considerably

divergent from P, there is no reason why we should regard

the paragraph as inauthentic (pace Leloir, 709, P*61) or

this quotation as unfaithful to the T text. In fact, Te

syr is virtually identical with SC, apart from a typical

omission ( OO cfe" vEo ueiv ).

The main point to notice is that, against the Greek
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and P, but with Codex Bezae and the Old Latin, TeSC have

a purpose clause instead of a causal clause. This confusion

in SC D jji could conceivably stem from the Syriac Diatessaron,

since Syriac ? can mean either "because" or "in order

that". In the case of D and J^t, Diatessaron influence

could have worked through the medium of a Latin Diatessaron,

translated from the Syriac, and influencing the Old Latin,

the Latin side of Codex Bezae, and thence the Greek D.

See introduction, p. *XV^f»
However, the 'lVoL reading is found in many other

authorities besides TeSCD JLj;. Rather than attributing it,

then, to Diatessaron influence, it is more plausible to

see in it a harmonization with the text of the parallel
12 10 ^ ~

passages Mark 4 and Lk.8 , which read LVoL • In this

harmonistlc reading we note the agreement of the Old Syriac

(and, in this case, of the Diatessaron) with the "Caesarean"

witnesses <S> , i. Eusebius. See conclusion, p. 35%-f.
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Mt.13» v.27

our lord, ryou sowed good seed1 in your field.
2

Whence (are there) in it tares?

1 did you not sow good seed? S

was it not good seed ( Jl=u JL:s 1*411 ) you sowed? C

behold did you not good seed ( ) sow? P

2add. are there (explicitly — AC) CP text 3

/ ,1 X •>/
kuf>i€} evW kuAov frrepyUoc eeTr&ptLS
9 <-* «-> 9 o
£V *r«o 6 J TTo&eys 0UV

%c //•* vi*L ;

It can be seen that Pfs "behold" could have originated

as a copyist's error - /<* for lo*f
assuming P to have been based here on a text like C.

Te syr is characterized by the transformation of the

first question into a statement} eompare Te syr's treatment

of the Greek at John 11"*' p. Two further features are

shared by TeSCP against the Greek, namely the reading "our

lord", and the omission of obv
Te arm's text has two peculiar readings (cf. T<Sm«.

p.155} L*Original* p.969) - (l) for "good seed", "seeds of

holiness of wheat" (i/6p«JwO^»U ^np/j^nj ),
which Leloir attributes to the Old Armenian version (cf.
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also Te arm Mt.13"^ at EC p. 303)} (ii) for "whence

(are there) in it tares?", "so whence has it become tares?"

( nuULnjp fjyjJju npnS'v ).
Mt.13# v.33

r 1
....to leaven that was concealed in meal .

1 L ilto oD : she hid ( Z-Jq^ ) in meal C
she concealed ( '&*6f ) in three measures of meal S
she hid ( l— 11 ^ in tliree raeasu*,es of meal P

S"** cl / ,

7O^cYJ 7JV &\f&tcpucpev
? ? I / /
£ IS 0{A€(JpoU 6~oC-ro£ TjptoC.

The omission of the "three measures" by Tatian,

followed by C, and found also in the Venetian Diatessaron

and the Gospel of Thoma3 §96 (T<§m.. p. 156), could go back

to a common source of the Diatessaron and Thomas. See

conclusion, p .372 ff.
IS Tatian13 preference for the active voice at Mt.13^

p. ISO is typical^, the occurrence of the passive here

Ly ,

in Te syr may be due to Ephraem.

TeS translate KfUTTTUJ By ' CP
by i. Vi^ . The former is common in the Old
Syriae, but the latter occurs for ^€y)KfWTTTtsJ only
here and in the parallel passage Luke 1321. Since 1

(1) For evidence that it Jjg, typical, cf. Leloir,
Doctrines, p.19.
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is a particularly happy translation here, its root idea being

to bury, it looks like a deliberate revision of the earlier

translation found in TS. Whether S took the word

from 1 or I from an ancestor of S is not possible to decide.

But in the omission of SoCToL T^toC. the influence will
probably have worked from T to C.

earn

Mt.13, v.37

r 1
the sower of the good seed is the son of man

1he who sows P text SC

C ^ \ A /
O &7T€ito KoLA oi/ 7r€^/A<*L
? V c c I ^ ^ /O ^ ^

<£V7Yl/ o Oc OS' TOU oiVC7p OJTOU.

Te arm:-

np ufcpjlj&gp ubpJcjbjiu ^npu^nj
he who is sowing the seeds of corn

uppnt-pfe^'u, -Dw /li^u^ npV"/>
of holiness , he himself is the son of man

This reading is more likely to be that of the Old

Armenian than of T| cf. Mt.132^ p. 30\ and Leloir, T&n.

P*155J L*Original. p.969, thereto.
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Mt.13, v.48

1 f"
they took the good fish as good, and (those) that (were) bad

c ) they threw them away2
1 O ~"~3 nQ-J : chose out ( \ ) SCP
O

the good fish as good and those that (were) rotten

( ) they threw them away C

and the good they cast into buckets

and the rotten ( ) they threw away P text S

/1 ^ I \ | V Z > ?/ \foveAetoLv tv* KOLA* ets t*
J \ ,/r • /x /cfe &0C7rf>oL ^^ef><<\QV.

1 euUl. K*) epeiXov
Z KaAX l^Tei D TOO ct .

Te and S agree in their rendering of 6~0C7rf> OS'
but this was altered by CP.

As regards the text, SC accompany Te in deviating from
> >/

the Greeks- (i) TeSC all omit €IS oLyy-vj , in which
we see the hand of Tatian at work, pruning the text of all

that is otiose, (ii) TeSC all read "the good as good"
00 ••

) and this is possibly due

to Tatian, and designed to heighten the colour of the passage.

On this peculiar expression, Burkitt, Ev.II, p.273, writes:

"the doubled r—^ is not superlative in meaning
V O
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and has nothing to do with the Old Latin use of 1 opticus* in

this passage, though doubtless the latter is the cause why

Dgr reads TW KeLAA 16T0L for 1~oL KoiXeL , ,meliora'

in d being a further attempt to produce an equivalent for

Dgr." (iii) T probably originally shared with 8CP "they

chose out", rather than ^UV ("they collected")
of the Greek* See the evidence for this at T&n.. pp*156-7»

1
gathered from other versions of the Diatessaron. We need

only mention that, although Te arm B has a faithful rendering

of

Te am A preserves what was probably the true Diatessaric

juuxuu Uiict o I ax x^ aim jl? uao a jiaxoui ux

g-UVeA e^oLv ( chni.bL — "to collect"),

verb, ("to choose"), so that in thisUi p (j
respect Te arm A is of more value than MS. 709* The reading

"chose" is also found at Gospel of Thomas §8$ see conclusion,

p. 37 3.f.

\

(1) Arabic, Persian, Dutch, Tuscan and Codex Puldensis.
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Mt.13» v.54 /

he came rto himself^ to his town ( c4> Aj<JL\ ]q\ ) and2
was teaching them in their synagogues

1
d ^ * om# : ■text sc

2add. Jesus C : text SP

Kd(} <£(S TnjV iToLTpi c/ds.
? ^ ^ r^r 7 V :>

oiUTOO C dct&K&V oiOTOUS-

r n n / 7 ^

7~sv"j otu~rc*)\/.

Tous g'oVocyojyoccS dt sn &<.
For the idiomatic dative pronoun 0^ after the verb

in TeSC cf. Mt.2016 p. 66 9 Mark \21"2& p. 31^ . Apart
from this, Te has three notable parallels with SCP:-

(i) the typically Semitic parataxis, "he came and was

teaching", for the Greek participle plus verb, e\ Quiv
i cTCdoc if /C V J (ii) the translation of ^tS ~t~\f

IToLTpl''Jc'< ciUToO by "to his town" (so also Te arm,

pLf? ). At Luke 42Zl" also, Te, S and P agree
in using /zLt^Jb for -tToLtolS • This makes

X XQ
it likely that the observation of Black , p.12, on Luke

q.v., p. ZLZ7 , that _Jo in West
0

Aramaic was idiomatically used to mean "the province", "the

country" (i.e. Palestine itself), applies to Syriac as well.

In the present instance it is specifically Galilee that i3 in

question, and evidence that /A.jUk _Jb could be
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used in Syrlac to designate that region is to be found in the

/LA-l-* JO ? for T*yjS foiAt\ect/otS'marginal variant
21

at Mark 6 in the Harclean Version (quoted by Black, ibid.,

footnote 5)» We have already seen (John p. 28 )

that Tatian avoids Jo as a translation

of TVoAlS • He seems to keep it

for TToLT^iS^ , even although "town" is the
usual meaning of the word in Syrlac. Te arm mistakenly took

/Aj~* Jo really to mean "town" here, not

recognizing the particular Idiomatic meaning which the word

can bear, (iii) TeSCP agree in reading the plural TottS
^ 1R

&"U\foCyujyoLlS (ef. Luke 4. D)9 found also in the Old Latin
etc.

Once more we note strong similarity in vocabulary, text

and phraseology between T and the Old Syriac. How best to

explain this will be discussed in the conclusion, p.3•
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Mt.16, v.13 - see on Mark 82^, p. 2\$ .

Mt.18, v.1

who pray ( ^3 q i„b )'will be^ great in the kingdom

i
om. P. text SC

TlS oL^oi. AL £( j~c+IV &G-riV

I if
^ C£ I . sc

€6~roLi € I' sy
->o q i h becomes in Te arm n*J Uij^yy.

"who indeed"?

Klijn, Western Text, p.58, notes that in the heading

of chapter 94 of the Codex Puldensis (the gospel harmony

of Victor of Capua) there is preserved a reading which is not,

like the text itself of the Codex, assimilated to the Vulgate,

namely: "ubi iesus interrogatus a discipulis suis, quis

maior erit in regnum (sic) caelorum". Here we have the
49 1

future tense known also from SC and ff , and now from Te syr.

Its occurrence also at Gospel of Thomas §12 may indicate that

it comes from a source common to the Diatessaron and the

Gospel of Thomas. See conclusion, p.

an <L e



Mt.18, W.21-22 Ok

how many times if he^ will be offensive ( >>"3 rrj
p 7 I c

to me shall I forgive him? seven times ? but he said5
for^ seventy^ sevens ( L
1
my brother SCP

add. up to ( VL AJDj-A ) SCP

■^om. S text CP

^Jesus P text SC

K
"'add. to him not seven but SC

to him not I am saying to you up to seven but P

6

x am

s up to P x text SC

^add. times SP text C

31 ^ C ^ ? * » C
nroeotKts ^ec &ts eyte °
ucfeXjo'syou /Cou ocu~rp}
gcJS ^7TT</ZtS y

-2 I / ? 7 c ;>/ ^ *Aeyec ocut-co O /rjgous •
I / V e / /
AeycJ &OC £7TT-ot KlS,

€uss e'ficToyU rj kro \/To£K(S~ SttToC.
/ r x 7>J1k

e(KToiK/s' V
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Verse 21 consists in Greek of two clauses coordinated

by KdLi^ . But 3CP follow T in adopting

the construction of the parallel passage Luke 17^» namely a

conditional clause plus apodosis. T's influence seems also

to have caused, in verse 22, SC's omission of \.€yi+J 6~OC
and of o yjyj goof » while C follows T in
adding "times" ( »->vi /" ) in verse 21 but

\ c 7 r I /
omitting it in verse 22* Te further omits o oCO€Amof

yUOU j (v.21), otuT-tU and
ou etos eitToLKis (v.22).

These verses in Te syr should be compared with Ephraem*s

quotations of them elsewhere# At L'Evanglle 223-6 we have

€^cTojwyjKOVToLKiS £l~7Ttranslated four
times over as \\. in his

footnote, Leloir quotes various renderings of the phrase from

Liber Graduum. Aphraatea, SCP and concludes (p.36): "malgr£

les divergences de ces formules, notons que toutes celles qui

re1&vent du type vieilie syrlaque ont . , au

sens d*adverbe numeral, au lieu de AJQ ..A (usque)".
91

i.18 eeJS

P is , so that we cannot say that

21 _ c ^
But in Mt.18 GlTTaL KiS in SC as well as in

lbthe Old Syriac consistently rejects

See Burkltt, Ev.II. p.121.
C ^

L*Evangile 223 we have for the

accurate rendering A«JJU rather than TeSCP's

, while, most important of all, L*Bvangile
c

225 adds after . the phrase "in

Jjoone day" ( JiJO Q-a , <Q ). The presence of this
22

phrase is presupposed in Ephraem*s commentary (EC 14 )
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though there is no trace of it in the lemma. (Cf. Tim.
. L 9 V t

pp.183ff*)* It derives from Luke 17 i €oLV €TCTotKlS

Tvjs yfpi €poLS JfttpT'rjt'Yy &S KeU
e 7TToCk/S » (where after the

second ^1TTtcl<(S P, some Old Latin
/—» c ^

authorities, and many others, again read T'YjS *>J^4.€f>oiS
cf. Aphraates, quoted at Tim., p.184). It seems probable

that this harmonistic reading Lb __juO appeared

in the Diatessaron, which is thus by no means perfectly

preserved in Te.
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Mt.22, v.24

1 2 3 L |— ^
Moses therefore commanded if a man will die

r 6
let his wife marry his brother

1om. SCP

2said to us SCP

^lf so be that ( Z Ocf .^)C: text SP

SCP4 1 ^ -*J^
"'dies S : text CP

6acfQXJii */L( o/oZ : let his wife be to

( - A jo cf ) his brother SC
let his brother take his wife P

r> ^ f ? x-s ^ I
rlcoueys eitrev - e<*v ~ris octco&olv'yj^

Tiyo<^4 V C O otcfg \(^>OS oCUTOU
r \ *>. ? r>

TKJV yuVoCLKot* <<UT-Ov.

(Lolol. CcV< D

<yy>\,. D
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SCP stand nearer to the Greek than does Te since they

omit "therefore" and read "said" for "commanded". They also

share / XJ for TIS , over against
):Te's /1.1^ . But the most important variant

is in the last clause, and there the situation is different.

TeSC agree in making "wife" the subject instead of the object.

As we might expect, the wife again becomes the object in

Te apms-

topojuy^ conpcj ^npto
let him marry his wife (object) his brother

(subject).
The textual affinity of TSC with Codex Bezae and the

Latin tradition (see introduction, p *Xkiv-pfi , and conclusion,
p. 3 f(ffis seen in D*s reading IW €irtytiju^p€o^6€L
(= "ut ducat", of the Old Latin and the Vulgate, and "ut

nubat" of d), where the lVeL ("ut") seems to correspond

to the Syriac jussive, as in TeSCP.
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Mark 4» vv.27-28

he is not knowing} because^ the earth is bearing to itself

( <*A JLA^o ) fruit
1for P

/" c } 7 ^ r 7 / I
( 60SJ CD UK OLdGV oCUTOS' -

^oC U TOyU oirr rj 3 if yf .
'
ov~. <S> 6,

2. cu>tU. OTL JD pC. I
3 y«p syf

S and C are both missing here. Te syr tells us what

we already know from Te arm, namely that T agrees with D
cf y c/

in reading on before • This OTL

of D means "because", not "that": the £ of

Te syr is ambiguous, and Te arm is divided, MS. A reading

if1 (corrmonly "because") and MS. B hpt
(commonly "that"). If we take Te syr's ? as "that",

this of course involves quite a different sentence-division

from that which we find in the Greek and P. It would in
c

fact mean the omission of OJS and its replacement by a

full stop, for which there is no MS. evidence. We conclude

that # here means "because"•

We did not know from Te arm that the omission of
? ^

otUTojUeLTy , hitherto known in P alone, occurred also
in Te. (TeP*s (fk , "to itself", is by no means

7 /
equivalent to ^tOTO/ULdLTyj » vttt is simply the redundant
dative pronoun often introduced after a verb in Syriac,

e.g. Te syr. Mt.20^ p. Te arm has reintroduced

oiUTOyUodryj in the phrase "from itself"
(jf6 'oh, ). We thus have additional evidence
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here for the abbreviated character of the T text, which has

in this case exerted its influence on the Peshitta.

Lk. 1, v.32

the lord1 will give to him the throne of David his father

1
add. God P

0ku^loS C QgoS ~rov
QyoVoV Aoiu)(f TOO -rreCTpos olOTou

S and C are both missing here.

Te at EC 12^ omits the words "his father", which are

26
retained as above at 1 . Accepting the testimony of

ID

Theodoret about the Diatessaron (see on Marls; 10 p. IOJ )
we would expect Too TToLirpoS oCUTOU to have

2G
been dropped from T. The presence of these words at EC 1

may be due to the process of conforming the T text to the

prevailing Greek text which Leloir (Tjm., pp.84ff») rightly
OC pC

postulates, and the difference between EC 1 and EC 1

in quoting this verse may be a further Indication (see
I Q

Mark 10 ) that Ephraem knew more than one text of the

Syriac Diatessaron, at least in certain passages. Here at
26

EC 1 it would seem to be a revised form that is quoted,

with the marks of Tatlan*s anti-Jewish prejudice eliminated*
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Luke 7» v*39

this man if he were a prophet would be knowing rthat
1

she is a sinner

^who she is and (or C) what her reputation of that woman the

sinner who touched him SC

who she is and what her reputation of that sinner that

woman who touched him P

OUTOS et *rjv 1 npejrjr'Yjs l.jiv'oJSKev lev
Ktfl IfOToLTCV) 71 yuVyj 'yfT'lS

c/ n -y !r> cO ' C ' \ / '
oCTTTeToU oiVTOO ) OTL oiJ^d^TC^AOS SGtlV.

' a.Jd. O

/-yj" (Sir-royL^vyj D Or
Te syr is clearly an abridgement of the Greek text,

*"— \ \ c \ c{ f/ ' /%
omitting fiS K*i TTOTtfirv) ^ yuvvj yjtiS oCTTTerui ftOTOij.
Te arm has a fuller text which has similarities to the Arabic

and Persian Diatessarons (T£m*» p. 1^4} of. L'Original* p*967):
"this man, if he were some prophet, how would he not know in

what sort of works ( J 1 p tx^ ji u ji Cj-n pX^ncj ) this
woman is, for ( jl ) she is a sinner"? Although
the interrogative form is also found in the Persian

XV /
Diatessaron, and the translation of TlS" ITOToLTTyj
by "in what sort of works" is similar to the "who and of what

reputation" of the Arabic and Persian Diatessarons, the

resemblance is stronger between this last and SCP*s "who

she is and what her reputation (

It seems likely that the Arabic and Persian Diatessarons

have been influenced by the Peshitta reading here (cf.
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introduction* p. ** f. )» the reading of Te arm being an

independent expansion of Te syr*s short text. We conclude,

then, that, despite resemblances between Te arm and the

Arabic and Persian Diatessarons, there can be no certainty

that these resemblances derive from the Diatessaron itself,

which may quite well be accurately represented here by Te syr.

Luke 7» v.45

You did not kiss me rand she2 since I entered ( Z.VAA)
has not ceased my feet to kiss

1but she SC

but this woman lo P
^ ^A>(\Y)JULQL U,Ol OUK eSt*3K*S ' 0LCOT<V) £<!>'

<7\ C , ? C / \ / / [ I /

tjS eUyjWoV 1 ou oieAei-rcev KoLTdcpi-Aou&pL
yttou -robs -rroSoLS.

1 elsyj\Gev L* 'fewK.iS oJl -&ct So*? boF
, unvocalized, can mean either "I

entered" (the reading of the majority) or "she entered".

Te arm is divided in its interpretation, MS. A reading

J1 U7 b L "she entered", and MS. B

(j u)J t)S * MI entered". It is tempting to
conjecture that the ambiguous Syriac lies

at the root of the 16yj\Qov — \Oev confusions
and in particular that the original translator of the

Diatessaron from Syriac into Latin (following Ploolj's
4

theory ) opted for the third person, whence the third person

(1) That the Syriac Diatessaron was translated directly into
Latin is well argued by Plooij, A Further Study of the
Lidge Diatessaron, pp.25-69. See introduction, p. Xxvi .
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could have found Its way into the Latin tradition at least.

Alternatively* the confusion between first and third person

might even go back to a similarly ambiguous West Aramaic

ipsissimum verbum of Jesus. But perhaps the most likely

explanation is a palaeographical slip in a Greek MS} it is

not really necessary to postulate a Syriac or Aramaic origin

for this variant.

Luke 8, v»5

1 1 p* 2
behold there went out the sower to sow his seed *

and, when rhe sowed""*, some ( J ) fell near

) the way ••••••.it was trampled

1om. P text SC

2
"ora. SC text P

3 /add. /o Sjtext CP

€ o 6TC€i0MV Too 6-K£?0 6LL

r\ / ? o I ^ 7^
TaV f-rropov oCutou . KoLl £y Tf

f > V c\ \
ficeip€iv OCOTOV o uev

\ \ C ("V \
TToL^ei Tyjv odov KArreir^.T-vjUYJ .

/
^ SC

cryn. c Sy
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SC probably derived "behold" from the Diatessaron,
3 3

since it is a harmonistic reading (Mt.13 t Mark 4 )• So
V / 7 ss

is the omission of TOV TOO in SG

and Old Latin c, and the presence of this phrase in Te syr

is all the more surprising since the Arabic and Tuscan

Diatessarons leave it out. There is a strong possibility

that its introduction here into Te syr is due to the move¬

ment of the Syriac gospel text towards P, i.e. does not go

back to Tatian.

Luke 10, v.19
1

behold I am giving to you authority that you may trample
2

snakes and scorpions and all his power of the enemy

"also S text CP

•4L
f

1be trampling ( ^*-^2 SCP
r

2.

TTcLT€lV
7 r V r/r I C ^ 7C ^ ^
idcu OedtsJKoL OilLV TW CFOOfcolV TOO
7 / 7// \ / \ * V
feTToiVUi Opeuis/ Keki 6~Kof>iri£x)Vj Kail £tcl 1ToL 6<>LV
\ r/l it /*>_ 1

TVJV O O^oCJUiiV TGV T°° '
' cfltThyAt /4 D(^ 119, '3/
2- IV I Or (Effk. Cyr.)
Te am has been assimilated in two details to the

Armenian Vulgate - "I have given" ( 6 LTt n L_ ) =

KoL » and "upon ( f, {bp ujj >
snakes" = fcTTVcQ 0<j>€CJV (this latter appearing
three times out of four in Te arm.) We can take it that in

these two respects Te syr's "I am giving" and its direct

object "snakes" are the true T readings, and both of them
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are shared by SCP against the Greek. The former reading

has strong "Caesarean" support ( e , fam.13, 118, 131)•

See conclusion, p.mff.
A more notable coincidence of Te with SCP is that they

all understand n €7T< "n"* 6oLV TTjV cfoVot^ACV
Si ' .

as being governed by Tfc<.T €LV ( so Moffatt,

NEB, Jerusalem Bible) rather than by g ^OU GiotV (so
AV, RV, RSV)• In spite of this division of opinion among

1
modern authorities, it seems clear that the latter is what

the Greek means, and therefore TeSCP are in error. Whether

this error was first made by Tatian, or taken over by him

from an earlier attempt at rendering this verse into Syriac,

we have no means of deciding.

(1) Both because of the change of preposition from g7T«£Vbj
to *€ttC (so Plumraer, ICC, ad.loc.), and because
the former meaning would require 71'eCT€tV to switch
from a literal to a figurative sense.
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Luke 10* v.20 i #i*

do not rejoice because the devils ( JLX )
r— -J

are subject to you, but rejoice in your names because
g ^ 7 p »

behold (they are) written^ in heaven with the angels*^"

1
because your names P text SC

2om. SCP

•^have been written SP text C

^ora. SCP

\ \ / c( \ I Co
OT*(' mi"9L -wveu^cL-TcL

tfTCOTeCffGTeLl . \s<*LO€T€ °"rt ~r°c
? / C 1 ' / ?
oVo^dCTtL OJ^ojv eyyey^oL-K-roLL ev
Tens oupoLVOis •

StLiyLOVLeL D "/zi/m. / ^>C C^r (c£ Sy

1/ )Te'a "behold" ( jef ) and "with the angels*"

( Ja\ ) are unparallelled readings,
the latter perhaps due to the emphasis which Tatian, in

gnosticizing fashion, possibly (cf. Elze, Tatian and seine

Theologle. pp.100ff.) laid on the r6le of angels.
/ J **The Syriac for ~TTc//cis JLjjo$ an<1

so the reading of TeSCP, Jt , bears witness

to the Greek text (foiyu.OVCoi (P, fam.1 and Cyril
of Alexandria) as being that which underlies them. At Mt.

1222-24 ^ Te QyTt SQp> shuns J9 J^X
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r y jfor OoiiyU. oVLei. in favour of /d^\ ? ("demons")*
Thus, within Te syr itself, as within the Old Syriac

(Hjelt, pp#96ff#) there is no attempt at word-for-word

equivalence in rendering the Greek# For the significance

of this, see on Jn#11^, p. 25'6 , and conclusion, p. 34-2 *

Luke 11, v.27

its blessing to the womb 'that bore you1 and to the

breasts that suckled you

1

text SC
y—A\o* > J that carried you ( y-A-LS^*)p.

yUd yC AocXtffC nyC 6 r+S«
I V c( ^ /J

Kail yUot 6*TOC OUS cry A oC^olS.

L*Evangile 528 agrees exactly with TeSC# The point to

note is that TeSCP all make "breasts" the subject of the

relative clause yuo O JU\) ? , though in Greek it is
the object# With TeSCP agree the Arabic and Persian

Diates3arons, and the Gospel of Thomas, §79* See conclusion,

p. 372^.
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Luke 18, vv.36-37
1 f"" 2rfor when he asked who (it wns)<~ they are saying; to him,

it is Jesus the Nazoreean

he was asking SC

and he was asking P

2 O I b ; who this was ( Oc+ Q / b ) SCP

€1rov&uve-r-o £LYJ TOUT o
"> ^ \ r v ? ° r/C_ 5/ ^ ^37 oiir-vjyyeLAoLV de OCUTUJ O~TL IrjGous*
O /i/e(.fcopu Tos.

' frf. Mart IO^ V03" a cuvr^ t)vj.

TeSCP all agree in "who?" ( Q-JL-b ) for Ti^
(cf. Tim. p.1%) and in translating o^lfnjy^eiXeLV simply
by the participle ("they are saying")*

17
SCP also support Te*s "Nazoraean", both here and at Mark 1Cr,

the parallel passage, where the Greek is /VoCj<<f YOS* •
Though Blightly abbreviated ( TOU TO is

omitted), Te here presents significant parallels with SCP

in text and translation.
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Luke 19» v.5
if

Hurry ( ^ ct* } zLcd ) ) come down, Zacchaeus,
r 1 r 2
from the fig-tree » because with you I shall be

1om. SCP

2 Uf rU\ % : for today in your house it is
fitting ( JjO ) for me that I should be SC

for today it is fitting that in your house I should be P

ZCCkW?€ . 6TC€U&oLS ' ToCfrrj 0i * r*y/U6pov
\ 7 o ?/ /*V r»

y*pz T(f 6~ou d€i ytie y&i eivoit .
1 ^ireo^ov D pc. e

*
OTL fvyiGpOV J) (pc) ~&tt j

TeSCP all agree with the double imperative of Codex

Bezae etc., 6"7t"6U6oV KaLToL^Yj^L . This reading
Is likely to have originated in Syriac - probably in T -

where it would be a natural way of dealing with the Greek

participle l?7r€U6"alS° • More important,
-7>

TeSCP agree in presupposing a Greek text yU6 g'tVoll
rather than yixecvott , and they are supported
in this by the Arabic and Persian Diatessarons and by the

Georgian version (cf. Tdm. p.193)» For the interrelationship

between the Diatessaron, the Old Syriac and the Georgian,

see on Mt.24^2, p« & •

c/
Te differs from SCP, however, in its OTt for

Y*p i in which it has the support of Codex Bezae,
the Latin tradition, Epiphanius, etc.? also in its "from the
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fig-tree", no doubt simply an addition by Ephraem to put his

quotation in context? and, lastly, in its almost habitual

reluctance to translate an impersonal verb ( <fe?, L )
straightforwardly, or Indeed to translate it at all.

Luke 23# v.29

1 f* 2 3 r Zl
because the d ays will come that you will say

4
for SC because behold P

o

are coming P text SC

•^add. in them ( ) SCP

^they will say P text SC

c/ ) r*\ i ?/ , 5# C / *
OYL LOOU e^OVToLL yj^l€^oLL GV
oicS €^oU6lV.
*

<yvw. p75_ ^ . 13 it SySC astYw ajttJL .
a €r\eueoVToLi D io^vw- 13 sysc~

TeSC agree against P and the Greek in (i) the

VocT ? (it)e\eu6oVToti ( o/ijjomission of

for ^^^oVTfiLl ( 1_ $) ? (ili) "you will say"\
! i ) for "they will say"( Sd JL/ )• Each one of these TeSC

readings is found also at Gospel of Thomas §79? see

conclusion, p. 372 f..
It is clear that TeSC presuppose a Greek text closely

related to that of Codex Bezae and fam. 13# and to that
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which lies behind the Old Latin. See conclusion for the

relationship of the Diatessaron and the Old Syriac to the

"Western" and "Caesarean" texts. It is clear, too, from

this quotation that P assimilates this TeSC text back to the

prevailing Greek text.

Luke 23» v.49

and they were standing at a distance1
2

the acquaintances of Jesus

1
add. all SCP

of • friends( a o^ ) P text SO

c ^ c ^
fry!KeifoiV de 7TCLVT^S- OL yvosi^-roc
? J 7 \ A- '

olUToO oCTTO yuolkpo&ev.

For the omission of "all" there are other witnesses

(cf. T&n. p.228) including the Pepysian Gospel Harmony,

now in Magdalene College, Cambridge; so this shortened

text is doubtless Tatianic.

Te and SC agree against P in their translation of

yvoo6~roL»
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Luke 2350""51

;Just1 •••••

1 ) SCP

r 2 6 r~ ll.
tie did not conspire with the accusers

U I righteous ( Z S
2 aoA*/ Jl :
did not make equal ( . a OXJ 0/ ) his mind SC

was not agreeing ( )o Iq \ Y_ JJ ) p
3 V •' fa-
- 1^

cf'vcollos
/•1 ? >«—) / / /■ol duk 10 v ^ koltolt€ &&ill€ vo£- t'yj

Q \ * 'n 'c 2 ^,
pot/A^ WoLt T»ij' 1rpaLF&L olO-ToJV .

SC t text P

: their will and their act P : text SC

r

j

fuykoltol tl qe/jl gvcs xcdlxav''

0124- (4.24.0/.

Te differs from SCP in its rendering of dfKKtoS ■

But for ovk yv foykdttcre&eijievos » while p uses
t TeSC coincide in employing the verb JqX

which means in the Ethpeel (so Te) to agree or conspire

(with), and in the Aphel (so SC) to make equal, make agree

(with). That T and SC should independently have lighted

on this particular verb to render yv
&(/yKdTtLT€@€cyUL€\/oS is unlikely. And the close
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kinship of Diatessaron and Old Syriac is even more clearly

brought out when they share (along with the Arabic

Diatessaron, T&m., p.229) in reading the Semitic a XD J

("accusers") for the Greek -7-^ ^ou/\'Vj KdCt
70CUT0JV . If this very distinc¬

tive reading were found in Te syr alone one would hesitate

to regard it as the Diatessaron text. But it is its presence

above all in the Arabic Diatessaron against the Peshitta

that leads Leloir (T&n. p.229) to the opinion (followed

here) that it "a san3 doute fait partie du texte de Tatien."

It will stem either from the Diatessaron or from X, if X was

the ancestor of T, as it was of SC. It is conflated by Te

arm with the prevailing textj-

ji bu. ^ <onjco £«p*o^J«oi-<;uO
in the plans and in the works of them with the accusers.

For the plurals, see f€m., p.229.

We may note in passing that the Greek fragment of the

Diatessaron from Dura-Europos (£d. Kraeling. Studies and

Documents, vol.Ill) preserves the readings aty* Qos cfi*KaLlOS
\ / O

for verse 50 (omitting KcLi with B sa), and ob~ros

COK yjv evyKoLToLTi&e/tevoS Ttj yj for verse 51
(cf. X'CDlL etc.). This affords no material for

discussion vis-d-vis the witness of Te.
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John 3» v.34

1 r* 2 r 3
and not by measure he gave to his son

1for SCP

^od the father was giving S

the father was giving the spirit C

God was giving the spirit P

x
-'om. P : text SC

> \ 7 / S<~S I
OU ^«(p €K JJL€T£OU Ol Ofcd^tV
|~ \ A 5
TO irV€UjUL(<^.
' </ 0eos CZ A V <Spm.&t Sy^PscL l>(

. 8<7»V. ,£-) S"7

Te syr's Z4\XD ( "because") fails to
make sense in this context, and is clearly a copyist's slip

for /Za ("by measure"), the

reading of the Old Syriac, and also that presupposed by Te

arm ( £ rt, )• This and the
immediately following (EC 912<") error, ^ V~> o for

© c^o ° (supported by EC arm), warn us not to
trust the EC syr scribe too implicitly.

TeSCP agree in a past tense instead of 6L\/ .
This has the effect of transforming the statement of a

general truth, which the Greek gives us, into a particular

historical assertion about Jesus Christ, the transformation
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being confirmed by the addition "to his son", peculiar to

TeSC. Do we have here a gnosticizing tampering with the
77

Greek text? (cf. Luke 1 " p. 23o), Gnostics who thought

that God does in fact give the spirit "by measure", i.e.

different amounts to different individuals, may have found

the general truth enunciated in the Greek text unpalatable,

and may therefore have adapted it to express the universally

acceptable fact that, historically, God gave the spirit to

His Son in fullest measure. In this we may see at work the

hand of Tatlan or possibly of some pre-Tatianic translator

of the gospels into Syriac. At any rate, once the "son"

had been foisted upon the text, it was not unnatural that

the "father" should follow, as it does in SC and nowhere

else. But Leloir, L'Evangile p.103» footnote 7# on the

basis of further evidence from Ephraem and Aphraates,

thinks that already "le texte de Tatien avait le

terme jU (Pater).....et gu*il avait l'addition.....
c*' (Pilio suo)". The final stage of

development was when SC were assimilated to the Greek, S

adding the "God" of most Greek witnesses and C "the spirit",

read by all witnesses except TeS and the first hand of B.

We have already (Mt.1 222-2\ p. 4? ) noted an Instance of

agreement between TeS and B, and have remarked there that

the combined support of the Old Syriac and the so-called

"neutral" text for a reading creates a fair presumption in

favour of its originality: cf. Jiv.II, p.227, where a good

number of agreements between B and the Old Syriac are listed.

Agreements between B and the Diatessaron are few, one

of the most striking being Mt.27 • Here, B is among the
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authorities which introduce the Johannine reference to the

piercing of Jesus* side and the outflow of water and blood.

There is evidence that this fusion of Matthew and John was

present in the Dlatessaron also: "A marginal note opposite

this verse (Mt.27^) in an eleventh century MS., N0.56V7 in

the British Museum, says that in the historical Gosepl of

Diadorus and Tatian there followed the words, *but another

took a spear and pierced his side, and there came out water

and blood*, cf. John 19. As no such person or Gospel is
•i

known, Diadorus may be a mistake for Diatessaron."

In the present instance, however, it does not appear

that any great significance should be attached to TeS*s

agreement with B91, which is probably coincidental.

(1) Quoted from Hamlyn Hill, "The Earliest Life of Christ".
p.249> footnote 2.
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John 4, v.9

she is saying to him rbehold you are a Jew1
, MLOOU L< L ,

10QI* /Lff (c+ s

(...L^.0 M L, ocfU 0
how ( L jL_3la S ) are y°u a Jew and....P

| / \ c V ^ _

A€yeL ooV olutco y) yuv-vi vj ZLolia, xpltlS •
r ~ V ,, >0 ' '>/ ' 1 2
ttcjs so loud actos <*sv ;

AT5/ sy sa,tr Lom. /

z Sz5j 3) ct so.

J 7

O
. _ 1

3CT:TeSCP agree in omitting OOV , andTeSCrin giving

a statement, "behold you are a Jew", instead of the question

of the Greek (though SC immediately follow this with a

question, introduced by \ = TTto5" ).

Ephraem is here giving a series of "incipits'(EC 121^) where
<o

neither OUV nor TTcJS would be appropriate. Never¬

theless, SC*s agreement with Te makes it quite possible

that EC here has the true T text.

1 frobo-b/y rtflectin^ a £r*eek "text €o *louSduos utv ic£»S—•
(<U iai D) 9 4.noL "tUrinm<j ^"^ve Gcwk participle into a. main c/auje.
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John 4, v.16

1 2 f~ 3
he Is saying to her go » call to roe your husband

■i
Jesus CP our lord S

v .• SCP

om. P : text SC

i f 1 | d i /
A€J€L cLUT^yj • vTTcLye <j)u)Vvj

rr
6 OV

T7>V uvL* 6~OU

1 CuUl- o 'lyjfo'uS (Af* &) C*
A D W f£. \t sy saff bo
S*s preference for "our lord" ( ) where

Greek and CP have "Jesus" is common : see Burkitt, Sv.II»
•j

pp.97ff* Also common is Te syr*s omission of the

feminine ending, as here in ~for Cf.

Mark 925b, p. 91+ } Lk.136, p. 136 } also Mt.198, p. 61 .

Significant here is that TeSC are the only authorities

reading "to me", probably an instance of Diatessaric

influence on the Old Syriac; "to me" occurs in the Tuscan

and Persian Diatessarons (Tim, p.168).

(1) Quoted at John 11"^, p. 2S"*? •
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John 5, v.22

1 r* 2
The father no-one 'will judge , but all of it judgment to

his"^ son he rwill give it4
1add. for SCP

2
k O I s was judging P s text SC

3Jthe P text SC

4
a ct ad Aj : gave it ( ) P s text SC

"> r \ \ c \ / 7 rS
OUO€ O 'TTaLT'Yjp KpiVGL OUO€\A>C ^

<Xkoi T^rjV KplftV TToCfoLV <fec/Lyv Kpi&cv TTOLSOLV dedcjKev T«J ucu)

Elsewhere (L*Evangile. 662-664) Ephraem quotes this

verse almost as it is in P, but the text which he gives here,

being closer to SG than to P, is more likely to be a good

witness to the T text. The main distinctive features of the

TeSC text here are two:-

(i) the future tenses "will judge" and "will give it".

The former is found also in Aphraates, quoted in I/Kvanglle.

p. 106, footnote. l<piV€L and K p iVGL
would of course be liable to confusion in Greek MSS., which

lacked accents. Perhaps the first translator of the gospels

into Syriac understood k'ptV^L as a future; it would
then be easy for the verb "give" to be attracted into the

future tense too.
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(li) "his son" instead of "the son", which is the reading of

all Greek witnesses, and of Aphraates, quoted in Burkitt,

Ev.I, p.446, footnote.

These two features belonged, then, to the Syriac

Diatessaron text; we cannot tell whether SC derived them from

T, or whether TSC all took them from a coiwnon source, i.e.

from X, if X was indeed pre-Tatianic.

John 7> v.4
r 1
'no man is doing anything in secret

•1
for there is not a man who SCP

is probably to be preferred to Te syr (cf. T|m. p.186),
since its construction, principal clause plus relative

clause, is also that of SCP and the Persian Diatessaron.

In that case we have here a Diatessaron echo in SCP, and

an example of the value of Te arm.

(there is) not who secret something does ,
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CONCLUSION

The differences between Te and SC, both in translation and

in underlying text, which occupy the first two sections of this

thesis make it impossible to believe that the Syriac Diatessaron

(T) was derived from a previously existing SC text. They tend

rather to suggest that the text represented by SC was unknown

to Tatian. Burkitt indeed thought that that text dated from

c.200 A.D., and, in harmony with this view, the foregoing dis¬

cussion has furnished us with considerable concrete evidence

for the priority of T to SC. That evidence is to be found

above all in the first of the three main sections of the thesis.

It shows that, where T and SC differ in their translation of the

Greek, it is usually the T text which appears to be the more

primitive, while SC bear the marks of a revised text, their

translation being more literal and accurate than that of T.

That is, SC appear to occupy in the development of the Syriac

text a place midway between the freedom of T and the literalness

of P. The following passages make the point particularly clearly;

S a revised textJ-

Mt, KJ , p. 2- ; for TTfpoyioV, Te has Jj lO ,S Is ±"> .
Mt.1432, p. 4 I for eKoTTotfeV,Te has A*.\x ,S ZcjOr .

Mt.27^, p« 10 i for fOJ/AtL ,Te has )Jx .3 /.
Lk. 1^, p. If i for KaiXi'o*. tcorvf ,Te has "in the midst of

, 1. - _V.t. •» t » it

Jn. 8*^, p .ZO ; for y\yoL XXtA.fU.TO »Te has Jo<f lajXlbt 3 -U<uaab.

the womb",S "in her womb".

V
C a revised texts-

Mt.15^ , P« 31 ; for T&A60TidTbJ ,Te has "dying let
[him die", C "let him be killed".
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Mt.l6^®,p.33 j for ttuKul ,Te has JL '6Jo ,c

Mt.2223,p .36 i for ItVilCToLfiv »Te has MuS> AjJU >c l/Lsa^o .

Jn. 512»P»4I ; for oCjDOV ,Te uses
S and C both have a revised texti-

Mt.13l5,p.S~5 i referring to Te uses singular verbs
[throughout, Greek and SC plural verbs.

Wit3 i for \SctV ,Te has to "see seeing" (ef. Mt.
15^- above),SC simply to "see",

Mt.1332,p . S"6i for K9LT0L (SK'TjVOVV ,Te has ,sc .
Mt.20^'*,p. 64-; for CV ToiS €jVLOlS »Te has ,sc
MU2239,p.£ff } for "trkyjfl'oV #Te has !L-ZUJ ,SC Lu-.
Lk.13J"^,p« 77 ; for €V<f£V€ToU ,Te has X ,sc jjj^ydo.
Jn. 6i2,p.£$* s for 6~UVc[ytJ ,Te uses ^^ I ,SC JZJLD •

Additional evidence for the priority of T to SC may be

found in those passages discussed in the thesis where the Te

version is so free and paraphrastic as to merit the description

"Targum", rather than translation. In these cases, Tatian has

actually introduced one or more words into the text, apparently

with the intention of elucidating it. Almost always, we find

that the SC version is closer to the Greek. This fact is

probably to be interpreted as a retreat by SC from the great

freedom with which T treats the text towards a more respectful

handling of it. Is it likely that, if the SC text was already

in existence, T would have taken such liberties with it? Does

T's freedom not rather suggest a more primitive, earlier attenpt

at rendering the Greek? The following passages, mostly from the

second main section of the thesis, illustrate this Targumic

element in T, and its elimination in SC:~

(1) Occasionally he seems to have omitted words, with the same
intention (cf. Lk.7V7,p. W3 )•
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Mt.1111b,p.M
Mt.15 6 »P./^
Mt.2121 ,p.l*0
Mt.2122 ,p.181

Mt.2432» p. 6
Mk. 6 5, p.<?3

Lk.1020, p.32.f

Jn. 51\ p*2o4

Jn. 839, p. 117

"with the angels' "

"lest a man may be necessary to you"

"we are sons of...."

"it will be given to you"

"that its buds may open out"

"in the house of Israel"

"the least of these last who proclaim the kingdom"

"is being eager that he may honour"

"and it will remove"

The conclusion is inescapable that the SC text is, as it

stands a later text than T, This is the one result of the

present enquiry about which one might reasonably be dogmatic.

The view of Bewer, Hjelt, Mlngana and Torrey (see introduction,

p. XViV ) that our Old Syrlac text, at least in its S form, was

parent to the Diatessaron can be regarded as disproved by the

new evidence of MS. Chester Beatty 709* The C form of the text

is generally regarded as being on the whole even later than the

Thus far we may go with Burkitt in maintaining the

priority of the Diatessaron over S and C. But the many

differences between Te and SC must not blind us to the striking

agreements between them in text and translation, assembled in the

third section of this thesis. Among the more impressive of these

Te-SC agreements, the following may be listed:-

Mt.12^3,p.297» "that it may find for itself rest" etc. (SC)

Mt.133if,p,30&i "to his town (for 7ru~rpiT )" etc. (SC)
Mt.15 3»p.26£; "each to his father, n££ offering" etc. ( C)

(1) For this see introduction, p. xx»i f. , and Burkitt, Ev.II,
pp.213ff.

S form.
1
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Mk.1020,p.22l§ "I have done (for^)" etc. ( S)

Lk.19"^»p»274>J "them that they may not cry out" ( C)

Lk.232^,p.324-J "the days will come that you will say" etc. (SC)

Lk.235°"51,p.326i use of /O-S? for 6uyKdLT4T€&€iu€Vos , etc.
(cf. Jn.922) ' ' (SC)

qa
Jn. 2 ,p.23€) "do you build" (present tense) etc. ( S)

Jn. 9 ^»p»2Itf} "he said to them" etc. ( S)
10

Jn.14 ,p.2^0; "my father who in me jLg is working these works" (C)

The above is a selection only: any passage from the third

chapter would exemplify the close relationship between fe and SC.

Although it cannoi be claimed that Te resembles SC to the extent

to which they resemble each other* what does emerge quite clearly

is that Te is a text of Old Syriac rather than of Peshitta type.

In saying this, it is not intended that too sharp a distinction

be drawn between these two types of text. "The Peshitta was one
4

of the numerous MSS. of the Vetus Syra " and, in view of VBobus'
2

demonstration that readings of Peshitta type are already present

in fourth century Syriac authors, we ought not to see P as a

completely new beginning, but rather as a further stage in the

development of the Syriac text, continuing the tendency towards

greater literalness which we have seen to distinguish SC from T.

Nevertheless, it is still possible to speak of two different

types of text, Old Syriac and Peshitta, and the fact that Te

overall stands markedly closer to the former takes on added

significance in view of the probability that there has been some

assimilation of Te syr to the nascent P text of Ephraem*s day
r

(see e.g. Mt.27 ,p. 2/6 ).

A few statistics may help to demonstrate the kinship of Te

(1) VSSbus, Researches, p.68.
(2) Studies, ch.4«
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with the Old Syriac text. In the index at the end of this

thesis will be found listed 449 gospel quotations from MS. 709>

divided into three columns indicating whether Te is identical

with, slightly divergent from, or divergent from S, C and P at

that point. Clearly, there is some subjectivity involved in

classifying one version as divergent or only slightly divergent

from another. Nevertheless, the degree of divergence from Te of

S, C and P in relation to each other is shown with reasonable

accuracy. The figures are as follows!-

S occurs 390 times in all} of these occurrences, 96 (24*6%) are

identical with Te, and 161 (41*3$) only slightly divergent from it.

C occurs 273 times in all; of these occurrences, 62 (22.7%) are

identical with Te, and 109 (39»9%) only slightly divergent from it.

P occurs 449 times in all} of these occurrences, 80 (17*8%) are

identical with Te, and 155 (34*5%) only slightly divergent from it.

We conclude that Te is closer to the Old Syriac than to the

Peshitta, and we also note that it is marginally closer to S
2

than to C.

How can this parallelism between the Diatessaron and the Old

Syriac be most satisfactorily explained? Is It enough to think

here only in terms of Diatessaron Influence on the Old Syriac?

That SC have been frequently Influenced by T is undeniable (see

e.g. Mt.1526»p. 1*7 » for this influence at work, and 3ee also

the introduction, p. XX»i7 ). But the large extent of the area of

agreement between T and SC that is revealed by MS. 709 demands a

more convincing explanation than this, since the extent of the
j

(1) In addition to all the quotations discussed in the thesis, the
list includes approximately 200 others presenting fewer points
of interest.

(2) In these statistics, and in all lists and tables in thi3
chapter, Te means the Diatessaron text arrived at from a
comparison of Te syr with Te arm, the latter occasionally
being preferred over the former.
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agreement now revealed would, if It were to be attributed simply

to Diatessaron influence, almost require us to believe that the

Old Syriac translators took a Diatessaron MS. as the basis of

their own version, departing from it only in order to revise

the text or translation. But this is Impossible because,

clearly, a harmony (such as the Diatessaron), in which the

constituent elements of the four gospels are inextricably inter¬

woven, cannot serve as the sole, or even the main, basis of a

tetraevangelion (such as SC). One cannot produce a tetra-

evangelion out of a harmony without the aid of a previously

existing tetraevangelion,and it is the previous tetraevangelion
which must play the major part in the process, and serve as the

main base for the new tetraevangelion. Given that this is so,

and that the role of a harmony in producing a tetraevangelion

can only be subordinate and supplementary, we have to ask, in

the case of SC, whether the very marked kinship with the harmony

is sufficiently explained if we regard them as renderings of a

Greek tetraevangelion made by translators under the influence

of the Syriac Diatessaron, however strong that influence may

have been. It will be our contention here that this theory is

inadequate to explain the facts about the close T-SC kinship,

and that a more satisfactory alternative is to suppose that both

T and Sc are descended from a coircnon ancestor, X, a pre-Tatianic

Syriac tetraevangelion. Is there any evidence for such pre-

Tatianic Syriac gospels?

We have said that, on the whole, the text preserved in SC

seems later than T. There is, however, a significant number of

passages where we appear to have exceptions to this rule. In

the following passages, either SC seem to preserve an earlier

version than Te (and therefore, presumably, than T: on this
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point see below) or (in the case of the first passage only)

there are other indications of the existence of Syriac gospels

prior to T:-

Mt.1127,p.Mi the text of Justin can be explained by its
presupposing the ambiguous and Jof*
cf. Lk.131.

Te is a partial revision of S in the direction of P
a A

Mt.14 tP* 3 $ Te revises S's idiomatic "took up his head."

Mt.20^°,p. 6*3 I Te, influenced by the Greek, rejects SC's "he
would give".

Mk.3 29,p. 12 f the absence of * from S makes it a freer trans¬
lation than Te.

1 ft
Lk.10 ,p .I3S f C's addition, "which is falling", is eliminated

in Te.
4

Lk.13 »p. 7T | SC's "said" is revised by Te into a more accurate
rendering of ^truyyeXXtJ •

Jn. Bkk,p.2tfi S's "you are of the evil one" could explain an
unparallelled Te rendering.

22 < , /%
Jn. 9 tp.22 ; S has a less literal rendering of om oAoY€tV than

Te*

1/ /Jn.114®,p.2^ I S's ambiguous Aramaism^yltljLA—iosr***^iros)is avoided
by Te. v J

Jn.l632,p .127 I S's ambiguous Aramaiam C bS) is avoided by

The most satisfactory interpretation of these passages is

that there are preserved in them traces of SC's cormion archetype

and ancestor, which we have called X, and which would appear,

on the evidence of such passages, to have existed before T.

Again, we have adduced passages, where the Te version is

so free as to resemble a Targum rather than a translation, and

we have argued from them to the priority of T over SC. But

here again there are exceptions to the rule. There are places

where this "Targumic" character attaches to SC, but not to Te,

namely: -
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Lk. 7^9,p.316 } "who she is and what her reputation
of that woman the sinner."

Jn.1137,p.262 ; "this is he that opened his eyes of him that
was blind from the womb of his mother" (cf.
Jn. 3°, quoted p. 26"3 ).

In these passages we probably again have traces of the pre-

Tatianic X.

A third group of passages which points in the same direction

is that in which Te presents us with different renderings of the

same Greek word, or the same Greek root, on different occasions.

See the discussions of the following passages:-

Mt.12^"3,p.7,17 \ Te shows inconsistency in rendering «£KW'Ou^TOS.
KtfpioS.

6tsri)pL eC.

oX^yoV.
<£l (JULOVtOV

(Cf.Mt.1222-24).
eyyif^> eyyvs.
€y&tpuj.
ir(6T€ucJ.
7
pLYUfTcLgtS.

Mt.2010,p. 63 ; "

Lk. 138,p.73 ; "

Lk. 1^,p. IS } "

Lk . 747,p. 113 i n

Lk.1020,p.321 i "

Lk.1941,p. SO I *

Jn. 220,p.236; "

Jn. 312,p. S2 j »

Jn,1123#P.,Z$S; "

This inconsistency in itself suggests the dependence of

T on X. If one man (Tatian) were translating at one time

directly from the Greek, we might expect that a given Greek word

would normally be rendered by the same Syriac equivalent. On the

other hand, this variation is perfectly natural if Tatian was

composing his harmony on the basis of Syriac gospels which were

themselves composite, different parts having been done by differ¬

ent hands at different times. And X, the earliest translation

of the gospels into Syriac, probably was of this composite nature.
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(For this, see especially the discussion of Jn.112-%p. ,

and the references there given to the works of Hjelt and Black)•
And so, while the evidence of Te syr basically confirms the

position of Burkitt, which is followed with certain reservations
-j

by V55bu3 , on the relationship of the Diatessaron to the Old

Syriac, it drives us back also to find the element of truth in

the contentions of Zahn, Bewer, Hjelt, Mingana and Torrey. For

the hypothesis that satisfies all the facts is this: that there

were indeed Old Syriac gospels in existence before the Syriac

Diatessaron, and from them it was derived. These are the gospels

that we have called X. The text of these gospels was not the SC

text, but wa3 closely akin to it; they were in fact the ancestors

of our Sinaitic and Curetonian texts. The family resemblance,

as we detect it through the medium of the Syriac Diatessaron,

is unmistakeable, though the passing of the years had worked

many changes by the time S and C were produced# Not the least

of those changes were the ones caused by the influence of the

Diatessaron, even though it had originally sprung from the same

parent stock as the MSS# which it affected#

The position to which the new evidence of MS. 709 points us
2

is the position which the insight of P. E. Kahle had already

led him to adopt even before that evidence came to light. "The

Syriac text which was before Tatlan when he composed the

Diatessaron was certainly not practically identical with the

text of the Sinai palimpsest. It would be a remai'kable coinci¬

dence if one of the two forms of text preserved (SC) had been

1) V86bus, Studies. Chapters 2, 3*
2) See also H. C. Hoskier, Concerning the Genesis of the
Versions of the New Testament, vol.1. London. 1910. pp.68ff•,
341ff.
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the basis for Tatian's work. We must remember that the Syriac

translation had no authoritatively fixed text. The Syriac

text used by Tatian differed in some respects from the text in

the Sinai MS.

On the other hand it is quite natural that the Syriac

translation of the Gospels should have been influenced at a

later stage by the Diatessaron. Baethgen pointed out such

influences in the Curetonian. As the Gospel text in the Sinai

palimpsest was probably copied in the fourth century, at a time

when the Diatessaron was highly valued in the Eastern churches,

it may well be that it also was influenced by the Diatessaron.

But in the main we must see in these Gospel texts (SC)

descendants of the S.vriac text which was before Tatian when he

composed the Platessaron." (The Cairo Genlza, 1959, p.293:

italics mine).
We have felt justified, in the foregoing argument, in

assuming a difference between the Old Syriac text actually

preserved for us in SC and the archetypal Old Syriac text X:

we have then attributed to X certain elements of SC which appear

to be older than their counterparts in Te, and we have erected

on this basis (as well as on the basis of Te's inconsistency in

the rendering of certain Greek words) the hypothesis that X

preceded T.

But if it is justifiable to distinguish thus between the

SC text and an older X text, is it not equally justifiable to

distinguish between the Te text and an older T text? In other

words, was not the Diatessaron text current in Ephraem's day

less than identical with that which left Tatian's pen, and was

it not, at least to some extent, a revised text?
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We have in fact noted aorae passages of which EC syr

presents us with more than one version. At these points, it

is possible that Ephraem knew more than one Diatessaron text

of the passage in question; other possibilities are that

Ephraem is there merely quoting loosely, or that he is really

quoting one version from the separate gospels, without saying

so. (For this, see on Mt.112-),p. Examples of such

passages are Luke 1*^ (p. 3IS" >1 Vs (p. 113 )} 13s (p. 136 )1

157 (p.iv-f. ); John 421 (p. 1135 (p. ZS~9 )i 1139 (p.27),
as well as other less striking passages. In addition, we have

noted some evidence (see the passages listed in the comments on
I O

Mark 10 ,p. IOf ), that the genealogies of Jesus and the

references to his Davidic descent, missing from the original

Diatessaron according to Theodoret, had been partly reintroduced

in Ephraem*s day.

We may admit, then, that the Te text does not invariably

preserve intact the original T text. Does this mean that the

SC passages which seem more primitive than the corresponding

T passages are in fact older only than Te, which would prove

little? The reply is that, for all of the SC passages in

question, Ephraem gives us one version only of the corre¬

sponding Diatessaron passage; nor is there any discernible

reason (such as assimilation to the emergent Peshitta text,

or the reintroduction of genealogical or Davidic references)

why the Diatessaron text of these passages should have been

tampered with. Therefore the presumption is, for want of

evidence to the contrary, that Ephraem preserves for us the

original Diatesssron text of these passages.
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The claim that X existed before T and was the source of T

is in conflict with an established position of New Testament

textual criticism, namely the view that traces the "Western"

element in the Old Syriac to the influence of a previously

existing Diatessaron, and links the Old Syriac with the "Caesarean"

texts (see introduction) as an "Eastern" type. If it is really

the case that the Diatessaron springs from a "Western" and the

Old Syriac from a "Caesarean" textual base, clearly X, the

archetype of all Old Syriac MSS., could not also be the source

of T. Let us see, then, whether the textual evidence adduced

in the present thesis tends to validate the above-mentioned

position or not. The result of this investigation will be

crucial for our conclusion on the relationship between T and X.

The following is a tabulation of all the authorities that could

be considered to represent the Caesarean text and which have

been cited with any degree of frequency in the present thesis.

Not all the authorities listed are by any means pure repre¬

sentatives of that text} e.g., Origen and Eusebius have large

"Alexandrian" and "Western" elements respectively, and the

Armenian and Georgian versions have been heavily influenced by

the ("Western") Diatessaron. See especially on Mt.24^2,p. 6 »

concerning these versions. But their witness is still worth

quoting for purposes of comparison.

Te and SC in relation to "Caesarean" authorities

In the following lists, agreements are indicated by the

plus sign (+), disagreements by the minus sign (-). Where

neither of these signs is given, S or C is wanting at that

point. It Is to be noted that the symbol Te does not necessarily

mean Te syr, but rather the Diatessaron text that results from

a comparison of Te syr with Te arm. For this, as for details
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of any given passage, the discussion and textual apparatus of

that passage in the main body of the thesis should be consulted.

For page references, see the Appendix.

a) © agreeing with Te, S or C.
Te S C

Mt. 621 iyicoV -for £ou + +
1313 'iVd 7&r OTL + + +

7 o ^ ^ ~> I
1 ^11 (see 8)€VrTTiVtLKl fa- €TTl TTiVoLKL - + +

1Z)33 acUi. icpo&k&ovrer - + +

15 ^ *jUl. Gou + + +

16^ 3 xaicl. /***£ + + +

17 5 <+>*tcl OCoUsf" +
A ~J ? C ^ /I /191' £iS es-riv o fiCyA&os'

20^3 cn*..

Mark 329 dpTVjflolToS> rpffCco? +
923 ctvh - To' + +

923 *,M' Tl^T£u6tCi + +

io36 ksyet Ar etrrev + +
1036 Tt' &e\£T€ TConjfCJ, oy»..ue «. +
IcA6 €TCM-ruiv -for TrpoSeLiT-rj? - +

Luke <r>n. </^ + +

76 ^ /•
1' "Kpo TTpOfcoTcou -for €V<Aiictov + +
728 1Cf>0 jyyr-yjf - +
728 <xAci- Too $d7ttt4>tc>ij - +

TTOVrjpoOV
8 ° ouUA,. Kdi KdX.yjv' - - +
1019 cffcTcyuc Si/cTcOKK + + +
15 7 0+Jift- + + +

19^° aJxl. duroiS + + +

23J^ c7y\,. U&NUL, - + -

+ - -
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Te S C

jn. \ 3 fi^Kc>tijuutu>^, + +
1^® oy+ovoyefis vtos -fv«^ovoytv^js; " H
220 *sU. K'otZ + *

C

D 3 xatM. o" ZjY 6-v -j~Q OufoivZ - - +
3 oxtd. o ~* +

416 *M o y/y*oof
' - /,

- +

+ +42^ AuAtf fir eAocAet
4^2 aAL- o ^f>( fro?
512 MU. TOV kfi^fi-rov sToo +
1135 cUU.

L& ?/ ^ ^ + +11^° ^iaovfiv fir oipoofcv
1231 Qyffe-cd.1 KM.ro] fi £Y.j'\yQv]66Teu ef<
1410 cuU. ~C

' r /- / j'W
o

V"

b) family 1 agreeing with Te, S or C

20 CLtUl. M-ou +

Te S C

Mt. 1313 '<boL fi>r oti + + +> -/ t

1411(see 8) ev TZ irCvd.KL fir Girt 7TLVKKi - +

17 9 wv, o y/y6ous
1810 <mv. <£v ocff>*vot£- - + «.

17 Q ' f ? /
19 €"<5" €G-rtv O «■](*
2013 cAL. if

— + —

+ - -

2013 +

Mark 1c£° eiCoLVjf* fir + *
^ TC@e\€T€ TCOffioOj <*+»>.yLie ~ +10

1050 o<.VoLfTtLS fir eCVATTujcrvj g'oCS- " +
15*>
-*r ^ ^*> P fi'

Lk# 1 irpo TrpoStovrou -for &yu}iriov
1020 cTdtfiovht fir Tryf£tyuLoLTaL
11aAl. ocuyov + + +

19^° cooU. u Z-rec* + + +

+ +

+ +

+ + +



19^2 €V T-vj 6ou ToLu-t-vj
19^"2 AoCpl. Sou

jJfL. KK2 a>fibt. eiuToC
512 a<cU' ~ToV kf>*f^olrrOv^ 6ou
\ / / I O ? ^

9 (Juift- XW/ Glirev aCUTOlS
uo ' r\

10* C*K .

11 3 CLfiUl, oiUTOU

2017 U.OUA
0) family 13 agreeing with Te, S or C

Mt. U33 icpoeeX&ov-res
15 4 <xsltl- *0^
2015 ij

•>/
2013 ^ /*** ^

Mark 329 ocyi ttpTi^CS/ yu^-
9 7 c+rerrol orrcLur
923 ^v»v . TO

923 ccfiifiC. 7Ti6-r€v6'oLL
1036 tC GeAere iroivjtoj7 0+~yue
105° PC VoC 6T0LS frr 2VeCTrnjcPrjfoLS
1530 CKtL^) /***

Lk# 1^6 7TjP<^ '^rpoS^orcoo -j&r ^viA-rrioss
728 onlJL. TTpcxfiyfT-yr
728 aolfii' ~rou fi*C7r7-c s-rou

/
1019 J'cVuyic cQcfcjsetC
11 28 Afitui - PiO-roC
19^° CLUU' OCutocs

192*-2 Kdfyy Jv T?) yycsp*. sou tkutvj
2329 r^.lcfou'
23 29 yjeosoVTcic



Jn. 4^2 <U>Lol. TToLp ' J.UTOU

512 K£+ff}pL-rov 6°
11 7 Osdel. ocu Tou

2017 /^^C/

c/

d) 565 agreeing with Te, S or C

Mt. 14:33 *Ud eX @oVT€&
OM. sx

10

1046

Mark ld*> ToirjfsC €^uX*.^*ycyjV1036 Xeyet -ft* €itt€*
*36 Ti &&A&1r<r nCoi-y^€cJ?o>h*.^u.£

TCtLl TL3V JOT irpo
105° &Tnpu\£v fir Ztco^siXiSV
15"50 (k*0 **-'*'*$*' 'frr K*-T~*P<S

9 T*
Jn. 4 o»v . guv

I*ol*L. *7r«f>' UUTou
J / / \ ^ 7 G

9 J . AW £7 7tw oiutois'

e) 700 agreeing with Te, S or C
1 \ f/ z' ;> C f

Mt. 12 €ot>i£icoV -for- ouV £upc£K£l
i i / op- Pi ) 1 G / /- ' ^ V z-~

14 ' £V rjj '7riVoLKL frrr ^777 TrLVoLKl
17 Q \ C ' /O ^

19 €£TiV O oCVitX. £/ojT

Mark 15?° ^Avi) Kclt^oC fir KoCr*f>cr
39 ^ ^ ^ ^ /*"i /^/ %

Jn. 8 £•< £{T€ ...TTOietT-e, yyjoC & yjT£... GTToc&re(<*V/

f) p2*"3 agreeing with Te, S, or C

Mark 923 • T"*
?

Jn. io8^vid^ ^>n. "TTpO €^LLOO
1011 6iv ti

10if2(vid) <rm. £*c£<?
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Te S

j£. 11 ^ o< ut ou -for -rou &£qcf + +

•) -) 9 l+j-orrwl ornlt/f + +

112^ OVH. ><"«*' + +

11 h ' 0ccj?ou6l\/ y&r tcpou 6 t v +
4

g) The Georgian version agreeing with Te,S or C

Mt. 155(2) odu. uvtqv

1513(1) /*-<>"
161^(2) miu. *
1727(1) fKdVcftkCtTjTe -fa* fXAV<fd\.ffcOfL£V
211^(Mrav.) ouk y.kou€tsj y^r jkou^c^
2122(1) "oUSdwt- VO-&U" -finr AyyuLfigf
21^® miu. pcutou

oa ^
22 (vul.) OoV

yu€ eivoii -/&c yu£ yu£cvoct
[• 5 7( 1) 5 cu£aj^ fiyr gfivoyu.oil

11 7 'lcav*m. *gll 4+6 apr* ~fsr oi'ccoja.gv<ffr t<* oiyuyjii
h) The Armenian version agreeing with Te,S or C

"^8 " H z1 -m
Mt. 12 Aoytsa. fen- ^yyi&ov

15 ^ clolct. ocutou

+

+

+

+ +

+ +2432 ol k\ol <fol f<rr o fcxtcffas'
2758(1) 7TTw/U.«t finr 6~oyu.oi +
2760 ^ir) 7~y I/' &UjDalV firTjJ $up*l + +
2766 Afift.&ol" for /^^oLydoLYTes) + +

Mark 827( 1) T*r~ /c»v T7"Pw +

1°2° e7roi<j6ol fiaf €<^o\r^fiya.nyv
!£• 19 5 eiVoLL u* + +

4-

+ +

(1) The agreement is with the Georgian tradition in general
unless otherwise indicated by the addition of the symbols
1,2, vul. (see abbreviations, p. X ) or Mrav. (see on
Mt.2ll6,p. 2-72,).
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✓" Te 3

Mt. 2if32 <^K* ^ +

,6027b° €iri T-^V Qupuv -for ~r-v^ + +

27^° " »nfl. ifcane - +

Mark 1018 oC 7rurc-yfp +
1020 eTtoC'r) 6«L -f&r gjukoL
1530 (/fai) KcLTtifioi -far- JCeCTcCjfus- + +

29 > J- ^
0~m.. tOOULk. 23 o^vc. idou + +

j20 eCOTC2Jn. 2 AoLoL. oCOTif + +

11

532f uv Opurrreov i£r Hv&puy-rrou
,A 7 'Co***- "&JT -UA <^0r fa. UJfL€\/

1) ay*5®1 agreeing with Te, S, or C

Mt. 1432 oiVtL^tLVTOS oiuTou 4V4^*VrW tiUTMV + -
2432 c>£ xXtCcfoi ~£yr e> K\ACTO£ + -

2760 €lTi Tvjv Qupotv j(rr ~ry + +
Mark 827 TL -fat TLVot + +

Jn» 220 <xoLoi. oiUTcp + +
-j.12 -> ? /- r 7 / + -3 OUK €TrL6T€OftCT€ f&r OU Trc6T6o€T€

9 6 cM. "ofttd 4&U 'JnoAv."
;}) Origen agreeing with Te, S, or C

- +

22
Mt. 12 TTi'pot'rjveyKtlV /£r TTpoenjve^&y6 - . -

15 crni - V) "Trjv /lV)T€f>*i XOTou
26 *c / J /y\15 £f€6riv Tar €6tiv (•)

- +

1613 a^. ycc^
;1 316'-' TOV ulov tou uvQpoyrcoo + - -

? 7 ~ '
1810 0«" £V OUp<*VoVs - + -
2760 £7Tt T^nV Qup*LV *(bC Ty\ @Jpu +
n ' . '' ! L2813 ©*n. e\.QoV-res +

/

"IPMark 1018 OflU. ©C ICeLTrfp + -
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Te S

3
Jn. 1 BA*m££vuUbu&ys.

4^2 cryK. tfXrj&tZs
*44 — *+

+

+

8 f arm. tou TToCrpos + +
,,25 ^ \ t <r ^11 o»n, KcLi >j rojYt + +

\ C s~ r
u yj r^y

k) Eusebius agreeing with Te, S, or C

Mt. ii2?
1313
1314
131V

Mark 153°
Jn. 1 >

11*
651

CJcrfioL o+oUsr- +

c/ r c/
lV< -fcrr OTL +

? 7 r> /• 5 a
€7T otUTOLS TOC oiUTOiS

+

+ +

OWT«lL +

+

£ir\yip <Z> joe £voL-irXyjp
(k"d\) KA-r+firjQL j&r KAToL fi*LS

C \ ,\ r I n /
oyxovoyevy^^ otos tof /lovoyevyS cfeas -

T~oJ gyUou ttpTOU icrr TOOToo ~rou ol^ToO + +
An analysis of the above lists yields the following statistics

bearing on the "Caesarean" affinity of Te and S respectively:

Authority No.of With With S With both
times Te against Te and
cited against Te S

3

© 30 1 13 16

fam. 1 20 3 7 10

fam.13 22 3 5 14

565 10 1 3 6

700 5 0 3 2

45
P 8 0 1 7

Georgian 16 4 1 11

Armenian 11 2 1 8

syP®1 7 3 1 3

Origen 9 2 2 5

Eusebius 6 2 0 4
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The position with regard to Te and C is as follows:

Author!ty Number of
times
ci ted

With
Te
against
C

With C
against
Te

With both
Te and C

© 21 3 7 11

fam. 1 12 4 2 6

fam.13 12 3 1 8

565 4 1 0 3

700 2 0 2 0

,w 0 0 0 0

Georgian 10 4 1 5

Armenian 4 1 0 3

sy501 2 1 0 1

Origen 7 2 2 3

Eusebius 7 4 1 2

The two tables above enable us to observe the extent of

the Diatessaron*s agreement with "Caesarean" texts as compared

with the extent of agreement in S and in C. Prom the first

table a fairly clear picture emerges. The overall agreement

of S with the Caesarean authorities against Te is very much

greater than the agreement of Te with the Caesareans against

S. This is particularly so if we consider only the evidence

of what are probably the purest Caesarean authorities# © .

4

Sam, fam.13# 565# 700: they are found 31 times with S

against Te, but only 8 times with Te against S. Above all,

the most striking fact which emerges is the nexus between S

and © against the Dlatessaron (13 times). Less weight

is to be attached to the agreement of the Armenian and the

(1) This does not of course mean 31 different passages, as
these Caesarean authorities often support each other in
the same passage.
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Georgian with Te against S, since these versions were themselves

influenced by the Diatessaron.^
It is clear that S has a large Caesarean element that Te

lacks* The picture in regard to C is less clear, though even

here itself tends to agree with C against Te. But it is

the comparison of Te with S that principally concerns us, since

we have already seen (p. 33*? ) that Te is in general closer to

S than to C: this makes it all the more significant that Te and

S should show a marked divergence in their respective degrees of

affinity to the Caesarean text. It would appear either that

the Caesarean element in S has been considerably reduced in C,

or that this element entered S from a source by which C was

less influenced. See further on this below.

In attempting to explain the substantial minority of

instances where Te is with the Caesareans against the Old

Syriac, we have to bear in mind what the nature of the

"Caesarean text" is. It is "the most mixed of any of the

groups which can be classified as distinct text-types....

[its] special character •••• is its distinctive mixture of

Western readings and Alexandrian readings.... Evidently its
2

maker knew both and made a kind of compromise," If this is

so, the agreement of Caesarean witnesses with an undoubtedly

Western authority like the Diatessaron need show only that

the Caesarean text has adopted these particular Western

readings, and not that a Caesarean text stands behind the

Diatessaron. In the case of SC, however, where the question

at issue is whether they are to be classified as Western or

(1) See on Mt.24^2, p. 6 •

(2) Metsger, "The Text of the New Testament", p.215, referring
to Lagrange, "Critique Textuelle". p.l63ff.
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Caesarean witnesses, their agreements with family (£y against

Te seem to suggest, especially in the case of S, that the latter

is the more likely alternative. It could be diagrammatically

represented thus:-

On this view, the Old Syriac gospels have a basically

Caesarean textual connexion, their Western element being

due to Diatessaron influence.

However, before adopting this view, which would invalidate

our hypothesis that the archetype of SC, X, was also parent to

T, we must examine the relationship of the Diatessaron and the

Old Syriac to Western authorities. We shall now therefore list

the witnesses which could be considered as representing the

Western text and which have been cited with any frequency in

the course of the present thesis.

Te and SC in relation to "Western" authorities,

a) D agreeing with Te, S or C

Greek Caesarean Text Greek Western Text

SC

Te S C

ouoLJi. oLutoo
c/ r
lVcL i&c ore

<rm, €icl TCLVoLKL

•f + +

•f + +

+ +



1433
. 6
15

1522
1526(?)
1613
16H(»)
1720
1727
19 8(?)
1917
1917
2019
2221
22ihr

Mark 529
329
, 28K

923
923
1036
1036
10^6

Lk. 176
7M
-jhb
7W*(?)
?"
747
88
929

4lU. ekO<3\/T€S
357

Te S C

? C / s
€F€6TCV for €6riV

OLCIOL. yM€

aJU ' -■

+

<mV ^ TyjV jui/YjT€^>eL oLUTOu - - +
ouoloL . 0~Kl66j eCUTOU + - -

* + +

+ + +

C ^
<?m . U6V + -

?
^ x »i --

otfri 6ti tiv for oMyoict 6Tiotv - +

+

+

+ +exec

? / r /
-for yeyovev - - +

' <? > </ A ^ /
€6-rir o olyotcros' ♦

ec^XQeiv - +

ar*>Cdb °^Lst+£' - +
<s»r*t - OUV + +

+ +

V jr ?/
G6T<*C for efrir + +
oc^iUf>TCks/ not kptiers' + +
tolol. ore +

/
ovn .TO + +

7ri6T€0£aCL + +

\eyet -/or elirev
7toi<yjfcj ~fbr t('OeXergju£ TToi'YjfcJJ

r\ r S
€7T»LLT u)V TOY" -rrpogoci ryf
TTf o 7Tf> O6c£*JC0O -for £VUJ7riC\/

<UU. CpyjrcLfiLoi
* \ Sf 4- ? I \ /s€TTl 7Toctal?f^oLj JJLOU €1Tl TooS 7Tod°CS - -

oUoL. kcLL

OLliol. cfk

+

+

+ +

+

c( j \ y
OTL -Yjy**-TC'rj6€V IroXu
odLot. KtU KYLXT)V

cmv. OTL -rjy^-Koj
KcU KoLAtJ

r^kotLQj ^or €T£poY

+ - -

+ - -

- - +

+ + +
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Te S C

Lk« 10 + + +

+ + +

Jn.

St^c/cjfci -^-or Se efosKtL
1020 cfoUfLo'vioL -Tr\f£o/4.oLTel
10-^ TtVeL oDv JoKCiS ir\v)6icv) far TiS TouTui V -rZv TpCZv + • -/ ' fcr\>jfiov CTokc? <solj
15 7 u>&rwL <vr-oLlrr ' -f + +

13 S ^ \ P/ f \ ^ / ' />
15 J £^utou t&v fuov ^ar t*W OuGiaLV otoTou
18

19

19

19

19

23

40

42

29

23

23

29

34

.3-4

^34
^ 9
11

K

16
v

42

42

.12
>

.18
)

;14

10

2?
)

11

+ - -

yU0L.U/lo\r
f&c G-rr&u£«LS

OTC -fir ypCP

eyec xotois farr €t\

Gir€u6o\t
c/

TT€\f

^ o c ' S /
Kdt ye ev T-Vj njflGfU GOU TeLUT\

oh. icTou

&A€UGOVToLt ^cn- ^57^0VToLL
cm. CO&-4l. yfiesr*la

fUvys,c^Z*~P--&&+-r> / r -7)
66tiv for
<xdol ■ oC &GoS
O^PPL afralasr
?/ r y >/

ou OOTG
c
oCloIoI . o '/yjGoos

y ^
OLOTOU

/
xold..

7fit oL U
/

rot.

I 6toS
'

k
\eyet ■£>* uttgkolG'Y)
-JJ -Y ../OQ / LP<Pradd. TOV Kt

0YW . OuV

OLTOV GO U

/
oCV Qpooircov y4v* i^vOfOOItOU

crvw lue CosT
ajJL- TOTe

cvvv. • keyovres
11 ' 9Otflol, £tVoiL

SCdu06iv ^xxr "rC^yjGLV

- +

+ - -

♦

+ +

+

+

+

+

+

♦

+

+

- + -

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

♦

+

+

+

+ +

+

+ + +

+ -

+ - -

+ + +

+ +

- +

+ +
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3

i 7 "

39

►10 *M. -

7ToiTf>6s far 0€ou
£»* efy?\&oV eK TOO TTJCCOOS

21 (?) olutoo 7jyj6Qu ^pr ~r4) y/y6ou
A

b) The Old Latin agreeing with Te,S or C
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? ^ Te S
UUTOU +

\ 9/ rt f O /
-rov IrjsooV jof oCcrrov

+

+

eCUTou + +

^ CKebl. Koif
oyt\.y*f> +

31 ^2J cnn\. TOUTOU +

o +

62^ ~TCoi.~rC> fx r? +

+

+

13^ Tr\yjf>mj(^yj^&TUL &Wn\l)pooTM.l
131if> f*Vid,g2,l ut o^l'mpler€fu.r I^V* X'/XtAi]pouTxt -
4i1^ 2 713 I a, C,g <?yw.

+

+ -f

+ +

Mt. 5i9> d,k O-**. Skticfv + +
i r\ c J /• r* c rs

8 4| h 7"o<r '£f>£<j£L -far TUJ C€f€t + +
^2^ <rnv. tov K<^j*ov
122S c,ff1 Heeljefcot for ffeJi^ouX
12"^; h "SsmMt " -far 4>i)fl€ToV
\ 2^® axlsl. Kdl

12^j ff1 €u^(£Ko\/ fwr ou^eoputK^l ♦

12^| d cloU.. JUuA + +

1313 tC* £vrt + +

+ -

^ i ^ ^ ^ z' p
13 J d,k Super eos = eir^durois jfrr .vurotV + +

15 / / ? /->
13 b,c,h,7f &d&l. aLU-tcas/ +

(1) If the reading in question is found in more than four
Old Latin witnesses, individual MBS. are not cited here.
For this purpose, Julicher's Itala (Berlin,1938,1940,
1954, 1963) has been followed, though Tischendorf and
von Soden have also been consulted.



Mt. 13"^ THIS GuVoLytAitiMS 7iff Tr\ 6oV6Lyu*>Jy\ +~~

7 0 ^ ' I ? r\ f 1 0i' '"> S-*

1if32 (^s/okjSoLVxOS OCUTOU -far oiVU/fdi^TtOV <uT<*>V +

l2f33 add. £X&oV't€S'
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+ +

+

1J e,ff1 er/f dor eeTL
f> _ _1 9 •?

Qecv 7^r

+ — -

+ + +

+ + +

154 axtoi' &Ou
5j OLfitci. olL)TOLt

15 5J ff1 a^. e(UTOu - + +

155! e oUnum me.um, jpro-pt'cte.'t" -hiki
15 6 aolol. k'eLt^

6 ?l V / 7 ^
15 | a,e,d T'YjV' ^lyjTdpoL oSUTOu
1513; ff1 o-»*v . AA.OU / + +

9fi ^ /-

15 (?) eree-riv dor- &*T/V
97 ^

15 J e o™ . y*y> + +

+ - +

+ + -

+

+

♦

1615 *dd .yU£ ^ + +
161lf(?) <*n- ^ /U£v
17 5 ut&roL oXoCw

20 7 x— >-» 9 1
17 OCITIGtlolv y<rr oAiyoiriGTioCV
17add- €KST
^7^7. r2 o&orroL OToltLrt- ^ + +
18 's e.ff' er/t -/<*r eSTt-V + +

1810j e,awr,ff1 cnn. ev oupoLVoi's " +
1810} r2 <?m. cfcoi TToCV-rds + ~

1917 - +

1917 aoloL. d &€<r* - -

1917,
2010(

e

d

adcl.
C Z'

O /?r'elTij0
\ 2

/<"•** UOTOL

+ —

+ -

2015 add. f + -

2120
2138, ff2

0»v.

add.

' f ^

V
„ ^"*"77 0

UOTOU

+ -

- +

22S1 0"Wv . ot>v + +

2224 add. J
tVoC + +
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1 * £6TiV Jar r)V
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1 O ^KOVO\j£\f'Vp ULOS \9f^lO\fOj£YljS b?€<>S118; c add. n^iiiV
PO 1 ^ ^ -* ^

2 ; b,e,r eyecpecs -frr eyepecs
3 ^ rena.S'ci .-&r y^vvyj^nVea

i i ( j\ ^ ' O 7 o
3 J a^>Uc . <3 iOV 7"<*j oa^oiVuj
3^ add. o @e<3S
4 ^ Lov+d enoLasT

q ^
4 j 3 a>w - <?u\/

41^ cc-dd. o ' ln>j6ocJS
42 7 ^ r 7 ^
4 ; a,d a: utou d&r ocaToc

o i ✓n <-"»
4^2; ff2,r1 <*vh.. af

442; <a,e,f,q add. O VpcS-ros
12 | i \ dn\ /

5 add. TOV KpcCpptLrov ecu
12 0/7

5 J b orvw . Af-Kx>-<tL V^VtLCL-
.18 T>
5,w ovw. oov

f
ov5^8; £ o>»v. ^Ltot/(A*

61S d o»v. ccArjQaJS
^51 1 ? o?/ '/ / ^ J6 f a,e,r Tou rtproo -farTodTou Too bcaTou
£r\ t M 1660 afl6sf.
55 . /7 aokt. Tore

XQ 2 ^ ^ J_ ? ? 'A /JM8-^j ff £« £6t€ TCo\.€LT€>yd^€i ^re^-ei\:oi£LT6^y
9 2 <***.. Xeyov-rcsr2

<T*W. .

9 b,e,3 odd. clfKit (eis^
9*"2j e,r1 Fkrisaei et fcribae "far ol 'looSoic<COL
922j d,e cu>^. eivbCL

8 \ ■> r\
10 oth • nrpo eyoo
1011 <df<f^6LV ydr TL&YjSlV y10"'8; b,c,f,m Vel operibas -fyc TOLS €pyoi£
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363
Te 3

- +

+ -

+ +

- +

+ +

- +

tfvw • €K<sl

1 " I u^O Twmi -j-orC Ao^joipOS
3 cudd- oiuTou J
•h N •»/ ^ I 7 /

Tov Irjfouv far oiurov
S C,ff2,l oLUToO fiOC Too &€ou
**"g a,e,ff2 in tHo. in toSo for SC clot'TIS
7 / / '' ^' aodot. ^UTOU

8j r1 occiclene -for Xl QdCdut
35 aJd. K^r
2^1 <»*♦ TOOTOU + +

2i1 f\rj&y^eercC( tCeircJ !*eK^l7j9tj66t*lC efu - +628; d,b,ff2 om. G^vjkQoV £k ToG TToLTpor + +6^2; q <xMl. ytlou + -
17

Oelol.yUOU l^lrdt 7raLTepoC + ♦

- +

20

o) Cyprian agreeing with Te, S or C

21 C r\ / s~s
Te S

Mt» 1*"' r<ov oiu^pTccoVj o»v. «.uru)v/ + «.
» ^ ' ✓ _ . /,51 _ ^ ^ 7/^ r / o ~>fJri. 6^ T<2U ^t<>u <*{?T0O -far Toc/7t>U Tou aiprou

9 8 ocolas ~fz»rrYiassef~
+ + —

+ —

. . 25 . \ Q s~ f11 ^ ovu. Kdi yj r«jyj +
d) Irenaeus (Latin) agreeing with Te,S or C

Mt. 112? UiCTOL anrdjLrr +

131"3 iVt< <£*- ore + +

1L. /* /
13 ergsc for autglS +
131^ uf 2wnrAi^ouT.tl -161 ^ <uW.

Jn. 1 Pm^c^o3Cu?vv _ +

/I*
CUAif^XKoJZcrA.

.18 c ^ c/1 / V ^ /1 O JXQVOjgYYp ULOS "far poVoy^TjS &€o&

+

- +

+ +

Before going further, we may note in passing that, of

the individual manuscripts of the Old Latin version, two are
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cited in the above list much more frequently than the rest.

The latin side of Codex Bezae, d, occurs 17 times, six with

Te against the Old Syriac, four with the Old Syriac against Te,

and seven times in agreement with both Te and the Old Syriac.

Some of the agreements of this witness with the Diatessaron

may be due to the influence of a Latin Diatessaron on d (see

introduction). The African Latin MS. e occurs 18 times, being

in nine of these cases in agreement with both Te and the Old

Syriac, in five with the Old Syriac against Te, and in four

with Te against the Old Syriac. See on Luke Tkk, p. (92 ,

for the significance of agreements between the Diatessaron (or
the Old Syriac) and the African Latin (e or k)• The passages

studied in this thesis suggest that such agreements are not rare.

An analysis of the above lists yields the following

statistics bearing on the "Western" affinity of Te and S

respectively:

Authority Number
times
cited

of With Te
against
S

With S
against
Te

With both
Te and S

D 64 14 16 34

Old Latin 102 25 25 52

Cyprian 4 2 0 2

Irenaeus 6 2 1 3

The position with regard to Te and C is as follows:

Authority Number
times
cited

of With Te
against
C

With C
against
Te

With both
Te and C

D 52 15 13 24

Old Latin 76 25 17 34

Cyprian 2 2 0 0

Irenaeus 6 3 1 2
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From the two tables above, a point of decisive importance

emerges. The extent of S*s agreement with Western authorities

against the Diatessaron is virtually equal to (in the case of

D, slightly greater than) the extent of the Diatessaron*s agree¬

ment with them against Sj C*s agreement with Western authorities

against the Diatessaron is only slightly less marked, (it may

be that some of the "Western" element that we find in S has

been eliminated from the Old Syriac text tradition as we know

it in C, and this again would suggest that C represents a later

text than S: cf. p. 36<t ).
The 42 Western readings in S (31 in C) that are not

shared by Te appear to rule out the Diatessaron as the source

of the Western element in the Old Syriac. And when we further

take into consideration that some of the agreements between

Western authorities and the Diatessaron will have come into the

1
former from the latter , and therefore do not constitute

evidence for the kind of text that lay behind the Diatessaron,

we are forced to conclude that the Greek text which served as

a base for the Old Syriac gospels had as definitely "Western"

a character as that which lay behind the Diatessaron. For

further examples of S or G with Western authorities against

the Diatessaron, reference may be made to Burkitt, Ev.II,

pp.235-238.

The point is of such importance that it may be well to

single out from among the 42 S and 31 C passages in question

those cases where the S or C reading has no Caesarean support,

(0 For the influence of the Diatessaron on Codex Bezae
(through a Latin Diatessaron?) see for example: Mt.1128, p.

{ 12*5, p. IS"7 1 1616, p. 132 . 2224, p. 312 5
Mark 10^6, p. qq • Lk.10, p. 323 •
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i.e. where it is quite clearly an independent Western, and not

a Caesarean, reading that stands in the Old Syriac. Even where

there is Caesarean support for a Western reading, that does not

disprove its Western origin. But the following are distinctively

Western readings found in the Old Syriac against the

Diatessaront-

Mt. l222p.4-£. ToV k(^j>0V, *o"t Tov Kut^ov SC with D
1240p./«\ acU. Koc' C with D it

131ifp JS"9, ~fbr Zv»Ltt\.^^ooT^l C with D it
131S?*,S'** onnx' otVTOlS' c with a,c,g2
13^pJ^? • «t"ftc/implerctor ior s with f^^g2,!
1315p.^«3. clutQv CS with b,c,h,ir.

ot-TntrtZv "far oAiyoTrifrrotV S with D latt
8 ■? /

19 p»6i . ey€v€To T^r- yeyovev (?) c with D
1917p J76 . £\&€iv y/irec6€/s with D it

LJc. 741p.3£ • SC with D,a,c,d,r^
7^p.H2. €7U 7to<fcL$ytOLjiotjuou €trc tous" irocfacs C with D
18l2fp./75j. <Uol. ytluMoV SC with D it

Jn. 5l2p.^ • ovn,. uftfo-do. S with b

922p.22 . <Uci. fcVbcc S with D,d,e

9 2p.22• Far/saei ef scrib&e "ibr oc >leoJd?ot^ with e,r

11 ^p.2^. intllo fin ipso) ~farr Si> oLoTvjs s with a#e»ff'
The above 16 examples simply confirm what we have already

observed, namely the large "Western" element in the Old Syriac

gospels even where they differ from the Diatessaron. There is,

then, nothing improbable in postulating a Greek text of a

fundamentally Western complexion as the basis of X and of the

Old Syriac version. There is no objection, on the textual

siae^to the hypothesis that we have already advanced, namely
that X was prior to T and the source of T.
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It 13 of course evident that the Diatessaron and the Old

Syriac as we know them now, through the medium of Te and SC

respectively, are by no means identical in text. The second

section of the thesis made this clear, and the lists of

passages above, where the Diatessaron is with Western or

Caesarean authorities against SC, or SC with Western or

Caesarean authorities against the Diatessaron, oblige us to

admit it again. But surely there can be no doubt that, in the
1 2

time that elapsed between T and Te , and between X and SC ,

both the Diatessaron and the Old Syriac texts would be exposed

to a process of gradual assimilation to Greek MSS. which

would have the general tendency of weaning them away from their

"Western" origins. Western readings would tend to be replaced

by those of the prevailing Greek text, which would on the whole

have the effect of modifying the Syriac Diatessaron and the Old

Syriac gospels towards the type of Syriac text that we find in

the Peshitta, that is, in the direction of the Byzantine text.

And so the fact that Te has a Western reading against OC,

or vice-versa, does not necessarily mean that T and X did not

originally share this reading. "It is possible that, in any

given case, the original *01d Syriac1 may have agreed with the

Diatessaron, and that S or C may have been revised at a later

period to agree with a Greek MS." (Ev.II, p.213)* In parti¬

cular, it would seem that the Old Syriac was exposed to strong

influence from a "Caesarean" text akin to © i this applies

(1) i.e. the two centuries between Tatian and Ephraem, plus
the time up to about 490, when MS. 709 was actually written.

(2) i.e. between the first half of the second century and
c.200, when we may date the SC text, plus the time up to the
actual production of our MSS. S and C, in the fourth and
early fifth centuries respectively.
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especially to S. And, if anything (see tables above), it is

perhaps with the Caesarean text proper, especially

565* 700, rather than with Ayu.so*s Fayummic "pre-Caesarean"

text (see introduction) that the Old Syriac affinity is most

marked. We may conjecture that the "Western" Old Syriac
1

gospels, having originated in Rome , travelled to the east and

there came within the orbit of a text like

It may be added that such a text may have been current in

Syriac as well as in Greek, and, if so, its influence on the

Old Syriac gospels would be all the more understandable. A
2

Syriac Caesarean text was postulated by Lake, Blake and New

as the basis cf the Old Armenian, Old Georgian and Palestinian

Syriac versions. Besides these, the gospel quotations in

Eusebius* Syriac "Theophanla" also preserve indications of
3

its existence. It is not impossible that this hypothetical

Old Syriac Caesarean text is the source of the Caesarean element

in SC.

The following diagram may make clearer the relationship

between the Diatessaron and Old Syriac which we ore proposing

here:-

Greek Caesarean Text (cf. © ). Greek Western Text (cf. D)

[?"postulated Syriac"] X

1) See on Mt.11 , p. 1^^ •
2) "The Caesorean Text of the Gospel of Mark", HTR, 21
(1928), pp.207-404* especially pp.321,325*

(3) See Klijn, Western Text, pp.121-8.
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A word may be added here on the position of C, since it is

on S that we have mainly relied in the foregoing argument. As

compared with S, C, in whose text the "Western0 element has been

diluted (cf. above, p. 3GS- , and Ev.II, pp.213-9)» represents

a step in the direction of P. The fact that it has more Tatianic

harmonistic readings than S (cf. introduction, p. XXli ) is

probably to be Interpreted as meaning that it is of later, rather

than earlier, date than S (pace Vogels;see also above, p. 33*? ).
The smaller "Caesarean" element in C (above, p. 3S"£T ) will be

due to its having been less exposed than S to the influence of

the Caesarean text (see above).

What are the alternatives to our hypothesis of Old Syriac

gospels (X) as the source of the Diatessaron? There are two:

either the Diatessaron was first composed in Greek on the basis

of Greek separate gospels, and subsequently translated into

Syriac (perhaps even by Tatian himself: so Vogels), or it was

composed in Syriac on the basis of Greek separate gospels. (We
leave aside for the moment the question of whether Tatian

employed another source beyond the four canonical gospels).

Quite apart from the fact that neither of these suppositions

would explain the close kinship between T and SC, there are

other strong objections to them. The first alternative en¬

counters the difficulty that there are so few traces of the

Diatessaron in Greek1 that the very existence of a Greek

Diatessaron is in doubt: Bellinzoni has shown (see on Mt.191^»
p. /76 ) that the harmonies current in Justin's school were

fragmentary, while we have seen that the Diatessaron*s kinship

with D, enphasized by Vogels, is to be explained partly by the

influence of a Latin Diatessaron on d, but mainly by the fact

(1) See introduction, p.XXVit *£» and on Mt.172^» P* '74- , for
an isolated exception.
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of the Diatessaron and Codex Bezae stemming from a common

"Western" root. The second alternative, the construction of a

Syriac harmony out of Greek separate gospels, seems to the

present writer to imply a degree of mental dexterity that is

almost inconceivable: the task of harmonizing four separate

gospels would in itself demand the fullest concentration, with¬

out the added complication of simultaneous translation into

another language. (See further on Mt.222^, p. 3& ).

If, then, it is admitted that Tatian composed the

Diatessaron in Syriac, it is almost necessary to suppose that

Syriac separate gospels were available to him. The existence of

such gospels before Tatian is in any case inherently probable.
1

As Black puts it: "It is certainly difficult to believe that

there was no Christian mission to Syria and Mesopotamia earlier

than the third quarter of the second century" (during which time

the Diatessaron must have been composed), "or that in bilingual

Antloch the Gospels were not translated into Syriac early in

the second century."

If, as Black suggests, X took its origin in the east, it

could still have been brought from there to Rome before Tatian's

time, and could still have embodied a "Western" text (this does

not necessarily mean a text of geographically western origin).
But it is not only in the east that we can reasonably look for

the origins of the Syriac gospel tradition. Black*s point about

bilingual Antioch would apply with equal force to multilingual
P7

Rome (see on Mt.11 , p. ), where there was of course a

Christian mission in the early days of Christianity. And if

(1) Ed.3, p.266. Black's words here are still valid even if
we cannot follow him in assuming that the statement of
Eusebius about Hegesippus, on which he is here commenting,
refers necessarily to separate gospels: 3ee introduction,
p. Xvil .
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27
indeed, as seems most likely (see again on Mt.11 P. j

cf. Lk.131, p. Its ), it was in Rome that the Syriac Diatessaron

originated, then Syriac separate gospels must have been in circu¬

lation there in Tatian's time.

To argue for Rome, as against Antioch (Black), Adiabene

(Kahle) or Edessa (Burkitt), as the place of X*s origin means

that the "West Aramaic element" in the Old Syriac Gospels (for
3

this see Black , Appendix I) has to be explained, not by their

having been formed within the orbit of Palestinian influence,

but rather by their dating from a time (perhaps the first half

of the second century) when the Syriac language was conceivably

much more like West Aramaic than it later became. Although

some of the Old Syriac1s "West Aramaisms" may well come from

the Gospel according to the Hebrews (see below), in general it

seems safest to follow Burkitt in regarding them as the "last

traces of a vanishing idiom" (quoted by Black in the Appendix

referred to above). cf.p'Zl2.
If such ancient Syriac gospels as we are postulating did

exist, it means that we can no longer attribute to the Diatessaron

alone, as a sort of deus ex machina, all the strange readings and

expressions found in the Syriac gospel tradition. The Diatessaron

was itself the product of its environment, and if an Old Syriac

Tetraevangelion formed a part of that environment it would

doubtless have exhibited many of those distinctive readings which

we label "Tatianic", but which in that case would really be

primitive Old Syriac readings. In other words, Tatian*s

encratite and gnosticizing tendencies1 are to be seen against a
2

background of similar tendencies pervading early Syrian

(1) See Mt.1125, p. ; Lk.176"77, p. 23O \ Jn.334, p. 32.2 i
Lk.1 , p. US' .

(2) i.e. Syriac-speaking.
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Christianity in general. In this connection, we note the links

between the ascetic Judaism of the Essenes and Syrian Christian-

knowledge of Syrian Christianity before Tatian and during his

lifetime is meagre in the extreme. And so, even though there is

good reason to believe that pre-Tatianlc Syriac gospels existed

and perhaps contained "Tatianic" readings, we have not enough

evidence to assert that all, or even most, "Xatianisms" are to

be explained in this way. We are not Justified, in the present

state of our knowledge, in doubting the strong patristic testi¬

mony to the originality of Tatian, the yos
^ O

(Eusebius, H.E. IV, 29 ) or prlnceps (Jerome, Ep.., 48 ) of the

Encratites.

One particular facet of the Diatessaron*s relationship to

its general early Christian environment, and to the literary

remains of early Christianity, which has emerged with some degree

of prominence in the present thesis is the link, pointed out by

Quispel (see introduction) between the Diatessaron and the

Gospel of Thomas.

Twelve of the Te passages that we have discussed show

textual affinities with the Gospel of Thomas:-

Mt. 13^Jp. 302tcf.GT §96 om. "three measures" (also C)

4

Ity, pointed out by V36bus. But caution is required here. Our

13^"7p. l£0, " " 8 "threw" for

13^p. 30^., " " 8 "chose" for "gathered" (also SC)
151^P*2l2 > " " add."with its root", cf. Te arm.

1727p.l7f , " " 8 "net" for llyKt6rpoV. cf. Mt.1347.
(1) History of Asceticism in the Syrian Orient, I,
PP.17-30, 97-103.
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181 p.30$,cf. GT §12 "will be" for "is" (also SC,e,ff1,Fuld.
21^p.l2£ , " " 65 to "the heir" add. "of the vineyard".

2221p./$3, " " 100 "give...give back" for "give back...and.,

22"^p. 68 9 " * 25 "love" for "you will love".

Lk. 1l27p.322, " " 79 "which suckled you" for "which you
sucked" (also SO)

llSel, " " 55 "disciple to me" for "my disciple"
(also C)

232^p.32(f-» " " 79 "will come ... you will say" for
"behold are coming.... they will say"

(also SO partly: om. "behold" p7^ D

fam.13 it syac arm aeth. "will come" D

fam.13 lat sysc.)

It will be seen that roughly half of these readings are

shared by the Old Syrlacj some of them also occur in the
1

Peshitta, and one of them is found in e, ff and Codex Fuldensis.
29

But, apart from the case of Luke 23 » not one of these readings

is found in any authority apart from the Gospel of Thomas, the

Diatessaron and texts that may reasonably be supposed to have

derived the reading from the Diatessaron. (For the attestation

of these readings within the Diatessaron tradition, see the
. 29

discussions of the individual verses). And even at Luke 23

we are left with one of the three variants in question ("you

will say") that is found only in the Gospel of Thomas and the

Diatessaron. We thus have twelve readings shared by the Gospel

of Thomas and the Diatessaron (and sometimes by texts probably
■y

influenced by the Diatessaron) against all other witnesses.

Whence did these readings come? It may be significant that

(1) If we are unwilling to admit Diatessaron influence on the
African latin MS. e, the number of these readings must be
reduced to eleven. (See Mt \V).
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two of the twelve passages where GT and the Diatessaron coincide

are at the same time passages where a "West Aramaic" element is

present in Te; even if the element is not present in the actual

reading that GT and the Diatessaron share, its presence within
1

the same verse is nevertheless to be carefully noted. The two

passages are Mt.22~^"~~^, where Te syr has y <?/ as
the equivalent of VcyLLOS and where "as your soul" is a clear
Semitism in GT (see the discussion, p. and Mt.1513, where

Te syr has in the sense of "njy father" (and here it is
52

to be noted that the Clementine Homilies, 3 > which Quispel
2

links with the Diatessaron and the Gospel of Thomas, are the

only Greek authority for the omission of after o

TTUttj'p : see the discussion, p. Further, two
other of the twelve Te syr passages with GT affinities could be

l O

suspected of harbouring Semitisms - Mt.13 ("the good as good";

see p. SO if- ) and Mt.18% p. 308 (the future tense for the

Greek's present could reflect the ambiguity of the Semitic

imperfect; note that here the Semitism, if such it be, is the

actual point at which Te and GT coincide).
These four passages are all from the Gospel of Matthew.

Now, we do have knowledge of a gospel written in West Aramaic,

and closely linked with Matthew's, even if we do not regard it

with Jerome (Contra Pelag., col.570) as the Semitic original

of St Matthew. This is the Gospel according to the Hebrews.

Our Investigation has done nothing to weaken, and something to

(1) All the more so because there are relatively few Te syr
passages where we find definite "West Aramaic" traces. Only
5 other/verses give evidence of such any influence - Jn.1632
( )j Mt.2223 ( y^Uto ); Mt.1354, Lk.1941,
Jn.1148 ( Ljl*-Jo ). Doubtful is Lk.235, See
above, p. 37/ , on whether these passages necessarily bear
witness to a Palestinian background.

(2) See Mt.191?, P» *76" , for another coincidence of reading
between Clhom and Te.
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confirm, Quispel's theory that the Gospel according to the

Hebrews was a source contnon to the Diatessaron and the Gospel

of Thomas. It perhaps also had some influence on X, the

original Old Syriac gospels; this is suggested by the fact that

SC agree with Te and GT in about half of the cases where these

latter coincide, and it would be just what we might expect if

V55bus is right in his view that at first, and for long,

Gosp. Hebr. was the only gospel known to Syriac-speaklng
1

Christians. However this may be, it seems reasonable to

postulate that it was, alongside the four canonical gospels

(X), a fifth source of the Syriac Diatessaron, though
2

Baumstark probably exaggerates in regarding it as the first

rather than the fifth of Tatian's sources.

Alongside these five sources for his work, Tatian seems

to have had, not indeed a source, but an influence whose

familiarity rang in his mind and caused him to echo it, namely

the gospel text used by his teacher Justin at Rome. See the

discussion of the four passages where we have noted Diatessaron

agreement with Justin against the Old Syriac; Mt.12^, p.

Mt.1127, p. ltf-8 ; Mt.1917, p. 176 ; Lk.1^1, p. 188 .

That the four gospels had already been translated into

Syriac before Tatian, and that this translation formed the

main basis for his Diatessaron - this is the principal con¬

clusion towards which our consideration of the evidence has

pointed us, although it has not taken us the whole way to it.

(1) V55bus, Studies. p.1?ff» We do not of course wish to
accept V35bus' position in its entirety, namely that Gosp.
Hebr. was the only gospel known to these Christians right up
to the time of the Diatessaron.

(2) See introduction, p. xit f. .
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This implies that, in the same way as the Western text lay

behind X and T, and yet (as we know it in Codex Bezae and the

Old Latin) was subsequently influenced by the Diatessaron, so

the Old Syriac gospels (X) lay behind the Diatessaron and yet

were, in their SC form, subsequently influenced by it.

As a corollary to this main conclusion, we note that it is

unsafe always to label "Tatianic" readings or tendencies which

could go back to an already existing Old Syriac gospel tradition.

The idiomatic Syriac usage which we have seen to character-
g

ize Te 3yr (see e.g. Jn.10 , p. ) has tended to confirm

that Syriac was the original language of the Diatessaron. In

view of the sparse traces of a Greek Diatessaron, the onus of

proof lies on those who would claim otherwise.

Our interpretation of the evidence points to Rome as the

place where the Syriac Diatessaron and (though this is more

debateable) the first Syriac tetraevangelion were produced.

Though the latter was the principal source of the former, it

was supplemented by the Gospel according to the Hebrews, which

appears to have been laid under contribution by the Gospel of

Thomas also. As regards our extant representatives of the Old

Syriac text, S and C, we have found reason to believe that the

S text, more heavily under Caesarean influence, is also earlier

in date than C, which, though thickly sprinkled with Tatianic

readings, represents on the whole an advance towards the

Byzantine text as found in P.

Finally, that the Diatessaron was perhaps an even more

highly compressed text than we had thought1} that it was some-
2

times more of a Targum than of a translation ; that its text

(1) So lending a new fullness of meaning to the words of
Theodoret (PG 83» 372A) about those who used the Diatessaron:
«irkou6T6f>ov euvr^uf tQ

(2) See the list of passages referred to above, p. 337 .
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was occasionally determined by doctrinal considerations of an

encratite or gnosticlzing cast^, or by a desire to minimize the

r6le of John the Baptist - all this too is suggested by the new

evidence of MS. Chester Beatty 70S, evidence which, even though

it must occasionally be valued less highly than that of EC arm ^,
is as a whole the most reliable single guide to the Tatianlc

text that we possess. It has enabled us with reasonable

certainty to settle the vexed question of the relative priority

of the Diatessaron and the Old Syriac gospels as we know them

(SC) in favour of the Diatessaron. But SC's common ancestor,

the original translation (X) of the four canonical gospels into

Syriac, a text of "Western" type not yet exposed to the

"Caesarean" influence so marked in its descendants, was the

source of the Diatessaron Itself, and must consequently have

already existed in the mid-second century.

1) See the passages referred to above, p. 3"71 .

2) See Mt.1614 p. I$<? ; Jn.l33, p. iqg , Lk.176-77, p. 2SO .

(3) E.g. Mt• 11 2o, P, 2V*. i Mt.12^3, p.2<?6 S Mt.1239-40,p./«"}
Mt.15'3, p. 2/2 ; Mt.1620, p. 268 } Lk.1426> P• HCcC J
Lk.1428, p. MfS'flt ; Lk.1939, p. 27L i Lk.19^0, p. 276 i
Lk.19^2, p. 278 } Jn.7^, p. 33^ •
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67oscp 1713
33 If- 74scp 1428

75P 73sc 1415,28
783 78cp 1428
719SC 719p 1429»16:

720pc 720S 1626
728scp 159

737scp 1625
\n 839P 8»8 1626

84°SP 1626

z>i+s~ 8^3 8Up 1626
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John 846SP John John 1311
e^sp 106,1626

20 856S 856P nSie^.ie1
8573 857P 1627
8583 85^P 1628
91P 91s 177

9^ 1628

2<t-8 93S 93p 171
94S 9^P 1628

//* 9^P 96S 1628,29
97s 97P 136fl629.31

22 922sp 106,173
2CO 939s ^39p 107a,1632

107SP 1211
2STI 108s 108P 1633
262 1011s 1011P 1510.11

103°S 1030P 2129
l2i lO^SP 116
122 10423P 171
263 111s 111p 171
26^ 113S 113P 171
2-k- 114S 114? 171

116s 116? 174
266 117s 117P 171
122 118SP 171
26 119SP 172

1114sp 173
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John 11^P John 11^s John 173
1116s 1116P 172

256 1123S 1125P 173.5
1126S 1126P 175

1132SP
1133SP 176

1132fP 1134S 1?3#7»10
2,59 1135SP -jy3»4»6»7
2.62 1137S 1137P 174'6
21

h43sp
1139SP 175,7.8,9,10

177.10
h^p HHa 179

22

125SP
1148SP I7IO

171-5
1210P 1210S f712

123 1231P 1231S 183
1249s 1249P 159

I2S~

1326SP
1323sp 917

1412
133°S 1330? 1412
146SP 1211

290 141°C 1410p 159
1411cp 1411S 2129

126 1518s 1518P
1613sp 1519

261+. 1627-28S 1627~28p 12
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Identical
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Te
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Variant
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Variant
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Page

Chapter
and Section
of Ephraem*s
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127 John

3/

\2q

186SP
192^P

2015SP

2119SP

2121S
2122S

John 16^2SP John

171,3
171 ^P

1929P
i934p

2017P

2120S
21

21 P

21 22p

1711P

1
20 SP

2017S

2120P

21 29

21 29

1211

1V

21 27

28

1012,181
2110,11,12

22
21

21 27

2122,27,26,28,2$
3021

21 30

21 30

21 30


